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Preface
This document is intended to summarize much of the technical data produced for or by
the Human Transportation System(HTS) Study. Although the NASA-Industry Team
(NIT) acquired and produced huge amounts of data for the study, only the data that has
beenjudged most important has beenincluded here. Descriptions of the objectives,
ground rules, and processesof thestudy, analysisof the data, and definitions of many
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Data from the Human Transportation System (HTS) mission model is contained in this
section. The mission model is loosely based on the FY90 Civil Needs Database (CNDB)
with several modifications to reflect a more current understanding of potential
payloads. Each payload in the model has been dassified into one of the following
mission types:
- Satellite Servicing
Support Assets (operational infrastructure payloads such as TDRS)
Base (core science and technology, small payloads)
Sortie Science (science and technology payload with large return mass
requirements such as Spacelab)
- SSF (PMC and expanded)
- ISF
Additional "smoothing" payloads have been added to the model to make up for sharp
drop-offs that occur over time in the CNDB. These drop-offs are due t° the planning
horizons for future missions.
A Department of Defense (DOD) addition to the model has also been developed based
on capability, and not on actual payloads. It includes one human-tended mission per
year plus expendable launch vehicle flights.
A Space Exploration Initiative (SEI) model has been developed showing only crew
flights. No payloads from the FY90 CNDB have been included. It includes a high level
(three or four flights a year) and a low level (one or two flights a year) of mission
activity.
"If" Scenarios have been developed based on the mission types. The "If" Scenarios are as
follows:
If A - Base, DOD, ISF, and Support Assets
If B - If A plus Satellite Servicing and Sortie Science
If C - If B plus SSF PMC
A-1
If D - If C plus expanded SSF
If E - If D plus SEI
For more information about the mission model, see Volume I, section 3.1.
Tables A.1.1-1 through A.1.1-3 and: figures A.1.1-1 and A.1.1-2 Summarize the up and
down mass of each "If" Scenario. The DOD and SEI.models are also shown. Table •A.1.2
lists all the individual payloads in the model.
A.1.1 MISSION MODEL SUMMARY
The following tables and graphs summarize the mass data for each "If" Scenario. They
are categorized by mission type and by manned or unmanned requirements. Tables
and graphs for both payload mass delivered to orbit and payload mass returned from
orbit are include d . The data is shown o n an annua ! basis.
A table of the number of manned flights that are added to If Scenario D to make up If
Scenario E is included. It includes annual data for both If E-high and If E-low. Also
included is a table describing the DOD mission model in terms of mass and flights.
A-2






TABLE A.1.1-1.- HTS MISSION MODEL SUMMARY - MASS DELWERED
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TABLE A.1.1-1.- HTS MISSION MODEL SUMMARY - MASS RETURNED
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TABLE A.I.I-1.-HTS MISSION MODEL SUMMARY- MASS RETURNED
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TABLE A.1.1-2.- HTS SEI MISSION MODEL FOR "IF" SCENARIO E
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Figure A.1.1-2.- Total mass down per year for each "If" scenario.
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A.1.2 MISSION MODEL PAYLOADS
The following table lists the payloads used in the HTS mission model. The payloads are
sorted by the HTS Mission Type and then by the Payload Name. This listing does not
account for the smoothing done by the NASA Industry Team or the DOD and SEI
models.




















MAR ORB - Deep Space: Mars Orbit
MAR SUR - Deep Space: Mars Surface
MER - Deep Space: Mercury
OTH - Deep Space: Other
PHO SUR - Deep Space: Phobos Surface
SAT - Deep Space: Saturn
DS SOL - Deep Space: Sun
EAR OTH - Earth Orbit (Other)
GEO - Geosynchronous Earth Orbit
LEO OTH - Low Earth Orbit: Other
LEO POL - Low Earth Orbit: Polar Orbit
LEO SS OB - Low Earth Orbit: Space Station (On Board)
LEO SS RM - Low Earth Orbit: Space Station Remote Orbit
LEO SYN - Low Earth Orbit: Sun Synchronous Orbit
LEO TV - Low Earth Orbit: Transportation Vehicle
LUN ORB - Lunar Orbit
LUN SUR - Lunar Surface
Payload Type:
D - Payload delivery only
R - Payload retrieval
L - Launch vehicle attached payload
S - Payload servicing
A-11
Discipline/Sub-discipline:
SA - Science and Applications
A - Astrophysics
C - Communications and Information Systems
ES - Earth Sciences and Applications
GSA - Generic Science and Applications
LS - Life Sciences
MS - Microgravity Science and Applications
SP - Space Physics
SS - Solar System Exploration
TD - Technology Development
AR - Automation and Robotics
ETM - Energy and Thermal Management Systems
FM - Fluid Management "
GTD - General Technology Development
HS - Humans In Space
IS - Information Systems
SE - Space Environmental Effects
SO - In-Space Operations
STR - Space Structures
FAC - Facilities
C - Communications
SSI - Space Station Freedom Infrastructure
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The following section contains data relating to the various elements, systems, and
architectures in the study. In most cases, this data is considered either input data (data
produced by or for the study that is required for the various study analysis processes
and models) or intermediate data (data that is produced by the various study processes
or models to be used by other study processes or models). The architecture level data
that is produced as the final step of the analysis process is summarized in Appendix C.
Section B.1.1 shows the architecture descriptions and definitions. Section B.1.2 shows
the results of the manifesting process for determining architecture flight rates based on
the mission model. Secion B.1.3 summarizes the results of the ground operations
process. Sections B.1.4-B.1.9 summarize the attribute-related data. Section B.1.10
summarizes data for an additional operations related attribute developed during the
study.
B.1.1 ARCHITECTURE DEFINITIONS
The following tables show the systems used to populate each of the original
18 architectures in the study by year and by function. Systems are shown in 5-year
blocks starting in the year 2000. A 5-year phase-out or phase-in time is assumed.
Architectures must meet four basic functions: personnel up, personnel down, cargo up,
and cargo down. Systems are added to each function over the study time-frame
according to the architecture intent. In many cases, a system fulfills multiple functions.
Also included for each architecture are notes concerning the ground rules and
philosophies regarding manifesting for each architecture.
Note that evaluation of Architecture 15 was deferred due to lack of data concerning
foreign systems. Although some analysis was done on Architecture 9, cost data was not
available. Architecture 10 was not evaluated until late in the study extension period.
Another architecture based on an air launched concept, Architecture 19, was added, but
is not included here since it came late in the study extension.
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TABLE B.I.I-1.- ARCHITECTURE 1: HTS REFERENCE OPTION






































• This architecture represents the transportation systems currently meeting
the agency's needs.
• Shuttle meets all manned transportation needs.
• Shuttle meets all cargo return needs.
• The ACRV is a simple rescue vehicle for personnel transport down from
the SSF.
• The Shuttle transports the ACRV to and from SSF.
• A base level of preplanned product improvement as defined by the NIT
included in base Shuttle costs.
Manifesting Philosophy
• All SSF goes via Shuttle
• Manifesting priority of unmanned payloads on unmanned launch vehicles
is preferred.
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TABLE B.1.1-2.-ARCHITECTURE 2: SHUTTLE EVOLUTION OPTION































































• This architecture represents the evolution of transportation systems
currently meeting the agency's needs.
• Shuttle Evolution meets all manned transportation needs.
• Shuttle Evolution meets all cargo return needs.
• The ACRV is a simple rescue vehicle for personnel transport down from
the SSF.
• The Reusable Cargo Vehicle (RCV) is an unmanned, modified orbiter for
carrying and deploying payloads into space.
• The Shuttle transports the ACRV to and from SSF.
• The NIT defined the level of Shuttle evolution consistent with the
philosophy of making significant improvements In the attribute values.
This list includes 90-day orbiter, LRBs, modified ET, advanced TPS,
EMAs, Light Weight Orbiter (new vehicles only), Single I-Load, SSME
Limit at 100°,6, and Ejection Seats.
• DAT evolution does not include Cargo Transfer Function.
Manifesting Philosophy
• All SSF goes via Shuttle
• Manifesting priority of unmanned payloads on unmanned launch vehicles
is preferred.
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TABLE B.l.l-3.- ARCHITECTURE 3: ALTERNATE ACCESS OPTION
NLS, without Alternate Access, with ACRV
[ iFI ,ooo ! 2olo i ,o15 ]































• _ I. -2. -3.
• Delta
• Shuttle
• This architecture represents the cargo-driven departure from
architecture # 1. This is compared with #4 to determine the benefit of the
alternate access consideration.
• This architecture initiates development of an NL_ booster family to
provide the cargo up function prior to assessment of that booster's
desirability to fulfill the manned boost function in the future.
• Shuttle meets all manned transportation needs.
• Shuttle meets only those cargo up needs that cannot be satisfied by the
NLS and DAT families.
• Shuttle meets all cargo return needs.
• The ACRV is a simple rescue vehicle for personnel transport down from
the SSF.
• The Shuttle transports the ACRV to and from SSF.
• Titan is phased out one period after the NLS-2 becomes operational.
* Arias is phased out one period after the NLS-3 becomes operational.
• A cargo transfer vehicle is required beginning in 2000 for any cargo
transported to a specific location via an NLS element.
Manifesting Philosophy
• For cargo up, payloads are off-loaded from Shuttle to NLS where possible.
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TABLE B.1.1-4.- ARCHITECTURE 4: ALTERNATE ACCESS








* RPC to SSF
• NLS-2
• Shuttle












* RPC to SSF
• NLS-2
• Shuttle
• RPC £I-om SSF
• ACRV
• Shuttle







• RPC to SSF
• NI_2
• Shuttle
* RPC from SSF
• ACRV
. Shuttle








• RPC to SSF
• NLS-2
• Shuttle
• RPC from SSF
• ACRV
• Shuttle







• This architecture represents the incremental addition of a second
personnel system over architecture #3, providing alternate access.
• This architecture introduces an reusable PC with minimum cargo only for
those missions to and from SSF or in other LEO missions where
personnel are required. The representative concept for the RPC is the
Boeing biconic PLS.
• This architecture initiates development of an NLS booster family to
provide the cargo up function in conjunction with providing the manned
boost function.
• The RPC uses the NLS-2 as its launch vehicle.
• Shuttle meets all manned transportation needs not met by the RPC and
serves as the Alternate Access back-up for the RPC.
• Shuttle meets only those cargo up needs that cannot be satisfied by the
NLS and DAT families.
• Cargo return needs are met by the Shuttle or the CRV.
• The SSF emergency crew return function is handled by the ACRV.
• Titan is phased out one period after the NLS-2 becomes operational.
• Arias is phased out one period after the NLS-3 becomes operational.
• A cargo transfer vehicle is required beginning in 2000 for any cargo
transported to a specific location via an NLS element.
Manifesting Philosophy
• The only use for Shuttle is non-SSF, man-at-receipt payloads.
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TABLE B.l.l-5.- ARCHITECTURE 5: SEPARATION OF PEOPLE AND CARGO/
WHICH MANNED BOOSTER? OPTION
People and Cargo Together (Reusable PC with Integral Cargo),




















































• This architecture introduces a reusable PC with integral cargo only for
those missions to and from SSF or in other LEO missions where
_ersonnel and cargo are required together, This architecture, along with
6 and #7, addresses the desirability of separating people and cargo.
• The architecture addresses launch of manned vehicles by developinE a
new system, the Manned Launch System (MLS), specifically designei] (and
sized) for manned applications.
• The representative concept is the JSC Crew and Logistics Vehicle (CLV)
with 15,000 Ib up/down cargo capability.
• The CLV provides people up/down (primarily to SSF) as well as cargo
up/down.
• The CLV uses the MLS-HL as its launch vehicle.
• Shuttle is phased out by 2005.
• The SSF emergency crew return function is handled by the CLV.
Manifesting Philosophy
• Limit CLV to SSF crew rotation events or other missions where man is
required for sortie missions.
• Cargo delivery to SSF can be carried on CLV or CRV.
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TABLE B.l.l-6.- ARCHITECTURE 6: SEPARATION OF PEOPLE AND CARGO/
WHICH MANNED BOOSTER? Ol'q'ION
Separate Launch of People and Cargo (Reusable PC and












































• This architecture introduces a reusable PC only for those missions to and
irom SSF or m other LEO missions wh_ere personnel and cargo are
required together. This architecture, along with #5 a_nd #7, addresses the
desirability of separating people and cargo. This architecture also _
determines how well the MLS meets people up/down requirements for
new boosters.
• The architecture addresses launch of manned vehicles by developin_ a
new system, the Manned Launch System (MLS), specifically designe_ (and
s_zea/for manned applications.
• People up and cargo up are launched on separate MLS launch vehicles.
• The SSF emergency crew return function is handled by the RPC.
• After Shuttle phase-out, cargo and SSF logistics retum is handled by the
CRV.
Manifesting Philosophy
• Limit RPC to SSF crew rotation events or other missions where man is
required for sortie missions.
• Cargo delivery to SSF is carried on CRV.
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TABLE B.l.l-7.- ARCHITECTURE 7: SEPARATION OF PEOPLE
AND CARGO OPTION
PC and Cargo on Same Launch Vehicle (Reusable PC with Non-Integral Cargo),



















































• This architecture introduces a reusable PC with cargo (non-integral) in a
separate module only for those missions to and from SSF. or in other LEO
missions where personnel and cargo are required together at the
destination. This architecture, along with #5 and #6, addresses the
desirability of separating people and cargo.
• The RPC w/cargo provides people up/down as well as cargo up.
• A Logistics Retum Vehicle (LRV) or a Cargo Return Vehicle (CRV) is
required to meet the return cargo requirements.
• The RPC uses the MLS-HL as its launch vehicle.
• Shuttle is phased out by 2005.
• The SSF emergency crew return function is handled by the RPC.
Manifesting Philosophy
• Limit RPC to SSF crew rotation events or other missions where man is
required for sortie missions.
* Cargo delivery to SSF can be carried on RI_/LRV or CRV.
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• The architecture uses a near-term single stage to orbit (SSTO) concept
with a cargo capability to address vehicle technology and phasing issues.
• The SSTO provides people up/down as well as cargo up/down.
• The SSTO has an unmanned cargo up/down capability.
• SSF emergency crew return is accomplished by the ACRV starting at
PMC.
• A cargo transfer function of some kind is required beginning in 2000 for
any cargo transported to a specific location via a DAT element.
• SSTO (near-term technology) concept defined by the NIT.
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• The architecture uses a two stage to orbit(TSTO) concept with a cargo
capability to address vehicle technology and phasing issues.
• The TSTO provides people up/downas well as cargo up/down.
• SSF emergency crew retum is accomplished by the ACRV starting at
PMC.
• A cargo transfer function of some kind is required beginning in 2000 for
any cargo transported to a specific location via a DAT element.
• TSTO concept to be defined by LaRC (near-term technology).
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• The architecture uses an advanced single stage to orbit (SSTO) concept
with a cargo capability to address vehicle technology and phasing issues.
• The SSTO provides people up/down as well as cargo up/down.
• Shuttle is phased out before 20!5._ ....
• SSF emergency crew return is accomplished by the ACRV starting at
PMC.
• A cargo transfer function of some kind is required beginning in 2000 for
any cargo transported to a specific location via a DAT element.
• SSTO (advanced technology) concept to be defined by NASP/JPO.
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TABLE B.1.1-11.- ARCHITECTURE 11: ACRV COMMONALITY








* RPC to SSF
• NLS-2
• Shuttle









• RPC to SSF
• NLS-2
• Shuttle
• RPC from SSF
• Shuttle





• RPC to SSF
• NLS-2
• Shuttle
• RPC from SSF
• Shuttle






• RPC to SSF
• NLS-2
• Shuttle






• This architecture reflects the use of the RPC for the SSF emergency crew
return function, rather than ACRV.
• The RPC is used only for those missions to and from SSF or in other LEO
missions where personnel are required,
• The RPC uses the NLS-2 as its launch vehicle.
• This architecture initiates development of an NLS booster family to
provide the cargo up function in conjunction with providing the manned
boost function.
• Shuttle meets all manned transportation needs not met by the RPC.
• Shuttle meets only those cargo up needs that cannot be satisfied by the
NLS and DAT families.
• Shuttle meets all cargo return needs.
• Titan is phased out one period after the NLS-2 becomes operational.
• A cargo transfer vehicle is required beginning in 2000 for any cargo
transported to a specific location via an NLS element.
• There are always to be 2 RPCs at SSF (EMCC) for emergency return. This
implies 180 day quiescent stay time.
Manifesting Philosophy
• An RPC remains docked to SSF. The crew goes up on a fresh RPC and
the return crew returns on the old RPC.
• Same as 12 & 13.
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TABLE B.1.1-12.- ARCHITECTURE 12: ACRV COMMONALITY OPTION



















• RPC to SSF
• NI_2
• Shuttle



















• RPC to SSF
• NLS-2
• Shuttle







• This architecture introduces an reusable PC with minimum cargo only for
those missions to and from SSF or in other LEO missions where
personnel are required. The RPC is introduced later in time and an ACRV
is required at SSF PMC. This ACRV is phased out after the RPC IOC.
• The RPC uses the NLS-2 as its launch vehicle.
• This architecture Initiates development of an NLS booster family to
provide the cargo up function prior to assessment of that booster's
desirability to fulfill the manned boost function in the future.
• Shuttle meets all marmed transportation needs not met by the RPC.
• Shuttle meets only those cargo up needs that cannot be satisfied by the
NLS and DAT families.
• Shuttle meets all cargo return needs.
• The ACRV is a simple rescue vehicle for personnel transport down from
the SSF. It is phased out after the RPC comes on-line. The RPC may be
derived from the ACRV.
• Titan is phased out one period after the NLS-2 becomes operational.
• A cargo transfer vehicle is required beginning in 2000 for any cargo
transported to a specific location via an NLS element.
• There is either a dedicated ACRV or an RPC always at SSF for emergency
return. This Implies 180 day quiescent stay time for the RPC at EMCC.
Manifesting Philosophy
• An RPC remains docked to SSF.
same RPC.
The crew goes up and returns on the
• Same as ll& 13.
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TABLE B. 1.1-13.- ARCHITECTURE 13: COMMONALITY/WHICH MANNED
BOOSTER? OPTION









• RPC to SSF
• NLS-2
• Shuttle
• RPC from SSF
• ACRV
• Shuttle







• RI_ to SSF
• NLS-2
• Shuttle
• RPC from SSF
• ACRV
* Shuttle






• RPC to SSF
• NLS-2
• Shuttle
* RPC from SSF
• ACRV
• Shuttle






• RPC to SSF
• NLS-2
• Shuttle









• This architecture introduces a reusable PC with minimum cargo only for
those missions to and from SSFor in other LEO missions where
personnel are required. This architecture shows the cost of developing
two systems to provide the people down (emergency crew retum) function.
This architecture also determines how well the NLS meets people
up/down requirements for new boosters.
• The RPC uses the NLS-2 as its launch vehicle.
• This architecture initiates development of an NLS booster family to
provide the cargo up function in conjunction with providing the manned
boost function.
• Shuttle meets all manned transportation needs not met by the RPC.
• Shuttle meets only those cargo up needs that cannot be satisfied by the
NLS and DAT families.
• Shuttle meets all cargo return needs.
• The ACRV is a simple rescue vehicle for personnel transport down from
the SSF.
• The Shuttle transports the ACRV to and from SSF.
• Titan is phased out one period after the NLS-2 becomes operational.
• A cargo transfer vehicle is required beginning in 2000 for any cargo
transported to a specific location via an NLS element.
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TABLE B.l.l-14.-ARCHITECTURE 14: WHICH MANNED BOOSTER? OPTION










• MR Titan IV,
• Shuttle








• RPC to SSF
• MR Titan IV+
• Shuttle








• _ to SSF
• MR Titan IV+
• Shuttle








• RPC to SSF
• MR Titan IV+
• Shuttle







• The architecture addresses whether the right booster for manned vehicles
is to evolve current systems rather than to develop a new system. This
architecture determines how well the Titan meets people up/down
requirements for new boosters.
• This architecture uses a reusable PC with min/mum cargo only for those
missions to and from SSF or in other LEO missions where personnel are
required.
• The RPC uses a derived, man-rated Titan as its launch vehicle.
• Shuttle meets only those cargo up needs that cannot be satisfied by the
DAT family.
• Shuttle meets all cargo return needs.
• The ACRV is a simple rescue vehicle for personnel transport down from
the SSF.
• The Shuttle transports the ACRV to and from SSF.
• A cargo transfer function of some kind is required beginning in 2000 for
any cargo transported to a specific location via the DAT elements.
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TABLE B.l.l-15.- ARCHITECTURE 15: ALTERNATE ACCESS OPTION































































This architecture represents an alternative approach to Alternate Access
where foreign systems would only be used in the event of a stand-down of
domestic systems. There would be a cost (with respect to all attributes)
associated with having those systems available for U.S. use and able to be
used to carry payloads (including crew) to a specific destination.
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• This architecture represents a new air-launched mode for personnel
transport.
• A representative concept is the Rockwell AMSC.
• The ACRV is a simple rescue vehicle for personnel transport down from
the SSF.
• A cargo transfer function of some kind is required beginning in 2005 for
any cargo transported to a specific location via the DAT elements.
• The Shuttle transports the ACRV to and from SSF until 2010.
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TABLE B.l.l-17.- ARCHITECTURE 17: NEW CONCEPT OPTION


















































Ro_, il 2. S9.9_
• The architecture presents an alternative concept for transporting crew to
and from SSF.
• This architecture uses a reusable ultra-light PC with minimum cargo only
for those missions to and from SSF or in other LEO missions where
personnel are required.
• The RUPC uses a derived, man-rated Titan as its launch vehicle.
• Shuttle is phased out prior to 2005.
• LRV meets all cargo return needs after Shuttle phase out.
• The ACRV is a simple rescue vehicle for personnel transport down from
the SSF.
• A cargo transfer function of some kind is required beginning in 2000 for
any cargo transported to a specific location via the Titan vehicle.
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TABLE B.1.1-18.- ARCHITECTURE 18: NEW CONCEPT OPTION













































• The architecture uses a two stage to orbit {TSTO) concept with a cargo
capability to address vehicle technology and phasing issues.
• The TSTO provides people up/down as well as cargo up/down.
• SSF emergency crew return is accomplished by the ACRV starting at
PMC.
• A cargo transfer function of some kind is required beginning in 2000 for
any cargo transported to a specific location via a DAT element.
• TSTO concept to be defined by Air Force/Wright Labs.
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B.1.2 MANIFESTING/MISSION CAPTUI_ DATA
This subsection includes data related to the manifesting and mission capture analysis of
each architecture. All data shown comes from the TRANSIT model. More detail
concerning TRANSIT can be found in section D.1.2 of Appendix D. Details concerning
manifesting for each architecture can be found in Volume I, section 3.3.
B.1.2.1 Baseline Manifests
Tables B.1.2.1-1 through B.1.2.1-60 contain the manifests for the 15 FITS baseline
architectures. Each architecture has a manifest for each If Scenario A through C, and
one manifes-t-f6iTif-S_e-nario D arid-E, for-a {0-taT0-f f6ur manifests. Each ma_nifest covers
the period from 1992 through 2020 and is divided by east coast (low inclination) and
west coast (high inclination) launches. Both NASA and Department of Defense DOD
launches are shown.


















- Alternate Access (NLS, no RPC)
- Alternate Access (NLS, RPC)
- Separation of People and Cargo/Which Human Booster (MLS, CLV)
- Separation of People and Cargo/Which Human Booster (MLS, RPC,
personnel and cargo on separate launches)
separation of People and Cargo (MLS, RPC, personnel and cargo on the
same launch)
Advanced Technology Phasing (SSTO)
- ACRV Commonalty (NLS, RPC, no ACRV)
- ACRV Commonalty (NLS, RPC, short term ACRV replaced by RPC)
ACRV Commonalty/Which Human Booster (NLS, RPC, ACRV)
Which Manned Booster (Human Rated Titan IV+, RPC)
New Concept (Air Launched AMSC)
New Concept (Titan II + GEMs, RUPC)
New Concept (Beta II TSTO)
Manifests for other architectures, including Architectures 9, 10, and 19 can be found in
Appendix B, section B.1.2.2.
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TABLE B.1.2.1-1.-ARCHYI'ECTURE01 - "IF" A FLIGHT MANIFEST
Launch Slta: EAST
Vehlcle Name Total 929394 g596979899000102030405060708091011121314151617181920
Mixed Fleel [Arlae I 4 I 1 I I[A_lal IIAS I IIDellI I1 3 2 I ,*Shuttle 9 t 4 2 1 I
llitan Ill I I
[ T_tan IV/Centaur 1 I

















Shuffle 21 " 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
_tsnIV_US 61 2 3 3 2 3 3 2 2 3 2. 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
I_lanlVICen_ "56 2 2 21 21 22 2 22 2 2 22 22 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 22 22 2
Total Shuttle 7(I 2 5 3 2 2 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
Launch Slle: WEST _ '
VehicleNarne Total 9293949595 D79899000102030405060708091011121314151617181920
3 1 t 1 ]
I1 15 1 2 I 1
Mixed Fleet [l"_lsn II
lAThs E
[De.-,
HTS Mkxlel Delta n 5 1 1 1 1 t [
_lon IV/N US 24 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 I
I
NASA Total I'l'_tan II 3 1 1 1 I
_At_s E 1 1 I]Derta II I 0 1 2 I 1 I 1 I I I
JThan IVINUS 24 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2







TABLE B.1.2.1-2.- ARCHITECTURE 01 - "IF" B FLIGHT MANIFEST
Launch .¢r_t=: EAST
Veh_cleNzLme Total 92 93 94 95 g6 97 98 99 00 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 10 11 t2 13 14 15 16 17 10 lg 20
Mo_ed Fleet Ate= I 4 1 1 1 1
IA_,I IIAS 1 1
J _elta I/ 3 2 I
JShutt_ 43 7 9 9 8 6 4
lT_lan III I 1
|]/tan IV Centaur I I





,i2 3 4 3 3 4 4 3 5 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
3 I 2 1 3 I 2 1 3 1 2 1 3 1 2 1 3 1 2 1 3 1 2
111111111t1111111111111
1311131113111311131113
.AS* .o1., iA,,., i i









DoD Total JA_I_I IIAS 64 3
JDelta l, 121: 6
IShullle 1
JTitan IV/NUS 61





Total Shultle 148 II 10 10 9 7 7 4 i$ 4 4 $ 5 4 6 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
Launch S_te: WEST
VehicJeNa, me Total 9293949596979899000102030405060708091011121314151617181920
Mcxed Fleet _l,an II 3 1 1 1 J
A_s E 1 1 IDelta II 5 1 2 1 1
PITS Model Delta h 5 1 1 I 1 I ]
Than IV,N US 24 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 I
NASA Tolal J'_tan ii 3 1 1 1 l
IA_L', E I I JL_ _ltA 10 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1tan IV_IUS 24 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2










TABLE B. 1.2.1-3.- ARCHITECTURE 01 - "IF" C FLIGHT MANIFEST
Launch S_o: EAST
Vehicle Name Totnl 9293949596979899000102030405060708091011121314151617 tB 1920
M_xed F'-Ieel [Attal I 4 1 I 1 1
IAtLal IlAS 1 1
I D..Jlta II 3 2 1
I S hullte 52 7 9 9 8 109
i,_ Ill 1 1
|TIIOn rV/Cenfaur 1 1








NASA Total [A't_, I _ 1 I 1 1
JAt_lllAS 1 11111111111111111111111
IDeltoll _2 113111311131113111311131






Titan V/Centsu156 2 2 2 1 2 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
DaD Tolll
Shuttle _JO0 6 10 10 g 11 12 10 10 12 10 10 11 11 11 10 12 10 10 10 11 11 10 10 11 10 10 10 10 10
I,,unch Site: WEST
Vehicle Name Total 9293 g495969798 gg 00 0102 03 04 05 06 07 08 0910111213141516 t71B 1920
3 I 1 1 I
l1 1
5 1 2 I 1
Mixed Fleet "litAn II
Attel E
De ta
HTS Model JDelta il 5 1 t 1 1 1 i
IT, Ion Iv_us 24 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
NASA Total ./_.fl_lsTHerlII 31 1 1 1 1
Delta _ 10 1 2 I 1 1 1 1 1 1
"nlsn IV/NUS 2 4 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2









TABLE B.1.2.1-4.- ARCHITECTURE 01 - "IF" D & E FLIGHT MANIFEST
Launch Site: EAST
Vehlcle Name rotal 92 93 94 95 96 97 98. gg oo 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20
Mixed Fleet IAtlas I 4 1 I 1 1
iAtlas IIAS 1 1
Ioe_a. 3 2 t
_Shultle 52 7 9 g 8 I0 9
JTltan III I I
|Titan [VlCentau_ 1 1
HTSModel IAtlas IIAS 23 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I ]
- ,3111o,23112111311t1111;211111o111 0?Is.,,1,,. 25. . , 11, ,3 10 1121 11 1,21IITItan IVICenlau 41 1 2 1 3 2 1 3 1 2 1 3 I 2 1 3 1 1 3 12 93
IAlla¢ IIAS 1 1 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ! 1 1 1 1 1
Ioe"°" 1:, 2 , , 3,13,1o,12 ,,,21, 3 , ,,o,1, ,1,,1o,,,;,,,1o,1,;
IShultl° 7 ° ° ° 1011 ° ° 11111311 1 111
IT_n III 1 1
|Tilan IV/Centau 1 3 1 2 1 3 1 2 1 3 1 2 1 3 1 2 1 3 1 2 1 3 1
DoD Total Iatlas llAS 64 3 2 3 4 4 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
IDeha II 111 6 4 2 1 3 3 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
IShuttle 2B 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
ITItan IV/NUS 51 2 3 3 2 3 3 2 2 3 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
[Titan IV/Centau 55 2 2 2 1 2 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2






51 1/,223,3 ,t5, 3 3; 3 1.1389 ° 1010 g 111210101411131814 141115151517 15 111514 15
19 1 113 1 1 1 1 1 1 113 1 1 1 1 1 2 1357 8 1010 ° 111210101411131514 131513121314 12131313121413141
-1
Launch Site: WEST
Vehicle Name total 92 g3 94 g5 96 97 98 99 O0 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 l° 20
Mixed Fleet Titan II 3 1 1 1 ]
Atlas E 1 1 IDelta I 5 1 2 1 1
HTS Model IDelt° II 5 1 1 1 1 1 I
/
|Titan IV/NUS 24 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 I
NASA Total ITitan II 3 1 1 1 J
IAt_s E 1 1 ]IOeita II 10 1 2 1 1 1 1 I 1 1
ITitan IV/NUS 24 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
DoD Total Titan II 39
Atlas E " 1
Delta II 33





TABLE B.1.2.1-5.- ARCHITECTLTRE 02 - "IF" A FLIGHT MANIFEST
Lammk !11_ FAIn"
VehldeNlme Total 92 93 94 25 96 97 96 gg.00 01 02 03 04 05 08.07 08 0g 10 11 12 13 14 15 15 17 18 19 20
M_od _ O/MMMBI 4 1 1 1 1
DAtum ilA,S 1 1
pe6a II 3 2 1
IShultle g 1 4 2 I 1
ITltan Ill 1 1
ITItan IV/centaur 1 I
HTS Mod_ An llAS 4

























S 1 11 1 1















ThnlV/Ce_aw 17 2 2 2 1 2 1 2 2 1 1 1
_E_IOn 41 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
Tllan E_/C_ 39 1 1 1 2 ,_ 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
T_sl _ 26 2 S $ 2 2 $ I S 1 1 1
T_ _Ev SO 2 2 2 2 S 3 3 3 3 $ 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
_vfl_Evol 71 2 S 2 2 2 S 2 $. I 2 $ S 2 $ $ 3 $ 3 $ 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
V_ T_I 92 83 94 95 06 07 86 88 O0 01 02 03 04 05 O0 07 08 Og 10 11 12 13 14 15 15 17 18 18 20
3 I 11 I
I 1 J5 12 11
Mb(ed Fleet I_,n II
IA.,, E
IDa""
Dela II 1 1 J
Delta Evdutlon 4 1 I I 1
Titan N,IqlUS 4 2 2E_lutio_ 20 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
TItlln II 3 1 1 1
Atlas E 1 I
Della II 6 I 2 I I I
Della Evolution 4 I I I I
Tl_n N,NUS 4 2 2
Titan Evolution 20 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
PITS Mod_
NABA Torsi













TABLE B. 1.2.1-6.- ARCHITECTURE 02 - "IF" B FLIGHT MANIFEST
LIm:h 84e: F.AJn"
Vehk:_Name TolaJ 929304959e 079899 O0010203040S 0807080B 10111213 14151817181D 20
Ivl_ed AIlu I 4 1 1 1 1
AUlul ILA5 1 I
O_la II 3 2 1
Shuttle 43 7 9 g 8 6 4T11an Ill 1 1
ITItan IV,Centaur 1 1















NAIA Total Mlel| 4 1 1 1 1
41*-- ilA_ S 1 I I 1 1
knas E_utl1_l 1 9 1 1 1 1 I I 1 1 1 1 1 1 I I 1 1 1 1 1
:)elta II 6 2 1 1 3 1
Delta EvokJUon 30 I 1 1 2 I 1 1 3 1 1 1 3 1 1 I 3 1 I 1 3 1
Ilkutlie iS 7 I | 8 11 Q $ 4 1 1 1
Shvttlo Evol $6 1 ! 2 3 2 4 2 3 $ $ 2 8 3 $ 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
Titan III 1 1
Titan IV_aur 7 1 3 1 1 I
TRIn Evol/Cerd 35 1 1 _ 1 2 1 3 I 2 1 3 I 2 1 3 1 2 1 3 1 2
DoO Total Atlas ILA,S 25 3 2 3 4 4 2 2 2 1 I I
Atlas Evolution 39 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
Delta II 33 6 4 2 1 3 3 4 4 3 2 1
Delta Ewlullon 78 1 2 3 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
Ikvtile I 1 1 1 1 I 1 1 1
limtUe Evot 21 1 1 1 I 1 I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ! I 1
TRan IV/NUS 20 2 3 3 2 3 3 2 1 1
Tllan IV/Centaur 17 2 2 2 1 2 1 2 2 1 I 1
EvokJIIon 41 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
T#an Evol/Cerd 39 1 1 1 _ ;_ 2 2 2 2 _ 2 2 ,2, .,, .2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
Total Shutth 413 I 10 10 I 7 7 4 S 1 1 1
Total _kuttM Ev 77 2 2 $ 4 $ S $ 4 4 4 3 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
Ikuttk_Evol 140 II I0 I0 8 7 7 4 S 3 3 4 4 3 S 3 4 4 4 2 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
Launch Site: WEST
VehtcleName Tolal D2939495 G69798900001020304050607080D 1011121314151617181920
Mixed
TItmn II 3 1 I 1 IAriel E 1 1
DeRa II 5 1 2 1 I




' ' I4 1 1 1 I4 2 2
20 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
3 1 1 1
1 !
O I 2 1 1 1
4 1 1 1 1
4 2 2
20 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2













TABLE B. 1.2.1-7.- ARCHITECTURE 02 - "IF" C FLIGHT MANIFEST
_ k U1¢¢
Vehlc_Nlme Total 92 83 94 95 96 97 08 99 00 01 02 03 04 0S 06 07 08 09 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 16 19 20
Atlas ! 4 I 1 1 I
AIk.I IIAS I I
I! 3 2 1
$htJlle 52 7 9 8 8 10 i)Tisan IH 1 I
IT#an N/Centaur I I
Mbced F_let


















NAEA T=_! AISal I 4 I I I 1
Al_ls IIAS 5 1 1 1 1 1
AlklS E_ok_iorl 1 D 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ! 1 1 1 1 l 1 1
II 8 2 1 1 3 1
[:)eRa Evo_k_ 30 1 1 1 2 I 1 1 3 1 1 1 3 1 1 1 3 1 1 1 3 1
I!tvttle It 7 l t I 10 11 • I 1 4 4 1
IUtvttle Evol 121 1 2 4 6 1 7 I t 7 I l 7 7 ? ? 7 7 ? 7 ? 7
RD4 83 I 2 3 4 4 4 4 4 S 5 4 5 5 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 S
Tlan III 1 1
Titan IV/Centaur 7 1 3 1 1 1
Titan Evol/Cenl 35 1 1 2 1 2 1 3 1 2 1 3 1 2 t 3 1 2 I 3 1 2





_ _ol 21 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I
ThnN_S 20 2 3 3 2 3 3 2 1 1
TNan IV_a_ 17 2 2 2 1 2 1 2 2 f 1 1
TUnEvolutlon 41 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
TisanEvol/Cent 3D 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
To_l Sh_b 17 I 10 1O I 11 12 10 10 | 4 4 1
T_3h_Ev 147 2 3 i I 7 l 7 ? 1 7 7 l IS I I I I IS IS l I
To_RCV 13 1 2 3 4 4 4 4 4 S S 4 S S 4 IS 4 4 4 4 4 S
_Ev÷_V327 IS 10 10 I 11 12 10 10 111 12 11 11 12 11 11 13 12 11 13 13 12 12 13 12 12 t_ 12 12
Lmmch 8b: WFJrr
VeNcklNm Total 9293049586979IS 090001020304050607080910 I1121314151817181020
Ub.KI Fte_ ITl*n. 3 I I I I
l IIAt_l E 1 IE|Oe_l II 5 I 2 I I
HTS Mod_ CNIISl II 1 I lJDella Evok.f,,Ion 4 I I 1 1Tl=n IV/NUS 4 2 2
TNan Evolution 20 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2














1 2 1 I I
1 I 1 1
2 2








TABLE B.1.2.1-8.- ARCHITECTURE 02 - "IF" D & E FLIGHT MANIFEST
Launch Site: EAST
VehicioNarne roll 929364665 66697969900010203046506607 g660g 101112131415151716616620
Mixed Fleet Atlas I 4 1 1 1 1
Atlas IIAS 1 1
IDolta II 3 2 t
JShuftl4 52 7 9 g 66 1 0 g
ITitan III 1 1






























5 1 11 1 1
19 1 1 11111111111111111
62 113 1
30 111211131113111311131






DaD Total Atlas IIAS 25 3 2 3 4 4 2 2 2 1 1 1









Total Shuttle 1661 610109 I112101011 66 4 1
Total Shuttle E 147 2 3 5 $ 7 $ 7 7 6 7 7 II 6 6 6 II $ I S $ 3
Total RCV 97 I 2 3 4 5 5 66 $ 66 5 5 | 6 5 5 3 S 66 5 66 S
Shuttle.Ev.RC_. 345 Ii 10 10 9 11 12 10 10 14 10 12 11 12 13 12 13 13 12 12 14 13 13 lS 15 13 13 lS 15 15
•"0','--aISh tleE*o,5, , , 2 2 ; ;,;O; 3 ;,; ;2; ;,;2;1
SEI High TotalShultle Evol t98 2 3 66 6 66 9 S 9 1 1 11 1 1
/
AdditivesJShuttio Evol 19 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ! 1 21
SEI Low TotalLShuttla Evol 1666 2 3 66 6 6 9 6 g 9 6 9 9 g 9 9 9 9 9 10 g ___
d
Launch Site: WEST
VahicioName l'otal 92939495969796699000102030405060706609101112131415161716 lg 20
Mixed Fleet Titan II 3 1 1 1
Atlel E I I
Delta 5 1 2 1 1
HTS Model IDalta II 1 1
JOelta Evolution 4 1 1 1 1
lT.n W/NUS 4 2 2
IT/tan Evolution 20 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
NASA Total Titan II 3 1 1 1
Atlaa E 1 I
IOalta II 6 1 2 1 I I
io.h, Evolution 4 1 I 1 1
iT_n W/NUS 4 2 2
IT/tan Evolution 20 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
DaD Total [Tit&n II 39 2 2 1 1 2 2 2 1 2 2 1 2 1 1 1 2 I 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 2 1 1
iAtlu E 1 1
JOel= II 66 1 1 1 1 1 1
JOelta Evolution 27 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 2 1 2 1 1 2 1 2 t 1 2 t
ITItanlV/NUS 166 3 2 2 1 2 1 2 2 1 1 1
jTilan Evolution 39 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
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TABLE B.1.2.1-9.- ARCHITECTURE 03 - "IF" A FLIGHT MANIFEST
Launch 8lee: EAST
Vehicla Niune rolal 9293949S 9697 I)8990001020304050607080910111213141516171111 ° 20
Mixed Fleet lluLu I 4 1 1 1 1
IAtlas IIAS 1 1
IDeltl II 3 2 I
ISh_mle 9 1 4 2 1 1
IT;tan III 1 1
[Titan IV/Centau 1 1
HTS Model
Atla.s IIAS 7 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Della II 35 1 3 I 1 1 3 1 1 1 3 1 1 1 3 1 1 1 3 1 1 1 3 1
Shuttle 38 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Titan IV/Cantor 7 3 1 1 2
NLS-20 16 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
NLS-S0/AUS 34 1 1 1 1 2 1 3 1 2 1 3 1 2 1 3 1 2 1 3 1 2
1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 3 1 1 1 3 1 1 1 3 1 1 1 3 I 1 1 3 i 1 1 3 1
NASA Total IAtlas I 4 1 1 1
IAt_, IIAS 8 1
iDe_. 38 2
IShu.l, 47 + 4 2 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 + + + 1 1 1 1 1 1 1






DoD Total Ii ',AS 711,32 142
Deltall 6 4 2 1 3 3
Shuttle 29 1 1 1 1 1 1
itan IV/NUS 22 2 3 3 2 3











Total NLS 157 2 3 4 S I 7 I 7 | | 10 I | $ 10 I | I 10 I |
Totol Shuttle 75 2 5 3 2 2 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 $ 3 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 2
Launch Site: WEST




Titan II 3 1 1 1
A_s E I 1
Dana II 5 1 2 1 1
!Deita II S 1 1 1 ! 1
'lean IV/N US 4 r 2 2
NL_-HL 10 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 1 1 1
Tkan II 3 1 1 1
Atlas E 1 1
Daita II 10 I 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
T_an IV/NUS 4 2 2
NLS-HL 10 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
IT_nll 20 2 2 1 1 2 2 2
1 2 2 1 2
/Clam E 1 1
Dellall 33 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 2 1 2 1 1 2 1 2 1 1 2 1
T_anlVINUS 18 3 2 2 1 2 1 2 2 1 1 1
NLS-20 19 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 I 2 1 1 1 1 2 1 I
NLS-50 39 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
Totol NLS $8 1 2 ! 3 2 4 3 4 4 4 $ 4 3 5 $ 4 $ 4 4 4 3
13o0 Total
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TABLE B.!.2.1-10.. ARCHITECTURE 03- "IF" B FLIGHT MANIFEST
Launch Site: EAST
Vehicle Name total 9293949596979699 oo 0102030405060706 Q9101112 t31415161716 te 20
Mixed Fleet IA=las I 4
I_l== IIAS 1
]Delta tl







AtJae .AS 7 t t I I I 1 1
Delta tl 35 1 3 1 1 1 3 1 1 I 3 1 1 1 3 1 1 1 3 1 1 1 3 1
Shuttle 76 2 3 4 :3 3 4 4 3 5 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
Titan IV/Contau 7 3 1 t 2
NLS-20 16 1 1 I 1 I t 1 1 1 I I 1 1 I 1 1
NLS-50/AUS 34 1 1 1 1 2 1 3 1 2 1 3 1 2 1 3 1 2 1 3 I 2
1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 3 1 1 1 3 1 1 1 3 1 1 1 3 1 1 1 3 1 1 1 3 1
HTS Model
NASA Total IAtlas I 4 1 1 !
IAtla= IIAS 6 1
_Delta II 38 2
JShuttle 110 ? 9 9 8 6 6 3 4 3 3 4 4 3 S 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 | $ 3 3 3 3 3 $








Delta If 1 6 4 2 1 3 3 4 4 4
Shuttle 29 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Titan IV/NUS 22 2 3 3 2 3 3 2 1














Vehicle Nau_e total 92 93 94 95 96 97 98 99 oo 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 10 11 12 13 14 15 15 17 16 19 20
Mixed Fleet [Titan II 3 1 1 1
_Atkme E 1 1
pelta II 5 t 2 1 1
HTS Model Delta II 5 1 1 1 1 1
ITJtan IV/NUS 4 2 2
B
[NLS-HL 10 1 I 1 I t 1 1 1 1 I
Titan It 3 1 1 1
Atlas E 1 t
Delta II 10 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 I 1
Titan IV/NUS 4 2 2
NLS-HL 10 1 1 1 1 1 1 t 1 1 t
Titan II 20 2 2 1 1 2 2 2 1 2 2 1 2
Alias E 1 1
Delta II 33 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 2 1 2 1 1 2 1 2 1 1 2 1
Fitan IV/NUS 18 3 2 2 1 2 1 2 2 1 1 1
NLS-20 19 1 1 1 2 1 1 t 1 2 ! 1 t 1 2 1 1
NLS-50 39 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2




TABLE B.1.2.1-11.- ARCHITECTURE 03 - "IF" C FLIGHT MANIFEST
Launch Site: EAST
Vel',;cie Name Fotal 9293949566979899000102030405060708091011121314151617181 ° 20
Mixed Fleet Atlas I 4 1 1 1 1
Atlas IIAS 1 1
Delta II 3 2 1
Shutlle 52 7 g 9 8 10 g
Titan I|1 1 1
Titan IV/Centau 1 1















NASAToIalAtbsl 411 1 1
At_slIAS 8 1 1111111
I_hll 382 113111311131113111311131




OoO Total Atlas IIAS 35 3 2 3 4 4 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 1 1
Dekall 11164213344444444444444444444444
Shuttle 29 1 I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ! 1 I 1 1
Titan W/NUS 22 2 3 3 2 3 3 2 2 2
Titan IV/Center 18 2 2 2 1 2 1 2 2 2 1 1
NLS-20 29 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
NLS-50 39 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
NLS-50/AUS 38 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
Total NLS 235 2 5 7 91011131213121412131214121312141213
Total Shuttle 287 8 10109111210101110911 9 111011109101010 9 1010 9 9 10109
Total CTV 79 1 3 3 4 4 4 4 S 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
Launch Site: WEST
Vehicle Name I'otal 9293946596979899 g00102030405060708091011121314151617181620
Mixed Fleet Titan II 3 1 1 I
Atlas E 1 1
Delta 5 t 2 1 I
HTS Model Delta II 5 1 1 1 1 1
Titan W/NUS 4 2 2
NLS-HL 10 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I I





3 1 t 1
! 1
10 1 2 1 1 t 1 1 1 1
4 2 2
10 1 1 t 1 1 1 1 1 1 t
Titanll 20 2 2 1 1 2 2 2 1 2 2 1 2
Atlae E 1 1
Delta II 33 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 2 1 2 1 t 2 1 2 1 1 2 1
Titan IV/NUS 18 3 2 2 I 2 1 2 2 1 1 1
NLS-20 19 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 2 1 1
NLS-50 39 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
Total NLS 66 t 2 1 3 2 4 3 4 4 4 3 4 3 5 3 4 3 4 4 4 3
DoO Total
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TABLE B.1.2.1-12.- ARCHITECTURE 03 - "IF' D & E FLIGHT MANIFEST
Launch 81te: EAST
VehicleNm'ne total 92 93 94 95 96 97 98 9g 00 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 111 lg 20





1 1 1 1
1
2 1
7 g g 8 109















NASA Total Atlas I 4 1 1 1 1 I
Adas leAS ° 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 J. 2 11 ,, , ,,1.11o,11111.o1o,1o,,o,1oo,1.o,1o,1o1,o o,1°IShuttie 282 7 ° 9 8 10 11 9 ° 0 ° ° 10 1
JTiten W/ContII ° 1 3 1 1 2
JNLS-HUCTV 1 t 1 1
iNLS-20 1 ° 1 1 1 1 I I 1 I 1 1 1 1 1 I 1
|NLS-50/AUS 34 1 1 1 1 2 I 3 1 2 1 3 1 2 1 3 1 2 I 3 1
OoOTotll Atlas leAS 35 3 2 3 4 4 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 1 1
Delta II 111 ° 4 2 1 3 3 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
Shuttle 29 1 I I 1 I 1 I I 1 I I I I I I I I I I 1 1 I I I I 1 I 1 I
iTi_n NINUS 22 2 3 3 2 3 3 2 2 2







ToteiNLS 232 3 ° 1' 101011151513121412131214121_12141215







83 2 3 3 ° 4 4 4 ° 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
330 $ 10 10 9 11 12 10 10 11 12 10 112 112 113 112 112 112 112 112 112 112 112 112 112 112 25 1
12_
Launch Site: WEST
Vehicle Name rotei 92 93 94 95 96 97 98 99 oo 01 02 03 04 05 o° 07 08 o° 10 11 12 13 14 15 18 17 18 19 20
Mixed Fleet Tilan li 3 1 1 1
AtlasE I 1
Delta II 5 1 2 I 1
HTS Model Delta II 5 1 I I 1 1
Titan IV/NUS 4 2 2
NLS-HL 10 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
NASA Total Ti_n II 3 1 1 1
Alias E I I
Delta II 10 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 I 1
Titan IV/N US 4 2 2
NLS-HL 10 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I
I)oD Total ]Titan II 20 2 2 1 1 2 2 2 1 2 2 I 2
I
io,_, II 33 1 1 1 1 i 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 2 1 2 1 1 2 1 2 1 1 2 1
_Titen IV/NUS 18 3 2 2 1 2 1 2 2 1 1 1
INLS-20 19 1 1 t 2 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 2 1 1
I
[NLS-50 39 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
Total NLS °8 1 2 1 $ 2 4 ° 4 4 4 3 4 S S $ 4 $ 4 4 4 $
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TABLE B.1.2.1-13.- ARCHITECTURE 04 - "IF" A FLIGHT MANIFEST
Launoh 9ire: EAST
Vehicle Name total 92939495989796980001020304050607080910111213141S 1617181020














Titan IV/Cents _ 3 t 1 2
INLS-20 1111111111111111
LNLS-50/AUS 34 1 1 1 1 2 1 3 1 2 1 3 1 2 1 3 1 2 1 3 1 2
FITS Model
NASA Total Atlas I 4 1 1 1
Atlas IIAS 8 1
Delta II 38 2
[Shuttle 47 1 4 2 1 1 2 2 2
























_tal NLS 137 2 3 4 6 6 7 9 7 9 8 10 8 9 8 10 8 9 8 10 8 9
Total Shuttle 76 2 S 3 2 2 3 3 2 $ $ $ | $ 3 3 3 3 $ 3 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 3
Launch Site: WEST




Titan II 3 1 1 1
Atlas E 1 1
Delta II 5 1 2 1 1
Delta II 5 1 1 1 1 1
Titan IV/NUS 4 2 2
NLS-HL 10 1 I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Titan II 3 1 1 1
Alias E 1 1
Delta II 10 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 I 1
Titan IV/NUS 4 2 2
NLS-HL 10 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1












Total NLS 68 121324344434353434443
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TABLE B.1.2.1-14.-ARCHITECTURE 04 - "IF" B FLIGHT MANIFEST
Imunch Site: EAST









]Titan III I 1
ITitan lV/Centau 1 1
Atlas IIAS 7 1 1 1 1 1 1 t
jOelta II 35 1 3 1 1 1 3 1 t 1 3 1 1 1 3 I t I 3 t t 1 3 1
]Shuttle 76 2 3 4 3 3 4 4 3 5 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
]Titan IV/Centan 7 3 1 1 2
JNLS-20 16 t 1 t t 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 t
[NLS-50/AU5 34 1 I 1 1 2 1 3 1 2 1 3 1 2 1 3 t 2 1 3 1 2
HTS Model
NASA Total Atlas I 4 1
Atlas IIAS e








9 9 8 i i 3 4 3 3 4 9 3 S 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 $ 3





Delta II t 6 4 2 1 3 3 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
]Shuttle 20 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 t 1 ! 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 1
ITS=. =WNUS 22 2 3 3 2 3 3 2 1 2 1
]Titan IV/Center 17 2 2 2 1 2 1 2 2 2 1-
iNLS-20 29 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
JN LS-,'30 39 t 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
|NLS-S0/AUS 39 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
Total NLS 157 2 3 4 5 5 7 9 7 g 3 10 III 9 III 10 5 9 B 15 9 9
Total Shuttle 148 9 10 10 9 7 7 4 S 4 4 5 9 4 6 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
IJunch Site: WEST
VehicleNaJne rotat 92939495969799990001 0203040506070809 10 tl 12131415 16 t7191920
Mixed Fleet Thn II 3 1 1 1
Atlas E I 1
Della 5 1 2 1 1
FITS Model Della II 5 1 t 1 1 1
Titan IV/N US 4 2 2
NLS-HL 10 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1







10 12 11 1 1 1 1 I
4 2 2










TABLE B.1.2.1-15.- ARCHITECTURE 04 - "IF" C FLIGHT MANIFEST
Launch Site: E.AST
Vehicle Name total 9293949596979899000102030405060709091011121314151617181920
Mixed Fleet Atlas I 4 1 1 1 1
Alias IIAS 1 1
Delta II 3 2 1
Shuttle 52 7 9 9 8 10 9
Titan III 1 1
Titan IV/Centaur 1 1





N LS- 50/CTV 79












NASA Total _lasl 411 1 1




NLS-H_RV 136 1 3 5 7 7 8 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7




DoD Total At_alIAS 353234422222222111
DeVil 11184213344444444444444444444444
Shuttle 2911111111111111111111111111111
T_an IV/NUS 23 2 3 3 2 3 3 2 2 2 1
Titan IV/Ce_ao 17 2 2 2 1 2 1 2 2 2 1
NLS-20 29 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
NLS-50 39 11222222222222222222
NLS-50/AUS 39 12222222222222222222
Total NLS 452 $ 1115202123242324232523242225222423252324
Total Shuttle 176 81010911121010107 8 S 4 S 3 4 4 5 3 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
Total RPCmln 84 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
IJun©h Site: WEST




Titan II 3 I 1 1
Atlas E 1 1
Delta 11 5 1 2 1 1
Delta II 5 1 I 1 1 1
Titan IV/N US 4 2 2
NLS-HL 10 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I
:Tilan II 3 I 1 1
Atlas E I I
Delta II 10 1 2 1 t 1 1 1 1 1
Titan W/NUS 4 2 2
NLS-HL 10 1 1 1 t 1 1 1 1 1 1
Titan II 20 2 2 1 1 2 2 2 1 2 2 1 2
Atlas E t 1
Delta II 33 1 t 1 1 1 t 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 2 1 2 1 1 2 1 2 1 t 2 1
Titan IV/NUS 18 3 2 2 1 2 1 2 2 1 1 1
NLS-20 19 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 2 1 1
N LS-50 39 I 1 I 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
Total NLS 58 1 2 1 3 2 4 3 4 4 4 3 4 3 S 3 4 3 4 4 4 3
DoD Total
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TABLE B.1.2.1-16.- ARCHITECTURE 04 - "IF" D & E FLIGHT MANIFEST
Launch Site: EAST
Vehicle Name total 9283949598979599000102030405060708091011121314151817181920
Mixed Fleet Atlas I 4 I 1 1 1
]Atlas IIAS I 1
IO,,,, 3 2 1
[Shuttle 52 7 9 9 8 10 9
JTitan III 1 1
|Tilan W/Centaur 1 1





















_lul 411 1 1





NLS-5_CTV 79 1 2 3 4 4 4 4 5 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
_L_H_W 4 11 1 1







iT_an W/NUS 22 2 3 3 2 3 3 2 2 2
iT_an W/Centau 17 2 2 2 1 2 1 2 2 2 1







Ad ditiv es[N LS-50/RPCmin
SEI High TotalNLS.S0/RPC 1516
AdditivoslNLS-5OIRPCmin 19










Titan II 3 1 1 1
AOlas E 1 1
Delta II 5 1 2 1 1
Delta II 5 1 1 1 1 1
Titan IV/NUS 4 2 2
NLS-HL 10 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I 1 I
Titan II 3 1 1 1
Azlas E 1 1
Delta II 10 1 2 1 ! 1 1 1 1 1
TMn WINUS 4 2 2
NLS-HL 10 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 I 1 1
Titan II 20 2 2 1 1 2 2 2 1 2 2 1 2
]Atlas E 1 I
[Della II 33 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 2 1 2 1 1 2 1 2 1 1 2 1
IT_n IV/NUS 18 3 2 2 1 2 1 2 2 1 I 1
INLS-20 19 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 2 1 1
INLS-50 39 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
Total NLS 68 1 2 1 3 2 4 3 4 4 4 3 4 3 5 3 4 3 4 4 4 3
OoD Total
B -36
TABLE B.I.2.1-17.- ARCHITECTURE 05 - "IF" A FLIGHT MANIFEST
Launch Site: EAST
VehicleNarne l'otal 9293949596979899 O001020304050607080910111213141516171| 1920
Mixed Fleet [Allmt I 4 1 1 1 1
IAlia_ IIAS I 1
IDel_ II 3 2 1
|Shuttle 9 1 42 1 1
|Titan II1 1 1
l'ritan Iv/Centaur 1 1
HTS Model Atlas IIAS 23 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 t 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 1
Deha II 35 1 3 1 1 1 3 1 1 1 3 1 1 1 3 1 1 1 3 1 1 1 3 1
IShuttle 8 2 2 2 1 1 1
IMLS-HIJCLV 29 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
ITita. Iv/Centaur 7 3 1 1 2
IMLS-X 8 2 2 2 2
[MLS-HL 26 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 2 1 I 1 2
NASA Total [Alias I 4 1 1 1 1
IAtlas IIAS 24 1 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I I 1 1 1Delta II 3 8 2 1 1 3 1 1 1 3 1 I 1 3 1 1 1 3 I 1 1 3 I 1 1 3 1Shuttle I 8 1 4 2 1 1 2 2 2 1 1 1
MLS-HI.JCLV 28 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 I I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
lTi_n III 1 1
ITitan IV/Centau 8 1 3 1 1 2
IMLS-X 8 2 2 2 2
[MLS-HL 28 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 2
DoD Total [Atlas IIAS 84 3 2 3 4 4 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
|Delta II 111 6 4 2 1 3 3 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
IShuttle 8 1 1 I 1 1 I 1 1
IMLS-HLJCLV 21 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 1 1 1 i 1 1 1 1 1 1
IT_n IV/NUS 22 2 3 3 2 3 3 2 1 2 t
ITitan IV/Cenleu 17 2 2 2 1 2 1 2 2 2 1
]MLS-X 39 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
[MLS-HL 39 1 2 :_ 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 _ 2
Total Shuttle 28 2 S 3 2 2 3 :1 3 1 1 1
MLS-HLJCLV 50 2 2 2 $ $ 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
MLS-HL 11 S 3 4 3 8 7 8 8 8 ? 8 8 !l 8 !1 S 8 I S | I; 8
MLS-X 47 1 1 1 2 2 2 4 2 2 2 4 2 2 2 4 2 2 2 4 2 2
Launch Site: WEST
Vehicle Name rotal 9293949526978899 O00102030405080708091011 t21314151617181920
Mixed Fleet Titan It 3 1 1 1 I
A_I=- E 1 1 IDelta I 5 1 2 1 1
HTS Model Delta II 5 1 1 1 1 I I
Titan IV/NUS 4 2 2 IMLS-HL 10 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
NASA Total Titan II 3 1 1 1 J
Allu E 1 1 ]Delta II t 0 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1Titan IV/NUS 4 2 2
MLS-HL 10 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1









30 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
48 121528232825232322232
B-37
TABLE B.1.2.I-I8.- ARCHITECTURE 05 - "IF" B FLIGHT MANIFEST
Launch Site: EAST
Veh;cleName Fetal 9263949596979699 O0010203040506070609 t011121314151617161920
Mixed Fleet Atlas I 4 1 1 1 1
_lu IIAS 1 1
Oelte II 3 2 1
Shuttle 43 7 9 9 8 6 4
/Titan Ill 1 1
LT_tan Iv/Centaur 1 1












2 2 2 2
111121112111211121112















8 1 311 2
6 2 2 2 2
26 111121112111211121112
I)oD Total Atlas IIAS 64 3 2 3
IDe_ II 111 6 4 2
IShuitle 6 1 1 1
JMLS-HL/CLV 21
IT_n IV/NUS 22 2 3












Total Shuttle 66 ill 10109 7 7 4 5 2 1 2 1
MLS-HIJCLV t 36 2 3 4 5 6 Ill 6 7 7 7 I 7 6 7 II 7 | 7 8 7 I
MLS-HL 201 3 5 7 8 1011 9 101110 S 10121011101210111012
MLS-X 47 1 1 I 2 2 2 4 2 2 2 4 2 2 2 4 2 2 2 4 2 2
Launch Site: WEST




Titan II 3 1 1 1
Atlas E 1 1
Delta II 5 1 2 1 1
Delta II 5 1 1 1 1 I
titan IV/NUS 4 2 2
_ALS-HL I 0 1 1 t 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
TUn li 3 1 1 1 I[Allu E 1 1Delta II 10 1 2 1 1 1 1 I 1 1Titan IV/NUS 4 2 2
MLS-HL 10 1 1 1 I 1 1 I 1 1 1
Atlas E 1 1
Delta II 33 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 2 1 2 1 1 2 1 2 1 1 2 1
Titan IV/NUS 16 3 2 2 1 2 t 2 2 1 1 1
MLS-X 39 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
I_D Total
Total MLS 49 121323232323232222222
B-38
TABLE B.1.2.1-19.- ARCHITECTURE 05 - "IF" C FLIGHT MANIFEST
Launch Site: EAST
Vehicle Name Fetal S2 S394 S5969798 SS 00 0102 03 04 05 06 07 06 0g 101t 12131415 lS 17 lS 1920
Mixed Fleet Atlas I 4 1 1 1 t
Atlas IIAS 1 1
Delta II 3 2 1Shuffle 52 7 9 9 6 10 9
Titan Ill 1 1
ITitan IV/Centaur 1 1


















NASA Total Atlea I 4 1 1 I 1
Atlas IIAS 2 4 I 1 I I I I 1 I 1 I I I 1 I 'I 1 1 1 '! 1 I I I I
:)etti el 38 2 1 1 3 1 1 I 3 1 1 1 3 1 1 1 3 1 1 1 3 1 1 1 3 1
Shuttle 100 7 S 9 8 1011 9 S 11 7 S 4
VILS-HL./CRV SS 1 2 3 4 5 4
run III 1 1
titan IVlCentau S 1 3 1 1 2
_ILS-X S 2 2 2 2
MLS-HL 26 1 I 1 1 2 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 .2





ITitan IV/Centau 17 2 2 2 1 2 1 2 2 2 1
]M_X 39 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
_ML_HL 3S 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 , 2 2 2 2 2 2 _
Total Shuttle 10S 8 1010 9 1112101011 7 Ii 4
MLS-HL/CLV 216 3 S 7 I 10 11 11 11 11 11 10 11 13 11 12 12 12 11 13 11 12
MLS-HL/CRV 89 1 2 S 4 S S S 7 S 4 4 5 S 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 S
MLS-X 47 1 1 1 2 2 2 4 2 2 2 4 2 2 2 4 2 2 2 4 2 2
MLS-HL 370 S S 13 IS lg 20192120111719221819192011120 IS 21
Launch Site: WEST





Tdan II 3 1 I 1 ]
Atlas E 1 1 JDelta 11 5 1 2 1 1
Delta I[ 5 1 1 1 1 1 I
Tilan IV/NUS 4 2 2 IMLS-HL 10 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Titan II 3 1 1 1 IIAlias E 1 1Delta II 10 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 I 1Titan IVINUS 4 2 2
MLS-HL 10 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1





Total MLS 4 g 121323232323232323232
B-39
TABLE B.1.2.1-20.- ARCHITECTURE 05 - "IF" D & E FLIGHT MANIFEST
Launch Site: EAST
Veh_cleNarne rmal g2 93 94 g5 g6 g7 g8 9g oo 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 10 11 12 13 14 15 18 17 18 lg 20
Mixed Fleet ].atlas I 4 1 1 1 1
]Atlas IIAS 1 1
IDea it 3 2 1
]Shuffle 52 7 g 9 8109
JTitan III 1 1
[Titan N/Centaur 1 1
FiTS Model Alias IIAS 23








1 3 112 1 1 3 I I 1 3 1 1 1 3 1 1 1 3 1 1 1 32 8 8 1 7 7 2
2 4 . 7 811121112121112141213131312141213
12345
3 1 1 2
2 2 2 2
1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 2 1 1 t 2 1 1 1 2 1 1 1
NASA Total
I_D Total
Atlas t 4 1 1 1 1
Atlas IIAS 24 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Delta |1 38 2 1 1 3 1 1 1 3 1 1 I 3 1 1 1 :1 1 1 1 3 1 1 1 3 1
Shuttle 110_ 7 8 g 8 10 11 g 8 12 10 7 7 2
MLS-HIJCLV 22S 2 4 8 7 g 111211121211121412 I| 11121214121|
MLS-HUCRV I14 1 2 3 4 5 7 8 8 8 8 8 $ 8 S 8 8 8 8 8 8 8
TJan III 1 I
Titan IV/Centau 8 1 3 1 1 2
MLS-X 8 2 2 2 2
MLS-HL 26 1 1 1 I 2 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 2 I 1 1 2
Atlas IIAS 64 3 2 3 4 4 2 2 2 2
Jo_!! 111 6 4 2 I 3 3 4 4 4
JShuttle 8 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
JMLS-NI.JCLV 21 1
JTitan N/NUS 22 2 3 3 2 3 3 2 1















Ad ditty es]'MLS.HL/CLV 51
SEI High TotaIMLS.HL/CLV 287
/
AdditivestMLS-HiJCLV 1 g
gEl Low TotalLMLS-HL/CLV 26S
3 5 7 8 10121212131212111S 1214141411 lS 1114
! 2 1 4 8 7 | 8 $ $ $ Ill | $ $ $ | III | I $
1 1 1 2 _! 2 4 2 2 2 4 2 2 2 4 2 2 2 4 2 2
$ 8 13 1S 18 22 22 23 23 22 21 22 2S 22 2:1 2:1 24 22 24 22 24
2 7 1111122512436 ;713S ;73g 47137 ;83T 138 ;91381211l 1
3 ;7 1111112:4:2:4:4:311411| :4 :S :' :S ;4127:41_
[.lunch Site: WEST
Vehicle Name rolal 92 93 94 95 86 g7 88 8g oo 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 0g 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 18 20
Mixed Filet Titan il 3 1 1 1
!Atlas E I I
Delta If 5 1 2 1 1
tiTS Model ,Dole. II S 1 1 1 1 I
Titan N/NUS 4 2 2
MLS-HL 10 I I 1 I I I I I I I
NASA Total TUn II 3 1 I I
Nlas E 1 1
Delta II 10 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Titan IV/NUS 4 2 2
MLS-HL 10 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
OlD Toll] [Titan II 38 2 2 1 1 2 2 2 1 2 2 1 2 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 2 1 1
J
JAt_ E I t
]De]_ l] 33 I I I I I 1 1 I I I I I 2 1 I 2 I 2 I 1 2 I 2 I I 2 1
]TItanW,'NUS 18 32 2 I 2 1 22 1 I I
_MLS-X 39 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
Totil MLS 4 8 I 2 1 3 2 $ 2 3 2 3 2 :1 2 :1 2 :1 2 3 2 :1 2
B-40
TABLE B.1.2.1-21.- ARCHITECTURE 06 - "IF" A FLIGHT MANIFEST
Launch 81re: EAST
Vehicle Name rotal 92039495969798 B9000102030405060708091011121314 IS 1617131920
Mixed Fleet IAIIII I 4 I 1 1 1
INlu IIAS I 1
Io_ II 3 2 1
IShullle 9 1 4 2 1 1
ITitan III 1 1
IT_n Iv/Centaur 1 1














2 2 2 2
1111211121112111211r12
NASA Total Atb,- I 4 1 1 1 1
Atlas IIAS 24 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
II 38 2 1 1 3 1 1 1 3 1 1 1 3 1 1 1 3 1 1 1 3 1 1 1 3 1
8huttle 1| 1 4 2 1 1 2 2 2 1
MLS-X/RPCmIn 31 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 I 1 I I
MLS-HIJCRV 31 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Tlan III 1 1
Than IVICentau 8 1 3 1 1 2
MLS-X 8 2 2 2 " 2
M_.S-HL 26 1 I 1 1 2 1 I 1 2 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 2
DoO Total Atlas IIAS 64 3 2 3 4 4 2 2 2
Deltall 111 6 4 2 1 3 3 4 4
Shuttle 8 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
IMLS-XIRPCmln 21
IMLS-HUCRV 21
JT_n IV/NUS 22 2 3 3 2 3 3 2 1 2 t











Total Shuttle 24 2 S 3 2 2 3 $ $ 1
MLS-XIRPCmln 52 233332333332232322333
MLS-HL/CRV 52 233333333332222222222
ML_HL 117 3 S l l T I l I 7 I I S I I l I I ! I l l
_X 99 3 4 4 S 3 S 7 S S $ 7 4 4 4 I 4 4 4 I 4 4
Launch S_: WE_
Ve_bN_a r_l 9293949596979899 oo 010203040506070o 091011121314151617141920
T_an II 3 1 1 !
HTS Model
NASA Total
Atlas E 1 1
Delta II 5 1 2 1 1
Delta II 5 1 1 1 1 1
Titan IV/NUS 4 2 2
MLS-HL 10 1 1 1 I I 1 1 1 1 1
Ti_n II 3 1 1 1 I[Atlas E 1 1Dolta II 10 1 2 I 1 1 I 1 1 1Titan IV/NUS 4 2 2
MLS-HL 10 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1









Total ui9 4O 12132323232323232323|
B-41
TABLE B.1.2.1-22.- ARCHITECTURE 06 -"IF" B FLIGHT MANIFEST
launch Site: EAST
Vehicle Name rotal 9293946596979899 oo 0102030405060706061011121314151617161620
Mixed Fleet IAIlas I 4
IAlles IIAS I
IDefla II
























2 2 2 2
111121112111211121112
NASA Total 4 1N_I 11 1






T_an IV/Centau 6 1 31 1 2
M_X § 2 2 2 2
ML_HL 26 111121112111211121112






ITitan IV/Cantau 17 2 2 2 1 2 1 2 2 2 1
IMLS-X 39 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2








MLS-H_CRV 102 2 3 4 8 4 6 4 5 3 6 4 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 I







Titan II 3 1 1 1 I
Nlu E 1 1 fDelta II 5 1 2 ! 1
Delta II 5 I 1 I 1 1
Titan W/NUS 4 2 2
MLS-HL 10 1 1 t 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Titan II 3 1 1 1
Atlas E 1 1
Delta II 10 t 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Ti_n IV/N US 4 2 2
MI S-HL 10 1 1 1 1 1 1 I 1 1 1










Total MLS 49 121323232323232823232
B-42
TABLE B.1.2.1-23.- ARCHITECTURE 06 - "IF" C FLIGHT MANIFEST
Launch Site: EAST
Vehicb Name rotaJ 9293949598979099 O00102030409060709091011121314151917101020
Mi_ed Fleet Atlas I 4 I 1 1 1
Atlas IIAS 1 I
loeb., 3 2 I
IShu"le 52 7 9 9 8109
ITitan ill 1 1
[Titan IV/Centaur 1 1











2488 1 10 11 1111
311 2
2 2 2 2
11112111211121112111
NASA Total
_kul I 4 1 1 1 1
_llel IIAS 24 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Delta II 38 2 1 1 3 1 1 1 3 1 1 1 3 1 1 1 3 1 1 1 3 1 1 1 3 1
Shuttle 94 7 9 9 8 10 11 9 8 8 | 4 2
MLS-X/RPCmln 198 8 8 ? 8 7 9 ? | $ 8 7 8 9 8 9 9 | 9 9 $ S
MLS-HL/CRV 209 2 4 8 9 1011101211101011121112111211121112
Titan III 1 I
Titan IV/Canta u 8 1 3 1 1 2
MLS-X 8 2 2 2 2
MLS-HL 26 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 2
DoD Total At_..,AS 84 3 2 3 4 4 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 21
De;W. II 111 6 4 2 1 3 3 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
IShuttle 8 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
IMLS-X/RPCmln 21 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 I 1 1
JMLS-HL/CRV 21 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 I 1 1
IT_n IV/NUS 22 2 3 3 2 3 3 2 1 2 1
ITitan IV/Centa, 17 2 2 2 1 2 1 2 2 2 1
[MLS-X 39 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
[MLS-HL 39 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 . 2 2 2 2 2
Total Shuttle 102 $ 19 10 9 11 12 10 19 0 8 4 2
MLS-X/RPCmIn 186 8 7 8 S 8 10 I $ 9 0 S 0 10 9 10 9 10 9 10 9 10
MLS-HL/CRV 230 3 8 ? 9 1112111312111112131218121312131219
MLS-HL 298 4 7 1012 lS 18141413141415171818 IS 17 lS 19191";'
MLS-X 233 7 $ 9 111012121111111211121114111211141112
Launch Site: WEST
Vehicle Name rotal 9293949596979399000102030405060708091011121314151617181920
Titan It 3 1 1 1Mixed Fleet
HTS Model
NASA Total
Atlas E t 1
Delta II 5 1 2 1 1
Dell,, II 5 1 1 1 1 t
Titan IV/NUS 4 2 2
MLS-HL 10 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Titan 11 3 1 1 1
AtkUl E 1 1
Delta II 10 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Titan IV/N US 4 2 2
MLS_HL 10 1 I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1










Total ML9 49 121323232323232323232
B-43
TABLE B.1.2.1-24.- ARCHITECTURE 06 - "IF" D & E FLIGHT MANIFEST
Launch Site: E_T
Vehicle Name rocal g2 g3 g4 g5 96 67 g6 99 00 01 02 03 04 g5 06 07 08 0o 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 16 lg 20
Mixed Fleet INlas I 4 1 1 1 1
IAIlalIIA.S 1 1
ID,ma 11 3 2 1
IShutlle 7 g 9 8 10 9
82
Titan I11 1 1
IT_n N/Centaur 1 1











3 g956 g _ _ __ 11_ _ __ 1_ _
311 2
2 2 2 2
11112111211121112111
NASA Total Atlu I 4 1 I 1 I
Atlas lIAR 24 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Dellall 38 2 1 1 3 1 1 1 3 1 1 I 3 1 1 1 3 1 1 1 3 1 1 1 3 1
Shuttle 93 7 g 9 g lg 11 9 9 11 Eli I 2
MLS-X/RPCmln lgg I g g g 7 I 7 I I I 7 I 9 I I I 0 I I il 9
MLS-HIJCRV 289 3 6 g 121314131414131314151415141514151415
Titan III I 1
Titan W/Centau 6 1 3 1 1 2
MLS-X 8 2 2 2 2
MLS-HL 26 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 2
DoD Total
^t,a,,AS 6, _ 2 3 , , 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 i I
Shuttle_ll 111642133444444444444444444444418 111 111MLS-X/RPCmin21 11111111111111111111
ML_HUCRV 21 11111111111111111111
T_nW/NUS 22 2332332121
Titan IVlCentau 17 2 2 2 1 2 1 2 2 2 1
M_X 39 11122222222222222222
ML_ 39 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2







SEI High TotalULS-X/RPCmSn ;;g
Additiv eIIMLS-X/RPCmin W
El Low TotelLMLS.X/RPCmln 206
6 T I I g lg g I I g I g lg 9 lg I 10 I lg I 10
4 7 10 13 14 13 14 lg 11 14 14 1S li 1S 11 lg lg lg 11 lg 11
I I 1311 lI lg 17 l119171711120 lg 19 !1261111011 Ig
7 I lg 11 lg 12121111111211121114111211141112
:, i::,,,:,1o,,.,o:01,°,,,
Launch Site: WEST
Vahicle Namo r_al 9293649596979896000102030405060706091011121314151617181920
Mixed Fleet Titan I1 3 1 1 1
Atlas E 1 1
Delta II 5 1 2 1 1
FITS Model Della II 5 1 1 1 1 1
Titan IV/N US 4 2 2
MLS-HL 10 1 1 I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
NASA Total Titan il 3 1 1 1 I
AtlM E 1 1 I
Delta I1 10 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ITi_n IV/NUS 4 2 2MLS-HL 10 1 1 1 1 I 1 I 1 1 I









Total MLS 49 121223232221232323212
B-_
TABLE B.1.2.1-25.- ARCHITECTURE 07 - "IF" A FLIGHT MANIFEST
Launch She: EAST
Vehicle Name "otil 92939495, 96379399 O001020304050607060g 1011121314151617161320
Mixed Fleet ]Atlas I 4 I 1 I 1
lAtial ILAS 1 1
I Delta II 3 2 1
]Shuffle 9 1 4 2 1 1
ITitan III 1 1
{Titan W/Centaur 1 1















At_s IIAS • . _ 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
DeVil 38 2 1 1 3 1 1 1 3 1 1 1 3 1 1 1 3 1 11 3 1 1 1 3 1
ShotUe 1814211222111
_I_L_U_P_6111 1 111322232221111111111
_an IWCanlau 8 1 3 1 I 2
IM_X _ 2 2 2 2|ML_HL 11i12111211121t121112
D4D Total AI_IIIAS 6432344222222222222222222222222
DeVIl 1116 4 2 1 3 3 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
8hutlle 611111111
L_U_P_21 111111111111111111111_n N/NUS 22 2 3 3 2 3 3 2 2
_anlV/Centau1"72221212221
]ML_X 39 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
|ML_HL 39 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
TotalShu_le2625322333111
ML_U_Y_P_66 232333333332223222223
ML_HL 116 3 4 5 6 7 6 6 I 7 6 I 5 6 6 6 6 I I 6 6 I
ML_X 47 1 1 1 2 2 2 4 2 2 2 4 2 2 2 4 2 2 2 4 2 2
Launch Site: WEST
Vehicle Name "oral 9293949596979699 O00102030405060708 og 101112131415. 1617161920
Mixed Fleet Titan II 3 1 1 1 I
Adee E 1 1 I
I,Delm I 5 1 2 1 1
HTS Model
Delta II 5 1 1 1 1 1 ITMn IV/NUS 4 2 2
MLS-HL 10 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
NASA Total Titan II 3 1 1 1 I
Atlas E I 1 IDelta II 10 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1Titan IV/NUS 4 2 2
MLS-HL 10 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
DoD Total TiZan II 39
Atles E 1
Delta II 33
Titan W/NUS 18 3
MLS-X 3g ,
Total MLS 4 g






TABLE B.1.2.1-26.- ARCHITECTURE 07- "IF" B FLIGHT MANIFEST
Launch eke: EAST
VehicleNam4 "oral 929394959697989900010203040506070809101112131415 le 17181920
Mixed Fleet IAxlIs I 4 1 1 1 1
i
IAUas IIAS 1 1
IDeh. 3 2 1
ish_le 43 7 ¢ 9 8 8 4
IT_an III 1 1
iTitan IV/Contour 1 1

























7 9 9 I I I 3 4 2 1 2
243379788878088898989
311 2
2 2 2 2
111121112111211121112
"'"l_,-ll 64 3 2 3 4 4 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 21o.oTo.-I AS
IDeh, 111, , 2 . 3 , 4 , , , 4 , , 4 4 , , . 4 , 4 , , . 4 , 4 , ,fis,u,,. : 1 1 , 1 , 1, ,lldLI- HUI.RV/RPCml 1 1 1 I I 1 1 1 1 1 1 ! I I 1 1 t 1 1 ! I 1ITi_n Iv/Nus 22 2 3 3 2 3 3 2 1 2 1ITnan_ IV/Centau 17 2 2 2 1 2 1 2 2 2 1IMLS-X 39 _ 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
IMLS-HL 39 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
Total Shuttle 85 8 10 10 9 7 7 4 5 2 1 2
ILI-HLILRY,_qPCnd180 3 S 7 I I 10 I I I 9 I i 10 9 10 9 10 9 10 I 10
MLS-HL 245 4 71012121311121312 !112141212121412131214
MLg.-X 47 1 1 1 2 2 2 4 2 2 2 4 2 2 2 4 2 2 2 4 2 2
L_nch Site: WEST
Veh_cleName "oral 92 93 94 95 96 97 98 99 00 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20
Mixed Fleet [Titan II 3 1 1 1
I,_ E 1 1
LDeio II 5 1 2 1 1
HTS Model IDelta 11 5
Titan IV/NU S 4
MLS-HL 10
1 1 1 1 1
2 2
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
NASA Total IT.n It 3 1 1 1
i_= E 1 1
IDe" II 10 1 2 1 1
IThn W/NUS 4 2
IMLS-HL 10
1 1 1 1 1
2
1 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 1 1










Total MLS 4 9 121323232323232322232
B-46
TABLE B.1.2.1-27.- ARCHITECTURE 07- "IF" C FLIGHT MANIFEST
Launch Site: EAST
VehicleNama total 82 93 94 95 96 97 98 90 oo 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 06 09 10 11 12 13 14 15 18 17 18 19 20
Mixed Fleet Atlas I _, 1 1 1 1
Atlas IIAS I I
Delta II 3 2 1
Shuttle 52 7 9 9 6 10 9
Than Ill 1 1
Thin NICentaur 1 1








21 24 28 94 111/1/1821/1/1;1/1/ 1/_ 1/ 173 7
3 1 1 2
2 2 2 2




NASA Total Atlu I 4 1 1 1 1
Atlas IIAS 24 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Delta It 38 2 1 1 3 1 1 1 3 1 1 1 3 1 I 1 3 1 1 1 3 1 1 1 3 I
Shuttle 98 7 9 9 Ii 10 11 9 9 9 8 9 4 2
MLI_HIJLRV/TIPCsM 227 2 4 | II 1113111212121112131213121:112131213
MLS-HL/CRV 127 1 2 2 4 5 7 7 8 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7
Titan Ill 1 1
Than IV/Cantau 8 I 3 1 1 2
MLS-X 8 2 2 2 2
MLS-HL 26 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 2
DoD Total At_s IIAS 64 3 2 3 4 4 2
Delta II 111 6 4 2 1 3 3
IShuttle 281 111111ML I-HUUqV/RPC*,,d
Titan IV/NUS 22 2 3 3 2 3













Totad Shuttle 108 9 1010 9 111210108 8 9 4 2
MLI-HL/LRVmPCnd 248 3 6 7 9 1214121813131218141314131413141214
MLS-HL]CRV 127 1 2 2 4 8 7 7 9 7 7 7 7 7 7 • 7 7 7 7 • 7
MLS-NL 440 6 9 12 1821 24 2224 24 28 22 28 28 28 24 22 211 28 24 28 29
MLS-X 47 1 1 1 2 2 2 4 2 2 2 4 2 2 2 4 2 2 2 4 2 |
Launch Site: WEST
Vehicle Name Fatal 92 93 94 95 86 97 98 99 00 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 19 19 20
Mixed Fleet [Titan II 3 1 1 1
I_l= E 1 1
IDe_ II 5 1 2 1 1
HTS Model Delta II 5 1 1 1 1 1
ITilan IV/N US 4 2 2
[MLS-HL 10 1 1 1 I I 1 1 1 1 1
NASA Total Titen II 3 1 1 1
AlhB E 1 1
Delta II 10 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Titan IV/NtIS 4 2 2
MLS-HL 10 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1










Total ML9 4 9 121323232323232323232
B-47
TABLE B.!.2.1-28.- ARCHITECTURE 07 - "IF" D & E FLIGHT MANIFEST
Launch Site: EAgT
Vehicle Nwno rcO.al 920394959697 gg 6900010203040506070609101112131415161718 I920
Mixed Fleet IA/las I 4 1 1 1 1
r IIAS 1 1
IDe_, 3 2 i
52 7 9 9 8 10 9
ITitan Ill 1 I
ITilan W/Centaur 1 1












2:10101010101010101010101010101010_121 121 121 121 12 2 2 2
3 1 1
1 1 1
NASA Totel Nlel I 4 1 1 1 1
Mlas IIAS 24 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 1 1 1
:)elte II 38 2 I 1 3 1 1 1 3 1 I 1 3 1 1 1 3 1 1 1 3 1 1 1 3 1
Shuttle 08 7 9 9 6 1011 9 8 1g I 9 4
IILI,-HIJLRV/1RPC_ 227 2 4 9 91113111212121112131213121312131212
MLS-HIJCRV 179 2 4 5 3 1010101010101010101010101010101010
T'lan Ill 1 1
Titen IV/Canteu 8 1 3 1 1 2
MLS-X 8 2 2 2 2
MLS-HL 26 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 2 1 I I 2
DoD Total IAt_, IIAS 64 3 2 3 4 4 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
IDe_a II 111 6 4 2 1 3 3 4 4
IShutlle 6 I ! 1 I 1 1 1 1
m-S-HLrLRY_flPOnd 21Titan W/NUS 22 2 3 3 2 3 3 2















El High Tote_MLS-X 06
El High TotelRpca_ 2gg
/
Additiv oslMLS-X/RPCmin 19
[] Low Totellm.s-x 6 g
[] Low To,-tLm_. 267
3 3 7 g 12 14 13 13 13 13 12 13 14 13 14 13 14 13 14 13 14
3 4 S 6 10 10 10 lg 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 lg 10 10 10
6 11 16 2g 36 27 2S 23 27 28 23 26 28 2g 27 2| 2g 23 37 gl 28





Vehicle Naune T'otat 9293949596979099000102030405060706091011121314151617161920
Mixed Fleet ITitan II 3 1 1 1
INlu E 1 1
[Deltafl 5 1 2 1 1
HTS Model rDel_ II 5 1 1 1 1 I
/Tien N/NUS 4 2 2
LMLS-HL 10 1 1 1 1 1 1 I 1 1 1
NASA Total IT.n II . 3 1 1 1
i_lu E 1 1
IDelte II 10 1 2 I 1 1 1 1 1 1
IP-n N/NUS 4 2 2
IMLS-HL 10 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
DoDTotat Tl&n!l 39 2 2 1 1 2 2 2 1 2 2 1 2 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 2 1 1
Atlas E 1 1
iDe" II 33 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 2 1 2 1 1 2 1 2 1 ! 2 1
IT.n N/NUS 18 3 2 2 1 2 1 2 2 1 1 1
]MLS-X 39 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
Total MLS 49 1 2 1 3 2 3 2 3 2 3 2 3 2 3 2 3 2 3 2 3 2
B-48
TABLE B.1.2.1-29.- ARCHITECTURE 08 - "IF" A FLIGHT MANIFEST
Launch Site: EAST
Vehicle Name total 9293949596979899000102030405060708091011121314151617181920
M;,ed Fleet IAtlas [ 4 1 1 1 I
ID,_, 3 2 t
p+.le 9 + 4 2 1 ;
IT_an !. 1 1
JTitan IV/Centaur 1 1
HTS Model 1Atlas IIAS 2 1 1
JDaltl II 1 1 3 2 2 2 2 2
JShuttie 7 3 2 2 2 1ISSTO(Rocket) 3 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 3 S 3 3 S 3 3 3 3 S
ITitan IVICenlaur 41 3 1 2 1 3 1 2 1 3 1 2 1 3 1 2 I 3 1 2 1 3 1 2








2 t13 2 2 2 2 2
142112221
$ 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 $ 3 $ 3 $ $ 3 $ S 1
I 31213121312131213121312
DoO Total At_IIIAS 6432344222222222222222222222222
_11 -416421334444321
Shuttle II1111111
SeT.Rocket) 91 1 1 2 $ 4 S S S S S S S 6 S 5 I I S S 3 !
T_nN/NUS 61 2332332232222222222222222222
T_an w/cenlrau 56 2 2 2 1 2 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
Total Shuttle 24 2 5 2 2 2 2 3 1 1
.. 8STO(Rcoket) 164 4 Ii I 7 II 9 9 9 9 I I S II S S I I S | I 2
Launch Site: WEST '
Vehicle Name I'ot;d 9293949596979899000102030405060706091011121314151617161620
Mixed Fleet Titan II 3 1 1 1 J
IAIlu E 1 1 IIOe.a II 5 t 2 1 1
HTS Model Delta II 5 1 1 1 1 1 I
THan IV/NUS 24 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 I
NASA Total TUn II 3 1 1 1 I
/_laul E I 1 Ipelts II 1 o 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
[Titan W/NUS 24 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2











TABLE B. 1.2.1-30.- ARCHITECTURE 08 - "IF" B FLIGHT MANIFEST
Launch Site: EAST
Vehicle Name Fetal 9293949596979899000102030405060706091011121314151617181920
Mb(od Fleol Al_s I 4 1 1 1 1
I_las II_ 1 1
IOeha. 3 2 1
JShurlle 43 7 g g 8 6 4
IT_tmn Ill 1 1
JT_an IV/Cenlaur 1 1
HTS Model
A,_,,.aS 1 1 1 1 , 'd lj
JDe_ II 15 1 3 1 1 1 3 2 2 2 2
JShuttlo
ISSTO(R°ckaI} ;15 23422 41 7291 112 11121 1:1111; 111 ? 11 11iTitan 'v/Centaur 41 312131120 1: 111 11/17111





F.n Ill 1 1
_T_en IV/Centau 42
i
3 2 2 2 2 i







DoD Total iAIlaslIAS 6432344222222222222222222222222
D_II _ 6 4 2 1 3 3 4 4 4 4 3 2 1
Shuttle 11111111
ISST_Rocket) SI 1 1 2 3 4 S 5 I S 5 5 5 S S I $ $ I S S I
IT_nlVtNUS 61 2332332232222222222222222222
JThanlV/Ce_au5622212122222222222222222222222
Total Shuttle 64 8 10 10 9 7 7 4 6 2 1 2 1
SSTO(Rocket) 303 3 S 9 12 14 17 11 11 16 16 13 11 17 11 17 14 17 10 1Y 11 17
Launch Site: WEST




titan II 3 1 1 1
Will E 1 1
Delta II 5 1 2 1 1
Delta 11 5 1 1 1 1 1
Titan W/NUS 24 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
Titan II 3 1 1 1
Nlas E 1 1
Delta II 10 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 !
Tilan IV/NUS 24 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
Titan II 12 2 2 1 1 2 2 2 I
Atlas E t 1 fDelta II 33 1 I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 2 1 2 I 1 2 1 2 1 1 2 1Tit&n IV/NUS 57 3 2 2 1 2 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2




TABLE B.1.2.1-31.- ARCHITECTURE 08 - "IF" C FLIGHT MANIFEST
Launch Site: EAST
Vehicle Name 1"o4,11 92 93 94 95 gG 97 98 99 O0 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 1| 19 20
Mixed Fleet Atlas I 4 1 1 I 1
Atlas IIAS 1 1
Delta II 3 2 1
Shuffle 52 7 9 9 8 10 9
Titan III I I
Tilan W/Centaur 1 1
I
11 3, 2 . . 2,j5 155.3,3 293 . ??1 ??7327 ?',97 ?
1 3 1 2 1 3 1 2 1 3 1 2 I 3 1 2 1 3 1
HTS Model Atlas llAS 8 1 1 1 1 1 t
Atlas/CTF 4 I 2 1




[Titan W/Centaur 41 3 1 2
I
1,31 , , 2 2 I]
't,:3 9 I 27 32 31 30 29 29 30 21 ll 29 21 $t $0 29 32 30 20
2 3 4 4 4 4 5 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
1 3 1 2 1 3 1 2 1 3 1 2 1 3 1 2 1 3 1
NASA Total Atlas I 4 1 1 1 1
Arias IIAS 7 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
AtlaslCTF 4 1 2 t
Delta II 22 2 1 t 3 1
Shuttle 93 7 g 9 :1 10 11 g 9 II
ISSTO(Rocket) so0
I'r_ Ill / t
ITitanJCTF 79 1
ITitan IVICentau 42 1 3 1 2
DoD Total Atlas IIAS 64 3 2 3 4 4 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
Deltall 41 6 4 2 1 3 3 4 4 4 4 3 2 1
Shuttle ! 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
S$TO(Rocket) 9 t 1 1 2 $ 4 S S S 5 S 9 5 9 S S | S 9 S i; |
Titan IV/NUS 61 2 3 3 2 3 3 2 2 3 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
Titan V/Centau 56 2 2 2 1 2 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
Total Shuttle 101 91010911121010 $ S 2 3
8STO{Rocket) 651 4101724913726353434391131:14:11 II :1934:17:11 I|
Total CTF 83 2 4 4 4 4 4 4 $ 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
Launch Site: WEST
Vehk:leName total 92 93 94 95 96 97 98 99 00 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 10 11 12 13 14 15 14 17 18 19 20
Mixed Fleet Titan II 3 1 1 1
Atlas E 1 1
DoRa II 5 1 2 1 1
HTS Model Delta II 5
Titan W/NUS 24
1 1 1 ! 1
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
NASA Total Titan II 3 1 1 1
Atlas E 1 1
Delta II 10 1 2 1 1
Titan V/NUS 24 2
1 1 1 1 1
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2












TABLE B.1.2.1-32.- ARCHITECTURE 08 - "IF" D & E FLIGHT MANIFEST
Launch S;le: EAST
Vehicle Name rotal 92 g3 g4 gs :26:27 g, gg 00 0102 03 04 05 06 07 og 0:210111:213141516171819:20
Mb(ed Fleet [Attas I 4 1 1 t 1 I
_/Ulas IIAS 1 1
52 7:2 g 8 10 9
ITiten III 1 1
[Titln W/Centaur 1 1








1 3 1 1 1 3 1 2 2 2 2
:2:2 .,5:
. ,.,,?,,,5,:,,,,,113:,,,:,:,:,3.1 :2 3 4 4 4
3 1 2 1 3 1 2 1 3 1 2 1 3 1 :2 1 3 1 2 1 3 1
NASA Total
OoD Total
1 1 11 1121 ]
ktlas IIAS 7 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
_tlastCTF 4 1 2 1
_lla II 222 11311131 :2 2 :2 :2
Shuttl. 101 7 , 9. 10 1 . . 05.112
SSTO(Rooket) 1155 :2 9 311 37 31 211 35:21 37:27 21 37 37 II 31 2:2 31 35
Tilan Ill 1 1
Titan/CTF 7g 1 :2 3 4 4 4 4 5 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4






Titan IVIN US 51






Total Shuttle 10g 51010 g 1112101010 I $ ! 2
SSTC_RockeI) 747 4 101724:214:142414040414242404:2424140434141
Total CTF II 3 :2 4 4 4 4 4 4 11 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
F E Changes
Ad dit iv e sJ'SSTO {Rocket) 51
El Hlgh TotalSSTO(Ro©kaI ) 7911
I
Additives JSSTO(Flocket) 1 g
75e 1o2;2::3:2:1:1;2:3 t:1:. 2 ;
Launch Site: WEST





Titen II 3 1 1 1 |
Nlas E I 1 lDelta II 5 1 :2 1 1
Delta II 5 1 1 1 1 1 I
Titan W/NUS 24 2 2 2 2 2 :2 2 2 2 :2 2 :2 I
Titan II 3 1 1 1 I
_Jlu E 1 1 IDella II 10 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1Titan W/NUS 24 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
Titan tl 12 2 2 t 1 2 2 2 1
AX= E 1 1 JDelta II 33 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 :2 1 I 2 I 2 1 1 2 1 2 1 1 2 1TitanW/NUS 57 3 2 2 1 2 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 :2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
SSTO_Rocket) 27 1 2 2 1 2 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 2 1 1
SSTO(Rockot) 2 7 1221211121111:21111211
B-52
TABLE B.1.2.1-33.- ARCHITECTURE 11 - "IF" A FLIGHT MANIFEST
Launch Site: EAST
VohicleNamo rotal 9293949596979899000102030405060708091011121314151417181920
Mixed Fleet Atlas I 4 1 1 1 1
Atlas IIAS 1 1
IDe_. 3 2 !
is.o.+ + 1 , ,+ 1 1
ITi*mnIII 1 1
IThan W/Centaur I I
HTS Model At_IIIAS'23 11111111111111111111111
DeVIl 33 13111311131113111311131
Shuttle 38 222222222222221111111111
T_an IVlCentau 7 3 1 1 2
[NLS-50/AUS 34 1 1 1 1 2 1 3 1 2 1 3 1 2 1 3 t 2 1 3 1 2










8 I 311 2
111121312131213121312
Aths IIAS 64 3 2 3 4 4 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
_11 111 8 4 2 1 3 3 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
Shuttle 2911111111111111111111111111111
T_n N/NUS 22 2 3 3 2 3 3 2 1 2 1
T_an IV/Centau 17 2 2 2 1 2 1 2 2 2 1
NLS-_ 39 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
NLS-S01AUS 39 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
Tol_ NL8 112 2 3 4 ! I I 7 3 I S ? | I ! 7 l I 8 7 i I
Total Shuttle 73 2 S 3 2 2 $ 3 $ l 3 $ 3 $ $ $ 3 3 3 3 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 I | l
DoO Total
Launch Site: WEST
Vehicle Name rotal 9293949596979890 O0010203040508070800101112 i314131617181920
Mixed Fleet Tita n II 3 1 1 1
Alias E 1 1
Delta 5 1 2 1 1
HTS Model Della II 5 1 1 1 1 I
Tilmn IV/N US 4 2 2
NLS-HL 10 1 1 I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
NASA Total Titan II 3 1 1 1
AllaJ E 1 1 .
Delta II 10 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Titan W/NUS 4 2 2
INLS-HL 10 1 1 1 1 1 1 I 1 1 1
DoO Total Titan II , 39
Atlas E 1
Della II 33
TtanlVINUS 18 3 2 2 I 2 I 2 2 1 I I
INiS:SO " 39
2 2 1 1 2 2 2 1 2 2 1 2 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 2 1 1
1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 2 1 2 1 1 2 1 2 1 1 2 1
111222222222222222222
Total NL9 49 121323232323233323332
B-53
TABLE B.1.2.1-34.- ARCHITECTURE 11 - "IF" B FLIGHT MANIFEST
Launch Site: EAST
Vehicle Name rolal 92 93 94 g59697 98 9g O0010203040506 0708 Og 1011121314151317 IS 19 20
IA;las ilAS 1 1
IDelta II 3 2 1
_Shullle 43 7 9 9 8 6 4
[Titan III I 1
[Titan W/Centaur 1 1
FiTS Model
Atlas IiAS 23 1 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I 1 1
Delta 11 35 1 3 1 1 1 3 1 1 1 3 1 1 1 3 1 1 1 3 1 1 1 3 1
Shuttle 7/ 2 3 4 3 3 4 4 3 5 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
Titan IV/Centau 3 1 1 2
NLS-50IAUS 34 I 1 1 I 2 1 3 1 2 t 3 1 2 1 3 1 2 1 3 1 2
NASA Total JAllu I 4 11 1
laths IIAS 24 1
3,, 2
Ighuttlo 1 7 9 9 8 is iS 3 4 3 3 4 4 3 iS 3 3 3 | 3 | 3 3 ,3 2 $ 2 3 3 3









I DevIl 6 4 21 3 3 44 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
I Shuttle 2911111111111111111111111111111
IT_nW/NUS 22 2332332121






Ve_N_e r_al 9293 g4 g5 g6 g7 g8 g9 oo 0102030405060708091011121314151617131920
1 1 1
1
1 2 1 !
1 1 1 1 1
2 2




Mixed Fleet Tilan II 3
Atlas E 1
Delta II 5
HTS Model Delta II 5
Titan IV/NUS 4
NLS-HL 10
NASA Total Titan II 3 1 I
_lu E 1
Delta II 10 1 1 1 1 I 1 1
I"ilan W/NUS 4 2 2
NLS-HL 10 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
DoO Total TMn II 3g 2 2 1 1 2 2 2 1 2 2 1 2 I 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 2 1 1
_tlas E 1 1
:_elta II 33 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 2 1 2 1 1 2 1 2 1 1 2 I
TitanW/NUS 16 3 2 2 1 2 1 2 2 1 1 1
NLS-S0 3g 1 1 I 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
Total NLS 49 1 2 1 3 2 3 2 3 2 .e 2 | 2 3 2 3 2 3 2 3 2
B -54
TABLE B. 1.2.1-35.- ARCHITECTURE 11 - "IF" C FLIGHT MANIFEST
Launch S_ta: EAST
Veh_cleNama Folal 92939495969798990001020304050607080910111213141516 IT16 I620
Mixed Fleet Atlas I 4 1 1 I 1
Atlas IIAS 1 1
Delta II 3 2 1
Shuttle 52 7 g 9 6 10 9
THan III I I
THan IV/Centaur 1 1















NASAToIalAt_I 411 1 1
AtlasllAS 24 1 11111111111111111111111
IDeMII 36 2 1 1 3 1 1 1 3 1 1 1 3 1 1 1 3 1 1 1 3 1 1 1 3 1
9huttle 250 7 g g 8 10 11 g 6 I0 0 1 9 1 I0 g 10 9 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 $ I I I INLS-50/RPCmh $4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
NLS-501CTV 79 1 2 3 4 4 4 4 5 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
THan IV/Cantau 11 1 3 1 2 1 3
[NLS-50/AUS 31 1 2 1 3 1 2 1 3 1 2 1 3 1 2 1 3 1 2
OoO Total Atlas tIAS 64 3 2 3 4 4 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
DeVil 111 6 4 2 1 3 3 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
Shutlle 2911111111111111111111111111111
T_n WINU$ 25 2 3 3 2 3 3 2 2 3 1 1
Tdan IV/Contau 20 2 2 2 1 2 1 2 2 2 2 1 1
NLS-50 36 I 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
NLS-S0/AUS 36 I 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
Total NLS 266 6 6 6 11 1413 16 14 14 11 16 13 14 13 16 13 14 13 16 16 14
Total Shuttle 276 6 10 10 6 11 12 10 10 11 10 g 16 | 11 10 11 10 6 e | e O 6 6 6 II II 6 ID
Total RPCmIn 64 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
Launch gite: WEST




l'_an II 3 1 I 1
_tles E 1 1
Delta II 5 1 2 I 1
Delta II 5 1 I I 1 1
TUn IV/NUS 4 2 2
NLS-HL 10 1 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 1 1
Titan II 3 1 1 1
Atlas E 1 1
Delta II 10 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
THan IV/NUS 4 2 2
NLS-HL 10 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Titan II 39 2 2 1 1 2 2 2 1 2 2 1 2 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 2 1 I 1 1 2 1 1
Atlas E 1 1
IDelta II 33 1 1 1 1 I I I 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 2 1 2 1 1 2 1 2 1 1 2 I
_Ti_n IV/NUS 18 3 2 2 1 2 1 2 2 t 1 1
I
INL$-50 39 I 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
Total NL9 49 1 2 1 3 2 3 2 3 2 3 2 3 2 3 2 3 2 3 2 3 2
DoO Total
B-55
TABLE B.1.2.1-36.- ARCHITECTURE 11 - "IF" D & E FLIGHT MANIFEST
Launch Wte: EAST
Veh]cieHame Total 929394959697 gB 99 D0010203040S ge 070| 091011121314151617141920
Mixed Fleet
IAtlaul I 4 1 1 1 1
ALtsS I|AS 1 1
I] 3 2 1
Shuttle 52 7 9 g 8 10 9
Titan Ill 1 1
Titan IVICenlaur 1 1








,,,,,,111,,,, ,,1,,1 3 11 1 3 1 11 31101101 30110110110 % 11211011032 9 9 1 8 9 g g g 9 g 9 1 1 10104 4 § 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 41 2 $ 4 4 4 4 5 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 41 1 1 1
3 1 2 1 2
1 2 1 3 1 2 1 3 1 2 1 3 1 2 1 3 1
NASA Total I_l 44 1 1 1 1
IAtlae IIAS I 1 1 I I 1 1 1 1 1
IDea= II 273382 1 1 31101 1 3 1 1 1
IShutlle 7 g g 8 10119 0 | 9 g I g g
INLS-S01RPCmlf 85 4 4 S 4 4 4 4
INLS-S0/CTV 79 1 2 $ 4 4 4 4 3 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
]NLS-HIJCTV 4 1 1 1









OoD Total 64 32" 34 4222 2
[_,IIAS - 111 6 4 2 1 3 3 4 4
JShultle 29 1 I 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
ITitan N/NUS 26 2 3 3 2 3 3 2













Addit ives[NLS-50/RPCm in 51
SEt High TotaINLS-|0/RPCm|n 136
/
Additiv osINLS -S0/RPCm;n 1 g
gel Low TotalLNLS.$0IRPCmln 104 4 4 3 4 3 3 I S S S S 3 3 3 S !; S 6 | I 4
Launch Site: WEST
Vehide Name rotal g293949596979899000102030405060708091011121314151617181920
Mixed Flee! Tcmn II 3 I 1 I I
IAllel E 1 IDelta II 5 1 2 1 1
HTS Modet Delta 11 5 1 1 1 1 1 I
ITian W/NUS 4 2 2
_LS-HL 10 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
NASA Total iTitan II 3 1 1 1 I
Alia E 1 I TDelta II 10 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1Titan rV/N US 4 2 2
NLS-HL 10 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
I_D Torsi [Tk&n II 39 2 2 1 1 2 2 2 I 2 2 1 2 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 I
i IiDe_,, 33 1 1 1 1 1 1 ! i 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 2 1 2 ! 1 2 1 2 1 ! 2 1]'I'kanlVtNUS 18 3 2 2 1 2 1 2 2 1 1 1




Total NL_. 4g 1 2 1 1 2 1 2 | 2 3 2 3 2 I 2 | 2 1 2 3 2
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TABLE B.1.2.1-37.-ARCHITECTURE 12- "IF" A FLIGHT MANIFEST
Launch Site: EAST
Vehicle Name total 92939495989798990001020304050607060610111213141616171| 11) 20
















T_an IVICeNau 7 3 I 1 2
NLS-50/AUS 34 1 1 1 1 2 1 3 1 2 1 3 1 2 1 3 1 2 1 3 1 2
_ul 411 1 1
AI_slIAS 24 1 11111111111111111111111
Dohll 38 2 " 1 1 3 1 1 1 3 1 1 1 3 1 1 1 3 1 1 1 3 1 1 1 3 1
Shuttle 4714211222222222222221111111111
Titan IV/Ce_au 8 1 3 1 1 2
NLS-S0/AUS 34 1 1 1 1 2 1 3 1 2 1 3 1 2 1 3 1 2 1 3 1 2
DoO Total Atlas IIAS 64 3 2 3 4 4 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
iDe_ll 111 6 4 2 1 3 3 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
IShuttle 29 1 1 1 1 1 1 i i 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ! 1 1
IT_n N/NUS 22 2 3 3 2 3 3 2 1 2 1
ITitan IVICe_au 17 2 2 2 1 2 1 2 2 2 1
INLS-_ 39 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
INLS-S0/AUS 39 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
T¢tel NLS 112 ..... | | 4 | S | ? S I | 7 3 I I 7 | S 6 7 I S







Titan II 3 I 1 1
Atlas E 1 1
Delta II 5 1 2 1 1
Delta II 5 1 1 1 1 1
Ti_n IVINUS 4 2 2
NLS-HL 10 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1,
Titen II 3 1 1 1
/ukul E 1 1
Delta II 10 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Tilan IV/NUS 4 2 2
NLS-HL 10 1 I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Titanll 3g 2 2 I 1 2 2 2 1 2 2 1 2 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 2 1 I
Nlal E 1 1
C)eltLII 33 1 1 I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 2 1 2 1 1 2 1 2 1 1 2 1
I"ilan IVINUS 18 3 2 2 1 2 1 2 2 1 1 1
NILS-50 39 1 1 I 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
Total NLS 43 1 2 1 3 2 3 2 3 2 3 2 3 2 $ 2 3 3 3 2 $ 2
B-57
TABLE B.1.2.1-38.- ARCHITECTURE 12 - "IF" B FLIGHT MANIFEST
Launch Site: EAST
Vehicle Name Fotal 9293949596979899 O00102030405060708091011121314151517181920
M_xed Fleet Arias I 4 1 1 1 1
Atlas IIAS 1 1
Delta II 3 2 1
IShuttte 4 3 7 9 9 8 6 4
iT;tan III I 1
[Tilan IV/Centaur 1 I

























Shuttle 29 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
JTitan IV/NUS 22 2 3 3 2 3 3 2 I 2 I
JTitan IV/Conlau 17 2 2 2 1 2 1 2 2 2 1
]NLS-50 39 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
)N.L.m,_._0/AUS 39 I 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
Tote] NLB 11_ " 2 $ 4 S | S 7 | | S ? | 4 S ? i; | S 7 | g
Total 9huztle 148 Ii 10 10 9 ? 7 4 S 4 4 S S 4 | 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 •
Launch Site: WEe1'
Vehicle Name total 9293949596979899 O00102030405060708091011 121314151617181920
Mixed Fleet IThn II 3 I 1 1
]_m II 5 t 2 t I
HTS Model Delte II 5 1 1 1 I 1
Titan _/NUS 4, 2 2
NLS-HL 10 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
NASA Total lTiten II 3 I 1 1
J_les E I 1
IDelta II 10 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
iTilmnIV/NUS 4 2 2
[NLS-HL 10 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1












TABLE B.1.2.1-39.- ARCHITECTURE 12 - "IF" C FLIGHT MANIFEST
Launch Site: EAST
Veh;cle Name total 9293949596979899000102030405060700001011121314151017101920
Mixed Fleet Atlas I 4 1 1 1 1
Nlae IIAS 1 1
Delta II 3 2 1
Shuttle 52 7 9 9 8 109
Titan III 1 1
[Titan W/Centaur 1 1



















NLS-50/CTV ? 1 2 3 4 4 4 4 5 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
ITitan IVICentau 1 3 1 1 2
[NLS-50/AUS 34 1 1 11 2 1 3 1 2 1 3 1 2 1 3 1 2 1 3 1 2
At=,,AS _ 3 2 3 ' ' 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 = 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 I
_11 64213344444444444444444444444
Shuttle 2911111111111111111111111111111
T_n WINUS 25 2 3 3 2 3 3 2 2 3 1 1
TitinlVICentau20222121222211
NLS-50 36 i 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
NLS-50/AUS 36 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
OoD Total
Mixed Fleet
Total NLS 249 2 3 $ 71013 IS 1414131819141318131411151314
Total Shuttle 282 910100 1112101012108 118 111011100 8108 B 8 8 B 9 8 8 9
Total RPCmin 84 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
Launch Site: WEST
Vehicle Name Fetal 9293949596979899000.102030405060708091011121314151617101820
TUn II 3 1 1 1 I
_lal E 1 1 IDelta II 5 1 2 1 1
HTS Model
NASA Total
t0 1 2 1 1 1 1 1
Delta II 5 1 1 1 1 1
Titan W/NUS 4 2 2
NLS-HL 10 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Titan II 3 1 1 1
Atlas E 1 1
Delta II 1 1
Titan IV/N US 4 2 2
NLS-HL 10 I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Til&n II 39 2 2 1 1 2 2 2 1 2 2 1 2 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 2 t 1 IIAtlas E 1 1Delta II 33 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 2 1 2 1 1 2 1 2 1 1 2 1Titan W/NUS
NLS=50






TABLE B.1.2.1-40.- ARCHITECTURE 12 - "IF" D & E FLIGHT MANIFEST
Launch Site: EAST
Veh/,cle Name Fotal 92 93 94 95 98 97 98 99 00 01 02 03 04 05 08 07 08 0g 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 111 19 20
Mixed Fleet JAtlas I 4 1 1 1 1
JAtlas I_ 1 1
p.,-. _ 2 t
IShuttle 52 7 9 g 8 10 g
ITitan III 1 I
ITitan N/Centaur I I








111 I!1'' ,'o1 ,'o' 'o;,; ;ot'o' ,'o3o/o; 'o,'o,'o,'o;o9 9 8 0 1 0 G 1 0 0 1 104 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 41 2 $ 4 4 4 4 5 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 41 1 1 13 1 1
1 1 3 1 :_ 1 3 1 2 I 3 1 2 1 3 1 2 1 3 I
NASA Total AUu I 4 1 1 | 1 I
Arias IIAS 24 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I I 1 1 1 1 1
J
Delta II 38 2 1 1 3 1 1 1 3 1 1 1 3 1 1 1 3 t I 1 3 1 1 1 3 1
Shuttle 279 7 9 g 0 10 11 9 S 10 ° 10 9 10 11 10 10 10 g 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10
NLS-S01RPCmh" 84 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
NLS-S0/CTV 7g 1 2 1 4 4 4 4 S 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
NLS-HL/CW 4 1 1 1 1
Titan IVICentau 6 1 3 1 I
NLS-50/AUS 36 1 1 3 1 2 1 3 1 2 1 3 1 2 1 3 1 2 1 3 1 2
DoOTotal IAtlae IIAS 64 3 2 3 4 4 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 21
]Delta II 111 6 4 2 I 3 3 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
]Shuttle 29 1 1 1 1 1 I I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
]Titen IV/NUS 26 2 3 3 2 3 3 2 2 3 2 1
lTitan IV/Centau 21 2 2 2 1 2 1 2 2 2 2 2 1
IN LS-5.0 35 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
|NLS-50/AUS 35 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
Total NLS 253 3 4 0 g 10 15 lS 18 14 t3 11 1:1 14 1:1 18 11 14 11 1S 11 14
Total Shuttle 308 ° 10 10 9 11 12 10 10 11 g 11 10 11 12 11 11 11 10 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11
Total RPCmin S4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
IF E Changes
Additive|IShuLtle
Additiv oliN LS-50/RPCmin :8 1 1 1
'El.lghTo".h.,.. ", . 10,0, '',,,0,0,1 ° ,,,°,.,,,' ..,0.......,,,,.,,''''''''''3"'"
gEl High ToteINLS-501RPCmll 112 4 S ° 7 g 7 0 7 II 7 0 7 7 0 7 °
/
Additive$lShuttle
Ad dit ivesINLS'50/RPCmin 127 1 1sE,L. T°,-l/Shu.,.--0, ,0,°. ,,,,,o,°,,, ,,,o,.,, :, :,... ;, /, /,. ;, ;, ;,,, ;,,,.t....
gEl Low ToIalLNLS-S0/RPCmlr 81 4 8 5 S ° 8 $ S 8 S 5 S 8 0 S I
Launch Site: WEST
Vehicle Narae ro_J 92 93 I)4 95 96 97 98 98 00 01 02 03 04 05 08 07 08 08 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 10 20
Mixed Fleet ITitmn II 3 1 1 1 I
]JUias E t , rIDeita II S 1 2 1 1
HTS Model Delta II 5 1 1 1 1 1 I
TUn IV/NU S 4 2 2 INLS-HL 10 1 , 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ,
NASA Total Tien II 3 1 1 1
,Atlas E t 1
Delta II 10 1 2 1 1 1 1 , 1 1
TUn IV/NUS 4 2 2
NLS-HL 10 1 1 , 1 1 1 1 1 , 1
_D Total Titanll 39 2 2 1 1 2 2 2 1 2 2 1 2 1 I 1 2 1 1 I 1 2 1 1 1 1 2 1 1
Alias E 1 1
Deita II 33 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 2 1 1 2 1 2 1 1 2 1 2 I 1 2 1
TitanlV/NUS 18 3 2 2 1 2 1 2 2 1 1 1
_LS-50 39 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
Total NLS 49 1 2 t 3 2 3 2 $ 2 3 2 $ 2 3 2 3 2 $ 2 $ 2
B-60
TABLE B.1.2.1-41.- ARCHITECTURE 13 - "IF" A FLIGHT MANIFEST
Launch Site: EAST
Vehicle Name fotal g2 93 g4 95 96 97 98 99 O0 01 02 03 04 0S 06 07 03 09 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 16 20
Mixed Fleet Alias I 4 I 1 I 1
iAt_,IIAS 1 1
IDelta II 3 2 1
[Shultle 9 1 4 2 1 1
iTiten III 1 1
ITitsn IV/Centaur 1 1










NASA Total IAt_l 4 11 1 1
[AtlesllAS 24 1 11111111111111111111111
I_ll 382 113111311131113111311131
19hurtle 4714211222222222232221111111111
[Titan IVICentau 8 1 3 I ! 2
]HLS-S0/AUS 34 1 1 1 1 21 3 1 21 3 1 21 3 1 21 31 2
OoD Total At_s IIAS 64 3 2 3 4 4 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
DeVil 111 6 4 2 1 3 3 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
Shultle 2911111111111111111111111111111
T_n IV/NUS 22 2 3 3 2 3 3 21 21
Titan W/Centau 17 2 2 21 21 2 2 2 1
NLS-_ 39 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
NLS-50/AUS 39 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
Total NLS 112 2 $ 4 S I I 7 I I i 7 8 I I 7 I I I 7 I I
Total Shuttie 76 2 8 I 2 2 8 3 3 3 3 3 8 3 I I I I $ I 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 I 3 l
Launch Site: WEST
Vehicle Narne rolal 92 83 84 95 96 87 98 99 00 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 06 09 10 11 12 13 14 18 18 17 18 19 20
Mixed Fleet Titan II 3 1 1 1
Alias E 1 1
Delta 5 1 2 1 1
HTS Model Delta II 5
Titan IV/NUS 4
NLS-HL 10
1 1 1 1 1
2 2
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
NASA Total Titan II 3 1 1 1
At_ E 1 1
Delt- II 10 I 2 1 1
Titan W/NUS 4 2
NLS-HL 10
1 1 1 1 1
2
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ! 1
1832212122111









Total NLS 49 1 2 1 3 2 3 2 3 2 3 2 8 2 8 2 I 2 $ 2 8 2
B-61
TABLE B.1.2.1-42.- ARCHITECTURE 13 - "IF" B FLIGHT MANIFEST
Launch Site: EAST
Veh;cleNama rotal 9293949596979899000102030405080708091011121314151817181620
M_,ed Fleet [Alias I 4 1 1 1 1
[Atlas IIAS I 1
IDaka II 3 2 1
ISh_le 43 7 g 6 e 6 4
IT_an .I I I
[Titan W/Centaur 1 1
HTS Model AtleellAS 23 11111111111111111111111
DeVIl 35 13111311131113111311131
Shuttle 76 234334436333333333333333
T_anlY/Centau_ 311 2NLS-S0/AUS 111121312131213121312
NASA TotAl Nlu I 4 I 1 1 1
AtlesllAS _ 1 11111111111111111111111
_11 _2 111111311131113111311131
Shutlle 1 70gl68_4334436333222332633636
T_an IV/Centau 8 1 3 1 1 2
NLS-S0/AUS _ 111121312131213121312
DoD Total At_s llAS 64 3 2 3 4 4 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
_ll 11184213344444444444444444444444
Shuttle 2611111111111111111111111111111
T_n W/NUS 22 2 3 3 2 3 3 2 1 2 1
T_an IV/Centau 17 2 2 2 1 2 1 2 2 2 1
NLS-50 39 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
NLS-50/AUS 3g 12222222222222222222
Total NLS 112 2 3 4 6 I 5 7 6 6 6 7 6 6 S 7 6 6 8 7 6 6
Total Shutt_ 148 8 1016 6 7 7 4 $ 4 4 S 6 4 6 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
Launch Site: WEST
Vei'_cle No'no TotAl 929394659697689900010203040S 060706091011121314151617161920
Mixed Fleet TUn II 3 1 1 1
Atlas E 1 1
Delta II 5 1 2 1 1
HTS Model Delta II S 1 1 1 1 1
Titan W/NUS 4 2 2
NLS-HL 10 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
NASA TotAl T-IMin II 3 1 1 1
Allaa E 1 1
Delta II I 0 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Titan IV/N US 4 2 2
INLS-HL 10 1 I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1










Total NLS 4 g 121223222323262323262
B-62
TABLE B.1.2.1-43.- ARCHITECTURE 13 - "IF' C FLIGHT MANIFEST
Launch Site: EAST
Vehicle Name Fot&l 9293848596979696000102030405060708091011121314151617161920
Mixed Fleet Atlas I 4 1 1 1 1
Atlas IIAS 1 1
DelUt II 3 2 1
Shuttle 52 7 8 9 6109
Titan lU 1 1
IT;tan Iv/Centaur 1 I














NASATotalN_I L11 1 1
AI|asIIAS 1 11111111111111111111111
DeVil _ 2 1 1 3 1 1 1 3 I 1 1 3 1 1 1 3 1 1 1 3 1 1 1 3 I
Shuttle 7998101199169691|09109989988188890
NLS-SO/RPCmIt 84 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
NLS-S01CTV 79 123444464444444444444





T_n IV/NUS 25 2 3 3 2 3 3 2 2 3 11
T_anlV/Centau20222121222211
NLS-50 36 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2










Titan II 3 1 1 1 IINliut E 1 IDelta II 5 1 2 1 1
Delta II 5 I 1 1 1 I i
Titan IV/NUS 4 2 2 INLS-HL 10 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1
T_n II 3 1 1 1 I
rAlla_ E 1 1Delta II 10 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1Titan IV/NUS 4 2 2
NLS-HL 10 1 t 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1









Total NLS 49 121323232323232323232
B-63
TABLE B.1.2.1-44.- ARCHITECTURE 13 - "IF" D & E FLIGHT MANIFEST
Launch Site: EAST
Vel'dcle Na,me I'oCal 92 93 94 95 86 97 98 9g 00 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20
Mi=ed Fleet [Alia=I 4 1 1 1 1
IAllas llAS 1 1
ID_. 3 2 1
[Shuttle 52 7 9 g 8109
ITitan III 1 1
[Titan W/Centaur 1 1















NASA Total [Atla=I 4;4 1 1 1 1 11 I
[Atlas IIAS 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
loeltal' 23788 2 111 1 3 110 1 1 3 110 111 110 130 110 110 1 30 110 110 110 3 110 1 110 130 10IShultl* 7 9 9 II 10 9 9 5 9 9 91 o
INLS-S0/RPCmh 8$ 4 4 3 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
]NLS-S0/CTV 79 1 2 3 4 4 4 4 $ 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
INLS-HLJCTV 1 1 1 1
ITitan IV/Cantau 10 1 3 1 2 1 2
[NLS-50/AUS 32 1 1 2 1 3 1 2 1 3 1 2 1 3 1 2 1 3 1
DoD Total
Atlas IIAS 64 3 2 3 4 4 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
Deltall 111 iS 4 2 I 3 3 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
Shuttle 29 1 1 1 1 ! 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 1
Titan WINU8 28 2 3 3 2 3 3 2 2 3 2 1






Total Shuttle 3078101091112101011910101112 I11111111011111111111111111111
To_RPCmlnS3 445444444444444444444
lFE Changee
Additives[NLS-50/RPCmin 51 1 1 2 2 3 4 3 4 3 4 3 4 3 3 4 3 4
SEI High TolaINLS.S0/RPCmln 136 4 4 5 4 S S 6 $ 7 I 7 5 7 I 7 I 7 7 II 7 I
/
Additives]NLS-50/RPCmin 19 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 2
SEI Low TotBILNLS-$0/RPCmln 104 4 4 5 4 5 5 3 3 5 3 3 3 5 5 5 3 3 5 3 5 5
launch Site: WEST
Vehicle Name I'otal 92 93 94 95 95 97 98 99 O0 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 15 19 20
Mixed Fleet Titan II 3 1 1 1
Al_ E I 1
Oelta II 5 1 2 1 1
mS Model IDelta I1 5 1 1 1 1 1 I
IT_ WmUS 4 2 2 I|NLS-HL 10 1 1 1 1 1 1 I 1 1 1
NASA Total Titan II 3 1 1 1 I
Allu E 1 1 IIDa.= . lO 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1IT_n WfNUS 4 2 2
INLS-HL 10 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 t 1 1
DoO Total IT=an II 39 2 2 1 1 2 2 2 I 2 2 1 2 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 I
IAl_,E 1 1 IIDo.=I! 33 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 2 1 2 I 1 2 1 2 1 1 2 1IT.n WmUS 18 3 2 2 1 2 1 2 2 1 1 1
INLS-50 39 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
Totml NLS 49 1 2 1 3 2 $ 2 3 2 3 2 3 2 3 2 3 2 3 2 3 2
B-64
TABLE B.1.2.1-45.- ARCHITECTURE 14 - "IF" A FLIGHT MANIFEST
Launch Site: EAST
Vehicle Niune rotal 0293949596970890 O00102030405060703091011121314151417131920
Mixed Fleet [Atlas I 4 1 1 1 1
. JAtiu IIAS 1 1
JDalte II 3 2 1
IShuttle 9 1 4 2 I 1
ITitan III 1 1
ITitan WICemaur 1 1
_SModel At_sllAS 23 11111111111111111111111
DeVil 35 13111311131113111311131
Shutlle 38 222222222222221111111111
T_ah NICentaur 41 3 t 2 1 3 1 2 1 3 1 2 1 3 1 2 1 3 1 2 1 3 1 2
NASATotalIAt]_! 411 1 1




lTitan IV/Conlau 42 1 3 1 2 1 3 1 2 1 3 1 2 1 3 1 2 1 3 1 2 1 3 1 2
DoD Total
Atlas IIAS _ 32344222222222222222222222222
_11 64213344444444444444444444444
Shuttle 2D11111111111111111111111111111
T_n W/NUS 61 2 3 3 2 3 3 2 2 3 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
T_an IV/Contau 56 2 2 2 1 2 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
TotalShuttle 7|23322333333355553232222222223
Launch Site: WEST
Vehicle Name rot&l 9293949596979899 oo 0102030405060708091011121314151617131920
Mixed Fleet Titan II 3 1 1 1
Atlas E 1 1
Delta ,5 1 2 1 1
HTS Model IDelta II 5 1 1 1 1 1
ITitan W/NUS 24 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2




3 1 1 1
1 1
10 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
24 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
Titan |1 39 2 2 1 1 2 2 2 1 2 2 1 2 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 2 1 1
Atlas E 1 1
Delta II 33 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 2 1 2 1 1 2 1 2 1 1 2 1
TitanW/NUS 57 3 2 2 1 2 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
DoD Total
B-65
TABLE B.1.2.1-46.- ARCHITECTURE 14 - "IF" B FLIGHT MANIFEST
Launch Sits: EAST
Vehicle Name total 92 93 94 95 96 97 98 99 00 01 02 03 04 05, 0B 07 08 09 10 1i 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20
Mixed Fk)at Allu I 4 1 1 1 1
IAZlas IIA.S 1 1
JDeHaII 3 2 1
IShuffio 43 7 9 S 8 6 4
ITRan Ill 1 1
[Titan IV/Centaur I 1
FiTS Model
IAtlas :23 1 1 1 1 1 t 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
,As
Dettall 35 1 3 1 I i 3 1 I 1 3 1 1 1 3 1 t 1 3 1 1 1 3 1
Shuttle 76 2 3 4 2 3 4 3 2 5 3 4 4 4 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
Titan W/Centaur 41 3 1 2 t 3 1 2 1 3 1 2 1 3 1 2 1 3 1 2 1 3 1 2
Alktll I 4 1 1 1 1
Atlas IIAS 24 1 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Delta II 38 2 1 1 3 I 1 1 3 t t 1 3 1 1 1 3 1 t 1 3 1 1 1 3 1
Shuttle 119 7 S S II 6 6 3 4 2 3 4 3 2 5 3 4 4 4 3 :1 3 3 3 $ $ | | 3 :1
]'an Ill t 1
Titan IVICsntau 42 1 3 1 2 1 3 I 2 1 3 1 2 1 3 1 2 1 3 1 2 1 3 1 2
Atlas IIAS 64 3 2 3 4 4 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
Dettall 111 6 4 2 1 3 3 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
Shuttle 29 1 1 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 1 I 1 I ! 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
run W/NUS 61 2 3 3 2 3 3 2 2 3 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
titan IV/Centau 56 2 2 2 1 2 ! 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
NASA Total
DoO Total
Total Shuttle 148 | 10 10 9 7 7 4 S 3 4 S 4 S | 4 S | S 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
Launch Site: WEST




Thn II 3 1 1 1
Nlas E 1 1
Delta II 5 1 2 1 1
Delta II 5 1 1 1 1 1
Titan IV/N US 24 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
YUn, 3 , t ,
Atlu E I 1
Oel_ II 10 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Titan IV/N US 24 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2







2 2 1 1 2 2 2 1 2 2 1 2 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 2 1 1
1
1 1 t I I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 2 1 2 I 1 2 1 2 1 1 2 1
5732212122222222222222222222222
B-66
TABLE B.1.2.1-47.- ARCHITECTURE 14 - "IF" C FLIGHT MANIFEST
Launch Site: EAST
Vehicle Name rotal 9293949596979899000102030405060708091011121314151817181920
Mixed Fleet _Atlas I 4 1 1 1 1
tAtlas IIAS 1 1Delta II 3 2 1Shuttle 52 7 9 9 8 109
ITitan I|1 1 1
|Titan N/Centaur 1 1
_SModel Atlas IIAS 23
Delta II 35
Shuttle 199









NASATotB|[AtI_I 411 1 1




IT_an IV/Centau 42 1 31213121312131213121312
OoD Total AtlesliAS 6432344222222222222222222222222
DeVil 11164213344444444444444444444444
Shuttle 2911111111111111111111111111111
TMn N/NUS 61 2332332232222222222222222222
Titan V/Centau 56222121222222222222 " 22222222222




Vehicle Narne total 929394 g596979899000102030405080708091011121314151817191920
Mixed Fleet TitanAtlasEl! 31 1 1 1 I
Oeit= 5 1 2 1 1
HTS Model Delta II 5 1 1 1 1 1
Titan W/NUS 24 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2




3 1 1 1
1 1
10 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 I 1
24 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
Titan II 39 2 2 1 1 2 2 2 1 2 2 1 2 1 1 1 2 1 I 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 2 I 1
Atlas E 1 1
Delta It 33 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 2 I 1 2 1 2 1 1 2 1 2 1 1 2 1
TitanN/NUS 57 3 2 2 1 2 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
DoD Totml
B-67
TABLE B.1.2.1-48.- ARCHITECTURE 14 - "IF" D & E FLIGHT MANIFEST
Launch Site: EAST
VehicleNamo rotal 929394 gs 96979899 oo 01020304050607 0609101112131415; 1917161920
Mixed Fleet Alia I 4 1 1 1 1
Nlu liAS 1 1
Delta II 3 2 1
Shuttle 52 7 9 g 8 10 9
Tilan Ill 1 1
ITitan IVIConlaur 1 1
1HTS Model Atlas IIAS 23
Delta II 35
Shuttle 233











/_les I 4 1 1 1 1
_lel IIAS 24 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I t 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Dehall 38 2 1 1 3 1 1 1 3 1 1 1 3 1 I I 3 1 1 1 3 1 1 1 3 1
ghultla 28S 7 9 9 l 10 11 9 g 11 10 I1 12 10 12 | O 11 | O 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10
MRT |V+/RPCm 65 4 4 | 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
Titan Ill 1 1
Titan IV/CTF 78 1 2 3 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
Titan IV/Cantau 42 1 3 1 2 1 3 1 2 1 3 1 2 I 3 1 2 1 3 1 2 1 3 1 2
At_s llAS 64 3 2 3 4 4 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
DeVil 111 6 4 2 1 3 3 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
Shuttle 29 11 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
T_n W/NUS 61 2 3 3 2 3 3 2 2 3 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
T_an W/Centau 56 2 2 2 1 2 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
Tolal Shuttle 314 O 10 10 9 11 12 10 10 12 11 12 19 11 11 10 19 12 19 19 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 !1
Total T/RPCmlr 9S 4 4 9 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
Toml CTF 78 1 2 3 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
IF E Changes
additives['MRTW+/RPCmi 51 1 1 2 2 3 4 3 4 3 4 3 4 3 3 4 3 4
$EI High Tota_ldR-_ $T IV_RPCm 16 4 4 9 4 9 S 6 $ 7 6 7 | 7 6 7 | 7 7 g 7 II
/
Additive$lMR T IV+/RPCmi 19 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 2
SEI Low Totai]MRT W+/RPCm 104 4 4 S 4 S 5 S S 3 $ 5 S S S S 9 S S 6 S |
Launch She: WEST
Vehicle Name fotsl 9293949596979899000102030405060708091011121314151617181920
Mixed Fleet Titan II 3 1 1 1
AZ_I E 1 1
_n,d__II 5 1 2 1 1
HTS Model Delta II 5 1 1 I 1 I
Titan WINUS 24 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
NASA Total Titan II 3 1 1 1
Nlu E 1 1
Delta II 10 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Titan IV/NUS 24 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
DoD Total Titan II 39 2 2 1 1 2 2 2 1 2 2 1 2 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 2 1 1
Nlaa E 1 1
Delta II 33 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 2 1 2 1 I 2 1 2 1 1 2 1
Tdan IV/NUS 57 3 2 2 1 2 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
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TABLE B.1.2.1-49.-ARCHITECTURE 16- "IF" A FLIGHT MANIFEST
Launch 8tta: EAST
Vehide Name To)a192 g3949595979899 O00102030405060708091011121314151617181920
Mixed Fleet [N_s F 4 1 1 1 1
IAtlal liAS 1 1Delta IF 3 2 1
ISh_le 9 1 4 2 1 1
ITit&n Fll 1 1
ITitan IV/Centaur 1 1
_SModel AtlalllAS 23 11111111111111111111111
D_IF 35 13111311131113111311131
la 18 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 226 1333331111111111
T_anW/Centaur41 31213121312131213121312
NASATotal_luF 411 1 1
At_sFFAS 24 1 11111111111111111111111
_IF 382 113111311131113111311131




_D Total Atlas gAS 64 3 2 3 4 4 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
IDelti FI 111 6 4 2 1 3 3 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
I_F. 13 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 118 1 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
IT_n IV/NUS 61 2 3 3 2 3 3 2 2 3 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 22
ITitan IV/Centau 56 2 2 2 1 2 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
Total 9huttle 40 2 S 3 2 2 2 3 3 3 $ 3 3 $ 2
42 2 4 4 4 4 4 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
Launch Site: WEST




TlUm FF 3 1 1 1
IOelta II 5 1 2 1 1
iDelta II 5 1 1 1 1 1
iT_an 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2IV/NUS 2 4 2 2 2 2
Titan IF 3 I 1 I
Nlas E 1 1
Delta II 10 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Titan IV/N US 24 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2









TABLE B.1.2.1-50.- ARCHITECTURE 16 - "IF" B FLIGHT MANIFEST
Launch Site: EAST
Vehicle Name Total 92 93 949596 g798 gg 00 0102 03 04 05 06 0706091011121314151617181920
Mixed Fleal Atlas 1 4 1 1 1 t
Atlas IIAS 1 I
IDalla II 3 2 1
iShugle 43 7 9 9 S 6 4
JTitan III 1 1
(Titan Iv/Centaur 1 1
HTS Model Ate= IIAS 2 3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Delta li 35 1 3 1 1 1 3 1
:2,
Titan Iv/Centaur 41
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I t 1 1 1 1 120 IJ
1131113111311131
234 2233242?22117
4 8 1 1:119201192011920t19201193 1 2 1 3 1 2 1 3 1 2 1









4 I 12 17 10 20 10 20 19 30 19 20 19
1 3 1 2 1 3 1 2 1 3 1 2 1 3 1 2 1 3 11 3 1 2
DaD Total Atlas IIAS 64
DePla II 111;
I_ll 16 11111111111,1

















ITitan II 3 1 1 t
Atlas E 1 1
Delta II 5 1 2 1 1
Delta II 5 1 1 1 1 1
Tdan IV/NUS 24 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
Titan II 3 1 1 I
Atlas E 1 1
Delta II 10 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Titan IV/NUS 24 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 j
Titmn II 39 2 2 1 t 2 2 2 1 2 2 1 2 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 2 1 I I
Atl_ E I 1
Delta II 33 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 2 1 2 1 1 2 1 2 1 1 2 1
Titanlv/NUS 57 3 2 2 1 2 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
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TABLE B.1.2.1-51.- ARCHITECTURE 16 - "IF" C FLIGHT MANIFEST
Launch Site: EAST
Veh;cte Name Total 92 33 94 95 96 97 98 99 O0 01 02 03 04 0S 06 07 08 09 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20
Mixed Fleet ,/_lu I 4 1 1 1 1
NlaB IIAS 1 1
Oel_ II 3 2 1
Shuttle 52 7 9 9 B 109
ITitan III 1 1
I
[Titan W/Centaur 1 1









123443744 _ 1_ _ 1; 161; 114 ? 116 ? 1141:115 ?
312131213121
NASATotol I_lul 4 1 1 1 tIAt_sllAS 24 1 11111111111111111111111DeVIl 382 11311131113111311131113
V
lT_an IV.TF 79 1 2 3 4 4 4 4 _ _
ITIV_TFILRV 214 3 7 S 16 16 13 14 tS 16 14 14 16 t$
IT#an III 1 t
ITdonlV/Cantau42 1 3121312131213121312131
DoD Toted AtlIslIAS 6432344222222222222222222222222
DeVIl 11164213344444444444444444444444
le 13111111111111113 1111111111111111
_n IV/NUS 61 2 3 3 2 3 3 2 2 3 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
[Titan IV/Centau 56 2 2 2 1 2 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
Total Shuttle 145 3 10 10 9 I1 1210 10 10 9 10 6 6 6 3 3 2 1
AMSC 350 7 13 19 22 22 22 24 36 24 36 34 26 34 23 24 26
LRV 214 3 7 1014151616151416161414161614
Laun©h Site: WEST




Titan II 3 1 1 1
A/laB E 1 1
Delta II 5 1 2 1 1
Delta II 5 1 1 1 1 1
T_an W/NUS 24 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
Titan II 3 1 I I
_l_ulE I 1
Delta II 10 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Titan rV/NUS 24 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
Titan II 39 2 2 1 1 2 2 2 1 2 2 1 2 1 1 t 2 1 1 1 1 2 I I 1 1 2 I I
AfluE 1 1
Delta II 33 1 1 t 1 1 1 1 1 t 1 1 1 2 1 1 2 1 2 1 I 2 1 2 1 1 2 1
Titan V/NUS 57 3 2 2 1 2 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
DoD Torsi
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TABLE B.1.2.1-52.- ARCFUTECTURE 16 - "IF" D & E FLIGHT MANIFEST
Launch 3ite: EAST
Vehicle Nacna Total g2 g3 g4 115 g6 g7 gB g11 00 01 02 03 04 05 00 07 08 0g 10 11 12 1:3 14 15 10 17 10 10 20
Mixed F/eel [Alias I 4
IAlla$ IIAS 1
IDelts IIIS_ _2
IT_an 111 1 1
[Titan Iv/Centaur 1
1 1 1 1
1
2 1
7 g 8 8 10 8
1








2 8 11111110108 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 24 _ _ _ _ _
:3, 712212021,,,0,0,22171:312131213121 2131..,2.1,:31
1 1 1 1
1 1
8 g 8 10 11 g
...Tote, lAg'' • . '11
IAl_. IIAS 27 1 1111111111111111111111
p_,, :3. 2 :31 1 ,031110, :31 1 1 3 1 1 I 31 1 1 3:3:3, 8;2;8:,:, ,i,_.o"'_T_ ,. 123,,,, , ,:3,, ,:3.,.:3,, ,2,, .:3
[Titan I)1 1 1
[Tkan IVICentau 42 1 :3 2 1 3 1 2 1 :3 1 2 1 :3 1 2 1 3 1 2 1 3 1
DoD Total laths IIAS 64 :3 2 3 4 4 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
lDetla II 111 ° 4 2 I 3 3 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
B
i:_'" 1:31111111t11111° 1 I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
ITitan IV/NUS 61 2 3 3 2 3 3 2 2 3 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
ITitan IV/Centau 56 2 2 2 1 2 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
Total Shuttle 160 8 10 10 g 11 1210 10 12 8 11 1118 10 7 3 :3 2
AMSC , :350 715111222222242° 1142S 24252411B 2428
LRV 281 :3 7 10 14 18 22 22 21 20 21 22 20 20 22 21 20
IF E Changes . 2:81
•.,,,-.i,,_ ,3 ,:328:3:.:32:3:. :3:,:,:3SEI High Tots AMSC 308 7114 21 23 28 28 .,,J 1 "21 :37




Vel_cle Name Totai 112 93 94 g5 96 97 go 11g 00 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 og 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 111 20
Mixed Fleet [Titan II 3 1 1 1
]Alias E 1 1
iDeuatl 5 1 2 1 1
1 1 I 1 1FITS Model [Delta II 5
I
ITilan IV/NUS 24 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
NASA Total T_n II 3 1
Alias E 1 1
Dolts II 10 t 2
T'_an IV/NUS 24
1 1
1 1 1 1 1 t 1
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
DoD Total [Titan II 311
IAllas E 1p_ II 3':3





TABLE B.1.2.1-53.-ARCHITECTURE 17 - "IF" A FLIGHT MANIFEST
Launch Site: EAST
Vehicle Name I'olal 92 93 94 95 96 97 98 99 00 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20
Mixed Fleet IAtlaa I 4 1 1 1 1
INl=us I1_ I 1Della II 3 2 1
IShuCtle 9 1 4 2 1 1
ITilin III 1 1
ITitan IV/Centaur 1 1
HTS Model Atlas IIAS 23 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 t 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Delta II 35 1 3 1 1 1 3 1 1 1 3 1 1 1 3 1 1 1 3 1 1 1 3 t
Shuttle 11 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 t
Titan II/RUPC 42 2 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 1 1 1 I 1 t 1 I 1
Titan IV/CTF 21 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
T IV/CTF/LRV 21 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Titan V/Centaur 41 3 1 2 1 3 1 2 1 3 1 2 1 3 1 2 I 3 2 1 3 I 2
NASA Total Atl_ I 44 1 1 1 1
Atlas IIAS t 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 1 1
Deltall 38 2 1 1 3 I 1 1 3 1 1 t 3 1 1 1 3 1 1 1 3 1 1 1 3 t
Shutlle 20 1 4 2 1 1 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 1
Titan II/RUPC 412 2 $ 2 i II 2 2 2 i $ $ 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Titan Ill 1
Titan IV/CTF 21 1 -'2 2 2 _.2 2 2 2 2 2 2
T IV/CTF/LRV 21 1 1 I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Titan V/centau 42 1 3 1 2 1 3 1 2 1 3 1 2 1 3 1 2 1 3 2 1 3 1 2
Do D Total Atilt IIAS 64 3 2 3 4 4 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
Daltall 111 6 4 2 1 3 3 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
Shuttle II I 1 I 1 1 1 1 1
Titan II/RUPC 21 1 1 | 1 i 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 1 1 1 ! 1
T IVICTF/LRV 21 1 1 I I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I ! 1 1 1 1 ! 1
Ti_n IV/NUS 61 2 3 3 2 3 3 2 2 3 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
[Titan V/Centau 56 2 2 2 1 2 t 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
Total Shuttle 28 2 5 2 2 2 3 3 3 1 1 1 1 1
Total RUPC 63 2 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
Total CTF/LRV 42 " 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
Totld CTF only 21 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
Launch Site: WEST






Titan II 3 1 1 1 I
IAtlas E 1 1Delta II 5 1 2 1 1
Del_ II 5 1 1 1 t 1 I
Titan IV/N US 24 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 I
!
Titan II 3 1 1 1 I
NI4mE 1 1 I)alia II 10 12 1 1 1 1 1 1 1








TABLE B.1.2.1-54.- ARCHITECTURE 17 - "IF" B FLIGHT MANIFEST
Launch 9ita: EAST
Vehlcle Name rotal 9293949596979899 oo 0102030405060708 og 1011121314151617161920
Mixed Fleet IAllu I 4 1 1 1 1
j Atlct IIAS 1 1
IDena it 3 2 1
IShu(lle 43 7 9 9 6 6 4
IT.an III 1 1
ITitan N/Centaur 1 I
FITS Model Atlas "IIAS 1 23 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Joel= ii 35 1 3 t 1 1 3 1 1 1 3 t I 1 3 1 I 1 3 1 1 1 3 1
IShuttle 15 2 3 4 2 I 1 2
]TUn IURUPC 137 2 4 6 6 7 9 7 6 6 6 7 6 7 6 7 6 7 6 7 6 7
ITitan IVt_TF 24 1 2 3 2 2 3 2 2 3 2 2
IT WICTF/t.RV 113 1 2 3 4 5 6 5 6 5 6 5 6 7 6 7 6 7 6 7 6 7
[Titan IV/Centaur 41 3 1 2 1 3 1 2 1 3 1 2 1 3 1 2 1 3 1 2 1 3 1 2




ITItmn II/RUPC 137 ' 2 4 | 6 7 9 7 II 6 6 7 | 7 | 7 6 1' $ 7 6 7
IT_=n III 1 1
ITitan/CTF 24
[Titan/CTF/LRV 113





















Total Shuttle 66 6 10109 7 7 4 5 2 1 1 2
Total RUPC 156 3 | 7 7 110 I S g I I 7 I ? I 1 l 7 l 7 I
Total CTF/LRV 134 2 3 4 S $ 7 6 7 6 7 6 7 6 7 II 7 II 7 II 7 6
Total CTF only 24 1 2 3 2 2 3 2 2 3 2 2
Launch Site: WEST
Vehk:le Name l'otel 9293949596979899000102030405060708091011121314151617161920
Mixed Fleet T_n_ 3 1 1 1
AILt= E 1 1
Delta I1 5 1 2 1 1
5 1 1 1 1 1
Tkan W/NUS 24 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
NASA Total Titan II 3 1 1 1
AJles E I 1
Delta II 10 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Titan IV/NUS 24 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
OolD Total Titan ii 39 2 2 1 I 2 2 2 1 2 2 1 2 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 2 I I 1 1 2 I 1
/U/el E 1 1
Dolts II 33 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 t 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 2 1 2 1 1 2 1 2 1 1 2 1
Titan W/NUS 57 3 2 2 1 2 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
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TABLE B.1.2.1-55.- ARCHITECTURE 17 - "IF" C FLIGHT MANIFEST
Launch Site: EAST
Vehicle Name re/el 92 93 94 95 96 97 98 99 oo 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 011 09 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 ill 19 20
Mixed Fleet IAzlas I 4 1 1 1 1I/ulea IIAS 1 1Della II 3 2 " 1Shuttle 52 7 9 9 8 109
IT_an lit 1 1
lTitan W/Centaur 1 1
Atlas IIAS 23 I I I I I I 1 I I 1 I I I I 1 1 I 1 1 I 1 I 1
Delta II 35 I 3 I 1 I 3 I 1 I 3 I I I 3 1 I 1 3 1 I I 3
Shuttle 2929 , 5014111113 1:1:1:1: 140T .o . . ,1,: 1;? 11 10,: ,0,:
..o,v,cT 12 t2:.1'.1; 2, 2,0 212210 2 ,210 21,2;T,V,O F .. .. V? ,SdV 2:





, , 11121212111, 111, 111' 111' 111' _1
'1, ,
NASA Total Alias I 4 1 I 1 1
Atlas IIAS 24 1 1 1 1
Dolts i] 38 2 111 1 3 1Shuttle 98 7 9 9 II 10 9 9 9
ITIton II/RUPC 221
IThn III / 1
ITiten IV/CTF 94 1










Total Shuttle 106 S 10109111210100 i S 4 1 1
Total T/RUPC 242 7 I) 11111214121312131211131113111211121112
Total CTF/LRV 418 II 9 13 17 30 20 23 22 20 21 22 23 23 21 23 23 23 21 24 22 22
Total CTF only 94 1 2 3 4 II 7 II Ii 7 II II 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
Launch Site: WEST
Vehicle Name I'o_l 92 93 94 95 96 97 98 99 00 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 111 19 20
Titan II 3 I I 1 I
IAtlas E 1 1Delta II 5 1 2 1 1
HTS Model
NASA Totml
Delta II 5 I 1 1 I 1 l
Titan W/NUS 24 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 I
I
Titan II 3 1 I 1 I
Allu E 1 1 IDelta II 10 1 2 1 1 1 t 1 I I
Titan W/NUS 24 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
391 2211222122121112111121111211ll33 111111111111211212112121121
5732212122222222222222222222222





TABLE B.1.2.1-56.- ARCHITECTURE 17 - "IF" D & E FLIGHT MANIFEST
Launch Site: EAST
VehicleNama Fatal 92 93 34 95 36 97 38 93 00 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20
Mix. F_,., i_., I 4 t 1 1 1
INkm IIAS 1 1
JDelta ]1 3 2 1
IStluffie 52 7 g 9 O 10 9
iTdan III 1 1
|Tilan Iv/Centaur 1 1
HTS Model
IAtlas liAS 23 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I
Delta II 35 1 3 1 1 3 1 1 1 3 1 1 1 3 1 1 1 3 I 1 1 3 11JShuttleTitan I_iUl:_ :2 2 g g 111 6' ' 13'11' ;1 11
JTitln ,V/CTF :7_ 1 2 161 162 7 162 140 141 140 141 140 140 141 7 11IT iWCTF,1.RV
,,,.°Iv,Oantau,,1 3,,,3,,, Y Y
NASA Total J_iasI 4 I 1
[Atlas IIAS 24
iDe_ali 33 2
JShuttla 104 7 9 g II 10 11 3 9 11 $ ii S :l t
JTitan II/RUPC 221







1 312 31 2
_DT°taII_ilIAS 6432344222222222222222222222222
J_ll 11164213344444444444444444444444
JShuttle _11111111[TltmnlIIRUPC . 111111111111111111111
_C_RV 21 111111111111111111111
_n IV/NUS 81 2 3 3 2 3 3 2 2 3 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
_mnlV/Centau5822212122222222222222222222222i
ToI_ Shutt_ 112 81010011121010114 I S 3 1
_|li _RUPC 342 7 9 11 11 12 14 12 13 13 13 12 11 13 11 12 11 12 11 13 11 13
Total CTF_RV 497 3 g 131721252827232627 2| 282638282723292737
TotolCTFonly 94 1 3 3 4 I 7 5 5 7 | I 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
IF E Ch_gas
Additive_an II_U_ 51
SEI High Tem_itan IIIRUPC 293
/
Additive_n I_U_ 19
El Low Teml_ltan II/RUPC 361
3 3 4 3 4]
7 91111113 11!1 12 2 ?ll ;7 ?, 14 13 14 13 141111141114 13 I
- 1 1 1 2 1 2 /
7 g 11 11 113 11S 113114 1141 114 113 12 113:2 113 112
Launch Site: WL_Jrr .... :. -





Titan II 3 1 1 1
NIle E 1 1
Delta II 5 1 2 1 1
Delta II 5 1 1 1 1 1
Titan IV/NUS 24 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
Titan 11 3 1 1 1
Hies E 1 1
Delta II 10 1 2 1 1 1 1 t t t
Titan IV/N US 24 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
run II 39 2 2 I 1 2 2 2 1 2 2 1 2 1 1 I 2 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 2 1 1
l¢las E 1 1
3¢dtell 33 1 1 1 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 2 1 2 I 1 2 1 2 1 1 2 1
TitanlV/NUS 57 3 2 2 1 2 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
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TABLE B.1.2.1-57.- ARCHITECTURE 18 - "IF" A FLIGHT MANIFEST
Launch Site: EAST
Vehicle NiLrne rotal 9293949596979893000102030405040708091011121314151617161920
Mixed Fleet [Atlas I 4 1 1 1 !
JAtlu IIAS 1 1
IOelta II 3 2 1
JShunle 9 1 4 2 1 1
JT_sn III 1 1
JTitan IV/_entaur 1 1










NASAToIalAt_I 411 I I
At_slIAS _ 1 1111111
_11 2 11311131 2 2 2 2
Shuttle 2814211222222221
TSTO(B_AII) 53 _. 2444443228223328
T_nlll 1
[T_inV/Centau42 1 31213121312131213121312
DoD TotaJ AI_elIAS 6432344222222222222222222222222
DeVIl 61642133444444444321
Shuttle 131111111111111
TSTO(B_A I_ 28 1 1 2 2 4 | S $ 8 8 | 8 8 6 3 i
T_n N/NUS 81 2 3 3 2 3 3 2 2 3 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
Tkan V/Cemau 58 2 2 2 1 2 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
Total Shuttle 39 2 6 3 2 2 3 2 3 2 3 $ 2 2 1
"rSTO(BETA II) 119 4 6 8 7 | 9 $ II 4 I II II $ II II I
Launch Site: WEST
Vehicle Name rolal 9293949596979899000t 02030405060708061011121314151617161920
3 1 1 1 I
1 i I5 1 2 1 1
Mixed Fleet ITitan il
lAtin E
iDe_a ii
bITS Model Delta II 5 1 1 1 1 1 J
Titan IV/NUS 24 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 I
i
NASA Total Titan II 3 1 1 1 J
JAllas E 1 1 IJDelta II 10 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1









TABLE B.1.2.1-58.- ARCHITECTURE 18 - "IF" B FLIGHT MANIFEST
Launch Site: EAST
Vehicle Narae l'otal 92 93949596979899000102030405 06 070509 i0111213 i4151617181920
Mixed Fleet IAllu I 4 1 1 1 1
I_l_a .AS 1 t
_Delta II 3 2 1
IShuffie 43 7 9 9 8 6 4
iThmnIll 1 1
ITitan W/Centaur 1 I
HTS Model
IAtlas IlAS 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
:o
Delta II 1 3 1 1 1 3 1 I 2 2 2 2
Shuttle 2;6 2 3 4 2 2 3 3 2 3
TSTO(BETAII) 3 7 o O 6 7 8 9 II 9 II 9 9 9 II 9
Titan IV/Centaur 41 3 1 2 1 3 1 2 1 3 1 2 1 3 1 2 1 3 1 2 1 3 1 2













IAtlas IIAS 64 3 2 3 4 4 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
iOe_, II 61 6 4 2 1 3 3 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 3 2 1
]Shuttle 1 3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I 1
iTSTO(BETA II) $ 6 1 1 2 3 4 5 S S S S II $ S 5 S S
[Titan W/NUS 6i 2 3 3 2 3 3 2 2 3 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
IT]tan IV/Centau 56 2 2 2 1 2 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
3 1 1 1
1 I
5 1 2 1 1
5 I 1 1 I 1
24 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
Total Shuttle II0 8 1010 9 7 7 4 S 3 3 4 4 3 3
TSTO(BETA II) 192 4 II 1011121215141314131413141314
Launch Site: WEST
Vehicle Name I'otal 92 9394959697 90 990001020304 05060706091011121314151617181920
Mixed Fleet Tlan II
Atlas E
Delta II
HTS Model Delta II
Titan IV/N US









3 1 1 I
1 I
10 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
24 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
20 2 2 1 1 2 2 2 1 2 2 1 2
1 I
33 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 2 1 2 1 1 2 1 2 1 1 2 1
57 3 2 2 1 2 1 2 2 2 2 2 :2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
lg 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 I 1 2 I 1
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TABLE B.1.2.1-59.- ARCHITECTURE 18 - "IF" C FLIGHT MANIFEST
Launch Slte: EAST
Vehicle Name rotal 92 93:34 95 96 07 s8 99 00 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 10 11 12 13 14 1:3 16 17 18 19 20
Mixed Fleet [Axial t 4 1 1 1 t
[Axles IIAS 1 1
[Delta II 3 2 1
ISh_._, s 2 7 :3 9 8 10 :3
IT;tan Ill 1 1
|Titan W/Centaur 1 1
2 2 2
'';sA
1 2 3 4 4 4 4 5 4
1 3 1 2 1 3 1 2 1 3 1 2 1 3 1
HTS Model Atlas IIAS 10 1 t 1 t 1 t 1 1 1 1
Atlas/CTF 4 1 2 1
Delta II 22 1 3 t 1 t 3 I 1 t 3
IOelta/CTF / t
IShuttle 7 2 :3 9 9 6 9 8 7
ITSTO(BETA 11) 37293
ITitan/CTF
[Titan IV/Cenlaur 41 3 1 2 1 3 1 2
NASA Total _l_ul I 4 1 1 1 1
_,tlas IIAS 11 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I
A,tlaslCTF 4 1 2 1
Delta II 2:3 2 1 1 3 1 1 1 3 1 t 1 3 2 2 2
DehaJCTF 1 1
:shuttle 12:3 7 9 9 :3 1:3 11 9 O 9 I 9 Ii 7 II 4 :3 I
TSTO(BETA II) 323 :3 9 IS 21 21 23 24 2:3 22 24 2:3 2:3 22 24 231 23
Titan Ill 1 1
I"itan/CTF 79 1 2 3 4 4 4 4 5 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
Titan IV/Centau 42 1 3 1 2 1 3 1 2 1 :3 1 2 1 3 I 2 1 3 1 2 1 :3 1 2
I)oD Total Atlas IIAS 64 3 2 3 4 4 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
De_a II 61 6 4 2 1 3 :3 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 3 2 1
Shuttle 13 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
T$TO(BETA II) $S 1 1 2 :3 4 :3 :3 :3 :3 I I :3 5 S :3 :3
Titan IV/NUS 61 2 3 :3 2 3 3 2 2 :3 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
Titan V/Centau 56 2 2 2 1 2 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
Total Shuttle 142 8 10 10 9 11 12 10 10 1:3 9 10 9 8 S 4 3 1
TSTO(BETA 11) 389 4 10 17 24 2:3 21129 28 27 29 28 21 27 211211 2:3
Total CTF :34 :3 4 4 4 4 4 4 S 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
" Launch Site: WEST




Thn II 3 1 1 I
Axles E 1 1
Delta n 5 1 2 1 1
Delta II 5 1 1 1 1 t [
Titan IV/NUS 24 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 I
i
Tilan II 3 t 1 1 IAXial E 1 1Delta ]I 10 t 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 !
Titln IV/NUS 24 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
Titan II 20 2 2 t 1 2 2 2 1 2 2 1 2
AXial E 1 1
Delta II 33
Titan IV/NUS 57 3 2 2 1 2 I 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2




TABLE B.1.2.1-60.- ARCHITECTURE 18 - "IF" D & E FLIGHT MANIFEST
Launch Site: EAST
Vehicle Name rotal 9293949596979899000102030405060708091011121314151617181920




ITilln III 1 I
ITitan IV/Centlur 1
1 1 1 1
1
2 1


















NASA Total Alia I 4 1 1 1 1
Atlas IIAS I 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Atlas/CTF 4 1 2 1
Delta II 27 2 1 1 3 1 1 1 3 1 1 ! 3 1 1 2 2 2
Delta/CTF 1 1
Shuttle 147 7 ° 0 ° 10119 911 i 10910117 6 4
TSTO(BETA II) 416 3 ° 1621233132313032313130:1231:11
Tilan III 1 1
TiIan/CTF 79 1 2 3 4 4 4 4 5 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4





_TO_A I_ 66 11234 $ $ S S 3655 I I 5
T_n NINUS 61 2332332232222222222222222222
T_en IV/Cent=u 56 2 2 2 1 2 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
Total Shuttle 160 ° 10100 11121010129111011117 $ 4
TSTO(BETA II) 484 410172432 31 37 3° :iS 37 31 36 33 37 30 36
Total CTF 64 3 4 4 4 4 4 4 6 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
AdditivesrTSTOlBETA II1 4B
El.,0.To.-1TSTO,. ..,,, .32 . 11, :,:.:0:0 :.:.2, :.
AddifivesJTSTO(BETA II) 17 1 1381371381381371317381302371 3 II
LSEI Low Total TSTO BETA I 5 O 1 411111, 2533 ;, ]
Launch Site: WEEIr
Vehicle Nirne I'olal 92939495969798 gg 00 0102 03 04 05 06 07080g 10 11121314151617161920
Mixed Fleet IT.n II 3 1 1 1 I
IAII,M E I I I[Delta II 5 1 2 I 1
HTS Model Delta II 5 I 1 I I I I
Titan W/NUS 24 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 I
NASA Total ITitan II 3 1 1 1
l/alas E 1 1
io.,. II I 0 I 2 I I 1 I I 1 1
ITitan IV/NUS 24 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
DoO Total ITilan II 20 2 2 1 ! 2 2 2 1 2 2 1 2
i,,Ul=,E 1 1
IDella II 33 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 2 1 2 1 1 2 1 2 1 1 2 1
ITe_n N/NUS 57 3 2 2 1 2 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
ITSTO(BETA II) t g _ _ __ I 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 2 1 1
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B.1.2.2 Other Manifests
Tables B.1.2.2-1 through B.1.2.2-29 are the manifests developed by the NASA Industry
Team (NIT) for architectures other than the 15 HTS baseline architectures, including
architectures developed for the two sensitivity analyses mentioned below.
(1) The down-weight reduction sensitivity architectures have manifests for 57 percent
and 14 percent of the mission model down-weight requirements for Space Station
Freedom. Sortie Science was also eliminated. All are for If Scenario C only.
(2) The Shuttle Evolution II sensitivity architecture utilizes a modified evolutionary
path from the original Shuttle evolution in Architecture 2. This includes a crew
escape module and hybrid rocket boosters.
The architectures included are as follows:
- Architecture la - Derivative of Architecture I that includes a cargo transfer
function for Titan IV. (Tables B.1.2.2-1 and B.1.2.2-2)
- Architecture 9 - Advanced Technology Phasing (AMLS) - Partially evaluated
late in the study. (Tables B.1.2.2-3 through B.1.2.2-6)
- Architecture 10 - Advanced Technology Phasing (NDV) - Evaluated late in the
study. (Tables B.1.2.2-7 through B.1.2.2-10)
- Architecture 19 - New Concept (Boeing Air Launched Vehicle) - Developed and
evaluated late in the study. (Tables B.1.2.2-11 through B.1.2.2-14)
Down-Weight Sensitivity Architectures (Tables B. 1.2.2-15 through B. 1.2.2-27):







- Shuttle Evolution II Sensitivity Architecture (Tables B.1.2.2-28 and B.1.2.2-29):
Architecture 2 (Ifs B and C)
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TABLE B. 1.2.2-1.- ARCHI_CTURE 01A -"IF" C (CTF) FLIGHT MANIFEST
Launch Site: EAST
Veh;cle Name total 92 93 94 95 96 97 98 99 00 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 to 11 12 13 14 ts 16 17 18 t9 20
Mixed Fleet
HTS Model
Allu I 4 1 1 1 1
Alias IIAS 1 1
Dante II 3 2 1
Shuttle 52 7 9 g 810 g
Titan III 1 1
Titan IV/Centaur 1 1
Atlas IIAS 23 1 1 1 1 1 1 t 1 I 1 1 1 1 1 1 t 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Della II 35 1 3 1 1 1 3 1 1 1 3 1 1 1 3 1 1 1 3 1 1 1 3 1
Shuttle 211 2 9 9 10 9 10 9 9 11 8 6 10 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 8
Titan IV/CTF 76 1 2 3 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
Titan IV/Centsu 41 3 1 2 1 3 1 2 1 3 I 2 1 3 1 2 1 3 1 2 1 3 1 2
NASA Total Allu I 4 1 1 i 1
Atlas IIAS 24 1 1 1 t 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Delta II 36 2 1 1 3 1 1 1 3 1 1 1 3 1 1 1 3 1 1 1 3 t t 1 3 1
[Shuttle 263 7 9 g 8 10 11 9 9 10 9 10 9 9 11 8 8 10 9 9 9 9 9 9 I) II 9 9 9 8
[Titan IV/CTF 78 1 2 3 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
[Titan Ill 1 1





IT_n N/NUS 61 2 3 3 2 3 3 2 2 3 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
IT_an IV/Centau 56 2 2 2 1 2 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
Shuttle 292 8 1010 9 11121010111011101012 9 9 111010101010101010101016 9
CTF 7 8 I 2 3 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
Launch Site: WEST
Vehicle NaJ,ne rotaJ 92 93 94 95 96 97 98 99 00 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 10 11 12 i3 14 1S 16 17 18 19 20
Mixed Fleet Titan 11 3 1 1 1
Atlas E 1 1
toe.a 5 1 2 1 1
HTS Model Delta II 5 1 1 1 1 1
Titan IV/NUS 24 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
NASA Total Tilan it 3 1 1 t
Alias E 1 1
Delta II 10 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Tkan IV/NUS 24 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2












TABLE B.1.2.2-2.-ARCHITECTURE 01A -" IF" D&E (CTF) FLIGHT MANIFEST
Launch Site: EAST
Vel'.cle Name rotal 9293949596979899000102030405060708091011121314151617181920
Mixed Fieet ,_la_ I 4 1 I 1 1
Atlas IIAS 1 1
Delta II 3 2 1
Shu_le 52 7 9 9 8 109
Titan III l 1
ITitan IV/Centaur 1 I
HTS Model Atkzs IIAS 23 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 t 1 I I 1
Delta II 35 1 3 1 1 1 3 1 t 1 3 1 I 1 3 1 1 1 3 1 1 1 $ 1
Shuttle 240 2 9 9 11 9 1111 9 11 It 1111 t01110101011111010 il 1110
Titan W/CTF 78 1 2 3 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
Titan IV/Centau 41 3 1 2 1 3 1 2 1 3 1 2 1 3 1 2 1 3 t 2 1 3 1 2
NASA Total IAII_I 4 1 1 1 1 i [
Atlas IIAS 24 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 t 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I13.2 1,,13, , : ?,1101,,30,,°: 10
IShuttle 279: 7 9 9 ° 10 g ° ! 9 | 19 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 I
ITitmn IV/CTF 1 2 3 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
ITun Ill : 1ITitan W/Ceniau 2 1 3 1 2 1 3 1 2 1 3 1 2 ! 3 I 2 1 3 1 2 1 3 1
DoD Total IAtlas IIAS 64 3 2 3 4 4 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2IDelta II 111 6 4 2 1 3 3 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4Shuttle 29 1 1 I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I 1 1 I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
IT_n NINUS 61 2 3 3 2 3 3 2 2 3 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
[Titan IV/Centau 56 2 2 2 1 2 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
Total Shuttle 321 g 1010 9 11121010121012121012121212111211111112121111121211
CTF 78 1 2 3 4 4 • 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4









Vehicle Name rotal 929394959697989900 Ot 02030405060708091011121314151617181920
Titan II 3 1 1 1 I
IAtl,,= E 1 1
Delta II 5 1 2 1 1
HTS Model
NASA Total
Delta II 5 1 1 t 1 1 I
Titan IV/NUS 24 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 l
I
Titan II 3 1 1 1 I
Atlas E 1 1 1Delta II 10 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Titan W/NUS 24 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
391 2211222122121112111121111211Jl33 111111111111211212112121121
5732212122222222222222222222222










Total 02 93 94 95 96 97 08 99 00 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 0JD 09 10 11 !:2 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20
Atlas I 4 1 1 1 1
_Jas ILlS 1 1
Deiti II 3 2 1
Shunia 9 1 4 2 1 1
l"itan III 1 1
Titan N/Centaur 1 1
_,lias IIA$ 7 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
[_,hall 11 1 3 1 1 1 3 1
ShuUle 16 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
N_4LS 46 3 3 5 3 3 3 4 2 2 2 4 2 2 2 4 2
run W/Centlur 41 3 1 2 1 3 1 2 1 3 1 2 1 3 1 2 1 3 1 :2 1 3 1 2
Aau I ' 'NASA Total 4 1 1 1 1
Alias IIAS 8 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
IDeas II 14 2 1 1 3 1 1 1 3 1
IShultle 2S ! 4 2 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
JAML, 4, , , , , , , 4 2 , :! , , _ 2 4 2
ITitan III 1 1
ITitan [V/Centau 42 1 3 1 2 1 3 1 2 1 3 1 2 1 3 I 2 1 3 1 2 1 $ 1 2
OoD Total Alias liAS 35 3 2 3 4 4 2 2 2 2 ;t 2 2 2 2 !
IDelta II 61 6 4 2 1 3 3 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 3 2 1
IShuttla 13 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 1 1
AML9 9s 1 2 4 S li ? 7 ? 7 7 ? ? 1' 1' 1' 7TUn W/HI.IS 61 2 3 3 2 3 3 2 2 3 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
[Tilan IV/Centau 56 2 2 2 1 2 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
Total 9hullle 38 2 5 3 2 2 $ S 3 3 3 $ 3 3
AW_.S 141 4 S 9 I il 10 11 II 9 9 11 il il 9 11 I
Launch Site: WEgT





Tbn It 3 1 1 I
Atlas E 1 1
Delta II 5 1 2 1 1
(3qlla 11 5 1 1 1 1 1
Tkan IV/NUS 2 4 2 2 2 2 2 :2 2 2 _ 2 2 2
TUn II 3 I I 1
Atlas E 1 1
Delta II 10 i 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Timn W_US 24 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 _ 2 2
Tilan II 39 2 2 1 1 2 2 2 I 2 2 1 2 1 1 1 2 1 ! 1 1 2 I 1 1 1 2 1 1
.O4_E 1 tII 33 1 ! 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ! I 2 1 1 2 1 2 1 I 2 1 2 1 I 2 1
ITilanW/NUS 57 3 2 2 1 2 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 :_ 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
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TABLE B.1.2.2-4.- ARCHITECTURE 09 - "IF" B F_GHT MANIFEST
Launch Site: EAST
Vehicle Name Total 92 93 94 95 96 97 98 99 00 0t 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20
Mi_ed Fleet [Alias I 4 1 1 I 1
IAlias IIAS 1 1Delta I] 3 2 1
]Shuttle 43 7 9 9 8 6 4
]
]Titan Ill 1 1
l|Titan IV/Centaur | 1
Atlas IIAS 7 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I
Defla II 11 1 3 1 1 1 3 1 IIShuttlo 26 2 3 4 3 2 3 4 3 2
AMLS 69 3 3 6 4 4 3 6 4 4 4 6 4 4 4 6 4Titan iv/Centaur 41 3 1 2 1 3 | 2 1 3 1 2 1 3 1 2 1 3 1 2 1 3 1 2
HTS Model
NASA Total IAtlas I 4 t 1 t 1LAl_s IIAS 8 I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1Delta II 14 2 1 1 3 1 1 1 3 1Shuttle 69 7 9 9 :1 0 | 3 4 :1 2 :1 4 3 2
Ail'Tun_ll 819 1 , $ | 4 4 , , 4 4 4 , 4 4 4 I 4
Titan V/Centau 42 1 3 1 2 1 3 1 2 1 3 1 2 1 3 1 2 1 $ 1 2 1 3 1 2
DoD Total Atlas IIAS 35 3 2 3 4 4 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 1
Deltall 61 6 4 2 1 3 3 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 3 2 1
IShuttle 13 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I I 1 1 1 1
TitanA&LSlv/NUS 9S 1 2 4 S ' 7 7 7 7 ? 7 7 7 7 7 761 2 3 3 2 3 3 2 2 3 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
Titan V/Centau 56 2 2 2 1 2 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
Total Shuttle 82 8 10 10 9 7 7 4 S 4 3 4 S 4 2
A&LS 164 4 1; 10 9 10 10 1:1 11 11 11 1:1 11 11 11 I| 11
Launch Slle: WEST
Vehicle Name Total 92 93 94 95 96 97 98 99 00 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 .17 16 18 20
Mixed Fleet Talon II
Atlas E
Delta
3 1 1 1
1 1
5 1 2 1 1
HTS Model
[Titan IV/NUS
5 1 1 1 1 1




3 1 1 1
1 1
110 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1
24 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
Titan II 39 2 2 t 1 2 2 2 1 2 2 1 2 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 2 1 I 1 1 2 1 1
Alias S 1 1
Delta II 33 1 1 t t 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I 2 1 1 2 1 2 1 1 2 1 2 1 1 2 1
Titan lv/NUS 57 3 2 2 1 2 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
DoD Total
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TABLE B.1.2.2-5.-ARCHITECTURE 09 -"IF" C FLIGHT MANIFEST
i:
Launch Site: EAST
Vah;cle Name Total 92 93 94 95 96 97 98 99 00 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20
M;'.ad Fleet IAzl,,,I 4 1 I t I
]A_las IIAS 1 I
IOaha II 3 2 1
ISh_le S2 7 9 S S tO 9
]Titan III 1 1








IT han/CT F 1759O79
|Titan Iv/Centaur 41
2 9 9 9 7 9 9 8 7 5 4 1
II1111111111 2 14444444444 ;(
1 3 1 I 1 3 1 1 1 3 !
1
2.... 1o,31o,o.131o,o.t31o
1 2 3 4 4 4 4 5 4 4
3 1 2 1 3 1 2 1 3 1 2 1 3 1 2 1 3 1 2 1 3 1










4 1 1 1 1
12 1 1 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 I 1 1
4 1 2 I
20 2 1 1 3 1 1 1 3 1 1 1 3 1
1 1
131 7 9 9 | 10 11 g g g 7 S 9 an 7 S 4 1
150 2 4 II • 9 101:1101011111010111310
1 1
79 1 2 3 4 4 4 4 5 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
1 3 1 2 1 3 1 2 1 3 1 2 1 3 1 2 1 3 1 2 1 3 1 2
DoD Total Atlea has 35 3 2 3 4 4 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 1
Delta II 61
Shuttle 13
AML9 gSTitan IV/NUS 61






TotaJ Shuttle 144 8 1010911121010108 10109 7 3 4 1
AMLS 245 3 8 10 13 1S 17 20 17 17 18 20 17 17 18 20 17
Total CTF 8 4 3 4 4 4 4 4 4 S 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
Launch Site: WEST




Titan II 3 1 1 1 I
Nkw E 1 1 IDelta II 5 1 2 1 1
Delta iI 5 1 1 I 1 1 ]
Tilan IVINUS 24 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 I
Titan II 3 1 1 1
Atlas E 1 I
Derte II I o 1 2 I 1 I t I 1 1
Tian IV/N US 24 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
:Allu!Til&nEli 31g 21 2 1 1 2 2 2 1 2 2 1 2 1 1 1 2 I I 1 1 2 I 1 1 1 2 1 I IfDelta II 33 1 1 1 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 2 1 2 1 1 2 1 2 1 1 2 1Titan IV/NUS 57 3 2 2 1 2 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
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TABLE B.1.2.2-6.-ARCHITECTURE 09 - "IF" D&E FLIGHT MANIFEST
Launch Sits: EAST
Veh_cioName Total g2 93 94 95 96 97 98 99 00 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 15 19 20
Mixed Fleet Atlas i 4 1 1 1 t
Atlas IIAS 1 1
Delta 11 3 2 1
Shuttle 52 7 9 9 8 10 9
JTiten ill 1 $
[Titan iV/Centaur 1 1








1 3 1 1 1 3 1 I I 3 1
1
2 9 91181111101;84 75 g3 1: 1:146143143144 1:143 1:1:1:13
1 2 3 4 4 4 4 5 4
3 1 2 1 3 1 2 1 3 1 2 1 3 1 2 1 3 1 2 1 3 1















150 7 9 9 8 1011 9 9 11 I 11111011 8 5 3







_S 95 1245177777777777T_enW/NUS 61 2332332232222222222222222222
[T_an IV/Centau 56 22 21 21222222 222 2 2 22 2 22 2 2 2 2222






SB High Total Shuttle
SE] High Total A&tS
AdditivesJShutlle
AddilivosJAMts
SE] High Torsi JShultlo
SE] Low Total [AI_,.S
1 1
50 1 2 2 3 4 3 4 3 4 3 4 3 3 4 3 4
164 8 10 10 g 11 12 10 10 12 9 12 12 12 11 I 3 3
333 4 I 13 17 22 23 27 23 24 24 27 23 23 23 28 34
1 1
13 I 1 1 1 t 1 1 1 1 1 I I 1 2 1 2
154 8 10 10 g 11 12 10 10 12 9 12 12 12 11 g 5 3
301 4 7 1215192124313132242121233422
Launch Site: WEST




Titan II 3 I 1 1 I
IAtlas E 1 1Delta II 5 1 2 1 1
Dells II 5 1 1 1 1 I I
Titan IV/NUS 24 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 I
Titan II 3 $ 1 t I
IAtLas E 1 1Dei1_t II 10 1 2 1 1 1 I 1 I I
Titan IV/NUS 24 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2







TABLE B.1.2.2-7.- ARCHITECTURE 10 - "IF" A FLIGHT MANIFEST
Launch Site: EAST
Vehicle Name Total 9293849696976698000102030465060708091011121314151317181920
Mixed Fleet IAclas I 4 1 1 1 1
INles IIAS 1 1
JDe_ ]l 3 2 I
IShultle 9 1 4 2 1 1
_Titan Ill 1 1
[Titan Iv/Centaur 1 1
HTS Model Atles IIAS 12 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I i 1 1 1
Del_ II 18 1 3 ! 1 1 3 1 1 1 3 1 1
Shuttle 26 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
STO(Air) 29 3 4 2 2 2 4 2 2 2 4 2
itan IV/Centaur 41 3 1 2 1 3 1 2 I 3 1 2 1 3 1 2 1 3 1 2 1 3 1 2












_les IIAS 49 3 2 3 4 .4 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 1
_11 77 6 4 2 1 3 3 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 3 2 1
]Shuttle 18111111111111111111
ISSTO(Air) 60 1 2 3 8 7 7 7 7 7 7 7
JT_nN/NUS 61 2332332232222222222222222222







33 2 S 3 2 2 $ $ $ $ $ 1 2 $ $ $ 2 $ $
86 4 8 6 7 9 11 9 6 8 11 9
Vehicle Name Total 9263649596979899000102030405066708091011121314151617181920
T=", 3 t 1 1
/ulu E 1 1
Delta II 5 1 2 1 1
Delta II 5 1 1 1 1 1
Titan IV/NUS 24 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
Titan II 3 1 1 1
_las E I 1
Delta II 10 I 2 1 1 1 1 1 I 1
titan IV/NUS 24 2 2 2 2 2 2 _ 2 2 2 2













TABLE B.1.2.2-8.- ARCHITECTURE 10 - "IF" B FLIGHT MANIFEST
Launch erie: EAST
Vehicle Name Total 9293949596979899000102030405060706091011121314151617111920
Mixed Fleet Atlas I 4 1 1 1 1
Allu IIAS 1 1
De;la II 3 2 1
,St_uttle 43 7 9 9 3 6 4
Titan III 1 1
Titan V/Centaur 1 1
HTS MOdel Atlas IIAS 15 _1 I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Deltall 23 1 3 1 3 1 3 1 1 1 3 1 1 1 3 1
Shuttle 42 2 3 -4 2 2 3 3 2 4 2 3 3 3 2 2 2
SSTO(Air) 73 1 3 5 7 8 9 $ 7 IS 2 8
Titan Iv Centaur 41 3 1 2 1 3 1 2 1 3 1 2 1 3 1 2 t 3 1 2 1 3 1 2
NASA Total Alias I 4 1 1 1 1 ..
Atlas IIAS 16 1 1 t 1 1 . 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
IDelta II 26 2 1 1 3 1 1 1 3 1 1 1 3 1 1 1 3 t
_Shuttle 85 7 9 9 II ii 0 | 4 | 2 3 3 2 4 2 3 3 $ 2 2 2
_SSTO(AIr) 73 1 $ IS 7 II 9 | ? IS 9 II
iTitsn fll 1
_Titen IVICentau 42 1 3 1 2 1 3 1 2 1 3 1 2 1 3 1 2 1 3 1 2 1 3 1 2












Total Shuttle 103 IS 10 10 g 7 7 4 3 $ 3 -4 4 3 S 3 4 4 4 2 2 2
SSTO(AIr) 133 2 IS IS 121IS 1IS 1IS 14 tie 1IS tIe
Launch Site: WEST
Vehicle Name Total 9293949593979399 O001020304050607080910111213141516171111920
Mixed Flee1 Titan II 3 1 1 1 I
Atlas E 1 1 IDelta 5 1 2 1 1
HTS Model Delta II 5 1 1 t 1 1 ]
Titan IV/NUS 24 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 I
NASA Total TUn II 3 t 1 1 I
Alias E 1 1 • IDelta II 10 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Titan IV/NUS 24 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 , 2 2 2









SaTe(AIr) 26 122 IS IS 232332
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TABLE B.1.2.2-9.-ARCHITECTURE 10 - "IF" C FLIGHT MANIFEST
launch Site: EAST
Voh_,cleName Total 9293949596979899 OO 0102030405050708091011121314151617 IS 1920
Mixed Fk_at JA_la_ I 4 1 t 1 1
JAtlae gAS 1 1
}Delta I! 3 2 1
JShuttle 52 7 g g $ 10 9
JTitan Ill 1 1











,,,t,,,ttttttt,,2 ' , ,5 ;I
1 3 1 1 1 3 1 1 1 3 1 I 1 3 1
t
16
1 2 3 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
3 1 2 1 3 1 2 1 3 1 2 1 3 t 2 1 3 1 2 1 3 t
NASA Total Nlu I 4 1 1 1 1
Atlas IIAS 16 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I I 1 1 1 1
Atlaz/CTF 4 1 2 1
II 26 2 1 1 3 1 t t 3 1 1 1 3 t 1 1 3 1
Oelta/CTF 1 1
Shuttle 171 7 9 0 8 10 11 It 9 9 7 S II 7 9 II II II II II | 4 2
SSTO(Air) 167 3 7 11 IS 19 20 11 t7 111 20 18
Titan III 1 1
Titan/CTF 79 1 2 3 4 4 4 4 S 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
Titan IV/Centau 42 1 3 t 2 1 3 1 2 1 3 1 2 1 3 1 2 1 3 1 2 1 3 t 2











2 2 2 1 2 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 _ 2 2
Totel Shuttle 180 8 1010 9 1112101010 Ii 10 9 II 10 9 9 9 S | (I 4 2
SSTO(AIr) 227 4 S 14202| 2725242(I 272|
Total CTF 84 3 4 4 4 4 4 4 3 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
Launch Site: WEST
VehicfeName Total 9293949596979899000102030405060708091011121314151617181020
M_xed Fleet T/an II 3 1 1 1
FITS Model
NASA Total
_llas E 1 1
[_elta tl 5 1 2 1 1
bait= It 5 1 1 1 1 1
ITitan W/NUS 24 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
rMn II 3 I I 1 Il_tu E I IZ)olta II 10 t 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1Tilmn P4/NUS 24 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
Nla E 1 1
Delta |l 20 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 1 2 t 1 2 1 1
TJmn W/NUS 57 3 2 2 1 2 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
SSTOIAir) 26 1 2 2 3 3 2 3 2 3 3 2
DoO Total
SSTO(Ai_) 2 s 12233233332
B-90
TABLE B. 1.2.2-10.- ARCHITECTURE 10 - "IF" D&E FLIGHT MANIFEST
Launch Site: EAST
Vehicle Name Total9293949596979899000102030405060706091011121314151617161920
Mixed Fleet [Atlas I 4 1 1 t 1
|Atlas IIAS 1 t
iDe_ II 3 2 1
|Shuttle 52 7 9 9 8 10 9
ITilan III I 1









3 1 1 1 3 1 1 t 3 t 1 1 311 ;I
299119101010111110111098165; 1
 6,5,72:263 91 2 3 4 4 4 4 5 4 4 4 4 4 4



















200 7 g g 6 10 11 g g tl g 10 10 10 11 11 10 11 10 g 8 | 2




DoD Total AtMInAS 493234422222222222222221
_11 776421334444444444444321
Shuttle 18111111111111111111
SSTO(AIr) 60 1 2 26 7 7 7 7777
TitsnW/NUS 61 2332332232222222222222222222
Titan V/Centau 56 2 2 21 21 2 2 2 2 2 2 _ 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
Total Shuttle 21881010911121010121611111112121112119 8 | 2



















Vehicle Name Total 9293949596979899000102030405060708091011121314151617181920
Mixed Fleet Ti_.n II 3 1 1 1
Atlas E 1 1
Delta II 5 1 2 1 I
HTS Model Delta II 5 1 1 I 1 1
Titan W/NUS 24 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
NASA Total Titan II 3 1 1 1
Atlas E 1 1
Delta II 10 1 2 1 1 I 1 , 1 1 1
Titan W/NUS 24 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2













TABLE B.1.2.2-11.-ARCHITECTURE 19 -"IF" A FLIGHT MANIFEST
Launch 81to: EAST
Vehicle Name Total 92 93 94 95 96 97 98 99 00 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 10 11 12 13 14 15 10 17 18 19 20
M;,,ed Fleet JAtlu I 4 1 1 1 :
iAtles IIAS 1 1
9 1 4 2 t 1
ITitan III 1 1
iTitan IV/Centaur 1 1
HTS Model IAtles IIA$ 2 1 t I
IOe"a" ;2 13
IALV'A 2 2 2 4 2 2 2 4 2 2 2 4 2 2 2 4 2 2 2 4 2
IShuttle 6 2 2 2
IALV-B/RPCmin 32 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
ITitan IV/CTF/LR 32 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
LTitan Iv/Centaur 41 3 1 2 1 3 1 2 1 3 1 2 1 $ 1 2 I 3 1 2 1 3 1 2
NASA Total lAtlas l 4 1 1 1 1 l
iAtlas IIAS 3 1 1 1
IDa,, 7 2 t t 3
iALV-A 52 2 2 2 4 2 2 2 4 2 2 2 4 2 2 2 4 2 2 2 4 2
IShuttle I S 1 4 2 1 1 2 2 2
]ALV-B/RPCmln 32 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
ITitan IV/CTF/LR 32 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 3 3 3 3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
IThn III 1 1
ITilan IVICentau 42 1 3 1 2 1 3 1 2 1 3 1 2 I 3 1 2 1 $ 1 3 1 $ 1 3
DuD Total Atlas IIAS 33
ella II 37
ALV-A 105





3 2 3 4 4 2 2 2 3 3 2 3 2 1
6 4 2 1 3 3 4 4 4 3 2 1
1 2 3 4 5 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 8 6 6 6 6 6 6
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
2 3 3 3 3 3 2 2 3 2 2 3 2 2 3 2 2 2 2 2 3 2 2 3 2 2 3 2
2 2 2 1 2 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
Totad Shuttle 23 2 5 3 2 2 3 3 3
ALY-B/RPCmln 33 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 3 2 2 | 2 3 3 | 3
TIWCTF/LRV 52 3 3 3 3 2 3 2 3 3 2 3 3 3 2 3 3 3 2 3 3 2
Total ALV 210 S 3 7 10 II 10 11 13 11 11 11 12 10 10 10 13 10 10 10 13 10
Launch Site: WEST
Vehicle Name Total 92 93 94 95 96 97 98 99 00 01 02 02 04 05 06 07 0B 09 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20
Mixed Fleet IThn II 3 I 1 1 I
iAtlu E 1 1 IDelta If 5 1 2 1 1
HTS Model Titan IV/NUS
ALV-A
ALV-B







5 I 1 1 1 1
24 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
1 1 1
1
1 2 1 1
2
1 I 1 1 1
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 i
Tilan II 16 2 2 1 1 2 2 2 1 2 1
Atkul E 1 1
IDelli II 7 1 1 1 1 1 1 I
IT"n IVrNUS 19 3 2 2 1 2 1 2 2 2 1 I
IALV-A 49 1 2 2 2 2 3 2 3 3 2 3 2 3 2 2 2 2 3 2 2
IALV-B 38 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2




TABLE B.1.2.2-12.-ARCHITECTURE 19- "IF" B FLIGHT MANIFEST
Launch Site: EAST
Vehicle Name Total 9293949596979899000102030405060708091011121314151917191920
Mixed Fleel Alias I 4 1 1 1 1
Alias IIAS 1 1
Delta II 3 2 1
Shuttle 43 7 9 9 8 6 4
Titan III 1 I
Ti_n iv/Cent aur 1 1














NASA Total [Atlas I 4 1 1 t 1
]Atlas IIAS 3 1 1 1
IDe_ II :2 2 1 1 3]ALV-A 2 2 2 4 2 2 2 4 2 2 2 4 2 2 2 4 2 2 2 4 2
JShuztle iS:07 9 9 9 6 6 3 4 1
IALV.B/RPCmln 3 5 § | $ 7 3 | 9 | 9 | | | 9 | | | 9 | |
IT_an IV/CTF/LR 120 | 6 6 I 6 7 S l I I 9 I l I I I I I l I I
ITimn Ill 1 I
[Titan IV/Centau 42 1 3 1 2 1 3 1 2 1 3 1 2 1 3 1 2 1 3 1 2 1 3 1
Do D Total Alias IIAS 33 3 2 3 4 4 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 1






T_an V/Centau 56 2 2 2 1 21 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
TotalShuttle6181010977451
ALV-B/RPCmln141 417796877767777777777
TIV/CTF/LRV 141 4 6 7 7 9 9 | 7 7 7 5 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7
Total ALV 298 I 911141216141713191417161916171915191716
Launch Site: WEST




Titan II 3 1 1 1
AtJas E 1 1
Delta II 5 1 2 1 1
Titan IV/N US 4 2 2
ALV-A 5 1 1 1 1 1
ALV-B 24 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
ritan II 3 I 1 I
L.lias E I 1
C)el_ II 5 1 2 I I
ritan lv/NUS 4 2 2
_.LV-A 5 1 I I I I
ALV-B 20 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2












ALV-HiBh Incl 112 93657513947495937674
B-93
TABLE B.1.2.2-13.- ARCHITECTURE 19 - "IF" C FLIGHT MANIFEST
Launch Site: EAST
Vehicle N_m4 Total 929394959697869900010203040506070809101112131415161718 t920
Mixed F_et JAIlas I 4 1 1 1 1
_Nia$ I|AS 1 1
IDeal II 3 2 1
IShultle 52 7 6 g 8 109
_Than It| 1 1








IT IV/c'rF_RV 44O16ITitan Iv/Centaur
" o.. ,o. ,oI1 3 2 2 2 4 2 2 2 4 2 2 2 4 2 2 2 4 2 2 2 4 22 9 8 g 5 4 133 5 7, 2 3 , 5 ';, 1°6 , ,OlO,:1O,OlO,O,O,:
1 1 1 1 I 1 1




Atlas I 4 1 I 1 1
Atlas IIAS 3 1 1 1
De_a II 7 2 1 "J 3
ALV-A 52 2 2 2 4 2 2 2 4 2 2 2 4 2 2 2 4 2 2 2 4 2
Shuttle 93 7 9 9 810119 9 0 S 4 3
ALV-I_RPCmIn 193 3 6 7 10 9 11 !) 101010 9 10101010101010191010
ALV-AJCTF 86 1 2 3 4 5 4 4 8 5 4 4 5 5 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
ALV-B/CTF 11 1 1 1 t 1 1 1 1 1 t I
TIV/CTF/LRV 406 9 1016201921222320212122212021222020222120
Titan Ill 1 1

















Total Shuttle 101 31010 O 11121010 B S 4 3
ALV-B/RPCmin 214 4 9 8 111012101111 I11011111111111111111111
ALVICTF 87 2 2 3 6 $ 4 4 9 9 4 4 9 8 4 4 6 6 4 4 6 6
TIV/CTF/LRV 408 3 1016201821222320212122212021222020222120
Total ALV 468 8 1115232223223025232227232323262423232824
IJun©h She: WEST
" Vehicle Name Total 92 93 94 95 96 97 93 g_ (i00i 02 03 04 05 06 07 06 09 I0111213141516171819 20
:: Mixed FkDol TJ_n II 3 1 1 1
HTS Model
NASA Total
Allu E 1 1
Dolts I! 5 1 2 1 I
Titan IV/NUS 4 2 2
ALV-A 5 1 1 1 1 I
A_.V-B 24 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
T_lan II 3 1 1 1
Adu E t 1
DoIUI II 5 1 2 I 1
l'_n IV/N US 4 2 2
kLV-A 5 1 1 1 1 1















ALV-Hlgh h_¢l 11"2 638S7|$$847488167374
B-94
TABLE B.1.2.2-14.-ARCHITECTURE 19 - "IF" D&E FLIGHT MANIFEST
blunc:h Sltl: EAST
Vehicle Na_rne Total 92 93 94 g5 96 97 98 9g 00 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 og 10 11 12 13 141516 17 141 lg 20
Mixed Fleet Atlas I 4 1 1 1 t
AUeS llAS 1 1
Delta II 3 2 1
Shullla 52 7 9 g 8 10 g
Titan Ill 1 1
Titan V/Centaur 1 t











11: "I; gt; 1:1:1:1:+'' 777 712345 4
,,,o v vvv:'vvv:':'vvi'
312 12 | 12
NASA Total /U/as I 4 1 1 1 1
Atlas liAS 6 1 1 1 1 1 1
Delta II 7 2 1 1 3
ALV-A 52 2 2 2 4 2 2 2 4 2 2 2 4 2 2 2 4 2 2 2 4 2
Shuttle 97 7 g g 8 1011 g 9 9 II 4 | 1
ALV.BJRPCmln 193 3 S 7 10 9 11 g 101010 g 1010 t0 10101010101010
ALV-AJCTF 86 1 2 3 4 S 4 4 I S 4 4 11 8 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
ALV-BICTF 11 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
5 10 15 20 25 27 28 29 26 26 27 28 27 2S 27 21126 2l 21 27 26T IV/CTF/I.RV 507
Titan III 1 1
Titan IVICentau 42 1 3 1 2 1 3 1 2 1 3 1 2 1 3 1 2 1 3 1 2 1 3 I 2
Do O Totel Atlas IIAS 33 3 2 3 4 4 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 1
Deltell 37 6 4 2 1 3 3 4 4 4 3 2 1
ALV-A 105 1 2 3 4 5 8 8 6 6 8 6 6 6 e 6 6 6 6 6 $
Shuttle : 1 1 1 1 1 1 ! 1
ALV-B/RPCmln 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I I 1 1 1
T IV/CTF/LRV 21 1 t 1 1 1 1 1 I t 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Titan IV/NUS 61 2 3 3 2 3 3 2 2 3 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
Titan V/Centau 56 2 2 2 1 2 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
Total Shuttle 105 II 1010 9 11 121010 9 | 4 5 1
ALV-B/RPCmln 214 4 | II 1110121011 11 11 101111111111 11 1111 11 11
ALVICTF 97 2 2 2 5 I 4 4 g II 4 4 | | 4 4 5 S 4 4 El II
TIVICTFILRV 5211 8 11 18 2126 28 2g 30 27 27 2829 28 27 28 29 27 27 29 24127
Total ALV 458 II 11 15 22 22 23 22 30 25 23 22 27 25 22 23 21 24 23 23 20 24
4 ' 8 11 111 113 71 112 112 112 111 112 112 112 72 112:2 112 25 112 1_
!F E Changes
Ad dit iv o sr'_T'L-V-"BIRP C mi n
El High TotelALV-B/RPCmin ;;S
Ad ditivoIIALV-B/RPC min
El Low TotellALV-B/RPCmln :393
Launch Site: WEST
Vehicle Name Total g2 93 94 g5 96 97 98 g9 00 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 0g 10 tl 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 lg 20
Mixed Fleet l'itan II 3 I 1 1
Alias E 1 1
Della II 5 I 2 I 1
FiTS Model 1"lien IV/NUS 4 2 2
ALV-A 5 1 1 I 1 1
_,LV-B 24 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
NASA Total Ti_n II 3 I I t
Allu E 1 I
Delta II 5 1 2 1 1
Til_n IV/NUS 4 2 2
ALV-A 5 I I I 1 I
&LV-B 20 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
DoD Total 'Titin II 16 2 2 1 1 2 2 2 1 2 1
Alla.s E 1 1
IDelte II 7 I I I I 1 I 1
TitenIV/NUS 19 3 2 2 1 2 1 2 2 2 1 1
ALV-A 49 1 2 2 3 2 3 2 3 3 2 3 2 3 3 2 3 2 3 3 2
IALV-B 38 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
ALV-Hioh Incl 112 S 3 ii 5 7 S S S 8 4 7 4 8 S II 5 7 5 7 4
B-95
TABLE B.1.2.2-15.- ARCHITECTURE 01 - "IF" C (57&14%) FLIGHT MANIFEST
Launch Bite: EAST
Vel'_,ck) Nime Total 92 93 94 95 96 97 98 96 00 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 0g 0111011 12 131415161713 lit 20
Mixed Fleel INlal I 4 1 1 1 1
IAtl_ IIAS 1 1
IDa,. 3 2 1
]Shuffle 20 1 4 2 1 5 7
iTitan III 1 1
ITitan W/Centaur 1 1






3 6 3 6 S 7 7 7 3 3 6 8 6 8 6 7 7 3 7 7 7 7 7
31213121312131213121312
_1 411 1 1
_elIAS 24 I 11111111111111111111111
_11 382 113111311131113111311131




_DTotal _s IIAS 64 3 2 3 4 4 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 j
_1[ 111 6 4 2 1 3 3 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
Shuttle 2911111111111111111111111111111
f_n W/NUS 61 2 3 3 2 3 3 2 2 3 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
T_ln |V/Centau 56 2 2 2 1 2 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
Shuttle 2IlTgS325S77977SlITS777SSSlSlISll
Laugh S_:
Vo_ N_o Total 92 63 94 it5 it6 it7 it6 its 00 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 0it 0S 1011 12 1314161617 16 lS 20
M_ed F_I IT_n II 3 1 1 1
_ E 1 1It 5 1 2 1 1
HTS Model Delta II 5 1 1 1 1 1
Tilan WINUS 24 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
NASA TotAl JT_n II 3 1 1 1
]Atl_ E I 1
|Delta II 10 I 2 1 1
IThn NINUS 24 2
1 I 1 1 1
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
DoD Total ITimn It 3it
/uJas E 1Oe_ || 33




TABLE B.1.2.2-16.-ARCHITECTURE 01A - "IF" C (57%) FLIGHT MANIFEST
Launch Site: EAST
Vehicle Name Fetal 92939495969733990001020304050S 0705091011121314151817131920
Atlas I 4 1 I I 1
IAl_, IIAS I I
ID"'" ,3 2 , 1 "
. |Shuttle 52 7 g, 9 e 1 o 9
JTitan ill 1 1
JTilan N/Centaur 4 '
Mixed Fleet
1






,.1 3 1 1 1 3 1 1 1 3 1 1 1 3 1 1 1 3 1 1 1 3 1
11 234252232333333333
31213121312131213121312
NASA Total IAlluJ :4 I I I I
IAllee IIAS I I 1 I
[Delta I1103382 1111 3 1
IShuttle 7 9 9 8 10 7 7 6 ? II ? 5 $
IT_an IV/CTF 54 |
iT_n Ill 1 1
LTiten lV/Cenlau 42 1
11111111111111111111
11311131113111311131
l 3 7 I 5 7 I l I l 1 I I I I




Oe_it S 4 2 i 3 3 4 4 4
Shuttle 29 1 I 1 1 1 1 1 ! 1
Titan IV/NUS 61 2 3 3 2 3 3 2 " 2






Shuttle 223 $ 10 10 3 11 128 I O i | i | ? ? I l 7 I I ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
_F 54 ! 1 2 3 4 2 S 2 2 3 3 3 3 3 I 2 2 2 3 $
Launch 9_: W_





Titan II 3 1 1 1
Alias E 1 1
Delta II 5 1 2 1 1
Della II 5 1 I 1 1 1
Titan IV/N US 24 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
Titan II 3 1 1 1
Allal E 1 1
Delta II 10 1 2 1 1 ! 1 1 1 1
Titan IV/NUS 24 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
Thn II 39 2 2 1 1 2 2 2 1 2 2 1 2 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 2 1 1
/ulu E 1 1
Della If 33 1 1 I 1 1 1 1 1 i 1 1 1 2 1 1 2 1 2 1 1 2 1 2 1 1 2 1
TitanN/NUS 57 3 2 2 1 2 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
B-97
TABLE B.1.2.2-17.- ARCHITECTURE 01A - "IF" C (14%) FLIGHT MANIFEST
Launch Site: EAST
Vel_cJe Name J'otal g2 93 g4 g5 96 g7 98 9g 00 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 0g 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 1_ 19 20
Mixed Filet
HTS Model
Atlas I 4 1 1 1 1
Atlas ilAS I 1
Delta it 3 2 1
Shy'tit 5 2 7 g 9 8 1 0 9
Titan Ill 1 1
Titan N/Centaur 1 1
Ariel IIAS 23 1 1 i 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 t 1 1 1
Delta II 35 1 3 1 1 1 3 1 1 1 3 1 1 1 3 1 1 1 3 1 1 1 3 1
Shuttle 139 2 7 7 8 6 6 6 5 6 5 5 6 5 5 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6
Titan IV/CTF 74 1 2 3 4 4 4 4 5 4 4 4 4 3 3 4 4 3 3 4 4 3
Titan IV/Centau 41 3 1 2 1 3 1 2 1 3 1 2 1 3 1 2 1 3 1 2 1 3 1 2
Atlas I 4 1 1 1 1
Atlas lIAR 24 1 1 1 1 1 t t 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 t 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 t
Delta U 38 2 1 1 3 1 1 1 3 1 1 1 3 1 1 I 3 t 1 1 3 1 1 1 3 1
Shuttle 191 7 g g IlL 10117 7 8 S $ 6 S 6 S S S S S $ II I I | | I | | |
Titan IV/CTF 74 1 2 3 4 4 4 4 5 4 4 4 4 3 3 4 4 3 3 4 4 3
Titan lU 1 I
Titan IV/Centau 42 i 3 1 2 1 3 1 2 1 3 1 2 1 3 1 2 1 3 1 2 1 3 1 2
Atlas iiAS 64 3 2 3 4 4 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
Delta II 111 6 4 2 1 3 3 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
Shuttle 29 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 t I 1 1 1 1 1 I 1 I 1 1 1
Titan W/NUS 61 2 3 3 2 3 3 2 2 3 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
Titan IV/Contau 56 2 2 2 1 2 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
Shuttle 220 e 10109 1i 12 S ID O 7 7 7 I 7 I I 7 | | 7 ? 7 T 7 7 7 T 7 'f




VehicioName total g2 g3 g4 95 g6 g7 g8 gg 00 01 02 03 04 0s 08 07 08 0g 10 11 12 13 i4 15 16 17 10 10 20
Mixed Filet Titan II 3 1 1 1
Atlas E I 1
Deiti 5 1 2 1 1
HTS Model IOelti II 5 1 1 1 1 1
[Titan IV/NUS 24 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
NASA Total ITitan tl 3 1 1 1
IAtlu E 1 1
JDelta II 10 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
LTitan IV/NUS 24 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2





TABLE B.1.2.2-18.- ARCHITECTURE 03 - "IF" C (57%) FLIGHT MANIFEST
Launch Site: EAST
Vehicle Name Fatal 929394959697939g 00 0102 03 04 0S 0607080g 1011 1213141516171| 1920
M_xed Flea] Atlas I 4 1 1 1 1
Atlas IIAS 1 1
Delta II 3 2 1
S_uttk_ 52 7 g g 8109
Titan Ill 1 1
Titan IV/Centaur 1 1
















NASATotalAt_I 411 1 1
AtlaalIAS 8 1 1111111
DeVil _ 2 113111311131113111311131
Shuttle 1927998t01177|S6SS73S|SB64|8|||73|
[Titan IV/Centau 8 1 3 1 1 2
JNLS-S0/CTV" _ 1 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 21 2
JNL_H_W 31 121212121212121212121
INL_20 16 1111111111111111

















Total NLS 218 3 $ 7 8 910121012111311121113111211131112
Total Shuttle 221 8 10 10 g 11 12 8 $ g $ 7 $ $ 8 7 $ 7 | $ 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 B 7 7
Total c'rv 62 2 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 3 3 3 3 3 8 3 2 2 2 2 :)
Launch Site: WEST




Thn 11 3 1 1 1
Atkul E 1 1
Delta II 5 1 2 1 1
Delta II 5 1 1 1 1 I
Titan W/NUS 4 2 2
NLS-HL 10 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Titan II 3 1 1 1
Atlas E 1 1
Delta II 10 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Tilan IV/NUS 4 2 2
NLS-HL 10 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I
Titanll 20 2 2 1 1 2 2 2 1 2 2 1 2
Alias E 1 1
Delta II 33 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 2 1 2 1 ! 2 1 2 1 1 2 1
Titan W/NUS 18 3 2 2 1 2 1 2 2 1 I 1
NL$-20 19 1 1 1 2 1 I 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 2 1 1
NLS-50 39 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
Total NLS 68 1 2 1 3 2 4 3 4 4 4 3 4 3 S $ 4 $ 4 4 4 $
DoD Total
B-99
TABLE B.1.2.2-19.- ARCHITECTURE 03 - "IF" C (14%) FLIGHT MANIFEST
Launch Site: EA._r
VehicleNamo rotaJ 6293649596979399000102030405060708091011121314151617161920
M;'ed Fleet At.lA_uIlAS 411 I 1I I
Delta II 3 2 1
IShutde 52 7 9 9 8 10 9
JTiton III 1 1
[Titan Iv/Centaur 1 1








1 1 I 1
1 3 1 1 1 3 1 1 1 3 1 1 1 3 1 1 1 3 1 1 1 3 1
277756656556556666666666




NASAToIalAI_I 411 1 1
]Atlas IIAS $ 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
I_, _ 2 113111311131113111311131
IShutlle 1897998101177756656551556166666641
JT_an IV/Centau 8 1 311 2
"_INL_H_W 123333333333333333333
INLS-20 15 1111111111111111
INLS-50/AUS 34 1 1 1 1 21 31 21 3 1 21 3 1 2 1 31 2















Total NLS 216 2 5 7 II 9 10121012111311121113111211131112
Total Shuttle 218 61010611128 6 6 6 7 7 6 7 6 l 7 6 6 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7
Total CTV 60 1 2 3 3 3 3 3 $ 3 3 3 3 $ $ $ 3 3 3 3 3 I
Launch Site: WEST





Titan II 3 I 1 1
All.. E 1 1
Delta II 5 1 2 1 1
Delta II 5 1 1 1 1 1
Tium IV/NUS 4 2 2
NLS-HL 10 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Titan II 3 1 1 1
Atlas E 1 1
Delta II 10 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
TUn IV/NUS 4 2 2
NLS-HL 10 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
r_n II 20 2 2 1 1 2 2 2 1 2 2 1 2
_las E I 1
:)alto II 33 1 1 I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 2 1 2 1 I 2 1 2 1 1 2 1
ri_n IV/NUS 18 3 2 2 1 2 1 2 2 1 1 1
_ILS-20 19 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 2 1 1
_LS-50 39 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
Total NLS 66 1 2 1 3 2 4 3 4 4 4 3 4 3 3 3 4 3 4 4 4 $
B-100
TABLE B.1.2.2-20.-ARCHITECTURE 05- "IF" C (57%) FLIGHT MANIFEST
Launch Site: EAST
Vehicle Name Total 9293949596979899000102030405060708091011121314151617161920
Mb_ad Float Atkm I 4 1 1 1 1
_,tlu I[AS 1 1
l_c II 3 2 1
Shuttle . 52 7 9 9 8 10 9
Titan III 1 1
ITitan "IV/Centaur 1 1













2 2 2 2
111121112111211121112
NASA Total _1 411 1 1
_lecllAS 24 1 11111111111111111111111
Do. It 38 2 1 1 3 1 1 1 3 1 1 1 3 1 1 1 3 1 1 1 3 1 1 1 3 1
Shuffle 6479981011777622
MLS-HUCLV 119 246666666668787878717
ML_HUCRV 106 1 2 3_4 5 6 6 7 S 5 6 5 6 5 6 6 5 5 7 5 6
T_n III 1 1
Titan 1WCentau 8 1 3 1 1 2
ML_X 8 • 2 2 2 2
ML_HL 26 111121112111211121112
DcD Total
AtOm IIAS 64 3 2 3 4 4 2 22 2 2 2 2 2 22 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 I
_11 1116 4 21 3 3 44 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
Shuttle _11111111
MLS-HUCLV 11 11 1 11 1 1 11 1 11 1 1 1 1 11 1
T_an NINUS 22 2 3 3 2 3 3 2 1 2 1
Ti an V/Cantau 17 2 2 1 2 1 2 1
M_X 39 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
ML_HL 39 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
Total Shuttle 92 8 1010 9 1112 8 8 7 S 2 2
MLS-HL/CLV 140 3 5 7 6 6 7 6 6 7 6 6 7 8 7 6 7 8 7 0 7 8








rit=n II 3 1 1 1
_Ju E 1 1
Dolt== II 5 1 2 1 1
Delta II 5 1 1 1 1 1
Tilan IV/NUS 4 2 2
MLS-HL t 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 I 1 1 1
Titan II 3 1 1 1 Ib.4k.tlmmE 1 1Delta II 10 1 2 1 1 ! 1 1 1 1Titan W/NUS 4 2 2
MLS-HL 10 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 t 1 1
Titanll 39 2 2 1 1 2 2 2 1 2 2 1 2 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 J
Axlu E t 1
Delta II 3 3 1 1 1 1 ! 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 t I 2 1 2 1 1 2 1 2 1 1 2 1
ita IV/NUS 1 8 3 2 2 1 2 1 2 2 1 1 1
MLS-X 3 g 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 _ 2
TotaIMLS 49 1 2 1 3 2 3 2 3 2 $ 2 3 2 3 2 3 2 3 2 3 2
DoD T¢tal
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TABLE B.1.2.2-21.- ARCHITECTURE 05 - "IF" C (14%) FLIGHT MANIFEST
Launch Site: EAST
Veh;cle Name Total 92939495969798990001020304050607080g 1011121314151617 Ig 1920
Mixed Fleet Atlas I 4 1 1 I I
Atlal IIAS I I
ID_t,, 3 2 1
ISh,,,le 52 7 9 9 5 10 9
iTitan Ill 1 1
ITitan W/Centaur 1 1


















_lasl 4 11 1 I






TitanlV/Cenlau8 1 311 2










Total Shuttle 92 8 10109 1112 I i 7 3 2 2
MLI-HIJCLV 145 3 I 7 5 I g I I 7 I I 7 I 7 $ 7 $ 7 5 7 I
MLS-HL/CTF g7 1 2 3 4 5 5 ! 7 5 5 5 I 5 5 5 5 3 5 I I I
MLg-X 4 7 1 1 i 2 2 2 4 2 2 2 4 2 2 2 4 2 2 2 4 2 2
MLS-HL 307 I g 131515171416161414151715 II lS 171$ 181$ 1I
launch Site: WE_T
Vehicle Name Total 92939495969798 gg 00 0102 03 04 05 06 07 08 0910111213141516171819 20
Mixed Fleet Titan II 3 1 1 1 I
Atlas E 1 1 IDelta 5 1 2 1 1
HTS Model Delta II 5 1 1 1 1 1 I
Thn W/NUS 4 2 2 IMLS-HL 10 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I 1
3 1 1 I I
I I I10 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 14 2 2
10 1 I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Titlnt! 39 2 2 1 1 2 2 2 1 2 2 1 Z 1 1 I 2 I I I I 2 I ! I 1 2 1 11
Atlas E 1 1 IDelta II 33 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 2 1 2 1 1 2 1 2 1 1 2 1dan W/NUS 18 3 2 2 1 2 1 2 2 1 1 1
MLS-X 39 1 I 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
Total MI.S 4g 1 2 1 3 2 3 2 3 2 3 2 3 2 3 2 3 2 3 2 "3 2







TABLE B.1.2.2-22.-ARCHITECTURE 06- "iF" C (57%)FLIGHT MANIFEST
Launch Site: EAST
Vehicle Name Total 9293949596979899000102030405080708 Og 1011121314151617181920
Mixed Fleet [Atlas I 4 1 1 1 I
INlas IIAS 1 1Delta II 3 2 I
JShuttla 52 7 g 9 8 109
[Titan Ill 1 1
I
[Titan Iv/Centaur 1 1
















2 2 2 2
111121112111211121112
NASA Total Ariel I 4 1 1 1 1
Atlas IIA$ 24 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I 1 1 I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Delta II 38 2 1 1 3 1 I 1 3 1 1 1 3 1 1 1 3 1 1 1 3 1 1 t 3 1
Shuttle 74 7 9 9 6 10117 7 5 !
MLS-X/RPCmln 127 6 6 $ $ 5 7 5 8 8 | S 8 7 6 ? | 7 $ 7 8 7
MLS-HLJCRV 126 3 8 7 6 5 7 5 5 6 5 5 6 7 6 7 6 7 8 7 6 6
MLS-HIJCTF 96 1 2 3 4 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 6 5 5
Titan III 1 1
Titan IV/Centau 8 1 3 1 1 2
MLS-X 6 2 2 2 2
MLS-HL 28 1 I 1 1 2 t 1 1 2 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 2 I 1 1 2





Tit&n IV/NUS 22 2 3 3 2 3 3 2 1 2 1
Titan IV/Centau 17 2 2 2 1 2 1 2 2 2 1
M_X 39 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
ML_HL 39 12222222222222222222
Total Shuttle 62 8 10109 11128 6 5 1
MLS-X/RPCmin 148 E 6 ? ? 6 8 6 7 7 7 6 7 8 7 6 7 8 7 8 ? 8
MLS-HI.JCRV 147 4 7 8 7 8 8 6 6 7 6 8 7 6 7 8 7 8 7 6 7 9
MILS-HL 306 8 1114141516141416141415171518151715171611
MLS-X 165 7 7 8 9 8 1010 8 9 9 10 9 10 g 12 g 10 g 12 9 10
Launch Bite: WEST




Titzn II 3 1 1 1
AUu E 1 1
Delta II 5 1 2 1 1
Delta II 5 1 1 1 1 1
Titan IV/NUS 4 2 2
MLS-HL 10 1 1 1 1 1 1 I 1 1 1
Titan II 3 t 1 1
Nlu E 1 t
Delta II 10 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Ti_n IV/NUS 4 2 2
MLS-HL 10 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Titan II 39 2 2 1 1 2 2 2 1 2 2 1 2 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 2 1 1
Atlas E 1 1
Deltall 33 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 I 2 1 2 1 1 2 1 2 1 1 2 1
Titan IV/NUS 18 3 2 2 1 2 1 2 2 1 1 1
MLS-X 39 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
Total MLS 49 i 2 1 3 2 3 2 3 2 2 2 3 2 3 2 2 2 3 2 2 2
DoD Totol
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TABLE B.1.2.2-23.- ARCHITECTURE 06 - "IF" C (14%) FLIGHT MANIFEST
Launch Site: EAST
Vehicle Name Total 926394959697988899000102030405060708091011121314151617161620
Mixed Fleet IAllas I 4 1 1 1 1
IAlias ILlS 1 1
JDeSta II 3 2 1
hu(lle 52 7 9 888 8 10 9Titan Ill 1 1

















2 2 2 2
111121112111211121112
HTS Model
NASA Totld _1 4 I1 1 1
_lasllAS 24 1 11111111111111111111111
_11 38882 113111311131113111311131
Shuttle 797996101177652
MLS-X/RPCmln 127 S I I I 5 7 S 888 88 8 8 I 7 l ? I 7 I 7 l 7
ML_HUCRV 119 13465756663676788876767
ML_HUCTF 67 123343444344433333333
T_ III 1 1
T_anlV/Contau8 1 311 2
M_X 888 2 2 2 2
ML_ 2888 111121112111211121112

















Total Shuttle 8887 8 10 10 9 11 12 ill ii $ 3 2
MLB-X/RPCmln 1 4888
MLB-H1JCRV 1 4 0
MLS-HL 272
- 1_.9-X 10 S
Laugh 9hi: WEST
Ve I'_¢b Name
Mixed Fleet JT'Un II 3 1 ! 1
IAIkm E 1 t
H
B




7 7 $ | I 1888 1888 9 9 6 1888 S 10 9 12 9 1888 I 11 9 10
Total 888288838884:9506979699000t 0203040506070608881011121314151617141620
HTS Model Delta II 5 1 1 1 1 1
Tilan W/NUS 4 2 2
MLS-HL 10 1 1 1 1 I I 1 I 1 1







10 1 2 1 1 I 1 I 1 1
4 2 2
10 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1








TABLE B.1.2.2-24.-ARCHITECTURE 07- "IF" C (57%) FLIGHT MANIFEST
Launch Site: EAST
Vehicle Name Fotal 9293949596979890000102030405060708031011121314151617151920




IT#an III 1 1
IT#=n IV_C9 nl f4ur.._ ..1 ..
1 1 1 1
1
2 1
7 9 9 8 109














3 1 1 2
111311131113111311
111121112111211121112
NASA Total Atlasl 411 1 1





ML_TF 96 1 2 3 4 5 5 5 6 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5
T_nlll 11
TitanlVICe_eu8 1 311 2
M_X 26 111311131113111311
ML_HL 26 111121112111211121112
DoD Total At,.,,As ;1;32344222
Oeltall 6 4 2 1 3 3 4 4
Shuttle 8 1 1 1 1 I 1 1 1
MLE-HLILRV/RPCm121Titan IV/NUS 22 2 3 3 2 3 3 2










l_u_P_ 148 6177616777671 ? I ? 17671
MLS-HUCRV 57 1 2 2 3 3 2 3 2 3 3 I 3 3 2 3 3 3 3 3 5 3









Titan II 3 1 1 1 I
IAtlas E I 1Delta II 5 1 2 1 1
Delta II 5 1 1 I 1 1 IJTitan IV/NUS 4 2 2MLS-HL 10 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Titan II 3 1 1 1 IJAtl_ E 1 1Delta II 10 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1Titan IV/NUS 4 2 2










Total ML9 49 121323232323232323232
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TABLE B.1.2.2-25.- ARCHITECTURE 07- "IF" C (14%) FLIGHT MANIFEST
launch Silo: EAST
Vah_le Name Total 9293949595979899000102030405060703091011121314151617181920
Mixed Fleet Atlas I 4 1 1 1 1
At_s IIAS 1 1
IDelta II 3 2 I
]Shultk) 52 7 9 g 8 10 9
]Tilan III 1 1


















_,ttu I 4 1 I 1 1
_tlas IIAS 6 1 1 1 1 1 1
3ella II 38 2 1 1 3 I 1 1 3 1 1 1 3 I 1 1 3 1 1 1 3 1 1 1 3 1
Shuttle 116 7 9 9 810117 7 $ 5 3 3 1
!nLU-_U_Vn_PCr_ 125 5 5 E $ 5 7 $ 5 6 5 S 8 7 $ 7 I 7 I 7 $ ?
MLS-X/CTF 137 1 2 4 5 6 7 8 9 7 8 7 7 8 7 7 $ 7 7 $ 7 7
TUn Ill 1 1
Titan IVlCentlu 8 I 3 1 1 2
MLS-X 2 IS 1 1 1 3 1 1 I 3 1 1 1 3 1 1 1 3 1 1
,.MLS-HI_ 26 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 2 I I I 2 1 I 1 2
Allas IIAS 64 3 2 3 4 4 2
Della II 111 $ 4 2 1 3 3
Shuttle $ 1 1 1 1 1 1
ULI-NUI.RYtRPC_ 21
;tan IVINUS 22 2 3 3 2 3










Total ShullJe 94 8 10 10 g 11 12 8 $ E 5 3 3 1
IdLIl_ul.nv4_Pcad 145 IJ | 7 7 $ 8 $ $ 7 $ $ 7 IJ 7 8 7 8 7 8 7 I
MLS-X/CTF 13T 1 2 4 3 8 ? O 9 7 I 7 7 8 7 ? 8 7 7 I 7 7
MLSkHL 211 7 it 10101011 $ 911 $ II 10121011101210111012
ML-X 202 2 3 5 8 910131210 !11210111012111010121010
Launch Site: WEST





Tun It 3 I 1 !
Atlas E 1 1
Oe;la II 5 I 2 1 1
Oe_ n 5 1 i I 1 I
Titan IV/NUS 4 2 2
MLS-HL 10 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I 1 1
Titan II 3 1 1 1
Atlas E 1 I
Do;la II 10 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Titln IV.,'NUS 4 2 2











39 1 1 1 _ 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
49 121323232323232323232
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TABLE B.1.2.2-26.-ARCHITECTURE 17- "IF" C (57%) FLIGHT MANIFEST
Launch Site: EAST
Vehicle Name Folal 92 93 94 95 96 97 98 99 00 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 11' 18 19 20
Mixed Fleet [Atlas I 4 1 1 1 1
i_las IIAS 1 t
IDelta II 3 2 1














1 3 1 1 1 3 1 1 t 3 t 1 I 3 1 1 1 3 1 1 1 3 1
5 5 6 6 5 7 5 6 6 6 5 6 7 IS 7 IS ? IS 7 6
12344540160'14140450441;1;044402 4 IS 8 8 8 IS 1 1 t g 9 t 1
3 1 2 t 3 1 2 1 3 1 2 1 3 I 2 1 3 t 2 1 3 1
Nl=s I
Alias I1AS :4
Delta It 3 8
Shuttle
JTIten II/RU PC 18;7





,,, !11 111111111111111111111112 1111311131113111311131113799810 77743311IS S $ t S 7 5 S ¢ I IS I 7 i 7 l ? I 7 9
2 , 8 , , Is ,1t,1 , 11 ,1
211 3121312131213121312131
DoD Total Alia| IIAS 64 3 2 3 4 4 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
De;_ II t 11 6 4 2 1 3 3 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
Shuttle 8 1 1 t 1 1 1 1 1
Titan IIIRUPC 21 1 1 1 1 t 1 1 t 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 t 1 1 t 1 1
T IVlCTF/LRV 21 1 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 1
Titan IV/NUS 81 2 3 3 2 3 3 2 2 3 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
[Ttan V/Centau 56 2 2 2 1 2 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
Total Shuttle 95 8 1818 8 1112 8 9 1' 4 3 $ 1 1
Total TIRUPC 148 8 IS 1' 7 $ 8 $ 1, 7 7 9 7 S ? 9 7 6 7 6 ? 6
Total CTF/LRV 208 3 3 7 6 9 9 1111 6 121112111012121110121111
Total CTF only IS3 1 2 3 4 4 IS 4 9 5 4 4 4 5 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
Launch Site: WEST





Titan II 3 1 1 1
Atlas E 1 1
Delta II 5 1 2 1 1
_elta II 5 1 1 1 1 1
r_=n ]V/NUS 24 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
ritan II 3 1 1 t
_tlas E 1 1
_)eita II 10 1 2 1 $ 1 1 t 1 1
Titan IV/NUS 24 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 _ 2 2 2
Titan II 39 2 2 1 1 2 2 2 1 2 2 1 2 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 2 1 1
Atlas E 1 1
Delta II 33 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 _1 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 2 1 2 1 I 2 1 2 1 I 2 1
r_an IV/NUS 57 3 2 2 1 2 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
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TABLE B.1.2.2-27.- ARCHITECTURE 17 - "IF" C (14%) FLIGHT MANIFEST
Launch 9he: EAST
Vel'_de Ntma total 2223242596279699 OO 01020304050607060810111213141516171l _920
Mixed Fleet [_1_ I 4
jA_= I_S 1 1
ioehs III_le _2
ITitan III 1 1
|Titan IVICenlaur 1.
1 1 1 1
2 I
7 g g 6 10 g
1
HTS Model _Atlas lIAR 23
iDelta II 35
IShu111e











NAgA Total [Adss I ;4
laths ilAS
IDe_ 71 38
]Shuttle 8257]Titan IURUPC 1
IT_n Ill I I
]Titan IV/CTF 134 1 3 5 7 7 7 7 8 3 7 6 7 7 6 6 7 7 6 7 7 7
IT NIC'rFILRV 124 1 3 5 6 5 5 6 6 6 6 8 6 7 6 8 7 7 6 6 7 7







_s IIAS 64 3 2 3 4 4 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 I
_11 1116 4 2 1 3 3 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4




T_an IV/Centau 56 2 2 2 1 2 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
Total Shutl_ 93 81010911128 2 7 4 3 1 1 1
Tot_RUPC148 |Q7786877767|7578787|
ToIaI_F_RV145 246718777777179887818






1"_JmII 3 1 1 1
_¢le= E 1 1
Delta II 5 1 2 1 1
Delta tl 5 1 1 1 1 1 I
TitanIV/NUS 24 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 J
[Til4m If 3 1 I 1 ]
AUasE 1 t FDel!a t{ 10 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1ritanIV/NUS 24 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2













TABLE B.1.2.2-28.- ARCHITECTURE 02 - "IF" B (CEM) FLIGHT MANIFEST
launch Site: EAST
Vel_cie Name Total 9293949596976699000102030405060708091011121314151517161920
Mixed Fkmt [Atlas I 4 1 1 1 1
IAlles IIAS 1 1Deha II 3 2 1
l_uttle 43 79 _ 8 6 "4
IT_an Ill 1 1
ITi_n IV/Centaur 1 1
















NASA Total Nlasl 4 1 1 1 1
_,tles IIAS 5 I 1 1 1 1
/U_S Evolution 10 1 1 1 1 1 1 I I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Delta II 8 2 1 1 3 1
Delta Evolution 30 1 1 1 2 I 1 1 3 1 1 1 3 1 1 1 3 1 1 1 3 1
Shuttle 55 7 9 O 8 6 _ .3 4 2 1
Shuttle-CEM 67 " 1 2 4 4 3 6 2 4 4 4 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 $ I 3 $
Tilan III I 1 " " "
Titan IV/Centau 7 1 3 1 1 1
Titan EvoPC 35 ! i 2 1 2 1 3 1 2 1 3 1 2 1 3 1 2 1 3 1 2
DoD Total At_e IIAS 25 3 2 3 4 4 2 2 2 1 1 1
At_s Evolution 39 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2






T_Evol_ion 41 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
Titan EvoVC 39 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
Ttal Shuttle 63 8 1010 9 7 7 4 $ 2 i
Total ShuKle E 88 2 3 3 5 4 6 4 6 5 6 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
_1Shuttle+C_ 151 8 10 10 9 7 7 4 5 4 4 S 5 4 I 4 5 S S 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
launch Site: WEST
Vehicle Name Total929394959697 g829000102030405060708091011121314.151617181920
Mixed Fleet [Titan II 3 1 1 1
In,. E 1 i
IOolta II 5 1 2 1 1
HTS Model Doita II I 1
Delta Evo!ution 4 I I I I
Titan IV/NUS 4 - 2 2
Titan Evolution 20 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
Titan II 3 1 1 1 "
Atlas E I 1
Del_ II § 1 2 1 I 1
Delta Evolution 4 t 1 1 1
Titan IV/NUS 4 2 2
T_ln I_,vol_i0n 20 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
IT_._II 39 2 2 1 1 2 2 2 1 2 2 1 2 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 2 1 1
i_lu E 1 1
iDe_, II 6 1 1 1 1 1 1
IDelta Evolution 27 1 t I 1 1 1 2 1 1 2 1 2 1 1 2 1 2 1 1 2 1
IT_an WtNUS 16 3 2 2 I 2 1 2 2 1 1 1




TABLE B.1.2.2-29.-ARCHITECTURE 02- "IF" C (CEM) FLIGHT MANIFEST
Launch Sits: EAST
VsNcioNama Total 9293949596979899 O0010203040506070809101112 t314151817181920
MixsdFle.t iAt=, 4 t l 1 t
lea IIAS 1 1
]o,a_ II 3 2 t
IShunle 52 7 9 9 810 9
ITitan Ill 1 1
[Titan IV/Centaur 1 1





























5 1 11 1 1

















T_E_Ut_n 41 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
Titan EvoPC 39 111222222222222222222
Total Shuttle 98 810109111210 108 5 4 2
Totai Sh,,ttle E i56 2 $ 5:7 89 O 9 + 9 l l l l 9 i 8 l l l l l
Total RCV 63 1 2 3 4 4 4 4 4 5 5 4 5 8 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 9
All Shuttls+RC' 338 9 10 10 9 11 12 10 10 11 10 12 t3 12 13 12 13 14 13 12 13 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 13 19
Launch Sits: WEST




Tilan II 3 1 1 I
Atlas E I t
Delta II 5 1 2 1 1
Delta II 1 1
Delta Evolution 4 1 1 1 1
Titan IV:N US 4 2 2
Titan Evolution 20 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
l'illn II 3 1 1 1
_kul E t 1
Delta II 6 1 2 1 1 1
E)slta Evolution 4 1 1 I 1
rkan IV/N US 4 2 2
_Titan Evolution 20 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
Titan 1 2 2 1 2 1 1 1 2 I 1 1 I 2 1 1 1 1 2 1 1
II 3 9 2 2 1 1 2 2 2
Atles E 1 1
DalII II 6 1 1 1 I 1 1
Delta Evolution 27 1 1 I 1 1 1 2 I 1 2 1 2 1 1 2 I 2 I 1 2 1
TUnIV/NUS 18 3 2 2 1 2 1 2 2 1 I I
Titan Evolution 39 1 1 I 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
DoD Total
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B.1.3 GROUND OPERATIONS FLOW DATA
This subsection contains data relating to the ground operations flow analysis. The
analysis included developing top level ground processing diagrams for each system,
then developing spreadsheet models from the diagrams. The spreadsheet models
produced attribute data and data required for cost analysis, including required new
facilities and fleet size for reusable vehicles. The flow diagrams and summaries of fleet
and facility requirements are included here. Printouts from the spreadsheets used in
the analysis are not included because of space limitations.
B.1.3.1 Ground Processing Flow Diagrams
On the following Figures, (B.1.3.1°1 through B.1.3.1-27) show the summary level ground
processing flow schematics for each element and system used to populate the various
architectures. This includes existing vehicles, such as Shuttle and ELV's, and proposed
vehicle concepts. Pertinent information contained in the schematic includes the
identification of the major components of the system, the unique facilities and their
number used in the processing flow, and the processing times (in work days) and shift
information associated with the flow's critical path. These flows were used in
determining the Launch Schedule Confidence attribute. The flows were also used to
determine fleet size, for reusable elements, and facility requirements for all elements.
Flow choke-points were determined which defined the minimum processing flow rates
























8 Hr Day/1 Shift
TANK RETRIEVAL
TURN AROUND48 HOURS (6-8 HRWORK DAYSOR 2-24HR WORK DAYS)POSSIBLE
Time end Shift Data Given For Crltlcel Path

























Time and Shift Data Given For Critical Path
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Time and Shift Data Given For Cdtical Path













PRE FLT I POST FLT
OPS I REFURB
31 days (SSF)
40 days (SAT SER)














i I MAJOROVER UCI
I EVERY 30 FLTS OR ]
I EVERY 4 YEARS
.I --J (whichever first) i"41"
183 days
I (Sd-lsft) I
Time and Shift Data Given For Crlttcal Path



















[ MAJOR OVERHAUL [ I
EVERY 30 FLTS OR I II I EVERY4 YEARS
J
--I (whichever first) _1
183 days
I (Sd-lsft) I
Element process not considered in critical flow path on
systems flown. Times shown are used to determine fleet
size, schedule margin, and schedule compression.
Figure B.1.3.1-6.- Cargo Return Vehicle (CRV) processing.
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1st SDG_ I
2rid SDG_ I HANGERM
Y
35 days (Sd-lsft)





17 A OR 17B
38 days (Sd-2sft)
_ 4 day PAO
TURNAROUND
1 day (5d-lsft)
Time andShift Data Given ForCritical Path


































Element process not considered in critical flow path on
systems flown. T_mes shown are used to determine fleet
s,ze, schedule margin, and schedule compression.











































Time and Shift Data Given For Critical Path
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LV v 5 day
on MLP turnaround




































KSC _[ EDWARDS lRUNWAY 5 d





1 LINE 4 d
55 d




TANKS -- 26 d
1 UNE








10d I VAB /
-4_ ORB MATE
1 10d /





































PREFLT I POSTFLT LOPS REFURB
7 days
(5d-2sft) I -I IJ
[ MAJOR OVERHAUL I' I
EVERY 30 FLTS ORI I EVERY4 YEARS I I
J
--'1 (whichever first) i_1
183 days
I (5d-left) I
Element Process Not Considered In Critical Flow
Path On Systems Flown Times Shown Are Used
To Determine Fleet Size And System Margin
Figure B.1.3.1-16.-Reusable Personnel Carrier (RPC) processing.
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Time end Shift Data Given For Cfltlcal Path
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MDM _ KSC1 d RUNWAY



























• AFT SKIRT 16W (27 IN INVENTORY)
(1 UNDER INVESTIGATION)
• FORWARD SKIRT 14.5W(21 IN INVENTORY)
(1 UNDER INVESTIGATION)
NOTE
Not Part Of Critical Flow Path
D = 8HWISHIFT














Time and Shift Data Given For Critical Path
Figure B.1.3.1-18.- Shuttle Solid Rocket Booster (SRB) processing.
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LRB/PF H VAB
2 LINE LRB TO









1. LRB {MM LO2/RPI)
2. EMA
3. LIGHT WEIGHT ET
4. ADVANCED TPS
5. LIGHT WEIGHT ORBITER















* LDO MISSIONS ADD 2
DAYS FOR CRYO LOAD
OF LDO PALLET
** 10 DAYS EXTRA FOR FIRS


























Time and Shift Data Given For Critical Path
















I-M 'JO--RO'VE H 'UL"I
--I EVERY 30 FLTS _1
183 days
L 5d-lsft I







Time and Shift Data Given For Critical Path
















































































Time and Shift Data Given For Critical Path










Main Flow i---121.6 sets/yr IRecewing,
•l jZ,_ y___..I,osoec?on.NO .
I Maml Stacking:
i_ 5 Sh @ l Shldy







3ver •I_...]2 h_/dYi.... IF,nish stackin,
Flow ,i.._/Stacking: i.._l 4 Sh @ 2 Sh/d
- I s sb@_Sh,Oy - I
I I Cell















NOTES: (a) 5 work days per week unless noted otherwise I
(b) Time and Shift data shown for critical path.



















STG I & II STACK/
PROCESSING -







11 day PAD TURNAROUND
(5d-2sft)
Time and Shift Data Given For Critical Path















I PADI 1 day 72 days
SMARF _ (Sd-2sft)









Time and Shift Data Given For Cdtlcal Path
















. R r ss,_ _ I 'A_ IIefurblsh:
'
121.6 sets/yr IRecelvlng, ) 2 5h/dy I I
- L'_s.,_y [_nspecUon,NDTmii_iiim .
lain /Stacking:
J_SSh@ 1 5h/dy _
14 _f'lls
_s.,,BProcessIn,_ G;ys
l,Osets/yr i_'_ P 2 5h
_ver _ 3Sh/_ 4 7_y/wk I
_SSh O, Sh/dy /
_l c_n I I







NOTES: (a) 5 work days per week unless noted otherwise



























Time and Shift Data Given For Critical Path
Figure B.1.3.1-27.-Titan IV (human-rated) with LRB'S processing (ETR).
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B.1.3.2 Architecture Vehicle/Facility Summaries
Fleet sizes and facility requirements, based on the ground operations flow analysis, are
summarized in Tables B.1.3.2-1 through B.1.3.2-18 for each of the architectures.
Information for each of the "If" Scenarios is presented. Each table lists the initial fleet
size and existing facilities for each system. If new vehicles and/or facilities are
determined to be needed, the number and the year required are identified.
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TABLE B. 1.3.2-1.- ARCHITECTURE VEHICLES/FACILITIES SUMMARY
Architecture I
ELEMENT/SYSTEMS














Launch Pads Easl 2
Launch Pads Was1 1
Titan Ill/IV










A B C D E-low E-hlgh












TABLE B. 1.3.2-2.- ARCHITECTURE VEHICLES/FACILITIES SUMMARY
Architecture 2
ELEMENT/SYSTEMS A B


















Launch Pads East 2
launch Pads West 1
Titan Ill/IV


































TABLE B.1.3.2-3.- ARCHITECTURE VEHICLES/FACILITIES SUMMARY
Architecture 3
ELEMENT/SYSTEMS

















IJunch Pads East 2
Launch Pass West 1
Titan IIVIV






Vert Int0 Bid Cells Shared 0













New VAB Cells Shuttle
CCFS Pads-20/SC
IF SCENARIO
A B C D E-low E-high



























































































New VAB Cells W'TR Shut_a 1/01
New WTR Pads-20/50 1/00























































TABLE B.1.3.2-4.-ARCHITECTURE VEHICLES/FACILITIES SUMMARY
Architecture 4
ELEMENT/SYSTEMS























Launch Pads Easl 2
Launch Pads Was1 1
Titan Ill/IV






Vert Int0 Bid Cells Shared 0













New VAB Cells Shuttle
CCFS Pads-20/50
IF SCENARIO
A B C D E-low E-high



























































































TABLE B.1.3.2-4.- ARCHITECTURE VEHICLES/FACILITIES SUMMARY
Architecture 4 (Concluded)
ELEMENT/SYSTEMS EXIST A
OPS SUPPORT FAC FACS ADD/YR
NLS - WEST








New VAB Cells WTR Shutt_ 1/01
New Wl-R Pads-20/50 1/00




































































TABLE B.1.3.2-5.- ARCHITECTURE VEHICLES/FACILITIES SUMMARY
Architecture 5
ELEMENT/SYSTEMS




















Launch Pads East 2
Launch Pads Wast 1
Ti_n ,I/IV






















A B C D E-low E-high














































































































Launch Pads East' 2
Launch Pads Wesl 1
D_te II
Titan Ill/IV






















A B C D E-low E-high



































































































TABLE B.1.3.2-7.-ARCHITECTURE VEHICLES/FACILITIES SUMMARY
Architecture 7
ELEMENT/SYSTEMS





















Launch Pads East 2
Launch Pads West 1
)l"It4mnIWIV









































































































TABLE B.1.3.2-8.- ARCHITECTURE VEHICLES/FACILITIES SUMMARY
Architecture 8
ELEMENT/SY51_MS A


















Launch Pads Eas 2
Launch Pads West 1
Titan IgJlV















































TABLE B.1.3.2-9.-ARCHITECTURE VEHICLES/FACILITIES SUMMARY
Architecture 9
ELEMENT/SYSTEMS






















launch Pads Easl 2
Launch Pads Wesl 1
Titan IIUIV










A B C D E-low E-high






















































TABLE B.1.3.2-10.- ARCHITECTURE VEHICLES/FACILITIES SUMMARY
Architecture 10
ELEMENT/SYSTEMS



















Launch Pads East 2
Launch Pads West 1
Titan lit/IV










A B C D E-low E-high
































TABLE B.1.3.2-11.- ARCHITECTURE VEHICLES/FACILITIES SUMMARY
Architecture 11
ELEMENT/SYSTEMS A




















Launch Pads Easl 2
Launch Pads Wasl 1
Titan Ill/IV




















































































TABLE B.1.3.2-11.- ARCHITECTURE VEHICLES/FACILITIES SUMMARY
Architecture 11 (Concluded)
ELEMENT/SYSTEMS EXlST
OPS SUPPORT FAC FACS
IF SCENARIO
A B C D E-low E-high
ADD/YR ADD/YR ADO/YR ADO/YR ADO/YR ADD/YR
NLS - Wmt






New VAB Cells WTR Shutt_ 1/01
New WTR Pads-2OF-JO 1/00















































TABLE B.1.3.2-12.-ARCHITECTURE VEHICLES/FACILITIES SUMMARY
Architecture 12
ELEMENT/SYSTEMS




















Launch Pads Easl 2
Launch Pads Wesl 1
1"ItanIII/W




























A B C D E-low E-high




























































































































TABLE B.1.3.2-13.-ARCHITECTURE VEHICLES/ FACILITIES SUMMARY
Architecture 13
ELEMENT/SYSTEMS




















Launch Pads East 2
Launch Pads West 1
IILqV




























A B C D E-low E-hlgh
























































































































TABLE B. 1.3.2-14.- ARCHITECTURE VEHICLES / FACILITIES SUMMARY
Architecture 14
ELEMENT/SYSTEMS I

















Launch Pads East 2
Launch Pads West 1
Titan Ill/IV










MR Titan IV Transporter
MR Titan IV Pads
IF SCENARIO
A B C O E-low E-high




























TABLE B.1.3.2-15.- ARCHITECTURE VEHICLES/FACILITIES SUMMARY
Architecture 16
ELEMENT/SYSTEMS

























Launch Pads East 2
Launch Pads West = 1
Titan tlblV
Veal Intg Bd Cells 4






























































































Launch Pads Easl 2
Launch Pads West 1











A B C O E-low E-high





























































TABLE B.1.3.2-17.-ARCHITECTURE VEHICLES/FACILITIES SUMMARY
Architecture 18
ELEMENT/SYSTEMS A






















Launch Pads East 2
Launch Pads West 1


























































P/A Module Proc Face
RPC Proc Face
747 Maint & Mating Cells











Launch Pads East 2
Launch Pads West 1
Titan III/1V










A B C D E-low E-high




























































































B.1.4 ARCHITECTURE COST RISK DATA
Architecture Cost Risk is the risk incurred in acquiring systems in an architecture due to
uncertainties in schedule, program definition, technology, and estimating approach. It
is calculated on a relative basis, taking into account Technical Challenge, Program
Immaturity, and the Number of New Systems. Please refer to Volume I, section 3.2.5.
All numbers were determined by the NIT using a consensus process.
B.1.4.1 Technical Challenge/Program Immaturity Data
Table B.1.4.1 shows the Technical Challenge and Programlmmaturity values derived by
the NIT for all systems. The ranges that the NIT considered and the actual co_nSensus
values are listed for the th_ree components of Technical Challenge; non-recumng,
recurring, and operations, and for Program Immaturity. Program Immaturity values
for various system combinations, such as CLV/MLS-HL and RPC/MLS-X, are also
shown.
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B.1.4.2 New Systems Data
Table B.1.4.2 shows the new systems values derived by the NIT for families of related
systems that occur in the same architecture. The range that the NIT considered and the
actual consensus values, which are based on averaging, are listed. The number of new
systems value for a single system may be judged to be less than one, based on how
much of the hardware is common with existing systems or other new systems in the
architecture.
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MLS-X + RPC, MLS-HL
MLS-X, MLS-HL + CLV
NDV
NLS 1, 2
NLS 1, 2 + RPC
NLS 1, 2 + RPC, 3
NLS 1, 2, 3




Titan II (HR) + RUPC
Titan W (HR) + RPC
















































The Environment attribute is the degree to which a given architecture permanently
alters the Earth's environment during the course of nominal operations. It is calculated
based on relative impacts due to propulsive effluents. Please refer to Volume I, section
3.2.7.
Table B.1.5 summarizes environmental data for all launch vehicles. The table shows the
weight and the weighted score of each of the nine exhaust products that have been
judged by the NrF to have significant environmental impact for a single flight of each
vehicle. The weighted score is the weight of the exhaust product multiplied by the
environmental impact factor. The total of the weighted scores for a flight is also shown.











TABLE B.1.5.- ENVIRONMENT DATA
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B.1.6 FUNDING PROFILEDATA
Funding Profile is the sum of the system costsof anarchitecture, incurred over the time
period of study interest (1992-2020),to deliver all m|ssions flown-from i998 to 2020. It
includes the total cost and the peak cost of the architecture. Annual costsare
categorized into six costphases: design, development, test, and evaluation (DDT&E),
facilities, non-recurring production, pre-planned product improvement (P3I),
operations, and recurring production. The costof unreliability is also added to the cost
of the architecture. Please refer to Volume I, section 3.2.2. •
B.1.6.1 Work Breakdown Structure
Table B.1.6.1 shows the Work Breakdown Structure (WBS) agreed upon by the NIT to be
used as a common basis for comparing costs.
In some cases, data did not exist on subsystem level. In other cases, too much data
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B.1.6.2 Cost Data Input Sheets
Tables B.1.6.2-1 through B.1.6.2-29 contain the cost data input sheets for all systems used
in the architectures. Each sheet represents all cost data associated with an individual
system, including rate and learning curves and spread factors. This data, along with
flight profiles, is input into the cost model spreadsheets to produce annual architecture
costs. The sheet provides a standard format for the data.
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TABLE B. 1.6.2-1.- ACRV COST DATA INPUT SHEET























TABLE B.1.6.2-2.- ALV/RPC COST DATA INPUT SHEET





































TABLE B.1.6.2-3.- AMSC COST DATA INPUT SHEET


























TABLE B.1.6.2-4.- ATLAS IIAS COST DATA INPUT SHEET
































TABLE B. 1.6.2-5.- ATLAS IIAS EVOLUTION COST DATA INPUT SHEET

































TABLE B.1.6.2-6.- BETA II COST DATA INPUT SHEET
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TABLE B.1.6.2-7.- CLV COST DATA INPUT SHEET




TABLE B.1.6.2-8.- CRV COST DATA INPUT SHEET









































TABLE B.1.6.2-9.- CTF COST DATA INPUT SHEET
































i,_ _ _ _
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TABLE B.1.6.2-9.- CTF COST DATA INPUT SHEET (CONTINUED)
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TABLE B.1.6.2-9,- CTF COST DATA INPUT SHEET (CONCLUDED)

























TABLE B.1.6.2-10.- CTV COST DATA INPUT SHEET


































TABLE B.1.6.2-11.- DELTA II COST DATA INPUT SHEET

































TABLE B.1.6.2-12.- LRV COST DATA INPUT SHEET


























TABLE B.1.6.2-13.- MLS COST DATA INPUT SHEET
(M 925 - Not Including Program Wrap Factors)
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TABLE B.1.6.2-14.- MLS (PARTIALLY REUSABLE) COST DATA INPUT SHEET




























TABLE B.1.6.2-15.-NDV COST DATA INPUT SHEET




































TABLE B.1.6.2-16.-NLS (20 K) COST DATA INPUT SHEET






































TABLE B.1.6.2-17.- NLS (50 K) COST DATA INPL_ SHEET

























TABLE B.1.6.2-18.- NLS (HEAVY LIFT) COST DATA INPUT SHEET

































TABLE B.1.6.2-19.- RCV COST DATA INPUT SHEET










TABLE B.1.6.2-20.-RPCCOSTDATA INPUT SHEET
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TABLE B.1.6.2-21.-RUPC COSTDATA INPUT SHEET





TABLE B.1.6.2-22.-SPACESHUTTLE COSTDATA INPUT SHEET


















































TABLE B.1.6.2-23.- SHUTrLE EVOLUTION COST DATA












































TABLE B.1.6.2-24.- SHtYITLE EVOLUTION (CEM) COST DATA INPUT SHEET





























TABLE B.1.6.2-25.- SSTO COST DATA INPUT SHEET
































TABLE B.1.6.2-26.-TITAN II COST DATA INPUT SHEET
































TABLE B.1.6.2-27.-TITAN IV COSTDATA INPUT SHEET













TABLE B,1.6.2-28.- TITAN IV EVOLUTION COST DATA INPUT SHEET













































TABLE B.1.6.2-29.- TITAN IV (HUMAN-RATED) COST DATA INPUT SHEET








B.1.7 HUMAN SAFETY DATA
Human Safety is the measure of risk in terms of human loss caused by the elements
and/or operations associated with a given architecture. The quantity measured is crew
loss events. In order to measure this, a probability of crew loss, or probability of death,
has been developed for each system based on the flight phases by a team of safety
experts. Please refer to Volume I, section 3.2.3.
B.1.7.1 Human Safety Summary Data
Table B.1.7.1 lists the probability of crew loss for each system with human crews. This
probability is multiplied by the number of flights in an architecture to produce the
number of loss events for the system.
The Probability of Mission Success (PMS) values used to calculate the data shown
includes the effects of pad hold-down and higher orbital maneuvering subsystem
(OMS) engine reliability values. These PMS values were produced late in the study
extension period due to further model refinements.
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B.1.7.2 System Flight Phase Safety Sheets
Tables B.1.7.2 through B.1.7.2-14 contain the flight phase safety sheets used to determine
the probability of crew loss (Pd) for each flight phase of each system. The flight phases
are determined from the system ascent success trees.
Each sheet shows the general type of failure, such as explosion or fire, possible causes of
the failure, the probability of a failure being that type of failure, the probability that the
crew would survive the failure, and the probability that the crew could successfully
abort, given that they survived long enough. The Pd shown at the bottom of the table is
the probability that the crew would be lost if a failure occurred during the flight phase.
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TABLE B.1.7.2-1.- ALV HUMAN SAFETY FLIGHT PHASE DATA SHEETS
System: ALV





Not applicable - unlikely event












Vehicle inactive - unlikely event
Bird strike, hail
Failure of non-critical system












All aspect launch escape system (LES) is active
Active fire detection/suppression system
Estimate of statistical average of a variety of hazard sources
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TABLE B.1.7.2-1.- ALV HUMAN SAFETY FLIGHT PHASE DATA SHEETS
(CONTINUED)
System: ALV












Actuator, APU failures, pilot error
Recontact with 747 .=
Failure of non-critical system
























No account is made for safety of 747 crew.
* All aspect launch escape system (LES) is active, number varies based on LES hardware's
exposure to hazards and to the physical proximity to the 747
** Active fire detection/suppression system
*_* Significant q would exacerbate failure modes
**** Estimate of statistical average of a variety of hazard sources
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TABLE B.1.7.2-1.- ALV HUMAN SAFETY FLIGHT PHASE DATA SHEETS
(CONTINUED)
System: ALV










Not applicable - unlikely event
Flight deck, middeck electrical short
Unlikely event
Bird strike, hail, plume damage from
"orbiter"




















Abort based on 747's inherent systems
Active fire detection/suppression system
Estimate of statistical average of a variety of hazard sources
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TABLE B.1.7.2-1.- ALV HUMAN SAFETY FLIGHT PHASE DATA SHEETS
(CONTINUED)
System: ALV










Unstable engine burn, overpressure
Propellant leak, fuel cells
Actuator, APU failures, pilot error
Not applicable - unlikely event
Failure of non-critical system





















100 PD = 0.2498
Notes:
Jl, LES active
Estimate of statistical average of a variety of hazard sources
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TABLE B.1.7.2-1.-ALV HUMAN SAFETY FLIGHT PHASE DATA SHEETS
(CONTINUED)
System: ALV










!Not applicable - short time period
Not applicable - short time period
Unclean separation
Recontact
Failure of non-critical system




















100 PD = 0.4145
Notes:
LES active
Estimate of statistical average of a variety of hazard sources
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TABLE B.1.7.2-1.- ALV HUMAN SAFETY FLIGHT PHASE DATA SHEETS
(CONTINUED)
System: ALV











Valve malfunction, slam shut ignites LOX,
LH2
Not applicable - unlikely event
Separation hang-up
Recontact with tank
Failure of non-critical system




















100 PD = 0.2494
Notes:
LES active
Estimate of statistical average of a variety of hazard sources
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TABLE B.1.7.2-1.- ALV HUMAN SAFETY FLIGHT PHASE DATA SHEETS
(CONTINUED)
System: ALV





Unstable engine burn, overpressure














Not applicable - unlikely event
Failure of non-critical system















100 PD = 0.2498
Notes:
LES active
Estimate of statistical average of a variety of hazard sources
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TABLE B.1.7.2-1.- ALV HUMAN SAFETY FLIGHT PHASE DATA SHEETS
(CONTINUED)
System: ALV










Valve malfunction, slam shut ignites LOX,
LH2
Not applicable - unlikely event
Asymmetric separation
Recontact
Failure of non-critical system

























Estimate of statistical average of a variety of hazard sources
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Not applicable - unlikely event
Flight deck, middeck electrical short
Actuator, APU failures, pilot error
Not applicable - unlikely event
Failure of non-critical system




















Sufficient altitude to enable multiple landing opportunities
Depending on attitude at failure, initiation of successful entry is uncertain
Active fire detection/suppression system
Estimate of statistical average of a variety of hazard sources
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TABLE B.1.7.2-1.- ALV HUMAN SAFETY FLIGHT PHASE DATA SHEETS
(CONCLUDED)
System: ALV











Not applicable - unlikely event
Asymmetric bum
Not applicable - unlikely event


















IO0 Po = 0.0753
Notes:
Estimate of statistical average of a variety of hazard sources
LES active
Sufficient time should be available to initiate orderly return
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TABLE B.1.7.2-2.- AMLS HUMAN SAFETY FLIGHT PHASE DATA SHEETS
System: AMLS












Actuator (flight controls or engine controls)
Collision (birdstrike, aircraft) contact with
!pad























100 Po = 0.1901
Notes:
Estimate of statistical average of a variety of hazard sources
Several abort procedures are available in this flight phase, including return to launch site and
ejection seats
Crew is surrounded by propellants
High degree of correlation when major explosion does occur
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Fuel leak, unstable combustion
Fuel leak, hydraulics




























100 PD = 0.1752
Estimate of statistical average of a variety of hazard sources
Abort procures exist in this flight phase
Crew is surrounded by propellants
High degree of correlation in a high q environment when a major explosion does occur
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TABLE B.1.7.2-2.- AMLS HUMAN SAFETY FLIGHT PHASE DATA SHEETS
(CONTINUED)
System: AMLS













Seal leak, aerothermal loads, hail, birdstrike
Failure of non-critical system



















Estimate of statistical average of a variety of hazard sources
Dead stick landing
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TABLE B.1.7.2-2.-AMLS HUMAN SAFETY FLIGHT PHASE DATA SHEETS
(CONTINUED)
System: AMLS























Failure of non-critical system









100 PD = 0.3158
Notes:
Estimate of statistical average of a variety of hazard sources
Intact abort requires vehicle is flyable to a runway, landing systems (APUs, power) are near
main propulsion
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Leakage of on-orbit consumables or return
fuel
Not applicable - unlikely event
Not applicable - unlikely event
Not applicable - unlikely event
Loss of non-critical system















100 PD = 0.0800
Estimate of statistical average of a variety of hazard sources
Intact abort requires vehicle is flyable to a runway, landing systems (APUs, power) are near
main propulsion
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TABLE B.1.7.2-2.-AMLS HUMAN SAFETY FLIGHT PHASE DATA SHEETS
(CONCLUDED)
System: AMLS











Not applicable - unlikely event
Asymmetric burn
Not applicable - unlikely event




















Estimate of statistical average of a variety of hazard sources
OMS/RCS will enable controlled reentry
OMS/RCS may be incapable of countering some forces/moments
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TABLE B.1.7.2-3.-AMSC HUMAN SAFETY FLIGHT PHASE DATA SHEETS
System: AMSC





Not applicable - unlikely event












Vehicle inactive - unlikely event
Bird strike, hail
Failure of non-critical system














* All aspect launch escape system (LES) is active, number varies based on LES hardware's
exposure to hazards
** Active fire detection/suppression system
*** Estimate of statistical average of a variety of hazard sources
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TABLE B.1.7.2-3.-AMSC HUMAN SAFETY FLIGHT PHASE DATA SHEETS
(CONTINUED)
System: AMSC












Actuator, APU failures, pilot error
Recontact with 747
Failure of non-critical system



























No account is made for safety of 747 crew.
* All aspect launch escape system (LES) is active, number varies based on LES hardware's
exposure to hazards and to the physical proximity to the 747
** Active fire detection/suppression system
*** Significant q would exacerbate failure modes
**** Estimate of statistical average of a variety of hazard sources
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TABLE B.1.7.2-3.- AMSC HUMAN SAFETY FLIGHT PHASE DATA SHEETS
(CONTINUED)
System: AMSC










Unstable engine burn, overpressure
Propellant leak, fuel cells
Actuator, APU failures, pilot error
Not applicable - unlikely event
Failure of non-critical system





















100 PD = 0.3048
Notes:
II.ll,
Assumes orbiter can separate and return to land
Estimate of statistical average of a variety of hazard sources
Ejection seats not useful for most of this phase - entire vehicle must remain intact for an abort.
With engines in the orbiter and propellant tanks that 'surround' the orbiter, isolation of failures
is improbable.
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Not applicable - unlikely event
Flight deck, middeck electrical short
Actuator, APU failures, pilot error
Not applicable - unlikely event
Failure of non-critical system



















100 PD = 0.0801
Notes:
I. Sufficient altitude to enable multiple landing opportunities
Depending on attitude at failure, initiation of successful entry is uncertain
Active fire detection/suppression system
Estimate of statistical average of a variety of hazard sources
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TABLE B.1.7.2-3.-AMSC HUMAN SAFETY FLIGHT PHASE DATA SHEETS
(CONTINUED)
System: AMSC










Valve malfunction, slam shut ignites LOX,
LH2
Not applicable - unlikely event
Asymmetric separation
Recontact with tank
Failure of non-critical system

















100 PD = 0.5484
Notes:
At this altitude/attitude, abort procedures that require intact vehicle are very limited
Estimate of statistical average of a variety of hazard sources
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TABLE B.1.7.2-3.-AMSC HUMAN SAFETYFLIGHT PHASE DATA SHEETS
(CONCLUDED)
System: AMSC











Not applicable - unlikely event
Asymmetric bum
Not applicable - unlikely event


















100 PD = 0.0763
Notes:
Estimate of statistical average of a variety of hazard sources
At this altitude/attitude, abort procedures that require intact vehicle are very limited
Sufficient time should be available to initiate orderly return
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TABLE B. 1.7.2-4.- BETA II HUMAN SAFETY FLIGHT PHASE DATA SHEETS
System: Beta II












Actuator (flight controls or engine controls),
landing gear
Collision (birdstrike, aircraft)





















100 PD = 0.0938
Notes:
Estimate of statistical average of a variety of hazard sources
Several abort procedures are available in this flight phase, including return to launch site and
ejection seats
Crew is surrounded by propellants
High degree of correlation when major explosion does occur
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Unstable burn, propellant leak
Propellant leak
Actuator, APU failures
Seal leak, aerothermal loads
Failure of non-critical system


















100 PD = 0.1163
Notes:
Estimate of statistical average of a variety of hazard sources
Several abort procedures are available in this flight phase
Crew is surrounded by propellants
High degree of correlation in a high q environment when major explosion does occur
B-215
TABLE B.1.7.2-4.- BETA II HUMAN SAFETY FLIGHT PHASE DATA SHEETS
(CONTINUED)
System: Beta II










Fuel leak, unstable combustion
Fuel leak, hydraulics
iFlight control malfunction, software
Not applicable - unlikely event





















100 Po = 0.1104
Notes:
¢a¢,,¢
Estimate of statistical average of a variety of hazard sources
Abort procures exist in this flight phase
Crew is surrounded by propellants
High degree of correlation in a high q environment when major explosion does occur
B-216

















Not applicable - short time period






















Estimate of statistical average of a variety of hazard sources
Depending on level of damage to vehicle(s), launch point is selected to permit runway landing
downrange
Damage significant enough to abort the mission implies vehicles flying abilities (upon which
abort is predicated) have been compromised
B-217













Orbiter Stage Ignition and Bum
Probable Cause
,.,,,
Unstable burn, propellant leak
Propellant leak
Actuator, APU failures
Shock interaction with booster
Failure of non-critical system























Estimate of statistical average of a variety of hazard sources
Intact abort requires vehicle is flyable to a runway, landing systems (APUs, power) are near
main propulsion
B-218













Leakage of on-orbit consumables or return
fuel
Not applicable - unlikely event
Not applicable - unlikely event
Not applicable - unlikely event
Loss of non-critical system

















100 PD = 0.0800
Notes:
Estimate of statistical average of a variety of hazard sources
Intact abort requires vehicle is flyable to a runway, landing systems (APUs, power) are near
main propulsion
B-219
TABLE B.1.7.2-4.- BETA II HUMAN SAFETY FLIGHT PHASE DATA SHEETS
(CONCLUDED)
System: Beta II











Not applicable - unlikely event
Asymmetric burn
Not applicable - unlikely event





















100 Po = 0.0763
Notes:
Estimate of statistical average of a variety of hazard sources
OMS/RCS will enable controlled reentry
OMS/RCS may be incapable of countering some forces/moments
B-220












Unstable engine burn, propellant leak,
overpressure
Propellant leak, hot gas leak
Not applicable - vehicle is still heId down
Not applicable - vehicle is still held down
Failure of non-critical system























100 PD = 0.2466
Notes:
Launch escape system (LES) is active
Estimate of statistical average of a variety of hazard sources
If failure was detected, it is assumed propulsion would be shut down; in cases where the failure
is undetected, and the propellant tanks are full, large energy releases are possible
I_221















Unstable engine burn, propellant leak,
overpressure
Propellant leak, hot gas leak
Actuator, APU failures, GN&C
Contact with pad, bird strike, etc.
Failure of non-critical system























100 PD = 0.1606
Notes:
Estimate of statistical average of a variety of hazard sources
Emergency detection system and launch escape system (LES) are active - numbers vary based
on assessment of possibility of adverse attitude/altitude outside LES capability
B-222















Not applicable - unlikely event
Not applicable - unlikely event
Actuator, APU failures, unclean separation
Hangup on separation, contact with nozzles
Failure of non-critical system



















100 PD = 0.1689
Notes:
_.=1.
Estimate of statistical average of a variety of hazard sources
Launch escape system (LES) may be incapable of countering some forces/moments that result
from certain high speed loss-of-control situations
Emergency detection system and LES are active
B-223
TABLE B.1.7.2-5.-CLV/MLS-HL HUMAN SAFETY FLIGHT PHASE DATA SHEETS
(CONTINUED)
System: CLV/MLS-HL














Vibration, leaks or damage resultant from
separation
Failure of non-critical system





















100 PD = 0.1485
Notes:
Estimate of statistical average of a variety of hazard sources
Emergency detection system and launch escape system (LES) are active - numbers vary based
on assessment of possibility of adverse attitude/altitude outside LES capability
B-224
TABLE B.1.7.2-5.- CLV/MLS-HL HUMAN SAFETY FLIGHT PHASE DATA SHEETS
(CONTINUED)
System: CLV/MLS-HL















Residual damage from staging
Failure of non-critical system





















100 PD = 0.1965
Notes:
Estimate of statistical average of a variety of hazard sources
Emergency detection system and launch escape system (LES) are active - numbers vary based
on assessment of possibility of adverse attitude/altitude outside LES capability
Some failures would place CLV in unrecoverable orbit - reentry would violate control, TPS, etc.
constraints
B-225
TABLE B.I.7.2-5.- CLV/MLS-HL HUMAN SAFETY FLIGHT PHASE DATA SHEETS
(CONTINUED)
System: CLV/MLS-HL










Not applicable - unlikely event
Not applicable - unlikely event
Asymmetric separation
Recontact between second stage and CLV
Failure of non-critical system





















100 Po = 0.1236
Notes:
Estimate of statistical average of a variety of hazard sources
Emergency detection system and launch escape system (LES) are active as is CLV OMS/RCS
LES and/or CLV OMS/RCS may be incapable of countering some forces/moments induced
from separation
B-226













Not applicable - unlikely event
Flight deck, middeck electrical short
Actuator, APU failures, pilot error
Not applicable - unlikely event
Failure of non-critical system



















100 PD = 0.0361
Notes:
Estimate of statistical average of a variety of hazard sources
OMS/RCS can position vehicle for safe return
OMS/RCS may be incapable of countering some forces/moments
B-227
TABLE B.1.7.2-5.-CLV/MLS-HL HUMAN SAFETYFLIGHT PHASE DATA SHEETS
(CONCLUDED)
System: CLV/MLS-HL










Unstable engine burn, overpressure,
propellant leak
Flight deck, middeck electrical short
Actuator, APU failures, pilot error
Not applicable - unlikely event
Failure of non-critical system




















100 PD = 0.0761
Notes:
Estimate of statistical average of a variety of hazard sources
OMS/RCS can position vehicle for safe return
OMS/RCS may be incapable of countering some forces/moments
B-228
TABLE B.1.7.2-6.- NDV HUMAN SAFETY FLIGHT PHASE DATA SHEETS
System: NDV










Propellant leak, engine/pump rupture
Minor leaks, APU, fuel cells
GN&C failure, software, loss of
hydraulic/electrical power
Aerodynamic, thermal, acoustic, bird strike,
etc.
Loss of non-critical systems






















100 PD = 0.5559
Notes:
Estimate of statistical average of a variety of hazard sources
Abort in all phases is possible, but is contingent upon an intact flying return - any non-benign
failure jeopardizes systems required to land
B-229
TABLE B.1.7.2-6.- NDV HUMAN SAFETY FLIGHT PHASE DATA SHEETS
(CONTINUED)
System: NDV










Propellant leak, engine/pump rupture
Minor leaks, APU, fuel cells
GN&C failure, software, loss of
hydraulic/electrical power,
Aerodynamic, thermal, acoustic
Loss of non-critical systems





















100 PD = 0.5589
Notes:
Estimate of statistical average of a variety of hazard sources
Abort in all phases is possible, but is contingent upon an intact flying return - any non-benign
failure jeopardizes systems required to land
B-230
TABLE B.1.7.2-6.- NDV HUMAN SAFETY FLIGHT PHASE DATA SHEETS
(CONTINUED)
System: NDV










Propellant leak, engine/pump rupture
Minor leaks, APU, fuel cells
GN&C failure, software, loss of
hydraulic/electrical power,
Aerodynamic, thermal, acoustic,
Loss of non-critical systems
























Estimate of statistical average of a variety of hazard sources
Abort in all phases is possible, but is contingent upon an intact flying return - any non-benign
failure jeopardizes systems required to land
B-231
TABLE B.1.7.2-6.- NDV HUMAN SAFETY FLIGHT PHASE DATA SHEETS
(CONTINUED)
System: NDV










Propellant leak, engine/pump rupture
Minor leaks, APU, fuel cells
GN&C failure, software, loss of
hydraulic/electrical power
Aerodynamic, thermal, acoustic, bird strike,
etc.
Loss of non-critical systems























Estimate of statistical average of a variety of hazard sources
Abort in all phases is possible, but is contingent upon an intact flying return - any non-benign
failure jeopardizes systems required to land
B-232













Leakage of on-orbit consumables or return
fuel
Not applicable - unlikely event
Not applicable - unlikely event
Not applicable - unlikely event
Loss of non-critical system






















Estimate of statistical average of a variety of hazard sources
Abort in all phases is possible, but is contingent upon an intact flying return - any non-benign
failure jeopardizes systems required to land
B-233
TABLE B.1.7.2-6.- NDV HUMAN SAFETY FLIGHT PHASE DATA SHEETS
(CONCLUDED)
System: NDV











Not applicable - unlikely event
Asymmetric bum
Not applicable - unlikely event
















100 Po = 0.0763
Notes:
Estimate of statistical average of a variety of hazard sources
Abort in all phases is possible, but is contingent upon an intact flying return - any non-benign
failure jeopardizes systems required to land
B-234












Unstable engine burn, propellant leak,
overpressure
Propellant leak, hot gas leak
Not applicable - vehicle is still held down






Failure of non-critical system












100 PD = 0.2466
Notes:
Launch escape system (LES) is active
Estimate of statistical average of a variety of hazard sources
If failure was detected, it is assumed propulsion would be shut down; in cases where the failure
is undetected, and the propellant tanks are full, large energy releases are possible
B-235















Unstable engine burn, propellant leak,
overpressure
Propellant leak, hot gas leak
Actuator, APU failures, GN&C
Contact with pad, bird strike, etc.
Failure of non-critical system























100 Po = 0.1606
Notes:
¢e#.
Estimate of statistical average of a variety of hazard sources
Emergency detection system and launch escape system CLES)are active - numbers vary based
on assessment of possibility of adverse attitude/altitude outside LES capability
B-236
TABLE B.1.7.2-7.- RPC/MLS-HL HUMAN SAFETY FLIGHT PHASE DATA SHEETS
(CONTINUED)
System: RPC/MLS-HL





Not applicable - unlikely event









Actuator, APU failures, unclean separation
Hangup on separation, contact with nozzles
Failure of non-critical system














g. Estimate of statistical average of a variety of hazard sources
Launch escape system (LES) may be incapable of countering some forces/moments that result
from certain high speed loss-of-control situations
Emergency detection system and LES are active
B-237
TABLE B.1.7.2-7.- RPC/MLS-HL HUMAN SAFETY FLIGHT PHASE DATA SHEETS
(CONTINUED)
System: RPC/MLS-HL






























Failure of non-critical system






100 PD = 0.1485
Notes:
Estimate of statistical average of a variety of hazard sources
Emergency detection system and launch escape system CLES) are active - numbers vary based
on assessment of possibility of adverse attitude/altitude outside LES capability
B-238
TABLE B.1.7.2-7.- RPC/MLS-HL HUMAN SAFETY FLIGHT PHASE DATA SHEETS
(CONTINUED)
System: RPC/MLS-HL














Residual damage from staging
Failure of non-critical system





















100 PD = 0.1965
Notes:
Estimate of statistical average of a variety of hazard sources
Emergency detection system and launch escape system (LES) are active - numbers vary based
on assessment of possibility of adverse attitude/altitude outside LES capability
Some failures would place RPC in unrecoverable orbit - reentry would violate control, TPS, etc.
constraints
B-239
TABLE B.1.7.2-7.- RPC/MLS-HL HUMAN SAFETY FLIGHT PHASE DATA SHEETS
(CONTINUED)
System: RPC/MLS-HL






Not applicable - unlikely event
















Recontact between RPC and tank
Failure of non-critical system












Estimate of statistical average of a variety of hazard sources
Emergency detection system and launch escape system (LES) are active
LES and/or RPC OMS may be incapable of countering some forces/moments induced from
separation
B-240













Not applicable - unlikely event
Flight deck, middeck electrical short
Actuator, APU failures, pilot error
Not applicable - unlikely event
Failure of non-critical system
Leaks into crew compartment RCS fluids,
ECLSS failure
























Estimate of statistical average of a variety of hazard sources
OMS/RCS can position vehicle for safe return
OMS/RCS may be incapable of countering some forces/moments
B-241
TABLE B. 1.7.2-7.- RPC/MLS-HL HUMAN SAFETY FLIGHT PHASE DATA SHEETS
(CONCLUDED)
System: RPC/MLS-HL










Unstable engine burn, overpressure,
propellant leak
Hight deck, middeck electrical short
Actuator, APU failures, pilot error
Not applicable - unlikely event
Failure of non-critical system



















100 PD = 0.0761
Notes:
_11-11,
Estimate of statistical average of a variety of hazard sources
OMS/RCS can position vehicle for safe return
OMS/RCS may be incapable of countering some forces/moments
B-242












Unstable engine burn, propellant leak,
overpressure
Propellant leak, hot gas leak
Not applicable - vehicle is still held down
Not applicable - vehicle is still held down
Failure of non-critical system

















100 PD = 0.2466
Notes:
Launch escape system (LES) is active
Estimate of statistical average of a variety of hazard sources
If failure was detected, it is assumed propulsion would be shut down; in cases where the failure
is undetected, and the propellant tanks are full, large energy releases are possible
B-243
TABLE B.1.7.2-8.-RPC/MLS-X HUMAN SAFETY FLIGHT PHASE DATA SHEETS
(CONTINUED)
System: RPC/MLS-X










Unstable engine burn, propellant leak,
overpressure
Propellant leak, hot gas leak
Actuator, APU failures, GN&C
Contact with pad, bird strike, etc.
Failure of non-critical system


























Estimate of statistical average of a variety of hazard sources
Emergency detection system and launch escape system (LES) are active - numbers vary based
on assessment of possibility of adverse attitude/altitude outside LES capability
B-244
TABLE B.1.7.2-8.-RPC/MLS-X HUMAN SAFETY FLIGHT PHASE DATA SHEETS
(CONTINUED)
System: RPC/MLS-X










Not applicable - unlikely event
Not applicable - unlikely event
Actuator, APU failures, unclean separation
Hangup on separation, contact with nozzles
Failure of non-critical system

















Estimate of statistical average of a variety of hazard sources
** Launch escape system (LES) may be incapable of countering some forces/moments that result
from certain high speed loss-of-control situations
*** Emergency detection system and LES are active
B-245



















Vibration, leaks or damage resultant from
separation
Failure of non-critical system























Estimate of statistical average of a variety of hazard sources
Emergency detection system and launch escape system (LES) are active - numbers vary based
on assessment of possibility of adverse attitude/altitude outside LES capability
B-246
TABLE B.1.7.2-8.- RI_/MLS-X HUMAN SAFETY FLIGHT PHASE DATA SHEETS
(CONTINUED)
System: RPC/MLS-X










Not applicable - unlikely event
Not applicable - unlikely event
Asymmetric separation
Recontact between RPC and tank
Failure of non-critical system

















100 PD = 0.1236
Notes:
IF Estimate of statistical average of a variety of hazard sources
Emergency detection system and launch escape system (LES) are active
LES and/or RPC OMS may be incapable of countering some forces/moments induced from
separation
B-247













Not applicable - unlikely event
Flight deck, middeck electrical short
Actuator, APU failures, pilot error
Not applicable - unlikely event
Failure of non-critical system





















Estimate of statistical average of a variety of hazard sources
OMS/RCS can position vehicle for safe return
OMS/RCS may be incapable of countering some forces/moments
B-248
TABLE B.1.7.2-8.- RPC/MLS-X HUMAN SAFETY FLIGHT PHASE DATA SHEETS
(CONCLUDED)
System: RPC/MLS-X










Unstable engine burn, overpressure,
propellant leak
Flight deck, middeck electrical short
Actuator, APU failures, pilot error
Not applicable - unlikely event
Failure of non-critical system




















Estimate of statistical average of a variety of hazard sources
OMS/RCS can position vehicle for safe return
OMS/RCS may be incapable of countering some forces/moments
B-249
TABLE B.1.7.2-9.- RPC/HR TITAN IV HUMAN SAFETY FLIGHT PHASE DATA
SHEETS
System: RPC/HR Titan W






Propellant supply system leak, unstable
burn
Leak in tankage, hot gas leak















Unlikely event - vehicle is held down
Software, controllers, actuators







Estimate of statistical average of a variety of hazard sources
Emergency detection system and launch escape system (LES) are active
PD=0.1_5
B-250
TABLE B.1.7.2-9.-RPC/HR TITAN IV HUMAN SAFETY FLIGHT PHASE DATA
SHEETS (CONTINUED)
System: RPC/HR Titan IV










Leak in propellant system, unstable burn
Leak in propellant system, hot gas leak
Asymmetric burn, failed actuator, failed
guidance
Aerodynamic, thermal, acoustic loads, bird
strike, hail
Software, power, thermal control failures






















100 Po = 0.1505
Notes:
Estimate of statistical average of a variety of hazard sources
Emergency detection system and launch escape system CLES) are active
B-251
TABLE B.1.7.2-9.- RPC/HR TITAN IV HUMAN SAFETY FLIGHT PHASE DATA
SHEETS (CONTINUED)
System: RPC/HR Titan IV










Not applicable - short time period
Not applicable - short time period
Asymmetric separation, flow field loads
Physical contact, plume impingement
Failure of non-critical system


















Estimate of statistical average of a variety of hazard sources
Emergency detection system and launch escape system (LES) are active; some dynamic
situations exceed LES capability
TABLE B.1.7.2-9.- RPC/HR TITAN W HUMAN SAFETY FLIGHT PHASE DATA
SHEETS (CONTINUED)
System: RPC/HR Titan IV










Leak in propellant system, turbopump
failure
Leak in propellant system, hot gas leak
Failed actuator, GN&C failure
Aerodynamic, thermal, acoustic loads
Software, power, thermal control failures




















100 PD = 0.1395
Notes:
Estimate of statistical average of a variety of hazard sources
Emergency detection system and launch escape system CLES)are active; some dynamic
situations exceed LES capability
B-253
TABLE B.1.7,2-9.- RPC/HR TITAN IV HUMAN SAFETY FLIGHT PHASE DATA
SHEETS (CONTINUED)
System: RPC/HR Titan W










Not applicable - short time period
Ignition of residual Stage 1 propellants
Incomplete staging
Physical recontact between stages
Loss of non-critical system




















100 PD = 0.1546
Notes:
Estimate of statistical average of a variety of hazard sources
Emergency detection system and launch escape system (LES) are active; some dynamic
situations exceed LES capability
B-254
TABLE B.1.7.2-9.- RPC/HR TITAN IV HUMAN SAFETY FLIGHT PHASE DATA
SHEETS (CONTINUED)
System: RPC/HR Titan IV




















GN&C failure, actuator failure
Not applicable - unlikely event
Loss of non-critical system, loss of thrust
ECLSS failure, leak in pressure shell
0.9 '_





1 0.9 * 0.9 _
Notes:
100
Estimate of statistical average of a variety of hazard sources
Emergency detection system and launch escape system (LES) are active
Po = 0.1646
B-255
TABLE B.1.7.2-9.-RPC/HR TITAN IV HUMAN SAFETYFLIGHT PHASE DATA
SHEETS (CONTINUED)
Syster_ RPC/HR Titan IV










Not applicable - short time period
Not applicable - unlikely event
Incomplete staging
Physical recontact between stage 2 and RPC
Loss of non-critical system
















Estimate of statistical average of a variety of hazard sources
Emergency detection system and launch escape system (LES) are active
Depending on attitude, RPC may not be able to successfully reenter with attached second stage
hardware attached
Exterior damage to RI_ will preclude successful reentry in some cases
B-256
TABLE B.1.7.2-9.- RPC/HR TITAN IV HUMAN SAFETY FLIGHT PHASE DATA
SHEETS (CONTINUED)











Not applicable - unlikely event
Flight deck, middeck electrical short
Actuator, APU failures, pilot error
Not applicable - unlikely event
Failure of non-critical system

















100 PD = 0.0361
Notes:
Estimate of statistical average of a variety of hazard sources
OMS/RCS can position vehicle for safe return
OMS/RCS may be incapable of countering some forces/moments
B-257
TABLE B.1.7.2-9.- RPC/HR TITAN IV HUMAN SAFETY FLIGHT PHASE DATA
SHEETS (CONCLUDED)
System: RPC/HR Titan IV










Unstable engine burn, overpressure,
propellant leak
Flight deck, middeck electrical short
Actuator, APU failures, pilot error
Not applicable - unlikely event
Failure of non-critical system























Estimate of statistical average of a variety of hazard sources
OMS/RCS can position vehicle for safe return
OMS/RCS may be incapable of countering some forces/moments
B-258












Unstable engine burn, propellant leak,
overpressure
Propellant leak, hot gas leak
Not applicable - vehicle is still held down
Not applicable - vehicle is still held down
Failure of non-critical system




















100 Po = 0.2466
Notes:
Jt,_-
Launch escape system (LES) is active
Estimate of statistical average of a variety of hazard sources
If failure was detected, it is assumed propulsion would be shut down; in cases where the failure
is undetected, and the propellant tanks are full, large energy releases are possible
B-259
TABLE B.1.7.2-10.- RPC/NLS-50 HUMAN SAFETY FLIGHT PHASE DATA SHEETS
(CONTINUED)
System: RPC/NLS-50










Unstable engine burn, propellant leak,
overpressure
Propellant leak, hot gas leak
Actuator, APU failures, GN&C
Contact with pad, bird strike, etc.
Failure of non-critical system























100 PC) = 0.1606
Notes:
e Estimate of statistical average of a variety of hazard sources
Emergency detection system and launch escape system (LES) are active - numbers vary based
on assessment of possibility of adverse attitude/altitude outside LES capability
B-260
TABLE B.1.7.2-10.-RPC/NLS-50 HUMAN SAFETY FLIGHT PHASE DATA SHEETS
(CONTINUED)
System: RPC/NLS-50










Not applicable - unlikely event
Not applicable - unlikely event
Actuator, APU failures, unclean separation
Hangup on separation, contact with nozzles
Failure of non-critical system



















100 PD = 0.1689
Notes:
g.**
Estimate of statistical average of a variety of hazard sources
Launch escape system (LES) may be incapable of countering some forces/moments that result
from certain high speed loss-of-control situations
Emergency detection system and LES are active
B-261
TABLE B.1.7.2-10.- RPC/NLS-50 HUMAN SAFETY FLIGHT PHASE DATA SHEETS
(CONTINUED)
System: RPC/NLS-50















Vibration, leaks or damage resultant from
separation
Failure of non-critical system























100 PD = 0.1485
Notes:
Estimate of statistical average of a variety of hazard sources
Emergency detection system and launch escape system (LES) are active - numbers vary based
on assessment of possibility of adverse attitude/altitude outside LES capability
B-262
TABLE B.1.7.2-10.- RPC/NLS-50 HUMAN SAFETY FLIGHT PHASE DATA SHEETS
(CONTINUED)
System: RPC/NLS-50










Not applicable - unlikely event
Not applicable - unlikely event
Asymmetric separation
Recontact between RPC and tank
jFailure of non-critical system



















100 PD = 0.0902
Notes:
it. Estimate of statistical average of a variety of hazard sources
Emergency detection system and launch escape system (LES) are active
LES and/or RPC OMS may be incapable of countering some forces/moments induced from
separation
B-263













Not applicable - unlikely event
Flight deck, middeck electrical short
Actuator, APU failures, pilot error
Not applicable - unlikely event
Failure of non-critical system





















100 PD = 0.0361
Notes:
Estimate of statistical average of a variety of hazard sources
OMS/RCS can position vehicle for safe return
OMS/RCS may be incapable of countering some forces/moments
B-264
TABLE B.1.7.2-10.-RPC/NLS-50 HUMAN SAFETY FLIGHT PHASE DATA SHEETS
(CONCLUDED)
System: RPC/NLS-50










Unstable engine burn, overpressure,
propellant leak
Flight deck, middeck electrical short
Actuator, APU failures, pilot error
Not applicable - unlikely event
Failure of non-critical system
























Estimate of statistical average of a variety of hazard sources
OMS/RCS can position vehicle for safe return
OMS/RCS may be incapable of countering some forces/moments
B-265
TABLE B.1.7.2-11.-RUPC/HR TITAN II HUMAN SAFETY FLIGHT PHASE DATA
SHEETS
System: RUPC/HR Titan II










Propellant supply system leak, unstable
burn
Leak in tankage, hot gas leak
Unlikely event - vehicle is held down
Unlikely event - vehicle is held down
Software, controllers, actuators


















Estimate of statistical average of a variety of hazard sources
Emergency detection system and launch escape system (LES) are active
B-266
TABLE B.1.7.2-11.- RUPC/HR TITAN II HUMAN SAFETY FLIGHT PHASE DATA
SHEETS (CONTINUED)
System: RUPC/HR Titan II










Leak in propellant system, unstable burn,
case rupture
Leak in propellant system, hot gas leak
Asymmetric burn, failed actuator, failed
guidance
Aerodynamic, thermal, acoustic loads, bird
strike, hail
Software, power, thermal control failures






















100 PD = 0.1819
Notes:
licit
Estimate of statistical average of a variety of hazard sources
Emergency detection system and launch escape system (LES) are active
B-267
TABLE B.1.7.2-11.-RUPC/HR TITAN ]I HUMAN SAFETY FLIGHT PHASE DATA
SHEETS (CONTINUED)
System: RUPC/HR Titan II










Residual propellant, overpressure, hot gas
on tanks
Hot gas impingement
Asymmetric separation, flow field loads
Physical contact, plume impingement
Failure of non-critical system





















Estimate of statistical average of a variety of hazard sources
Emergency detection system and launch escape system (LES) are active; some dynamic
situations exceed LES capability
B-268
TABLE B.1.7.2-11.- RUPC/HR TITAN II HUMAN SAFETY FLIGHT PHASE DATA
SHEETS (CONTINUED)
System: RUPC/HR Titan II










Leak in propellant system, turbopump
failure
Leak in propellant system, hot gas leak
Failed actuator, GN&C failure
Aerodynamic, thermal, acoustic loads
Software, power, thermal control failures




















100 PD = 0.1395
Notes:
Estimate of statistical average of a variety of hazard sources
Emergency detection system and launch escape system CLES) are active; some dynamic
situations exceed LES capability
B-269
TABLE B.1.7.2-11.-RUPC/HR TITAN II HUMAN SAFETY FLIGHT PHASE DATA
SHEETS (CONTINUED)
System: RUPC/HR Titan II










Not applicable - short time period
Ignition of residual Stage 1 propellants
Incomplete staging
Physical recontact between stages
Loss of non-critical system





















Estimate of statistical average of a variety of hazard sources
Emergency detection system and launch escape system (LES) are active; some dynamic
situations exceed LES capability
B-270
TABLE B.1.7.2-11.- RUPC/HR T1TAN II HUMAN SAFETY FLIGHT PHASE DATA
SHEETS (CONTINUED)
System: RUPC/HR Titan II










Propellant leak, turbopump failure, engine
rupture
Fuel leak
GN&C failure, actuator failure
Not applicable - unlikely event
Loss of non-critical system, loss of thrust





















Estimate of statistical average of a variety of hazard sources
Emergency detection system and launch escape system (LES) are active
B-271
TABLE B.1.7.2-11.-RUPC/HR TITAN ]I HUMAN SAFETYFLIGHT PHASE DATA
SHEETS (CONTINUED)
System: RUPC/HR Titan II











Not applicable - short time period
Not applicable - unlikely event
Incomplete staging
Physical recontact between stage 2 and
RUPC
Loss of non-critical system























Estimate of statistical average of a variety of hazard sources
Emergency detection system and launch escape system (LES) are active
Depending on attitude, RUPC may not be able to successfully reenter with attached second
stage hardware attached
Exterior damage to RUPC will preclude successful reentry in some cases
B-272
TABLE B.1.7.2-11.- RUPC/HR TITAN ]I HUMAN SAFETY FLIGHT PHASE DATA
SHEETS (CONTINUED)











Not applicable - unlikely event
Flight deck, middeck electrical short
Actuator, APU failures, pilot error
Not applicable - unlikely event
Failure of non-critical system





















100 PD = 0.0361
Notes:
JF Estimate of statistical average of a variety of hazard sources
OMS/RCS can position vehicle for safe return
OMS/RCS may be incapable of countering some forces/moments
B-273
TABLE B.1.7.2-11.- RUPC/HR TITAN II HUMAN SAFETY FLIGHT PHASE DATA
SHEETS (CONCLUDED)
System: RUPC/HR Titan II











Unstable engine burn, overpressure,
propellant leak
Flight deck, middeck electrical short
Actuator, APU failures, pilot error
Not applicable - unlikely event
Failure of non-critical system




















Estimate of statistical average of a variety of hazard sources
OMS/RCS can position vehicle for safe return
OMS/RCS may be incapable of countering some forces/moments
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TABLE B.1.7.2-12.- SPACE SHUTI'LE HUMAN SAFETY FLIGHT PHASE DATA
SHEETS
System: Space Shuttle










Unstable engine burn, propellant leak
Propellant leak, APU
Not applicable - vehicle is still held down
Not applicable - vehicle is still held down
:Software, controller, actuators, APU




















100 PD = 0.2466
Notes:
Estimate of statistical average of a variety of sources
Abort procedure consists of engine shutdown and egress from the vehicle
Collocation of propulsion, power, APUs results in high degree of correlated failures
Crew is surrounded by full propellant tankage
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TABLE B.1.7.2-12.- SPACE SHUTILE HUMAN SAFETY FLIGHT PHASE DATA
SHEETS (CONTINUED)
System: Space Shuttle










Leak in case, flaw in solid
Not applicable - see SSME ign.
Asymmetric ignition, failed actuator
!Hold-down release, contact with tower
Software, controllers, actuators

















100 PD = 0.5140
Notes:
_.***
Estimate of statistical average of a variety of sources
Abort procedure consists of engine shutdown and egress from the vehicle
Collocation of propulsion, power, APUs results in high degree of correlated failures
Crew is surrounded by full propellant tankage, no realistic abort capability is available at this
point
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TABLE B.1.7.2-12.- SPACE SHUTrLE HUMAN SAFETY FLIGHT PHASE DATA
SHEETS (CONTINUED)
System: Space Shuttle










Propellant leak, turbopump failure, flaw in
solids, fuel cells
Propellant leak, APU, fuel cells
Actuator (TVC) failure, winds,
software/controller
Aero, thermal, acoustic loads,
Software, power, thermal control, thrust
loss






















100 PD = 0.7542
Notes:
Estimate of statistical average of a variety of sources
Abort procedures include RTLS, TAL, AOA, but all are contingent on the ability of the orbiter
to fly, collocation of flight critical subsystems near propulsion results in high correlation factor
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TABLE B.1.7.2-12.- SPACE SHUTTLE HUMAN SAFETY FLIGHT PHASE DATA
SHEETS (CONTINUED)
System: Space Shuttle





:Not applicable - short time period










Asymmetric separation, flow field loads
Physical contact with SRBs, plume
impingement
Not applicable - short time period













100 PD = 0.8850
Notes:
Estimate of statistical average of a variety of sources
Abort procedures include intact abort - any damage to flight critical subsystems precludes
successful abort
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TABLE B.1.7.2-12.- SPACE SHUTrLE HUMAN SAFETY FLIGHT PHASE DATA
SHEETS (CONTINUED)
System: Space Shuttle










Propellant leak, engine rupture
Minor leak, fuel cells
Multiple APU failures, software, GN&C
failure
Vibration, flight loads
Loss of non-critical systems, SSME shut
down






















100 PD = 0.4477
Notes:
Estimate of statistical average of a variety of sources
Abort procedures all include a flying reentry - any damage to the flight critical subsystems
results in an inability to abort
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TABLE B.1.7.2-12.-SPACE SHUTIZE HUMAN SAFETY FLIGHT PHASE DATA
SHEETS (CONTINUED)
System: Space Shuttle










Valve malfunction, slam shut ignites LOX,
LH2
Not applicable - unlikely event
Separation failure
Collision with ET
Loss of non-critical system
























Estimate of statistical average of a variety of hazard sources; explosions likely to affect flight
critical subsystems in aft fuselage
Abort procedures all include a flying reentry - any damage to the flight critical subsystems
results in an inability to abort
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Leakage of on-orbit consumables
Not applicable - unlikely event
Not applicable - unlikely event
Not applicable - unlikely event























100 Po = 0.1014
Notes:
I. Estimate of statistical average of a variety of sources
Abort procedures all include a flying reentry - any damage to the flight critical subsystems
results in an inability to abort
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TABLE B.1.7.2-12.- SPACE SHUTI%E HUMAN SAFETY FLIGHT PHASE DATA
SHEETS (CONCLUDED)
System: Space Shuttle




















Not applicable - unlikely event










100 PD = 0.0763
Notes:
Estimate of statistical average of a variety of sources
Abort procedures all include a flying reentry - any damage to the flight critical subsystems
results in an inability to abort
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TABLE B.1.7.2-13.- SPACE SHU'ITLE EVOLUTION HUMAN SAFETY FLIGHT PHASE
DATA SHEETS
System: Space Shuttle Evolution










Unstable engine burn, propellant leak
Propellant leak, APU
Not applicable - vehicle is still held down
Not applicable - vehicle is still held down
Software, controller, actuators, APU



















100 PD = 0.2466
Notes:
Estimate of statistical average of a variety of sources
Abort procedure consists of engine shutdown and egress from the vehicle
Collocation of propulsion, power, APUs results in high degree of correlated failures
Crew is surrounded by full propellant tankage
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TABLE B.1.7.2-13.- SPACE SHU'I_E EVOLUTION HUMAN SAFETY FLIGHT PHASE
DATA SHEETS (CONTINUED)
System: Space Shuttle Evolution










Leak in case, flaw in solid, propellant leak
Propellant leak
Asymmetric ignition, failed actuator
Hold-down release, contact with tower
Software, controllers, actuators




















100 Pr) = 0.2970
Notes:
Estimate of statistical average of a variety of sources
Abort procedure consists of engine shutdown and egress from the vehicle
Crew is surrounded by full propellant tankage
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TABLE B.1.7.2-13.- SPACE SHUTILE EVOLUTION HUMAN SAFETY FLIGHT PHASE
DATA SHEETS (CONTINUED)
System: Space Shuttle Evolution










Propellant leak, turbopump failure, flaw in
solids, fuel cells
Propellant leak, APU, fuel cells
Actuator (TVC) failure, winds,
isoftware/controller
Aero, thermal, acoustic loads, bird strike,
etc.
Software, power, thermal control, thrust
loss
























Estimate of statistical average of a variety of sources
Abort procedures include ejectable crew cab, some dynamic situations exceed capabilities
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TABLE B. 1.7.2-13.- SPACE SHUTrLE EVOLUTION HUMAN SAFETY FLIGHT PHASE
DATA SHEETS (CONTINUED)
System: Space Shuttle Evolution










Not applicable - short time period
iNot applicable - short time period
Asymmetric separation, flow field loads
Physical contact with HRBs, plume
Impingement
Not applicable - short lime period















100 Po = 0.8000
Notes:
al. Estimate of statistical average of a variety of sources
Abort procedures include intact abort - any damage to flight critical subsystems precludes
successful abort
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TABLE B.1.7.2-13.- SPACE SHUTTLE EVOLUTION HUMAN SAFETY FLIGHT PHASE
DATA SHEETS (CONTINUED)
System: Space Shuttle Evolution





Propellant leak, engine rupture
















Multiple APU failures, software, GN&C
failure
Vibration, flight loads
Loss of non-critical systems, SSME shut
down












100 PD = 0.1494
Notes:
Estimate of statistical average of a variety of sources
Abort procedures include a separable crew cab
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TABLE B.1.7.2-13.- SPACE SHUTI'LE EVOLUTION HUMAN SAFETY FLIGHT PHASE
DATA SHEETS (CONTINUED)
System: Space Shuttle Evolution










Valve malfunction, slam shut ignites LOX,
LH2
Not applicable - unlikely event
Separation failure
Collision with ET
Loss of non-critical system























Estimate of statistical average of a variety of hazard sources; explosions likely to affect flight
critical subsystems in aft fuselage
Abort procedures include a separable crew cab
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TABLE B.1.7.2-13.- SPACE SHLrITLE EVOLUTION HUMAN SAFETY FLIGHT PHASE
DATA SHEETS (CONTINUED)











Leakage of on-orbit consumables
Not applicable - unlikely event
Not applicable - unlikely event
Not applicable - unlikely event




















100 PD = 0.0818
Notes:
Estimate of statistical average of a variety of sources
Abort procedures include a separable crew cab
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TABLE B.1.7.2-13.- SPACE SHUTTLE EVOLUTION HUMAN SAFETY FLIGHT PHASE
DATA SHEETS (CONCLUDED)
System: Space Shuttle Evolution





















Not applicable - unlikely event













Estimate of statistical average of a variety of sources
Abort procedures include a separable crew cab
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TABLE B.1.7.2-14.- SSTO HUMAN SAFETY FLIGHT PHASE DATA SHEETS
System: SSTO












Not applicable - short time period
Not applicable - unlikely event
Software, controller, actuators, APUs,
pumps, valves























100 PD = 0.2466
Notes:
Launch escape system (LES) is active
Estimate of statistical average of a variety of hazard sources
If failure was detected, it is assumed propulsion would be shut down; in cases where the failure
is undetected, and the propellant tanks are full, large energy releases are possible
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TABLE B.1.7.2-14.- SSTO HUMAN SAFETY FLIGHT PHASE DATA SHEETS
(CONTINUED)
System: SSTO










Propellant leak, engine/pump rupture
Minor leaks, APU, fuel cells
GN&C failure, software, loss of
hydraulic/electrical power
Aerodynamic, thermal, acoustic, bird strike,
etc.
Loss of non-critical systems






















Estimate of statistical average of a variety of hazard sources, not that since many flight critical
systems are collocated in the aft fuselage, correlation is a concern
Abort in all phases is possible, but is contingent upon an intact flying return - any non-benign
failure jeopardizes systems required to land
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Leakage of on-orbit consumables or return
fuel
Not applicable - unlikely event
Not applicable - unlikely event
Not applicable - unlikely event
Loss of non-critical system
























Estimate of statistical average of a variety of hazard sources
Abort to orbit, once around, or some other landing is achievable except in the case where
OMS/RCS propellant is involved in an explosion
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TABLE B.1.7.2-14.- SSTO HUMAN SAFETY FLIGHT PHASE DATA SHEETS
(CONCLUDED)
System: SSTO











Not applicable - unlikely event
Asymmetric bum
Not applicable - unlikely event










100 Po = 0.0763
Notes:
Estimate of statistical average of a variety of hazard sources
Abort to orbit, once around, or some other landing is achievable except in the case where
OMS/RCS propellant is involved in an explosion
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B.1.8 LAUNCH SCHEDULE CONFIDENCE
Launch Schedule Confidence is an indication of an architecture's ability to meet launch
schedules. This has three parts: Schedule Compression, Schedule Margin, and
Percentage of Flights with Delays.
Schedule Compression is a measure of a system's ability to make up schedule slips by
compressing the ground processing flow time. This is done by extending shifts and
adding work on weekends.
Schedule Margin is a measure of the system's ability to make up schedule slips by using
excess ground processing capacity. There is excess ground processing capacity when
the flight rate for a particular year is less than the ground operations are designed for,
and personnel and facilities are not being used.
The Percentage of Flights with Delays is a measure of the likelihood of a system to have
a launch delay based on unscheduled maintenance items occurring at critical times in
the ground processing flow.
Please refer to Volume I, section 3.2.6.
B.1.8.1 Schedule Compression Data
Table B.1.8.1 summarizes the Schedule Compression data for systems used in the
architectures. The nominal flow time and the compressed flow time, both in days, are
listed for each system. The percentage that the flow time can be compressed is also
listed. This data comes from the ground operations model.
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CLV (Arch 5/If A)
CLV (Arch 5/If B)
CLV (Arch 5/If C)
CLV (Arch 5/If D)
CLV (Arch 5/If E-low)









































































































RPC (Arch 6/If A)
RPC (Arch 6/If B)
RPC (Arch 6/If C)
RPC (Arch 6/If D)
RPC (Arch 6/If E-low)
RPC (Arch 6/If E-high)
RPC (Arch 7/If A)
RPC (Arch 7/If B)
RPC (Arch 7/If C)
iRPC (Arch 7/If D)
RPC (Arch 7/If E-low)








Titan IV - East





















































































B.1.8.2 Schedule Margin Data
Table B.1.8.2 summarizes the system Schedule Margin data. The margin in days for
each year of the study period is shown. The data is grouped by architectures. If a
system varies across "If" Scenarios, or between low or high inclination launches, it is
indicated next to the system's name. Margins of zero indicate that a system does not
have any flights during that year. This data comes from the ground operations model.
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TABLE B.1.8.2.- LAUNCH SCHEDULE CONFIDENCE SCHEDULE MARGIN DATA
_i °_ "" _ °
B-299
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TABLE B.1.8.2.- LAUNCH SCHEDULE CONFIDENCE SCHEDULE MARGIN DATA
(CONTINUED)
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Table B.1.8.3 summarizes data for the Percentage of Flights Delayed due to
Unscheduled Maintenance Actions (UMA's). The percentage delay is listed for each
system. This data comes from a model based on UMA histories of space and airline
systems.
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Probability of Mission Success is an indication of the likelihood of successfully doing
the jobs in the mission model. The PMS for each system is determined by first
describing the phases of flight for each system and then constructing a system success
tree. Next, equations that determine the probability at each flight phase are defined.
The input values for each variable in the equations are determined then based on
historical data. This method produces consistent results for both new and existing
systems. Please refer to Volume I, section 3.2.4.
Using the methodology developed by the NIT, the PMS is meant to be a relative, not
absolute, measure. The numbers are to be compared only against one another. They do
not represent the absolute PMS of the different systems.
During the course of the study, several sets of PMS values were produced as the PMS
model matured. Later sets of data included the effects of pad hold-down and of higher
OMS engine reliability modeling, which increased the PMS values for many of the
systems.
B.1.9.1 PMS Summary Data
Table B.1.9.1 shows the PMS values for each system. It includes the original study
numbers for pad hold-down and higher OMS engine reliability values.
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TABLE B.1.9.1.-ARCHITECTURE COSTRISK NEW SYSTEMSDATA
Original Study With With OMS &







































































































B.1.9.2 System Success Trees
Figures B.1.9.2-1 through B.1.9.2-32 show the success trees for each system. Each figure
includes the tree diagram for a system showing the different flight phases, a description
of each branch of the tree, and comments concerning the phase. Since it was
determined that the impacts on PMS of on-orbit operations and descent were minimal,













STAGE 1 AND 2 IGNITION
STAGE 1 AND 2 BURN
STAGING
STAGE 2 BURN PHASE
COAST TO LAUNCH APOGEE
ORBIT CIRCULARIZATION
BOOSTER RETURN TO LAUNCH SITE
LIQUID ENGINES - PARALLEL BURN
ENGINE OUT IN EACH VEHICLE FROM
LIFT OFF
VEHICLE SEPARATION
TWO OMS ENGINES, ONE CAN DO JOB
DEAD STICK RETURN
Figure B.1.9.2-1.- AMLS ascent success tree.
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PHASE _ COMMENTS
1 747 CLIMB OUT
2 AMSC ORBITER SEPARATION
3 747 RETURN TO AIR STRIP
4 SSME IGNITION AND BURN
5 COAST




- : = ,
4 TURBOFANS
3 SSME'S; NO ENGINE OUT
2-ENGINE OMS; NO ENGINE OUT
Figure B.1.9.2-2.- AMSC ascent success tree.
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R _" _ SUSTAINER







FIRST SOLID SET JETTISON
FOURTH BOOST PHASE
6 SECOND SOLID SET JETTISON
7 FIFTH BOOST PHASE
8 BOOSTER ENGINE SEPARATION
9 SHROUD JETTISON
10 VEHICLE SEPARATION
11 UPPER STAGE FIRST BURN
12 COAST
13 UPPER STAGE SECOND BURN
14 PAYLOAD SEPARATION
COMMENTS
FIRST PAIR OF SOLIDS, BOOSTER &
SUSTAINER; INCLUDES IGNITION
AND BURN OF ALL
BOOSTER & SUSTAINER ONLY
SECOND PAIR OF SOLIDS IGNITION &
BURN, BOOSTER & SUSTAINER
CONTINUED OPERATION
BOOSTER AND SUSTAINER BURNING
BOOSTER AND SUSTAINER CONTINUED
OPERATION
CONTINUED OPERATION OF SUSTAINER
TANK-UPPER STAGE SEPARATION;
INCLUDES SUSTAINER SHUTDOWN
INCLUDES IGNITION, OPERATION AND
SHUTDOWN
PERIGEE TO APOGEE TRANSIT TIME
INCLUDES IGNITION, OPERATION AND
SHUTDOWN
UPPER STAGE-PAYLOAD SEPARATION
Figure B.1.9.2-3.- Atlas IIAS ascent success tree.
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u (_s u
1 CARRIER AIRCRAFT TAKEOFF








FINAL CARRIER AIRCRAFT ASCENT
CARRIER AIRCRAFT POWERED RETURN
CARRIER AIRCRAFT GLIDE RETURN
ORBITER SEPARATION




10 HSCT TURBOFANS IN PARALLEL WITH




2-ENGINE OMS; ENGINE OUT







3 " PROPULSION MODULESEP
4 SECOND BOOST PHASE
5 STAGE SEPARATION
6 UPPER STAGE BURN
7 VEHICLE SEPARATION
8 COAST
9 CLV ORBIT CIRCULARIZATION
COMMENTS
CORE AND BOOSTER ENGINES;
IGNITION AND THRUST BUILDUP
CORE (2) AND PROPULSION MODULE (4)
ENGINE OPERATION
CORE ENGINES CONTINUED OPERATION
IGNITION, BURN AND SHUTDOWN
CLV-CORE TANK SEPARATION
PERIGEE TO APOGEE TRANSIT TIME
INCLUDES IGNITION, OPERATION AND
SHUTDOWN






















RRST SOLID SET JETTISON
FOURTH BOOST PHASE








TWO THIRDS OF SOLIDS AND FIRST
STAGE; INCLUDES IGNITION AND
BURN OF ALL
FIRST STAGE LIQUIDS ONLY
FIRST STAGE LIQUIDS AND LAST THIRD
OF SOLIDS
FIRST STAGE LIQUIDS ONLY
INCLUDES IGNITION AND BURN TIME
TANK-UPPER STAGE SEPARATION;
INCLUDES SUSTAINER SHUTDOWN
INCLUDES IGNITION, OPERATION AND
SHUTDOWN
UPPER STAGE-PAYLOAD SEPARATION

















UPPER STAGE FIRST BURN
COAST
UPPER STAGE SECOND BURN
PAYLOAD SEPARATION
CORE AND BOOSTER ENGINES;
IGNITION AND THRUST BUILDUP
CORE (2) AND PROPULSION MODULE (4)
ENGINE OPERATION
CORE ENGINES CONTINUED OPERATION
IGNITION, BURN AND SHUTDOWN
PERIGEE TO APOGEE TRANSIT TIME
IGNITION, OPERATION AND SHUTDOWN






2 RRST BOOST PHASE
3 PROPULSION MODULE SEP
4 SECOND BOOST PHASE
5 STAGE '_EPA-RATION
6 UPPER S"TA-GE BURN
7 VEHICLE/CRV SEPARATION
8 COAST
9 CRV ORBIT C!RCULARIZATION
CORE AND BOOSTER ENGINES;
IGNITION AND THRUST BUILDUP
CORE (2) AND PROPULSION MODULE (4)
ENGINE OPERATION
CORE ENGINES CONTINUED OPERATION
IGNITION, BURN AND SHUTDOWN
CRV-CORE TANK SEPARATION
PERIGEE TO APOGEE TRANSIT TIME
IGNITION, OPERATION AND SHUTDOWN














CORE AND BOOSTER ENGINES;
IGNITION AND THRUST BUILDUP
CORE (2) AND PROPULSION MODULE (4)
ENGINE OPERATION
CORE ENGINES CONTINUED OPERATION
PARALLEL WITH CORE ENGINE
OPERATION






2 FIRST BOOST PHASE
3 PROPULSION MODULE SEP
4 SECOND BOOST PHASE
=5 o._Yj_OL_E/¢T[__s_pARAT!ON
7 COAST
8 CTF ORBIT CIRCULARIZATION
COMMENTS
CORE AND BOOSTER ENGINES;
IGNITION AND THRUST BUILDUP
CORE (2) AND PROPULSION MODULE (4)
ENGINE OPERATION
CORE ENGINES CONTINUED OPERATION
CTF-CORE TANK SEPARATION
PERIGEE TO APOGEE TRANSIT TIME
INCLUDES IGNITION, OPERATION AND
SHUTDOWN
Figure B.1.9.2-10.- MLS-X/CTF ascent success tree.
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N Z REIGNITE & _ TO BASE
CATA_..__ N / REUNITE. REVERSE FUGHT PLAN, RETURN TO BASE
, ._ CATASlI:_OPHIC _ PJE]OMT1E.REVERSE FLIGHT PLAN
u/ _ N/& I_=TU_. TO BASE
° / \es
COAST TO 7 REGIME. REIGNnTE,
_ RE'VERSE FLIGHT PLAN & RETDIqN TO bA_JE















FROM STANDSTILL TO MACH 3
INCLUDES TRANSITION FROM INITIAL TO
RAMJET MODE
INCLUDES TRANSITION FROM RAMJET
TO SCRAMJET MODE
INCLUDES SCRAM JET SHUTDOWN,
ROCKET IGNITION, BURN &
SHUTDOWN
INCLUDES IGNITION, BURN, AND
SHUTDOWN





2 FIRST BOOST PHASE
3 VEHICLE SEPARATION
4 SHROUDJETTISON
5 UPPER STAGE FIRST BURN
6 COAST ............








INCLUDES IGNITION, OPERATION AND
SHUTDOWN i_:- ...... '
PERIGEE TO APOGEE TRANSIT TIME
INCLUDES IGNITION, OPERATION AND
SHUTDOWN
UPPER STAGE-PAYLOAD SEPARATION




2 FIRST BOOST PHASE
3 PROPULSION MODULE SEP
4 SECOND BOOST PHASE
5 " SHROUD JETTISON
6 PAYLOAD SEPARATION
COMMENTS
CORE & BOOSTER IGNITION AND
THRUST BUILD UP
CORE (2) AND PROPULSION MODULE (4)
ENGINE OPERATION
CORE ENGINES CONTINUED OPERATION




2 FIRST BOOST PHASE
3 PROPULSI_ _oDULE SEP
4 SECOND BOOST PHASE
5 SHROUD JETTISON
6 VEHICLE SEPARATION
7 UPPER STAGE FIRST BURN
8 COAST
9 UPPER STAGE SECOND BURN
10 PAYLOAD SEPARATION
COMMENTS
CORE & BOOSTER IGNITION AND
THRUST BUILD UP
CORE (2) AND PROPULSION MODULE (4)
ENGINE OPERATION
CORE ENGINES CONTINUED OPERATION
INCLUDES CORE ENGINE SHUTDOWN
PERIGEE TO. APOGEE TRANSIT TIME
INCLUDES IGNITION, OPERATION AND
SHUTDOWN














CORE & BOOSTER IGNITION AND
THRUST BUILD UP
CORE (2) AND PROPULSION MODULE (4)
ENGINE OPERATION
CORE ENGINES CONTINUED OPERATION
ORBIT CIRCULARIZATION


























IGNITION AND THRUST BUILDUP - 2 ENG
IGNITION AND LIFTOFF
PARALLEL BURN TIME TO SRB TAILOFF
THROUGH MECO
POST SRM SEPARATION
INCLUDES IGNITION, BURN & CUTOFF
Figure B.1.9.2-16.- NLS-HL ascent success tree.
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CATAS'rI_°I_C





















IGNITION AND THRUST BUILDUP - 2 ENG
IGNITION AND LIFTOFF
PARALLEL BURN TIME TO SRB TAILOFF
THROUGH MECO
INCLUDES IGNITION, BURN & CUTOFF





















IGNITION AND THRUST BUILDUP - 2 ENG
IGNITION AND LIFTOFF
PARALLEL BURN TIME TO SRB TAILOFF
THROUGH MECO
POST SRM SEPARATION
INCLUDES IGNITION, BURN & CUTOFF















CORE AND BOOSTER ENGINES;
IGNITION AND THRUST BUILDUP
CORE (2) AND PROPULSION MODULE (4)
ENGINE OPERATION
CORE ENGINES CONTINUED OPERATION
IGNITION, BURN AND SHUTDOWN
RPC-CORE TANK SEPARATION
PERIGEE TO APOGEE TRANSIT TIME
INCLUDES IGNITION, OPERATION AND
SHUTDOWN




2 FIRST BOOST PHASE
3 PROPULSION MODULE SEP
4 SECOND BOOST PHASE
5 VEHICLE/RPC SEPARATION
6 RPC FIRST BURN
7 COAST
8 RPC ORBIT CIRCULAR1ZATION
COMMENTS
CORE AND BOOSTER ENGINES;
IGNITION AND THRUST BUILDUP
CORE (2) AND PROPULSION MODULE (4)
ENGINE OPERATION
CORE ENGINES CONTINUED OPERATION
RPC-CORE TANK SEPARATION
PERIGEE TO APOGEE TRANSIT TIME
INCLUDES IGNITION, OPERATION AND
SHUTDOWN















STAGE 0 AND CORE IGNITION
STAGE 0 AND CORE BOOST PHASE
LRB SEPARATION
STAGE 1 BURN PHASE
STAGING





LIQUID BOOSTER AND CORE IGNITION
AND THRUST BUILD UP; 6 ENGINES
PER BOOSTER
2 ENGINES PER BOOSTER; INCLUDES
BOOSTER ENGINE CUT OFF; NO
ENGINE OUT
JETTISON OF LRB TANKS
CORE BURN
INCLUDES SHUTDOWN, SEP, & IGNITION
SINGLE ENGINE; IGNITION AND BURN
RPC 2-ENGINE OMS; NO ENGINE OUT




















CORE & BOOSTER IGNITION AND
THRUST BUILD UP
CORE (2) AND PROPULSION MODULE (4)
ENGINE OPERATION




INCLUDES IGNITION, OPERATION AND
SHUTDOWN
PERIGEE TO APOGEE TRANSIT TIME
INCLUDES IGNITION, OPERATION AND
SHUTDOWN























2 LIQUID ENGINE CORE IGNITION AND
THRUST BUILD UP
TEN SOLIDS IGNITION AND BURN WITH
LIQUID CORE. SOLIDS ARE BURNED
IN A STAGGERED MODE WITH
SlGNIRCANT OVERLAP; FIRST 4,
THEN 2, THEN 2, THEN 2.
JETTISON ALL SOLID CASES
2 LIQUID ENG
DROP OFF FIRST STAGE
SINGLE ENGINE OPERATION
RUPC 2-ENGINE OMS
Figure B.1.9.2-23.- RUPC/TITAN II + GEMs ascent success tree.
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E)
_ CATAS'tTtOPHIC :< OUT OF ORBI't_R AND OFF PAD N .GO TO SHUTTLE
LOSSO_CREW _ CATAS_O_,C/Aso_r _s


















IGNITION AND THRUST BUILDUP
IGNITION AND LIFTOFF
PARALLEL BURN TIME TO SRB TAILOFF
THROUGH MECO
INCLUDES IGNITION, BURN & CUTOFF.
IF UNSUCCESSFUL, AND
NON-CATASTROPHIC, GO TO
DESCENT PHASE. NO ENGINE OUT
FOR ORBIT INSERTION
Figure B.1.9.2-24.- Shuttle ascent success tree.
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_BRANCH I ,EMERGENCY EGRESS 7 NORM_EGREILS, NOLOGSES, MISSION DELAYED
CATASTROPHIC. NO





Figure B.1.9.2-25.- Shuttle abort success tree.
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LN_X_OES_LN.
L048 OF CREW N_D ORBITER
CATASTROPHIC CONTINUE WITH MIBSiON,
(_ GO TO J068 SUCCESS TREEPRIMARY RC8
Q GO TO DESCENT SUCCESS TREE
Figure B.1.9.2-25.- Shuttle abort success tree (Concluded).
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®PROBABIL|TY OF GE'r'RNO
._ CATASTFIOPHIC _ OUT Of: ORBITER ANO OFF PAD
LOSS OF"CREW
N .GO TO SHUTTLE
/ABORT TREE












IGNITION AND THRUST BUILDUP
IGNITION AND THRUST BUILD UP WITH
LIFTOFF; 4 ENGINES PER BOOSTER
WITH ENGINE OUT; SSME'S
OPERATING
SSME AND STME PARALLEL BURN
THROUGH BOOSTER ENGINE CUT
OFF
THREE SSME OPERATION THROUGH
SHUT DOWN ; ABORT OPTIONS SAME
AS SHUTTLE
INCLUDES IGNITION, BURN & CUTOFF.
IF UNSUCCESSFUL, AND
NON-CATASTROPHIC, GO TO
DESCENT PHASE. NO ENGINE OUT
FOR ORBIT INSERTION.























INCLUDES IGNITION, BURN & CUTOFF













STAGE 2 BURN PHASE
PAYLOAD SEPARATION
.¢..O.MMEU_
LIQUID ENGINES - CORE VEHICLE
INCLUDES SHUTDOWN, SEP, & IGNITION
Figure B.1.9.2-28.- Titan II ascent success tree.
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® ,\ u/
1 STAGE 0 IGNITION
2 STAGE 0 BURN
3 STAGE 1 IGNITION
4 JETTISON OF SOLIDS
5 FIRST STAGE BURN
6 STAGING
7 STAGE 2 BURN PHASE
8 SHROUD SEPARATION_ '=
9 UPPER STAGE FIRST BURN
10 COAST




LIQUID ENGINES - CORE VEHICLE
INCLUDES SHUTDOWN, SEP, & IGNITION
....... PARALLEL TO 6



















STAGE 1 BURN PHASE
SHROUD JETTISON
STAGING
STAGE 2 BURN PHASE
2ND STAGE SEPARATION
UPPER STAGE FIRST BURN
11 UPPER STAGE COAST




LIQUID ENGINES - CORE VEHICLE
INCLUDES IGNITION, OPERATION AND
SHUTDOWN
INCLUDES IGNITION, OPERATION AND
SHUTDOWN






























TPS AND ACS RELIABILITY
AERO SURFACES AND CONTROL LOOP
AIR-BREATHING ENGINES
RE'FRO ROCKETS, STRUTS, LANDING
GEAR, AIR BAGS, ETC
CONTINGENCY SUBROUTINE USES LARGEST RCS ENGINE FOR DEORBIT BURN
CONSIDERATION NEEDS TO BE GIVEN TO ECLSS, AVIONICS. POWER. AND HYDRAULICS. IF
ANY, DURING ME ENTIRE DESCENT PROFILE.
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3 ESTABLISH HARD INTERFACE
4 ESTABLISH PRESSURIZED INTERFACE
5 RELEASE PRESSURIZED INTERFACE



















IF JOB IS UNSUCCESSFUL, JOB IS LOST. IF MORE JOBS, THEY ARE ATTEMPTED. IF NOT,
SYSTEM GOES TO DESCENT PHASE, IF APPLICABLE. PERSONNEL LOST DURING THIS
PHASE IS NOT A HIGH PROBABILITY AND HAS BEEN DISCOUNTED. ALSO, ALL SYSTEMS
SHOULD EXHIBIT SAME PROBABILITY, SO IT IS NOT A DISCRIMINATOR.







































IF JOB IS UNSUCCESSFUL, JOB IS LOST. IF MORE JOBS, THEY ARE ATTEMPTED. IF NOT,
SYSTEM GOES TO DESCENT PHASE, IF APPLICABLE PERSONNEL LO_DURING THIS
PHASE IS NOT A HIGH PROBABILITY AND HAS BEEN DISCOUNTED. ALSO, ALL SYSTEMS
SHOULD EXHIBIT SAME PROBABILITY, SO IT IS NOT A DISCRIMINATOR.








3 ESTABLISH HARD INTERFACE
4 ESTABLISH PRESSURIZED INTERFACE
5 RELEASE PRESSURIZED INTERFACE




















IF JOB IS UNSUCCESSFUL, JOB IS LOST. IF MORE JOBS, THEY ARE ATTEMPTED. IF NOT,
SYSTEM GOES TO DESCENT PHASE, IF APPLICABLE. PERSONNEL LOST DURING THIS
PHASE IS NOT A HIGH PROBABILITY AND HAS BEEN DISCOUNTED. ALSO, ALL SYSTEMS
SHOULD EXHIBIT SAME PROBABILITY, SO IT IS NOT A DISCRIMINATOR.
Figure B.1.9.2-32.- On orbit success tree (Concluded).
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B.1.9.3 PMS Flight Phase Equations
Tables B.1.9.3-1 through B.1.9.3-2 show the equations used to generate the PMS values
for each flight phase of each system. The flight phases correspond to the success trees
shown. Table B.1.9.3-1 defines the equation constants and shows the values used.
These are based on historical values.
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Reliability of avionics/electronics of total launch system
RL 0.9977 Reliability of liquid engines
RMS 0.99835 Reliability of monolithic solid engines
RRAM 0.9999 Reliability of ramjet engines
RS1 0.9847 Reliability of stage I propulsion hardware
RS2 0.9847 Reliability of stage 2 propulsion hardware
RSA 0.9999 Reliability of booster stage avionics/electronics
RSS 0.99213 Reliability of segmented solid engines
RSU 0.9847 Reliability of upper stage
RTF 0.9999 Reliability of turbofan engines
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TABLE B.1.9.3-2.-PMS FLIGHT PHASE EQUATIONS (CONTINUED)
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B.I.10 GROUND OPERABILITY ALTERNATE ATrRIBUTE
During the course of the study, an attempt was made to develop a more comprehensive
attribute model to describe operability of transportation systems. This was intended to
either supplement or replace the Launch Schedule Confidence attribute. Unfortunately,
this work was developed too late to be used for the study evaluations. It may be of use
for future work and the data has been included here. This model has been developed
for KSC by Lockheed (LSOC).
The model is composed of ten complexity factors. These are assessed on either the
architecture, system, or element level:
Architecture Level
(1) Number of Flights - total number of flights in the architecture.
(2) System Commonality - ratio of common types flight elements to total types of
flight elements.
System Level
(3) Number of Elements - total number of significant flight elements in a launch
system.
(4) Crew Rating - rating that distinguishes between launch systems with or without
crews.
(5) Processing Concept - rating that distinguishes between the launch site processing
concepts such as Integrate on Pad (IOP), Integrate/Transfer/Launch (ITL) and
mixed (ITL/IOP).
(6) Number of Fluids - number of fluids for a launch system.
(7) Reliability - predicted level of unscheduled system maintenance (different from
PMS).
Element Level
(8) Expendable/Recoverable Hardware - rating that distinguishes between
recoverable/refurbishable and expendable flight hardware.
(9) Propellant Type - rating of the type of propellant used by a flight element.
(10) Number of Significant Components - total number of significant components in a
flight element.
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Eachof these factors has a utility curve and a weighting associated with it used to
normalize the data so that it can be combined into a single Figure of Merit (FOM) for the
architecture. A higher FOM is considered to be better. The utility curves and weighting
factors were determined by a team of launch site engineers with operations experience
in ground processing through the application of engineering judgment. The weighting
factors are as follows:
Number of Flights



















Because the model was developed later in the study, neither the data nor the model
itself, including the utility curves and the weightings, has been thoroughly reviewed by
the NIT.
B.1.10.1 System Ground Operability Data
Table B.1.10.1 includes data concerning system and element level assessments of each
launch system. The system level data includes:
• System FOM - a composite figure of merit for the system and element level data.
• Elements - the number of significant elements in the system and the utility value
associated with it. A smaller number of elements is considered better.
• Crew Rating - 1.0 for standard missions not requiring a crew, 0.5 for high value
missions not requiring a crew, 0.1 for missions requiring a crew.
• Processing Concept Rating - 1.0 for ITL, 0.5 for ITL/IOP, 0.1 for IOP.
• Fluids - the number of fluids in the system and the utility value associated with it. A
smaller number of fluids is considered better.
• Reliability - the predicted level of unscheduled system maintenance and the utility
value associated with it. A higher reliability is considered better.
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The element level data is assessed on each significant flight element in the system. A
system level value is calculated by normalizing the element values with a utility curve
and then averaging. The element level data includes:
• Expendable/Recoverable Rating - 1.0 for expendable, 0.5 for reusable.
Propellant Type Rating - 0 for no propellant, 1 for solid, 2 for hyper mono, 3 for
solid/storable, 4 for hyper biprop, 5 for solid cryo, 6 for storable cryo, 7 for cryo-
cryo, 8 for others. A lower rating is considered better.
• Significant Components - the number of significant components of the element. A
smaller number of components is considered better.
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TABLE B.I.10.1.- SYSTEMS GROUND OPERABILITY DATA SUMMARY
o
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TABLE B. 1.10.1 .- SYSTEMS GROUND OPERABILITY DATA SUMMARY
(CONTINUED)
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TABLE B.1.10.1.-SYSTEMSGROUND OPERABILITY DATA SUMMARY
(CONTINUED)
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TABLE B.1.10.1.-SYSTEMSGROUND OPERABILITY DATA SUMMARY
(CONCLUDED)
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B.1.10.2 Architecture Ground Operability Data
Tables B.1.10.2-1 through B.1.10.2-6 include data for each of the architectures by "If"
Scenario. The data includes:
• Architecture FOM - the figure of merit, or score, for the architecture.
• Flights - the total number of flights in the architecture and the utility value
associated with it. A smaller number of flights is considered better.
• System Commonality - the system commonality ratio and the utility value associated
with it. Higher ratios are considered better.
A list of each system in the architecture is also included. It shows the number of flights
of the system, the system's figure of merit, and the contribution of the system's figure of
merit to the total architecture figure of merit. The contribution is based on the number
of flights and the weighting factors.
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TABLE B.1.10.2-1.- ARCHITECTURE GROUND OPERABILITY DATA SUMMARY
























System Flights System_ I Rel Val
Atlas E 2 0.7908 0.0017
Atlas I 4 0.7925 0.0034
Atlas IIAS 88 0.7889 0.0737
Delta II 192 0.7678 0.1544
Shuttle 76 0.6149 0.0431
Titan lI 42 0.8459 0.0389
Titan lII 1 0.8423 0.0009
Titan IV 142 0.8371 0.1295
Titan IV/Centaur 98 0.7427 0.0750
Atlas E 2 0.7908 0.0017
Atlas I 4 0.7925 0.0034
Arias IIAS 30 0.7889 0.0251
Arias Evolution 58 0.7900 0.0486
Delta II 192 0.7678 0.1544
Shuttle 26 0.6149 0.0147
Shuttle Evolution 50 0.6295 0.0295
Titan II 42 0.8459 0,0389
Titan III 1 0.8423 0.0009
Titan IV 42 0.8371 0.0383
Titan IV/Camtaur 24 0.7427 0.0184
Titan Evolution 100 0.7583 0.0790
Titan Evol/Centaur 74 0.7583 0.0584
Arias E 2 0.7908 0.0017
Atlas I 4 0.7925 0.0034
Atlas IIAS 43 0.7889 0,0866
Delta II I92 0.7678 0.1569
NLS-20 64 0.8836 0.0640
NLS-50 78 0.8719 0.0765
NLS-50/AUS 73 0.8609 0.0703
NLS-HL 10 0.7696 0.0082
Shuttle 76 0.6149 0.0438
Titan 1I 23 0.8459 0.0216
Titan III 1 0.8423 0.0009
Titan IV 44 0_8371 0.0408
Titan W/Centaur 25 0.7427 0.0194
Arias E 2 0.7908 0.0017
Atlas I 4 0.7925 0.0034
Arias IIAS 43 0.7889 0.0366
Delta II 192 0.7678 0.1569
NLS-20 64 0.8836 0.0640
NLS-50 78 0.8719 0.0765
NLS-50/AUS 73 0.8609 0.0703
NLS-HL 10 0.7696 0.0082
Shuttle 76 0.6149 0.0438
Titan lI 23 0.8459 0.0216
Titan III 1 0.8423 0.0009
Titan IV 44 0.8371 0.0408
Titan IV/Centaur 25 0.7427 0.0194
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TABLE B.I.10.2-1.-ARCHITECTURE GROUND OPERABILITY DATA SUMMARY
FOR IF SCENARIO A (CONTINUED)
Architecture Level System[Element Level
Arch Flights Sys Commonality FOM
Arch FOM .... # [ Value Ratio [ Value System Rights System [ Rel Val
5A 0.6901 635 0.8785 0.667 0.2967
6A 0.6868 687 0.8317
7A 0.6837 635 0.8785




Arias E 2 0.7908 0.0017
Atlas I 4 0.7925 0.0034
Arias [IAS 88 0.7889 0.0748
CLV/MLS-HL 50 0.6811 0.(3340
Delta II 192 0.7678 0.1569
MLS-HL 75 0.7860 0.0634
MI_.S-X 86 0.8719 0.0844
Shuttle 26 0.6149 0.0150
Titan II 42 0.8459 0.0395
Titan III I 0.8423 0.0009
Titan IV 44 0.8,371 0.0408
Titan W/Centaur 25 0.7427 0.0194
Atlas E 2 0.7908 0.0016
Atlas I 4 0.7925 0.0032
Atlas IIAS 88 0.7889 0.0692
Delta II 192 0.7678 0.1450
MLS-HL 75 0.7860 0.0586
MLS-HL/CRV 52 0.7407 0.0372
MLS-X 86 0.8719 0.0780
RPC/MI..%X 52 0.6707 0.0319
Shuttle 24 0.6149 0.0128
Titan II 42 0.8459 0.0365
Titan III 1 0.8423 0.0009
Titan IV 44 0.8371 0.0377
_tan IV Centaur 25 0.7427 0.0180
Atlas E 2 0.7908 0.0017
IAtlas I 4 0.7925 0.0034
Atlas IIAS 88 0,7889 0.0748
Delta I[ 192 0.7678 0.1569
MLS-HL 75 0,7860 0.0634
MLS-X 86 0.8719 0.0844
RPC/MI.S-HL/LRV 50 0,6511 0.0317
Shuttle 26 0.6149 0.0150
Titan II 42 0,8459 0.0395
Titan lIl 1 0,8423 0.0009
Titan IV 44 0,8371 0.0408
Titan Iv Centaur 25 0.7427 0.0194
Arias E 2 0.7908 0.0017
Atlas I 4 0.7925 O.(KB4
Arias IIAS 67 0.7889 0.0561
Delta II 101 0.7678 0.0812
Shut fie 24 0.6149 0.0136
SSTO I91 0.5947 0.1024
Titan II 15 0.8459 0.0139
Titan IIl 1 0.8423 0.0009
Titan IV 142 0.8371 0.1295
Titan Iv/Centaur 98 0.7427 0.0750
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TABLE B.1.10.2-1.- ARCHITECTURE GROUND OPERABILITY DATA SUMMARY






















System Flights S_,stem [ Rel Val
Arias E 2 0.7908 0.0017
Atlas I 4 0.7925 0.0034
Arias IIAS 88 0.7889 0.0748
Delta II 192 0.7678 0.1569
NLS-50 78 0.8719 0,0765
NLS-50/AUS 73 0.8609 0.0703
NLS-HL 10 0.7696 0.0082
Shuttle 76 0.6149 0.0438
Titan II 42 0.8459 0.0395
Titan III 1 0.8423 0.0009
Titan IV 44 0.8371 0.0408
Titan W/Centaur 25 0.7427 0.0194
Arias E 2 0.7908 0.0017
Atlas I 4 0.7925 0.0034
Arias IIAS 88 0.7889 0.0748
Delta II 192 0.7678 0.1569
NLS-50 78 0.8719 0.0765
NLS-50/AUS 73 0.8609 0.0703
NLS-HL i0 0.7696 0.0082
Shuttle 76 0.6149 0.0438
Titan II 42 0.8459 0.0395
Titan Ill 1 0.8423 0.0009
Titan W 44 0.8371 0.0408
TitanW/Centaur 25 0.7427 0.0194
Arias E 2 0.7908 0.0017
Atlas I 4 0.7925 0.0034
Arias IIAS 88 0.7889 0.0748
Delta II 192 0.7678 0.1569
NLS-50 78 0.8719 0.0765
NLS-50/AUS 73 0.8609 0.0703
NLS-HL 10 0.7696 0.0082
Shuttle 76 0.6149 0.0438
Titan II 42 0.8459 0.0395
Titan Ill 1 0.8423 0.0009
Titan IV 44 0.8371 0.0408
Titan IV/Centaur 25 0.7427 0.0194
Arias E 2 0.7908 0.0017
Atlas I 4 0.7925 0.0034
Arias IIAS 88 0.7889 0.0737
Delta H 192 0.7678 0.1544
Shuttle 76 0.6149 0.0431
Titan II 42 0.8459 0.0389
Titan Ill 1 0.8423 0.0009
Titan IV 142 0.8371 0.1295
Titan Iv Centaur 98 0.7427 0.0750
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TABLE B.1.10.2-1.- ARCHITECTURE GROUND OPERABILITY DATA SUMMARY





















System Flights System I Rel Val
AMSC 42 0.6983 0.0290
Arias E 2 0.7908 0.0017
Atlas I 4 0.7925 0.0303
Arias IIAS 88 0.7889 0.0730
Delta II 192 0.7678 0.1530
Shuttle 40 0.6149 0.0_.5
Titan II 42 0.8459 0.0385
Titan Ill I 0.8423 0.0009
Titan IV 142 0.8371 0.1283
Titan IV/Centaur 98 0.7427 0.0743
Arias E 2 0.7908 0.0015
Atlas I 4 0.7925 0.0030
Arias IIAS 88 0.7889 0.0657
Delta lI 192 0.7678 0.1378
RUPC/Titan II 63 0.6920 0.0386
Shuttle 28 0.6149 0.0142
Titan II 42 0.8459 0.(1347
Titan 1II I 0.8423 0.0008
Titan IV 142 0.8371 0.1155
Titan W/Centaur 98 0.7427 0.0669
T_tan IV/CTF 21 0.7326 0.0140
Titan WICTF/LRV 42 0.7042 0.0264
iAtlas E 2 0.7908 0.0017
Atlas I 4 0.7925 0.0034
Arias IIAS 72 0.7889 0.0603
Beta II 138 0.6244 0.0803
Delta II 126 0.7678 0.1013
Shuttle 39 0.6149 0.0221
Titan lI 23 0.8459 0.0213
Titan Ill 1 0.8423 0.0009
Titan IV 142 0.8371 0.1295
Titan IV/Centaur 98 0.7427 0.0750
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TABLE B.1.10.2-2.- ARCHITECTURE GROUND OPERABILITY DATA SUMMARY
FOR IF SCENARIO B
Architecture Level System/Element Level
Arch Fli _h ts Sy.s Commonality FOM
Arch FOM # [ Value Ratio [ Value System Flights System [ Rel Val











Arias E 2 0.7908 0.0015
Atlas I 4 0.7925 0.0030
Arias IIAS 88 0.7889 0.0663
Delta II 192 0.7678 0.1389
Shuttle 148 0.6149 0.0755
Titan II 42 0.8459 0.0350
Titan III 1 0.8423 0.0008
Titan IV 142 0.8371 0.1165
Titan W/Centaur 98 0.7427 0.0675
Atlas E 2 0.7908 0.0015
Atlas I 4 0.7925 0.0031
Arias IIAS 30 0.7889 0.0228
Atlas Evolution 58 0.7900 0.0443
lDelta II 192 0.7678 0.1405
Shuttle 63 0.6149 0.0325
Shuttle Evolution 77 0.6295 0.0413
Titan II 42 0.8459 0.0354
Titan III 1 0.8423 0.0008
Titan IV 42 0.8371 0.0348
Titan IV Centaur 24 0.7427 0.0167
Titan Evolurion 100 0.7583 0.0718
Titan Evol/Ce_taur 74 0.7583 0.0532
Arias E 2 0.7908 0.0015
Atlas I 4 0.7925 0.0031
Arias IIAS 43 0.7889 0.0328
Delta II 192 0.7678 0.1409
NLS-20 64 0.8836 0.0575
NLS-50 78 0.8719 0.0687
NLS-50/AUS 73 0.8609 0.0632
NLS-HL 10 0.7696 0.0074
Shuttle 148 0.6149 0.0766
Titan II 23 0.8459 0.0194
Titan III 1 0.8423 0.00(_
Titan IV 44 0.8371 0.0366
Titan IV/Camtaur 25 0.7427 0.0175
Atlas E 2 0.7908 0.0015
Arias I 4 0.7925 0.0031
Arias I1AS 43 0.7889 0.0028
Delta lI 192 0.7678 0.1409
NLS-20 64 0.8836 0.0575
NLS-50 78 0.8719 0.0687
NLS-50/AUS 73 0.8609 0.0632
NLS-HL 10 0.7696 0.0074
Shuttle 148 0.6149 0.0766
Titan II 23 0.8459 0.0194
Titan III 1 0.8423 0.0006
Titan IV 44 0.8371 0.0366
Titan W/Centaur 25 0.7427 0.0175
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TABLE B.1.10.2-2.- ARCHITECTURE GROUND OPERABILITY DATA SUMMARY










Flights J Sys Commonality
# ] Value ] Ratio [ Value









System Flights System I Rel Val
Arias E 2 0.7908 0.0014
Atlas I 4 0.7925 0.0029
Arias IIAS 88 0.7889 0.0624
CLV/MLS-HL 136 0.6811 0.0772
Delta lI 192 0.7678 0.1309
MLS-HL 75 0.7860 0.0529
MLS-X 86 0.8719 0.0704
Shuttle 66 0.6149 0.(]017
Titan II 42 0.8459 0.0829
TitanIII I 0.8423 0.0008
Titan IV 44 0.8371 0.0340
Titan W/Centaur 25 0.7427 0.0162
Arias E 2 0.7908 0.0013
Atlas I 4 0.7925 0.0026
Arias IIAS 88 0.7889 0.0575
Delta II 192 0.7678 0.1206
MLS-HL 75 0.7860 0.0488
MLS-HL/CRV 1(12 0.7407 0.0607
MLS-X 86 0.8719 0.0649
RPC/MLS-X 102 0.6707 0.0521
Shuttle 63 0.6149 0.0279
Titan II 42 0.8459 0.0803
Titan III I 0.8423 0.0007
Titan IV 44 0.8371 0.0813
!Titan W/Centaur 25 0.7427 0.0149
Arias E 2 0.7908 0.0013
Atlas I 4 0.7925 0.0027
Arias IIAS 88 0.7889 0.0591
Delta II 192 0.7678 0.1239
MLS-HL 75 "0.7860 0.0501
MLS-X 86 0.8719 0.0666
RPC/MLS-HL/LRV 180 0.6511 0.0900
Shuttle 65 0.6149 0.0296
Titan II 42 0.8459 0.0812
Titan III I 0.8423 0.0007
Titan IV 44 0.8371 0.(B22
Titan IV Centaur 25 0.7427 0.0153
Arias E 2 0.7908 0.0013
Atlas I 4 0.7925 0.(3026
Arias IIAS 70 0.7889 0.0454
Delta II 105 0.7678 0.0654
Shuttle 66 0.6149 0.0290
SSTO 330 0.5947 0.1369
Titan II 15 0.8459 0.0107
Titan III 1 0.8423 0.0007
Titan IV 142 0.8371 0.1003
Titan IV/Centaur 98 0.7427 0.0581
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TABLE B.1.10.2-2.- ARCHITECTURE GROUND OPERABILITY DATA SUMMARY
FOR IF SCENARIO B (CONTINUED)
Architecture Level
Arch Flights Sys Co mmonalib/
Arch FOM # | Value Ratio ]., Value System













Atlas E 2 0.7908 0.0015
Atlas I 4 0.7925 0.0031
Atlas IIAS 88 0.7889 0.0672
Delta lI 192 0.7678 0.1409
NLS-50 78 0.8719 0.0687
NLS-50/AUS 73 0.8609 0.0632
NLS-HL 10 0.7696 0.(i/74
Shuttle 148 0.6149 0.0766
Titan II 42 0.8459 0.0355
Titan llI I 0.8423 0.0008
Titan IV 44 0.8371 0.0366
Titan W/Centaur 25 0.7427 0.0175
Atlas E 2 0.7908 0.0015
Arias I 4 0.7925 0.0031
Atlas IIAS 88 0.7889 0.0672
Delta II 192 0.7678 0.1409
NLS-50 78 0.8719 0.0687
NLS-50/AUS 73 0.8609 0.0632
NLS-HL 10 0.7696 0.0074
Shuttle 148 0.6149 0.0766
Titan lI 42 0.8459 0.0355
Titan IIl 1 0.8423 0,0008
Titan IV 44 0.8371 0.0366
Titan W/Centaur 25 0.7427 0.0175
Atlas E 2 0.7908 0.0015
Atlas I 4 0.7925 0.0031
Atlas IIAS 88 0.7889 0.0672
iDelta H 192 0.7678 0.1409
NLS-50 78 0.8719 0.0687
NLS-50/AUS 73 0.8609 0.0632
NLS-HL 10 0.7696 0.0074
Shuttle 148 0.6149 0.0766
Titan II 42 0.8459 (10355
Titan Ill 1 0.8423 0.0008
Titan IV 44 0.8371 0.0066
Titan Iv Centaur 25 0.7427 0.0175
Atlas E 2 0.7908 0.0015
Atlas I 4 0.7925 0.0030
Atlas IIAS 88 0.7889 0.0663
Delta II 192 0.7678 0.1389
Shuttle 148 0.6149 0.0755
Titan II 42 0.8459 0.0350
Titan III 1 0.8423 0.0008
Titan IV 142 0.8371 0.1165
Titan IV Centaur 98 0.7427 0.0675
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TABLE B.1.10.2-2.- ARCHITECTURE GROUND OPERAB_ITY DATA SUMMARY



















System Flights: System I Rel Val
AMSC 285 0.6983 0.1358
Arias E 2 0.7908 0.0011
Atlas I 4 0.7925 0.0023
Arias IIAS 88 0.7889 0.0504
Delta II 192 0.7678 0.1056
Shuttle 89 0.6149 0.0345
Titan lI 42 0.8459 0.0266
Titan Ill 1 0.8423 0.0006
Titan IV 142 0.8371 0.0886
Titan IV Centaur 98 0.7427 0.0513
Atlas E 2 0.7908 0.0011
Atlas I 4 0.7925 0.(_23
Arias IIAS 88 0.7889 0,0500
Delta H 192 0.7678 0.1047
RUPC/Titan II 158 0.6920 0.0736
Shuttle 66 0.6149 0.0254
Titan lI 42 0.8459 0.0264
Titan III 1 0.8423 0.0006
Titan IV 142 0.8371 0.0878
Titan Iv Centaur 98 0.7427 0,0509
_tan IV/CTF 24 0.7326 0.O122
Titan W/CTF/LRV 134 0.7042 0.0641
Arias E 2 0.7908 0.0014
Atlas I 4 0.7925 0.0029
sLrias IIAS 7"3 0.7889 0.0621
Beta II 211 0.6244 0.1046
Delta II 127 0.7678 0.0870
Shuttle 76 0.6149 0.0367
Titan II 23 0.8459 0.0181
Titan III 1 0.8423 0.0008
Titan W 142 0.8371 0.1103
Titan IV Centaur 98 0.7427 0.{_x_9
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TABLE B.1.10.2-3.- ARCHITECTURE GROUND OPERABILITY DATA SUMMARY
























System Flights System I Rel Val
Atlas E 2 0.7908 0.0012
Atlas I 4 0.7925 0.0025
Atlas IIAS 88 0.7889 0.0547
Delta II 192 0.7678 0.1146
Shuttle 300 0.6149 0.1263
Titan II 42 0.8459 0.0288
Titan Ill 1 0.8423 0.0007
Titan IV 142 0.8371 0.0961
Titan W/Centaur 98 0.7427 0.0557
Atlas E 2 0.7908 0.0012
Atlas I 4 0.7925 0.0024
Atlas IIAS 30 0.7889 0.0181
Atlas Evolution 58 0.7900 0.0350
Delta II 192 0.7678 0.1112
RCV 83 0.6752 0.0395
Shuttle 97 0.6149 0.0396
Shuttle Evolution 147 0.6295 0.0624
Titan II 42 0.8459 0.(]280
Titan III 1 0.8423 0.0507
Titan IV 42 0.8371 0.0276
Titan W/Centaur 24 0.7427 0.0132
Titan Evolution 100 0.7583 0.0568
Titan Evol/Cantaur 74 0.7583 0.0421
Atlas E 2 0.7908 0.0012
Atlas I 4 0.7925 0.0024
Atlas IIAS 43 0.7889 0.0251
Delta II 192 0.7678 0.1077
NLS-20 64 0.8836 0.0439
NLS-50 78 0.8719 0.0525
NLS-50/AUS 72 0.8609 0.0476
NLS-50/crv 79 0.8672 0.0528
NLS-HL 10 0.7696 0.0056
Shuttle 287 0.6149 0.1135
Titan II 23 0.8459 0.0148
Titan lII I 0.8423 0.0006
Titan W 44 0.8371 0.0280
Titan W/Centaur 26 0.7427 0.0139
Atlas E 2 0.7908 0.0010
Atlas I 4 0.7925 0.0021
Atlas IIA5 43 0.7889 0.0225
Delta II 192 0.7678 0.0963
NLS-20 64 0.8836 0.0393
NLS-50 77 0.8719 0.0464
NL.%50/AUS 70 0.8609 0.0414
NLS-50/CTV 79 0.8672 0.0472
NLS-HL 10 0.7696 0.0050
NL_HL/CRV 136 0.7182 0.0617
RPC/NI_50 84 0.6707 0.0043
Shuttle 176 0.6149 0.0623
Titan II 23 0.8459 0.0133
Titan III 1 0.8423 0.0006
Titan IV 45 0.8371 0.0256
Titan IV/Centaur 28 0.7427 0.0134
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System Flights System [ Rel Val
AriasE 2 0.7908 0.0011
AtlasI 4 0.7925 0.0022
Arias IIAS 88 0.7889 0.0489
CLV/MLS-HL 216 0.6811 0.0960
Delta 11 192 0.7678 0.1025
MLS-HL 75 0.7860 0.0414
MI..S-HL/CRV 89 0.7407 0.0450
MLS-X 86 0.8719 0.0551
Shuttle 108 0.6149 0.0407
Titan II 42 0.8459 0.0258
Titan III 1 0.8423 0.0006
Titan IV 44 0.8371 0.0266
Titan IV/Centaur 25 0.7427 0.0127
aLtlas E 2 0.7908 0.0010
Atlas I 4 0.7925 0.0020
Arias IIAS 88 0.7889 0.0441
Delta II 192 0.7678 0.0925
MLS-HL 75 0.7860 0.0074
MLS-HL/CRV 230 0.7407 0.1050
MLS-X 86 0.8719 0.0497
RPC/MLS-X 186 0.6707 0.0728
Shuttle 102 0.6149 0.0347
Titan lI 42 0.8459 0.0233
Titan Ill 1 0.8423 0.0006
Titan IV 44 0.8371 0.0240
Titan W/Centaur 25 0.7427 0.0115
Arias E 2 0.7908 0.0010
Atlas I 4 0.792.5 0.0021
Atlas IIAS 88 0.7889 0.0457
Delta H 192 0.7678 0.0958
MLS-HL 75 0.7860 0.0087
iMLS-I-IL/CRV 127 0.7407 0.0600
]MLS-X 86 0.8719 0.0515
RPC/MLS-HL/LRV 248 0.6511 0.0959
Shuttle 106 0.6149 0.(1373
Titan II 42 0.8459 0.0241
Titan III 1 0.8423 0.0006
Titan IV 44 0.8371 0.0249
Titan Iv Centaur 25 0.7427 0.0119
Arias E 2 0.7908 0.0008
Atlas I 4 0.7925 0.0017
Arias IIAS 71 0.7889 0.0295
Atlas IIAS/CTF 4 0.7585 0.0016
Delta II 106 0.7678 0.0423
Shuttle 101 0.6149 0.0284
SSTO 678 0.5947 0.1801
Titan II 15 0.8459 0.0069
Titan III 1 0.8423 0.0005
Titan W 142 0.8371 0.0642
Titan IV/Centaur 98 0.7427 0.0372
_tan IV/CTF 79 0.7326 0.0294
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System Flights System i Rel Val
Arias E 2 0.7908 0.0011
Atlas I 4 0.7925 0.0022
Arias IIAS 88 0.7889 0.0475
Delta II 192 0.7678 0.0995
NLS-50 75 0.8719 0.0467
NLS-50/AUS 67 0.8609 0.0410
N1._50/CTV 79 0.8672 O.O488
NLS-HL 10 0.7696 0.0052
RPC/NLS-50 84 0.6707 0.0354
Shuttle 279 0.6149 0.!020
Titan II 42 0.8459 0.0250
Titan Ill 1 0.8423 0.0006
Titan IV 47 0.8371 0.0276
Titan IV Centaur 31 0.7427 0.0153
Atlas E 2 0.7908 0.0011
Atlas I 4 0.7925 0.0022
Arias IIAS 88 0.7889 0.0483
Delta II 192 0.7678 0.1012
NLS-50 75 0.8719 0.0475
NI_50/AUS 70 0.8609 0.0435
NL.S-50/crv 79 0.8672 0.0496
NLS-HL 10 0.7696 0.0053
RPC/NI..S-50 64 0.6707 0.0274
Shuttle 282 0.6149 0.1049
Titan II 42 0.8459 0.0255
Titan lII 1 0.8423 0.0006
Titan IV 47 0.8371 0.0281
Titan W/Centaur 28 0.7427 0.0140
Arias E 2 0.7908 0.0011
Atlas I 4 0.792.5 0.0022
Arias IIAS 88 0.7889 0.0471
Delta II 192 0.7678 0.0988
NLS-50 75 0.8719 0.0463
NLS-50/AUS 67 0.8609 0.0407
NI..S-50]CTV 79 0.8672 0.0485
NLS-HL 10 0.7696 0.0052
RPC/NL_50 84 0.6707 0.0351
Shuttle 286 0.6149 0.1038
Titan II 42 0.8459 0.0249
Titan III 1 0.8423 0.0006
Titan W 47 0.8371 0.0274
Titan IV Centaur 3I 0.7427 0.0152
Arias E 2 0.7908 0.0011
Atlas I 4 0.7925 0.0022
Arias IIAS 88 0.7889 0.0470
Delta II 192 0.7678 0.0985
RPC/HR Titan IV 84 0.6547 0.0337
Shuttle 280 0.6149 0.1013
Titan II 42 0.8459 0.0248
Titan III 1 0.8423 0.0006
Titan IV 142 0.8371 0.0826
Titan W/Centaur 98 0.7427 0.0479
_tan W/CTF 78 0.7326 0.0373
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System Flights System ] Rel Val
AMSC 350 0.6983 0.1159
Atlas E 2 0.7908 0.0008
Atlas I 4 0.7925 0.0016
Atlas IIAS 88 0.7889 0.0350
IDelta II 192 0.7678 0.0734
Shuttle 145 0.6149 0.0391
Titan II 42 0.8459 0.0185
Titan Ill 1 0.8423 0.0004
Titan IV 142 0.8371 0.0615
Titan IV/Centaur 98 0.7427 0.0357
Titan IV/CTF 79 0.7326 0.0282
Titan W/CTF/LRV 214 0.7042 0.0718
Atlas E 2 0.7908 0.0008
Atlas I 4 0.7925 0.0015
Atlas IIAS 88 0.7889 0.0333
Delta lI 192 0.7678 0.0698
RUPC/Titan II 242 0.6920 0.0751
Shuttle 106 0.6149 0.027'2
Titan II 42 0.8459 0.0176
Titan III 1 0.8423 0.0004
Titan IV 142 0.8371 0.0585
Titan IV/Centaur 98 0.7427 0.0339
_tan IV/CTF 94 0.7326 0.0319
Titan IV/CTF/LRV 416 0.7042 0.1327
Atlas E 2 0.7908 0.0010
Atlas I 4 0.7925 0.0020
Atlas IIAS 75 0.7889 0.0365
Atlas IIAS/CTF 4 0.7585 0.0018
Beta II 408 0.6244 0.1382
Delta II 129 0.7678 0.0604
Delta II/CTF 1 0.7400 0.0004
Shuttle 142 0.6149 0.0469
Titan II 23 0.8459 0.0124
Titan III 1 0.8423 0.0005
Titan IV 142 0.8371 0.0754
Titan IV/Centaur 98 0.7427 0.0437
_tan W/CTF 79 0.7326 0.0345
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System Flights System I Rel Val •
Atlas E 2 0.7908 0.0012
Atlas I 4 0.7925 0.(gY24
Arias IIAS 88 0.7889 0.0524
Delta II 192 0.7678 0.1098
Shuttle 338 0.6149 0.1363
Titan II 42 0.8459 0.0276
Titan III 1 0.8423 0.0007
Titan IV 142 0.8371 0.0921
Titan IV Centaur 98 0.7427 0.0533
Arias E 2 0.7908 0.0012
Atlas I 4 0.7925 0.0024
Atlas IIAS 30 0.7889 0.0177
Arias Evolution 58 0.7900 0.0343
Delta II 192 0.7678 0.1090
RCV 97 0.6752 0.0452
Shuttle 101 0.6149 0.0404
Shuttle Evolution 147 0.6295 0.0612
Titan II 42 0.8459 0.0274
Titan III 1 0.8423 0.0006
Titan IV 42 0.8371 0.0270
Titan W/Centaur 24 0.7427 0.0130
Titan Evolution 100 0.7583 0.0557
Titan Evol/Centaur 74 0.7583 0.0412
Arias E 2 0.7908 0.0011
Atlas I 4 0.7925 0.(XY2_
Arias IIAS 43 0.7889 0.0244
Delta 11 192 0.7678 0.1045
NLS-20 64 0.8836 0.0426
NLS-50 78 0.8719 0.0510
NLS-50/AUS 72 0.8609 0.0462
NLS-50/CTV 79 0.8672 0.0513
NLS-HL 10 0.7696 0.0055
NLS-HL/CTV 4 0.7684 0.0022
Shuttle 311 0.6149 0.1194
Titan lI 23 0.8459 0.0144
Titan Ill 1 0.8423 0.0006
Titan IV 44 0.8371 0.0272
Titan W/Centaur 26 0.7427 0.0135
Arias E 2 0.7908 0.0010
Atlas I 4 0.7925 0.0020
Arias IIAS 43 0.7889 0.0217
Delta II 192 0.7678 0.0929
NLS-20 64 0.8836 0.0379
NLS-50 78 0.8719 0.0453
NLS-50/AUS 70 0.8609 0.0400
NLS-50/CTV 79 0.8672 0.0456
NLS-HL 10 0.7696 0.(3049
NLS-HL/CRV 153 0.7182 0.0670
NLS-HL/CTV 4 0.7684 0.0019
RPC/NLS-50 85 0.6707 0.0334
Shuttle 192 0.6149 0.0655
Titan II 23 0.8459 0.0128
Titan III 1 0.8423 0.0006
Titan IV 44 0.8371 0.0241
Titan W/Centaur 28 0.7427 0.0129
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System Fli_hts System [ Rel Val
Arias E 2 0.7908 0.0010
Atlas I 4 0.7925 0.0021
Arias HAS 88 0.7889 0.0458
CLV/MLS-HL 246 0.6811 0.1025
Delta II 192 0.7678 0.0960
MLS-HL 75 0.7860 0.0388
MLS-HL/CRV 114 0.7407 0.0541
MLS-X 86 0.8719 0.0517
Shuttle 118 0.6149 0.0416
Titan II 42 0.8459 0.(1242
Titan III 1 0.8423 0.0006
Titan IV 44 0.8371 0.0250
Titan W/Centaur 25 0.7427 0.0119
Arias E 2 0.7908 0.0010
Atlas I 4 0.7925 0.0019
Arias IIAS 88 0.7889 0.0418
Delta II 192 0.7678 0.0876
MLS-HL 75 0.7860 0.0_54
MLS-HL/CRV 290 0.7407 0.1254
MLS-X 86 0.8719 0.0471
RPC]MLS-X 187 0.6707 0.0694
Shuttle 101 0.6149 0.0325
TitanII 42 0.8459 0.0220
Titan Ill I 0.8423 0.0005
Titan IV 44 0.8371 0.0228
Titan Iv Centaur 25 0.7427 0.0109
Arias E 2 0.7908 0.0010
Atlas I 4 0.7925 0.0020
Arias IlAS 88 0.7889 0.0431
Delta U 192 0.7678 0.0904
MLS-HL 75 0.7860 0.0365
MLS-HL/CRV 189 0.7407 0.0843
MLS-X 86 0.8719 0.0486
RPC/MI_HL/LRV 248 0.6511 0.0905
Shuttle 106 0.6149 0.0852
Titan II 42 0.8459 0.0227
Titan III 1 0.8423 0.0005
Titan IV 44 0.8371 0.0235
!Titan W/Centaur 25 0.7427 0.0112
Arias E 2 0.7908 0.0008
Atlas I 4 0.7925 0.0015
Arias IIAS 71 0.7889 0.0273
Atlas IIAS/CIT 4 0.7585 0.0015
Delta II 106 0.7678 0.0391
Shuttle 109 0.6149 0.0284
SSTO 774 0.5947 0.1904
Titan II 15 0.8459 0.0064
Titan III 1 0.8423 0.0004
Titan IV 142 0.8371 0.0594
Titan W/Centaur 98 0.7427 0.0844
Titan W/CTF 79 0.7326 0.0272
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System Flights System [ Rel Val
Arias E 2 0.7908 0.0011
Atlas I 4 0.7925 0.0021
Arias IIAS 88 0.7889 0.0462
Delta II 192 0.7678 0.0969
NLS-50 74 0.8719 0.0448
NLS-50/AUS 66 0.8609 0.0393
NLS-50/CTV 79 0.8672 0.0475
NLS-HL 10 0.7696 0.0051
NLS-HL/CTV 4 0.7684 0.0020
RPC/NLS-50 85 0.6707 0.0{349
Shuttle 302 0.6149 0.1075
Titan II 42 0.8459 0.0244
Titan III 1 0.8423 0.0006
Titan IV 48 0.8371 0.0275
Titan W/Centaur 31 0.7427 0.0149
Arias E 2 0.7908 0.0011
Atlas I 4 0.7925 0.0021
Arias IIAS 88 0.7889 0.0469
Delta lI 192 0.7678 0.0982
NLS-50 74 0.8719 0.0455
NLS-50/AUS 71 0.8609 0.0428
NLS-50/CTV 79 0.8672 0.0482
NLS-HL 10 0.7696 0.0051
NLS-HL/CTV 4 0.7684 0.0020
RPC/NLS-50 64 0.6707 0.0266
Shuttle 308 0.6149 0.1111
Titan II 42 0.8459 0.0247
Titan III 1 0.8423 0.0006
Titan IV 48 0.8371 0.0278
Titan IV Centaur 27 0.7427 0.0131
Arias E 2 0.7908 0.0010
Atlas I 4 0.7925 0.(3021
Arias IIAS 88 0.7889 0.0460
Delta II 192 0.7678 0.0963
NLS-50 74 0.8719 0.0446
NLS-50/AUS 67 0.8609 0.0397
NLS-50/CTV 79 0.8672 0.0472
NLS-HL 10 0.7696 0.0050
NLS-HL/CTV 4 0.7684 0.0020
RPC/NLS-50 85 0.6707 0.0047
Shuttle 307 0.6149 0.1086
Titan II 42 0.8459 0.0242
Titan III 1 0.8423 0.0006
Titan W 48 0.8371 0.0273
Titan IV/Centaur 31 0.7427 0.0148
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System ... Flit_hts System i Rel Val
Atlas E 2 0.7908 0.0010
Atlas I 4 0.7925 0.0021
Atlas IIAS 88 0.7889 0.0454
Delta II 192 0.7678 0.0952
RPC/HR Titan IV 85 0.6547 0.0330
Shuttle 314 0.6149 0.1098
Titan II 42 0.8459 0.0240
Titan III 1 0.8423 0.0006
Titan IV 142 0.8371 0.0798
Titan IV Centaur 98 0.7427 0.0463
_tan IV/CTF 78 0.7326 0.0361 -
AMSC 350 0.6983 0.1093
Atlas E 2 0.7908 0.0008
Atlas I 4 0.7925 0.0015
Atlas IIAS 88 0.7889 0.0330
Delta II 192 0.7678 0.0692
Shuttle 160 0.6149 0.0407
Titan II 42 0.8459 0.0174
Titan III 1 0.8423 0.0004
Titan IV 142 0.83.71 0.0580
Titan W/Centaur 98 0.7427 0.0336
Titan IV/CTF 79 0.7"326 0.0265
Titan W/CTF/LRV 281 0.7042 0.0889
Atlas E 2 0.7908 0.0007
Atlas I 4 0.7925 0.0014
Atlas IIAS 88 0.7889 0.0314
Delta II 192 0.7678 0.0658
RUPC/Titan II 242 0.6920 0.0708
Shuttle 112 0.6149 0.0271
Titan II 42 0.8459 0.0166
Titan III 1 0.8423 0.0004
Titan IV 142 0.8371 0.0552
Titan IV/Centaur 98 0.7427 0.0320
Titan IV/CTF 94 0.7326 0.0300
Titan W/CTF/LRV 497 0.7042 0.1494
Atlas E 2 0.7908 0.0009
Atlas I 4 0.7925 0.0018
Atlas IIAS 76 0.7889 0.0338
Atlas IIAS/CTF 4 0.7585 0.0017
Beta II 5(13 0.6244 0.1554
Delta II 131 0.7678 0.0559
Delta II/CTF 1 0.7400 0.0004
Shuttle 151 0.6149 0.0455
Titan II 23 0.8459 0.0113
Titan lll 1 0.8423 0.0005
Titan IV 142 0.8371 0.0687
Titan IV/Centaur 98 0.7427 0.0398
Titan IV/CTF 79 0.7326 0.0314
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System Fli_hts System _ Rel Val
Atlas E 2 0.7908 0.0012
Atlas I 4 0.7925 0.0023
Arias IIAS 88 0.7889 0.0513
Delta II 192 0.7678 0.1076
Shuttle 357 0.6149 0.1411
Titan lI 42 0.8459 0.0271
Titan lI| 1 0.8425 0.0006
Titan IV 142 0.8371 0.0902
Titan IV/Centaur 98 0.7427 0.0522
Atlas E 2 0.7908 0.0012
Atlas I 4 0.7925 0.(_.3
Atlas IIAS 30 0.7889 0.0174
Atlas Evolution 58 0.7900 0.0336
Delta II 192 0.7678 0.1068
RCV 97 0.6752 0.0443
Shuttle 101 0.6149 0.0396
Shuttle Evolution 166 0.6295 0.0677
Titan II 42 0.8459 0.0269
Titan III I 0.8423 0.0006
Titan IV 42 0.8371 0.0265
Titan IV/Centaur 24 0.7427 0.0127
Titan Evolution 100 0.7583 0.0546
Titan Evol]Centaur 74 0.7583 0.0404
Atlas E 2 0.7908 0.0011
Atlas I 4 0.7925 0.0022
Atlas IIAS 43 0.7889 0.0239
Delta II 192 0.7678 0.1025
NLS-20 64 0.8836 0.0418
NLS-50 78 0.8719 0.0500
NLS-50/AUS 72 0.8609 0.0453
NL.S-50/CTV 79 0.8672 0.0502
NLS-HL 10 0.7696 0.0054
NLS-HL/C-'TV 4 0.7684 0.0021
Shuttle 330 0.6149 0.1242
Titan II 23 0.8459 0.0141
Titan III 1 0.8423 0.0006
Titan 1V 44 0.8371 0.0266
Titan IV Centaur 26 0.7427 0.0132
Atlas E 2 0.7908 0.0010
Atlas I 4 0.7925 0.0020
Atlas IIAS 43 0.7889 0.0213
Delta II 192 0.7678 0.0913
NLS-20 64 0.8836 0.0372
NLS-50 78 0.8719 0.0445
NLS-50/AUS 70 0.8609 0.0393
NLS-50/CTV 79 0.8672 0.0448
NLS-HL 10 0.7696 0.0048
NLS-HL/CRV 153 0.7182 0.0658
NLS-HL/CTV 4 0.7684 0.0019
RPC/NLS-50 104 0.6707 0.0402
Shuttle 192 0.6149 0.0644
Titan II 23 0.8459 0.0126
Titan llI 1 0.8423 0.0005
Titan IV 44 0.8371 0.0237
Titan IV/Centaur 28 0.7427 0.0127
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FOR IF SCENARIO E-LOW (CONTINUED)
Architecture Level SystemfElement Level
Arch Flights Sys Commonality FOM
Arch FOM # [Value Ratio [ Value System Flights System I Rel Val
5El 0.6066 10S6 0.4996 0.75 0.3889 Arias E 2 0.7908 0.0010
Atlas I 4 0.7925 0.0021
Arias IIAS 88 0.7889 0.0450
CLV/MLS-HL 265 0.6811 0.1084
Delta 11 192 0.7678 0.0943
MLS-HL 75 0.7860 0.(]081
MLS-HL/CRV 114 0.7407 0.(}531
MLS-X 86 0.8719 0.0507
Shuttle 118 0.6149 0.0409
Titan II 42 0.8459 0.0237
Titan III 1 0.8423 0.0006
Titan IV 44 0.8371 0.0245
Titan W/Centaur 25 0.7427 0.0117
6El 0.5939 1156 0.4096 0.726 0.3622 Arias E 2 0.7908 0.0009
Atlas I 4 0.7925 0.0019
Arias IIAS 88 0.7889 0.0411
Delta 11 192 0.7678 0.0862
MLS-HL 75 0.7860 0.0348
MLS-HL/CRV 290 0.7407 0.1233
MLS-X 86 0.8719 0.0463
RPC/MLS-X 206 0.6707 0.0751
Shuttle 101 0.6149 0.0320
Titan II 42 0.8459 0.0217
Titan III 1 0.8423 0.0005
Titan IV 44 0.8371 0.0224
Titan IV Centaur 25 0.7427 0.0107
7El 0.6055 1121 0.4411 0.857 0.5078
8El 0.5045 1424 0.1684 0.94 0.6000
Arias E 2 0.7908 0.0010
Atlas I 4 0.7925 0.0019
Arias IIAS 88 0.7889 0.0424
Delta 1I 192 0.7678 0.0889
MLS-HL 75 0.7860 0.0359
ML.q-HL/CRV 189 0.7407 0.0829
MLS-X 86 0.8719 0.0478
RPC/MLS-HL/LRV 248 0.651I 0.0889
RPC/MLS-X 19 0.6707 0.0071
Shuttle 106 0.6149 0.0346
Titan II 42 0.8459 0.0224
Titan Ill I 0.8423 0.0005
Titan W 44 0.8371 0.0231
TitanW/Centaur 25 0.7427 0.0110
Arias E 2 0.7908 0.0008
Atlas I 4 0.7925 0.0315
Arias IIAS 71 0.7889 0.0269
Atlas IIAS/CTF 4 0.7585 0.0014
Delta II 106 0.7678 0.(1386
Shuttle 109 0.6149 0.0280
SSTO 793 0.5947 0.1925
Titan II 15 0.8459 0.0063
Titan III I 0.8423 0.0004
Titan IV 142 0.8371 0.0586
Titan IV Centaur 98 0.7427 0.0340
Titan W/CTF 79 0.7326 0.0268
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Flights System I Rel Val
Arias E 2 0.7908 0.0010
Atlas I 4 0.7925 0.002I
Arias HAS 88 0.7889 0.0454
Delta II 192 0.7678 0.0951
NLS-50 74 0.8719 0.0440
NLS-50/AUS 66 0.8609 0.0086
NLS-50/CTV 79 0.8672 0.0466
NLS-HL 10 0.7696 0.0050
NLS-HL/CTV 4 0.7684 0.0020
RPC/NLS-50 104 0.6707 0.0419
Shuttle 3(12 0.6149 0.1055
Titan II - 42 0.8459 0.0239
Titan III 1 0.8423 0.0006
Titan IV 48 0.8371 0.0270
Titan IV Centaur 31 0.7427 0.0146
Arias E 2 0.7908 0.0010
Arias I 4 0.7925 0.0021
Atlas HAS 88 0.7889 0.0460
Delta II 192 0.7678 0.0964
NLS-50 74 0.8719 0.0446
NL_50/AUS 71 0.8609 0.0421
NLS-50/C'TV 79 0.8672 0.0473
NLS-HL 10 0.7696 0.0050
NLS-HL/CTV 4 0.7684 0.0020
RPC/NI_50 81 0.6707 0.0331
Shuttle 310 0.6149 0.1098
Titan II 42 0.8459 0.0243
Titan III 1 0.8423 0.0006
Titan IV 48 0.8371 0.027'3
Titan IV/Centaur 27 0.7427 0.0129
Arias E 2 0.7908 0.0010
Atlas I 4 0.7925 0.0021
Arias IIAS 88 0.7889 0.0451
Delta II 192 0.7678 0.0946
NLS-50 74 0.8719 0.0438
NLS-50/AUS 67 0.8609 0.0089
NLS-50/CTV 79 0.8672 0.0464
NLS-HL 10 0.7696 0.0049
NLS-HL/CTV 4 0.7684 0.0020
RPC]_50 104 0.6707 0.0416
Shuttle 307 0.6149 0.1067
Titan II 42 0.8459 0.0238
Titan III I 0.8423 0.0006
Titan IV 48 0.8371 0.0268
Titan IV Centaur 31 0.7427 0.0145
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System Flights System ] Rel Val
Arias E 2 0.7908 0.0010
Atlas I 4 0.7925 0.0020
Arias IIAS 88 0.7889 0.0446
Delta lI 192 0.7678 0.0935
RPC/HR Titan IV 104 0.6547 0.0396
Shuttle 314 0.6149 0.1079
Titan II 42 0.8459 0.0235
Titan III 1 0.8423 0.0006
Titan W 142 0.8371 0.0784
Titan W/Centaur 98 0.7427 0.0454
_tan W/CTF 78 0.7326 0.0354
AMSC 367 0.6983 0.1131
Arias E 2 0.7908 0.0007
Atlas I 4 0.7925 0.0015
Arias IIAS 88 0.7889 0.0326
Delta II 192 0.7678 0.0683
Shuttle 162 0.6149 0.0407
Titan II 42 0.8459 0.0172
Titan Ill 1 0.8423 0.0004
Titan IV 142 0.8371 0.0573
Titan W/Centaur 98 0.7427 0.0332
_tan W/CTF 79 0.7326 0.0262
Titan W /C'I'F/LRV 281 0.7042 0.0377
AriasE 2 0.7908 0.0007
AtlasI 4 0.7925 0.0014
Arias IIAS 88 0.7889 0.0310
Delta II 192 0.7678 0.0650
RUPC/Titan II 261 0.6920 0.0754
Shuttle 112 0.6149 0.0267
TitanH 42 0.8459 0.0164
TitanllI 1 0.8423 0.0004
Titan IV 142 0.8371 0.0545
Titan IV/Centaur 98 0.7427 0.0316
Titan IV/CTF 94 0.7326 0.0297
Titan IVICTF/LRV 497 0.7042 0.1476
Arias E 2 0.7908 0.0009
Atlas I 4 0.7925 0.0018
Arias HAS 76 0.7889 0.0333
Atlas IIAS/CTF 4 0.7585 0.0017
Beta II 520 0.6244 0.1582
Delta II 131 0.7678 0.0551
Delta II/CTF 1 0.7400 0.0004
Shuttle 153 0.6149 0.0454
Titan II 23 0.8459 0.0111
Titan III I 0.8423 0.0005
Titan IV 142 0.8371 0.0677
Titan IV/Centaur 98 0.7427 0.0392
Titan IV/CTF 79 0.7326 0.0310
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TABLE B.1.10.2-6.- ARCHITECTURE GROUND OPERABILITY DATA SUMMARY
FOR IF SCENARIO E-HIGH
Architecture Level
Arch Flii_hts Sys Commonality
Arch FOM # | Value Ratio I Value System












Flights System l Rel Vai
Arias E 2 0.7908 0.0011
Atlas I 4 0.7925 0.0023
Atlas IIAS 88 0.7889 0.0496
Delta II 192 0.7678 0.1040
Shuttle 389 0.6149 0.1486
Titan II 42 0.8459 0.0262.
Titan III 1 0.8423 0.0006
Titan IV 142 0.8371 0.0872
Titan W/Centaur 98 0.7427 0.0505
Arias E 2 0.7908 0.0011
Atlas I 4 0.7925 0.0023
Atlas IIAS 30 0.7889 0.0168
Arias Evolution 58 0.7900 0.0325
Delta II 192 0.7678 0.1032
RCV 97 0.6752 0.0428
Shuttle 101 0.6149 0.0383
Shuttle Evolution 198 0.6295 0.O781
Titan II 42 0.8459 0.021260
Titan III 1 0.8423 0.0006
Titan IV 42 0.8371 0.11256
Titan W/Centaur 24 0.7427 0.0123
Titan Evolution 103 0.7583 0.0528
Titan Evoi/Centaur 74 0.7583 0.0391
Atlas E 2 0.7908 0.0011
Atlas I 4 0.7925 0.0022
Arias IIAS 43 0.7889 0.0231
Delta II 192 0.7678 0.0992
NLS-20 64 0.8836 0.0405
NLS-50 78 0.8719 0.0484
NLS-50/AUS 72 0.8609 0.0439
NLS-50/CTV 79 0.8672 0.0486
NLS-HL 10 0.7696 0.0052
NLS-HL/CTV 4 0.7684 0.0021
Shuttle 362 0.6149 0.1319
Titan II 23 0.8459 0.0137
Titan III 1 0.8423 0.0006
Titan IV 44 0.8371 0.0258
Titan IV Centaur 26 0.7427 0.0128
Atlas E 2 0.7908 0.0010
Atlas I 4 0.7925 0.0019
Atlas IIAS 43 0.7889 0.0207
Delta II 192 0.7678 0.0887
NLS-20 64 0.8836 0.0362
NLS-50 78 0.8719 0.0433
NLS-50/AUS 70 0.8609 0.0381
NLS-50/CTV 79 0.8672 0.0435
NLS-HL 10 0.7696 0.0046
NLS-HL/CRV 153 0.7182 0.0639
NLS-I-IL/CTV 4 0.7684 0.0018
RPC/NLS-50 136 0.6707 0.0511
Shuttle 192 0.6149 0.0626
Titan II 23 0.8459 0.0122
Titan III 1 0.8423 0.0005
Titan IV 44 0.8371 0.0230
Titan IV/Centaur 28 0.7427 0.0123
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System _ights System [ Rel Val
Arias E 2 0.7908 0.0010
Atlas I 4 0.7925 0.0020
Arias IIAS 88 0.7889 0.0437
CLV/MLS-HL 297 0.6811 0.1180
Delta H 192 0.7678 0.0915
MLS-HL 75 0.7860 0.0370
MLS-HL/CRV 114 0.7407 0.0515
MLS-X 86 0.8719 0.0492
Shuttle 118 0.6149 0.0397
Titan H 42 0.8459 0.0230
Titan III 1 0.8423 0.0005
Titan IV 44 0.8371 O.0238
Titan IV Centaur 25 0.7427 0.0113
Arias E 2 0.7908 0.0009
Atlas I 4 0.7925 0.0018
Arias IIAS 88 0.7889 0.0400
Delta II 192 0.7678 0.0838
MLS-HL 75 0.7860 0.0339
MLS-HL/CRV 290 0.7407 0.1200
MLS-X 86 0.8719 0.0451
RPC/MLS-X 238 0.6707 0.0845
Shuttle 101 0.6149 0.0311
Titan II 42 0.8459 0.0211
Titan III 1 0.8423 0.0005
Titan IV 44 0.8371 0.0218
Titan IV/C_mtaur 25 0.7427 0.0104
Arias E 2 0.7908 0.0009
Atlas I 4 0.7925 0.0019
Arias IIAS 88 0.7889 0.0412
Delta II 192 0.7678 0.0864
MLS-HL 75 0.7860 0.0349
MLS-HL/CRV 189 0.7407 0.0806
MLS-X 86 0.8719 0.0465
RPC/MLS-HL/LRV 248 0.6511 0.0865
RI_/MLS-X 51 0.6707 0.0187
Shuttle 106 0.6149 0.0336
Titan lI 42 0.8459 0.0217
Titan III 1 0.8423 0.0005
Titan IV 44 0.8371 0.0224
Titan W/Centaur 25 0.7427 0.0107
Arias E 2 0.7908 0.0007
Atlas I 4 0.7925 0.0015
Arias IIAS 71 0.7889 0.0263
Atlas IIAS/C'rF 4 0.7585 0.0014
Delta II 106 0.7678 0.0378
Shuttle 109 0.6149 0.0274
SSTO 825 0.5947 0.1959
Titan II 15 0.8459 0.0061
Titan III 1 0.8423 0.0004
Titan IV 142 0.8371 0.0574
Titan W/Centaur 98 0.7427 0.0332
_tan W/CTF 79 0.7326 0.0262
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System Flishts System ] Rel Val
Arias E 2 0.7908 0.0010
Atlas I 4 0.7925 0.0020
Arias IIAS 88 0.7889 0.0440
Delta II 192 0.7678 0.0923
NLS-50 74 0.8719 0.0427
NLS-50/AUS 66 0.8609 0.0374
NLS-50/CTV 79 0.8672 0.0453
NLS-HL 10 0.7696 0.0048
NLS-HL]CTV 4 0.7684 0.0019
RPCINLS-50 136 0.6707 0.0531
Shuttle 302 0.6149 0.1024
Titan lI 42 0.8459 0.0232
Titan III 1 0.8423 0.0005
Titan 1V 48 0.8371 0.0262
Titan IV/Centaur 31 0.7427 0.0142
Arias E 2 0.7908 0.0010
Atlas I 4 0.7925 0.0020
Arias IIAS 88 0.7889 0.0446
Delta II 192 0.7678 0.0935
NLS-50 74 0.8719 0.0433
NLS-50/AUS 71 0.8609 0.0408
NLS-50]CTV 79 0.8672 0.0459
NLS-HL 10 0.7696 0.0049
NLS-HL/CTV 4 0.7684 0.0020
RPC/NLS-50 112 0.6707 0.0443
Shuttle 311 0.6149 0.1068
TitanII 42 0.8459 0.0235
TitanIIl I 0.8423 0.0006
TitanIV 48 0.8371 0.0265
TitanIV/Centaur 27 0.7427 0.0125
Arias E 2 0.7908 0.0010
Atlas I 4 0.7925 0.0020
Arias IIAS 88 0.7889 0.0438
Delta II 192 0.7678 0.0918
NLS-50 74 0.8719 0.0425
NLS-50/AUS 67 0.8609 0.(}378
NI..S-50/CTV 79 0.8672 0.0450
NLS-HL 10 0.7696 0.0048
NLS-HL/CTV 4 0.7684 0.0019
RPC/NLS-50 136 0.6707 0.0529
Shuttle 307 0.6149 0.1035
Titan II 42 0.8459 0.0231
Titan III I 0.8423 0.0005
Titan IV 48 0.8371 0.0260
Titan IV/Centaur 31 0.7427 0.0141
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System Flights System ] Rel Val ....
Arias E 2 0.7908 0.0010
Atlas I 4 0.7925 0.0020
Arias IlAS 88 0.7889 0.0433
Delta II 192 0.7678 0.0908
RPC/HR Titan IV 136 0.6547 0.0503
Shuttle 314 0.6149 0.1047
Titan H 42 0.8459 0.0229
Titan III 1 0.8423 0.0005
Titan IV 142 0.8371 0.0761
Titan IV/Centaur 98 0.7427 0.0441
T_tan IV/CTF 78 0.7"326 0.0344
AMSC 398 0.6983 0.1200
Arias E 2 0.7908 0.0007
Atlas I 4 0.7925 0.0015
Arias IIAS 88 0.7889 0.0319
Delta II 192 0.7678 0.0668
Shuttle 163 0.6149 0.0400
Titan II 42 0.8459 0.0168
Titan IIl 1 0.8423 0.0004
Titan IV 142 0.8371 0.0561
Titan W/Centaur 98 0.7427 " 0.0325
T_tan W/CTF 79 0.7326 0.0256
Titan W/CTF/LRV 281 0,7042 0.0858
Arias E 2 0.7908 0.0007
Atlas I 4 0,7925 0.0014
Arias IIAS 88 0.7889 0.0304
Delta II 192 0.7678 0.0636
RUPC/Titan II 293 0.6920 0.0829
Shuttle 112 0.6149 0.0262
Titan il 42 0.8459 0.0160
Titan lII 1 0.8423 0.0004
Titan W 142 0.8371 0.0534
Titan IV/Centaur 98 0.7427 0.0309
_tan IV/CTF 94 0.7326 0.0290
Titan W/CTF/LRV 497 0.7042 0.1445
Arias E 2 0.7908 0.0009
Atlas I 4 0.7925 0.0017
Arias IIAS 76 0.7889 0.0324
Atlas IIAS/CTF 4 0.7585 0.0016
Beta II 551 0.6244 0.1634
Delta II 131 0.7678 0.0537
Delta II/CTF 1 0.7400 0.0004
Shuttle 154 0.6149 0.0445
Titan II 23 0.8459 0.0108
Titan III 1 0.8423 0.0005
Titan IV 142 0.8371 0.0660
Titan W/Centaur 98 0.7427 0.(1382




The following section contains data relating to the architectures used in the Human
Transportation System study. This data is considered output data that has been
produced from the study's analysis process.
Two sets of data are addressed here. The first set, or the baseline set, was the data for
which most of the analysis of the results was done. The updated set was produced late
in the study. It has corrections for various errors, most of which were minor, and
utilizes updated PMS numbers that account for launch pad hold down and better OMS
values. Also, the updated set includes Architectures 10 (NDV) and 19 (ALV). Because
the analysis was done late in the study, data from Architectures 10 and 19 has not
undergone the same level of scrutiny as the rest of the data.
C.I.1 ARCHITECTURE ATrRIBUTE VALUES
The following subsections contain tables summarizing architecture data for both the
baseline and updated data sets. The data is grouped by "If" Scenarios. Each table lists
flight and attribute values on the architecture level that has been rolled up from system
level data. The data listed includes
Flights.- The number of flights with a crew, with no crew, and a combination of both
types are shown. These cover all flights of every system in the architecture
including low and high inclination, and DOD flights.
Architecture Cost Risk (ACR).- The ACR data includes values for technical
challenge, program immaturity, and the number of new systems. Lower numbers
are better. Also included is an overall ACR value that is a combination of these (see
below). Higher values are better.
Environment.- The total environmental impact is shown. This is a composite of the
pounds of effluents and the environmental impact factors. Lower numbers are
better.
Funding Profile (FP).- The FP data includes values for total cost and peak year costs.
These are in millions of 1992 dollars. Also included is an overall FP value that is a
combination of these (see below).
• Human Safety (I-IS).- The number of crew loss events incurred over the time period
studied is shown.
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Launch Schedule Confidence (LSC).- .The LSC data includes values for schedule
compression, schedule margin, and the percentage of flights delayed. Higher
compression and margin numbers are better. Lower delay numbers are better. Also
induded is an overall LSC value that is a combination of these (see below). Higher
values are better.
• Probability of Mission Success (PMS).- The flight rate-weighted, composite PMS is
shown.
The ACR, FP, and LSC attributes are composed of several components, or subattributes.
In each case, an attribute value is shown which represents a combination of these
components. These are combined by assigning a linear number between zero and one
to each value within the "If" Scenario. A one corresponds to the best value and a zero
corresponds to the worst value. These values are combined using the percentages
shown in Table C.1.1, below.




















C.1.1.1 Architecture Attribute Values (Baseline)
Tables C.1.1.1-1 through C.1.1.1-6 contain the architecture attribute values derived from
the baseline set of data.
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TABLE C.1.1.1-1.- ARCHITECTURE ATTRIBUTE VALUES FOR IF SCENARIO A
(MINIMUM LEVEL OF ACTIVITY) - HTS BASELINE DATA
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TABLE C.1.1.1-1.- ARCHITECTURE ATTRIBUTE VALUES FOR IF SCENARIO A
(MINIMUM LEVEL OF ACTIVITY) - HTS BASELINE DATA
(CONCLUDED)
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TABLE C.1.1.1-2.- ARCHITECTURE ATTRIBUTE VALUES FOR IF SCENARIO B











TABLE C.1.1.1-2.- ARCHITECTURE ATIRIBUTE VALUES FOR IF SCENARIO B
(CURRENT MISSIONS WITHOUT SSF) - HTS BASELINE DATA
(CONCLUDED)
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TABLE C.1.1.1-3.- ARCHITECTURE ATYRIBUTE VALUES FOR IF SCENARIO C
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TABLE C.I.I.I-3.- ARCHITECTURE ATIRIBUTE VALUES FOR IF SCENARIO C
(CURRENT MISSION PLUS SSF PMC) - I-ITS BASELINE DATA
(CONCLUDED)
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TABLE C.1.1.1-4.- ARCHITECTURE ATTRIBUTE VALUES FOR IF SCENARIO D
(CURRENT MISSION PLUS EXPANDED SSF) - HTS BASELINE DATA








TABLE C.1.1.1-4.- ARCHITECTURE ATTRIBUTE VALUES FOR IF SCENARIO D
(CURRENT MISSION PLUS EXPANDED SSF) - FITS BASELINE DATA
(CONCLUDED)
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TABLE C.1.1.1-5.- ARCI-UTECTURE ATTRIBUTE VALUES FOR IF SCENARIO
E-LOW (CURRENT MISSION PLUS EXPANDED SSF AND LOW-LEVEL SEI) - HTS
BASELINE DATA
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TABLE C.1.1.1-5.- ARCHITECTURE ATTRIBUTE VALUES FOR IF SCENARIO
E-LOW (CURRENT MISSION PLUS EXPANDED SSF AND LOW-LEVEL SEI) - FITS
BASELINE DATA (CONCLUDED)
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TABLE C.1.1.1-6.- ARCHITECTURE ATTRIBUTE VALUES FOR IF SCENARIO
E-HIGH (CURRENT MISSION PLUS EXPANDED SSF AND HIGH-LEVEL SEI) - HTS
BASELINE DATA
it_ .










TABLE C.1.1.1-6.- ARCHITECTURE ATTRIBUTE VALUES FOR IF SCENARIO
E-HIGH (CURRENT MISSION PLUS EXPANDED SSF AND HIGH-LEVEL SEI) - HTS
BASELINE DATA (CONCLUDED)
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
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C.1.1.2 Architecture Attribute Values (Updated)
The following tables, Table C.1.1.2-1 through Table C.1.1.2-6, contain the architecture
attribute values from the updated set of data. The updated set was produced late in the
study. It has corrections for various errors, most of which were minor, and utilizes
updated PMS numbers that account for launch pad hold down and better OMS values.
Also, the updated set includes Architectures 10 (NDV) and 19 (ALV).
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TABLE C.1.1.2-1.- ARCHITECTURE ATTRIBUTE VALUES FOR IF SCENARIO A
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TABLE C.1.1.2-1.-ARCHITECTURE A'ITRIBUTE VALUES FOR IF SCENARIO A
(MINIMUM LEVEL OF ACTIVITY) - HTS UPDATED DATA
(CONCLUDED)
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TABLE C.1.1.2-2.-,ARCHITECTURE ATrRIBUTE VALUES FOR IF SCENARIO B
(CURRENT MISSIONS WITHOUT SSF) - HTS UPDATED DATA
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TABLE C.1.1.2-2.-ARCFUTECTUREATTRIBUTE VALUES FOR IF SCENARIO B
(CURRENT MISSIONS WITHOUT SSF) - HTS UPDATED DATA
(CONCLUDED)
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TABLE C.1.1.2-3.-ARCHITECTURE ATTRIBUTE VALUES FOR IF SCENARIO C
(CURRENT MISSION PLUS SSF PMC) - HTS UPDATED DATA
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TABLE C.1.1.2-3.-ARCHITECTURE A'ITRIBUTE VALUES FOR IF SCENARIO C
(CURRENT MISSION PLUS SSF PMC) - HTS UPDATED DATA
(CONCLUDED)
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TABLE C.1.1.2-4.- ARCHITECTURE AT'ERIBUTE VALUES FOR IF SCENARIO D
(CURRE_N_ MISSION PLUSEXPANDED SSF) - HTS UPDATED DATA
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TABLE C.1.1.2-4.- ARCHITECTURE ATrRIBUTE VALUES FOR IF SCENARIO D
(CURRENT MISSION PLUS EXPANDED SSF0 - HTS UPDATED DATA
(CONCLUDED)
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TABLE C.I.1.2-5.- ARCHITECTURE ATI'RIBUTE VALUES FOR IF SCENARIO
E-LOW (CURRENT MISSION PLUS EXPANDED SSF AND LOW-LEVEL SEI) - HTS
UPDATED DATA
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TABLE C.1.1.2-5.- ARCHITECTURE ATTRIBUTE VALUES FOR IF SCENARIO
E-LOW (CURRENT MISSION PLUS EXPANDED SSF AND LOW-LEVEL SEI) -
UPDATED DATA (CONCLUDED)
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TABLE C.1.1.2-6.- ARCHITECTURE ATrRIBUTE VALUES FOR IF SCENARIO
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TABLE C.1.1.2-6.- ARCHITECTURE ATTRIBUTE VALUES FOR IF SCENARIO




The following subsections contain tables summarizing architecture scores for both the
baseline and updated data sets. The data is shown for each "If" Scenario.
The architecture score varies between 0 and 100, with 100 being the best. It is
determined by combining attribute utility scores using the weightings determined by
the NIT through a consensus process. Percentages are shown in Table C.1.2.
TABLE C. 1.2.-ARCHITECTURE ATTRIBUTE SCORE WEIGHTINGS
Human Safety 29%
Funding Profile 27%
Probability of Mission Success 19%
Architecture Cost Risk 13%
Launch Schedule Confidence 8%
Environment 4%
C.1.2.1 Architecture Scores (Baseline)
Table C.1.2.1 contains the architecture scores from the baseline set of data.
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TABLE C.1.2.1.- ARCHITECTURE SCORES - HTS BASELINE DATA
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C.1.2.2 Architecture Scores (Updated)
Table C.1.2.2 contains the architecture scores from the updated set of data. The updated
set was produced late in the study. It has corrections for various errors, most of which
were minor, and utilizes updated PMS numbers that account for launch pad hold down
and better OMS values. Also, the updated set includes Architectures 10 (NDV) and 19
(ALV).
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TABLE C.1.2.2.- ARCHITECTURE SCORES - HTS UPDATED DATA
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C.1.3 ARCHITECTURE COST SUMMARIES
Table C.1.3 shows a comprehensive summary of architecture cost data. Costs for each
system in each architecture are listed. Costs for each cost phase are shown along with
unreliability costs and various totals. Also shown are the recurring costs per flight.
The nonrecurring cost phases are design, development, test, and evaluation (DDT&E),
facilities, nonrecurring production, and preplanned product improvement (P3I). The
recurring cost phases include operations and recurring production.
All costs are in millions of 1992 dollars and include wraps. They include all costs
incurred from 1992 to 2020 for flights from 1998 to 2020. They come from the updated
data set which includes revised PMS values.
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TABLE C.1.3.- ARCHITECTURE COST SUMMARY
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TABLE C.1.3.- ARCHITECTURE COST SUMMARY (CONTINUED)
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TABLE C.1.3.- ARCHITECTURE COST SUMMARY (CONTINUED)
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TABLE C.1.3.- ARCHITECTURE COST SUMMARY (CONTINUED)
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TABLE C.1.3.- ARCHITECTURE COST SUMMARY (CONTINUED)
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TABLE C.1.3.- ARCHITECTURE COST SUMMARY (CONTINUED)
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TABLE C.1.3.- ARCHFFECTURE COST SUMMARY (CONTINUED)
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TABLE C,1.3.- ARCHITECTURE COST SUMMARY (CONT[NUED)
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TABLE C.1.3.- ARCHITECTURE COST SUMMARY (CONCLUDED)
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COMPUTATIONAL TOOLS AND MODELS
This appendix describes the various computational tools and models used in the
Human Transportation System (HTS) analysis process.
D.I.1 ARCHITECTURE EVALUATION TOOL (AET)
To evaluate architectures, a large amount of system attribute measurements was
compiled. To facilitate calculating architecture attribute values and scores from system
data, the AET was developed for the HTS Study.
The AET was developed using 4th Dimension database software on a Macintosh
computer. It contains about 400 procedures and about 100 screen layouts. The database
structure requires approximately 1.5 MB of disk space. A data file with a complete set
of data occupies 7 to 10 MB of disk space.
In choosing the type of software to use, three options were considered: spreadsheets,
database managers, and a programming language. It was decided that using
spreadsheets would be inefficient for the large amounts of data involved. Furthermore,
with a spreadsheet, it would be difficult to assure that any computational change would
be applied consistently for all systems and/or architectures. Developing with a
programming language would assure maximum versatility. However, the
development time and effort required would be enormous. By choosing a database
program, the amount of development time could be drastically reduced since the
database functions and many of the input/output functions were already in place. The
4th Dimension program was chosen because it is the most sophisticated of the
Macintosh database programs and allows the greatest versatility. The program can also
be compiled, which greatly increases speed when executing the large amount of code
required for attribute computations.
The AET development process was simultaneous with much of the attribute definition
process. It forced attribute integrators to define the actual calculation methodology for
each attribute. Frequently, attribute integrators had failed to look at the effects of time
on attribute values or had not sufficiently defined the architecture roll up technique of
system attribute values. The AET development process precluded some of these
problems, as well as other inconsistencies and inaccuracies in definition and
measurement. The AET is able to calculate attribute scores in a consistent and rapid
manner. It also provides a depository for system and architecture data.
The AET provides the capability to perform sensitivity analysis rapidly. Sensitivities
can be performed by changing the systems in an architecture, changing utility curves, or
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changing attribute or subattribute weighting factors. Attribute input data can also be
modified.
The AET is divided into two sections: Systems and Architectures. The Systems section
handles data on th e launch system level. This is where most of the data is entered. This
section of the AET contains processors for each of the attributes except Alternate Access
and for profiles. Since the Alternate Access attribute is a function of which systems are
grouped into an architecture, it can be defined only on the architecture level. The
profiles processor handles data related to flight rate, new vehicles, and fleet size.
A system level entry corresponds to a particular launch system. Each system entry has
a unique set of profile and attribute input data. If any piece of data varies from
architecture to architecture, a new system entry must be created. For example, Shuttle
flight rates are different in almost every architecture, so a separate Shuttle entry must be
made for each. Since Titan llI is the same across all architectures, a single entry can be
used.
Each processor displays screens for data input and shows the results of system level
calculations. Data is typically presented in a spreadsheet-like format. As with a
spreadsheet, calculations relevant to a particular piece of data are made instantaneously
when that data point is entered. When either data input is required or data output is
shown on a year by year basis, a graphing capability is available. Each processor can
generate its own printout, which has been designed to look like the input screens to
simplify data entry checking.
The Architectures section handles the roll up of data from different combinations of
systems into architecture values and scores. The user can select the proper systems for
the particular architecture from a list of all the defined systems. The user can go
directly from the architecture level to one of the selected systems in the Systems section
in order to enter or modify data.
Attribute data entry in the architectures section is performed in only the Alternate
Access processor. The other attribute processors serve to roll up system data in the
appropriate manner. Most attribute processors provide a list of the systems and the
relevant system data, rolled up values, and an attribute score. One or more printouts
are available for each attribute. For attributes involving year by year data, graphing
capability is available.
The summary processor provides the architecture's overall score. It can also substitute
different utility curves and subattribute weightings for one or more attributes, or
different attribute weightings. These features may be used for sensitivity analysis.
Both on the architecture level and the system level, the user can search and sort.
Reports and graphs of groups of architectures may also be generated for comparisons.
All data can be exported into text files, which can be easily read by spreadsheets, word
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processors,or other programs. The user can also perform automatic recalculation of
any or all processors for a selected group of systems or architectures.
Attributes that were defined early in the study but not evaluated (Alternate Access,
Mission Growth Potential, Dependability, Resiliency, and Availability) remain modeled
within the AET. Their processors are fully functional. The baseline weighting factors
for these attributes have been set to zero so that these scores do not effect the final
architecture score.
A user's guide to the AET has been provided as Appendix E.
D.1.2 TRANSPORTATION SYSTEMS INTEGRATION TOOL (TRANSIT)
The main mission capture and payload manifesting program used for the HTS Study
was the Transportation Systems Integration Tool (TRANSIT). TRANSIT was developed
at GDSS with major funding from JSC. It uses SmallTalk, a multi-platform
programming environment, and can run on several different platforms.
TRANSIT performs end-to-end mission model analysis, including system performance
calculation, mission capture and payload manifesting, simulation of system operability,
reliability evaluation, and cost calculation. For the study, only the mission capture and
payload manifesting features were used.
The following definitions are provided for clarity:
• Mission. A mission is an end objective usually having one or more payload or
payload events. A mission bears the name of a payload.
Payload. A payload, or payload event, signifies a specific occurrence of the mission
in a particular year. Associated with the payload is its mass, dimensions,
constraints, and year of occurrence. Payloads, not missions, are manifested onto a
vehicle.
Flight. A flight describes a launch system performing a certain objective, such as
delivering its cargo to some destination in space. The cargo may consist of a single
payload or multiple manifested payloads.
Mission capture is the matching up of a certain mission or group of missions to the
launch system while satisfying all mission and vehicle constraints including
performance. Mission constraints include final destinations, payload mass and
dimensions, and other operational considerations, such as the requirement to fly similar
payloads separately or to provide for crew receipt at the destination. Vehicle
constraints include launch site, initial operational capability (IOC), other availability
limitations, cargo volume, performance to the destination orbit, etc.
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Payload manifesting, on the other hand, is selecting payloads to fly on the same flight of
the launch system that has been chosen for the mission. Once the missions and systems
match-up has been determined, TRANSIT begins to manifest payloads together on the
launch vehicles. Only top level considerations such as mass, dimensions (both payload
and vehicle cargo bay/fairing) and top level constraints are used here.
TRANSIT requires two sets of input: the mission input and the launch system input.
The standard TRANSIT mission input format uses many information fields of the
mission model. During the study, the mission model was imported directly into
TRANSIT for mission capture analysis.
Table D.1.2-1 lists all the mission input parameters. Also included in the table is the
explanation of how the data fields are used by TRANSIT. Not all parameters were used
in the HTS Study.
TABLE D.1.2-1.- TRANSIT MISSION INPUT PARAMETERS
MISSION INPUT PARAMETERS TRANSIT USE
Mission ID & Name Priority, Manifestincj Assumptions
Priority, Manifesting AssumptionsUsers/Customers (Agency, Country .... )
Payload Characteristics (Mass, Dimension,...) Manifesting
Mission/Payload Type
(Mann., Unman., Sew., Del., Ret ..... ) Manifesting, MissionNehicle Matchup
Orbit (Altitudes, Incl.), tLV Or C3 Vehicle Performance Calculation
Launch Schedule (Annual Payload Schedule) Manifesting, Mission/Vehicle Matchup
Manifestin_ Constraints (Like And Unlike Payloads) Manifesting, MissionNehicle Matchup




Cost Per Payload Pound
Payload Accommodations (Cargo Bay, Mounted








A complete TRANSIT run requires a multitude of information. The HTS Study,
however, used only a few system features. Table D.1.2-2 describes the system input
parameters.
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TABLE D.1.2-2.- TRANSIT SYSTEMINPUT PARAMETERS
SYSTEM INPUT PARAMETERS
Launch Vehicle ID & Name
Available Date (Begin, End)
Performance To Orbits (Or Other Destinations)
Usable Payload Size
Vehicle Type (Mann., Unman., Sew., Del., Ret..... )





Facilities Needs (Integration, Checkout, Pad,...)
Launch Per Year (Fac. Capabilities)
Other Constraints (Launch Incl., Azimuth,...)
Stage Physical Dimensions (Stowed & Deployed)
Isp, Inert & Usable Propellant Mass
Additional Hardware (Aerobrake, Adapter,..,)
Accommodations/Facilities (Ground, Space,...)
Vehicle Type (Mann., Unman., Sew., Del., Ret ..... )
Launch Per Year
Reliability Characteristics








Fleet Size Calculation, Manifesting











Loss Analysis, Fleet Size Calculation,
Failure Rate, Backlo_
System & Architecture Cost Calculation
TRANSIT applies a mission capture algorithm to all architectures; for each mission,
each vehicle system, and each year in the model. At the completion of the run, the
outputs are tabulated. They include mission-to-vehicle capture, listing of payloads on
the same flight, manifesting efficiency, summary of flight results for each launch site
and launch systems. The HTS Study required two types of output from TRANSIT: (1)
the flight rates for all vehicle systems and (2) the system manifesting efficiency defined
as actual mission payload divided by total vehicle performance for that mission. Other
available output reports include listings on the mission models, manifested payloads,
and system performance.
For the FITS Study, data for manifests produced by TRANSIT was transferred into a
standard spreadsheet format. The data in this format was then used by the cost models,
the ground operations model, and the AET.
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D.1.3 GROUND OPERATIONS ASSESSMENT MODEL
In order to accomplish the numerical analysis required for the ground operation
assessment, a spreadsheet-based model has been developed by Rockwell. This model
evaluates the quantity of ground facilities and reusable elements necessary to support
the required flight rate based on the ground operations flow diagrams shown in
Appendix B, section B.1.3. It also produces schedule compression and margin data.
The model uses Microsoft Excel on either a Macintosh- or a Windows-based system.
Two different versions of the model were developed during the course of the study.
Originally, a spreadsheet that captures all operations-related data for each system
within an architecture was defined. Figure D.1.3-1 shows the layout of information


















WITH ROOM FOR CANCELED
ATIRIBUTES
REPORT SUMMARY AREA
Figure D.1.3-1.-Original architecture spreadsheet layout for
ground operations assessment model.
Most of the operations data in the study was produced using this version of the model.
However, this limited approach proved to be unwieldy because of the size of the
spreadsheets (most were larger than three megabytes), and the need to replicate each
systems equation set for each architecture, meaning that changes had to be reproduced
in each architecture spreadsheet.
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During the study extension period, the model was revised to make it easier to use. It
was converted from an architecture-based spreadsheet approach to a system-based
approach, with a unique spreadsheet for entering architecture specific flight rates. Also,
a macro was developed in order to make changing to system equations easier.
Figure D.1.3-2 illustrates the different spreadsheet files involved.
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Figure D.1.3-2.- Spreadsheets for improved ground operations assessment model.
Architectures are defined by entering system specific flight rates into the system flight
rate spreadsheet and naming the file to reflect the architecture under evaluation. This
file is placed in a unique folder or directory along with the update macro. System
spreadsheets for each system or shared system in the architecture are also moved into
the architecture folder. The systems spreadsheets contain electronic links to the system
flight rate spreadsheet.
When each system file is opened, the spreadsheet links are updated and the update
macro is activated. This process recalculates the operations requirements and schedule
margins based on the new flight rates for that system. The print command is used to
print out information for all "If" Scenarios for this system. This process is repeated for
every active system within the architecture. To maintain the data without printing it,
the output can be copied to a separate spreadsheet, compiling results for all systems and
saving or printing the information.
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After the architecture assessment is complete, system spreadsheets are moved back to
their home folder to await the next architecture to be evaluated. System changes need
only be made once in this new process. The update macro handles all the copying
requirements across the "If" Scenarios.
This revised model significantly reduces the time needed to create and evaluate new
architectures. Under the original method, up to 40 hours was required to add a system
to an existing architecture file, create new equations for its elements, link it to any
systems sharing elements, and copy these equations from one "If" Scenario to another.
The new approach requires less than 8 hours.
D.1.4 COST MODEL
The architecture cost model used to generate the architecture level cost estimates was a
series of electronically linked, Microsoft Excel spreadsheets, each calculating some
portion of total architecture costs. A separate model of linked spreadsheets was
developed for each architecture, with the spreadsheets tailored to reflect the specific
systems included in each unique architecture. Figure D.1.4-1 illustrates the general
input-process-output connection within the cost model.
The results of the architecture cost analyses are provided in the form of a total
architecture cost spreadsheet, which contains a total architecture cost summary and cost
by year, for each system, and by each life cycle phase. These were passed to the AET,
where top-level wrap factors for government support, contractor fee, and contingency
were applied, and the total costs and peak year costs calculated. Figure D.1.4-2
illustrates the different data contained in the spreadsheets.
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Figure D.1.4-1.- Architecture cost modeling process.
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SCENARIO: ARCH 1C
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Figure D. 1.4-2.- Architecture cost data spreadsheet roadmap.
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D.1.5 OTHER TOOLS/MODELS
During the course of the study, several other computer related tools/models were used.
CNDB. A Macintosh version of the FY90 CNDB was developed just before the
beginning of the study to provide a mechanism to develop the mission model. At
the time, the CNDB existed only as a DOS application. The Macintosh version of the
CNDB for the study is called the HTS DB and utilizes 4th Dimension.
• UMA Database. A database of UMA's developed by Rockwell was used to provide
flight delay data for the Launch Schedule Confidence attribute.
Ranger Model The Ranger Model, developed by Boeing, was originally used for
Architecture Cost Risk analysis. It was based on past experience in spacecraft
development. It was replaced by a simpler, qualitative approach because of
problems in data acquisition.
Other less complex spreadsheets were developed to support data acquisition and
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Architecture Evaluation Tool User's Guide
Introduction
The purpose of this manual is to provide a basic user's guide to the Human
Transportation System (H'I_) Study Architecture Evaluation Tool (AET). It is not
intended to be a comprehensive user's manual or to document every feature. Only the
basic operation of the tool is discussed. Many functions are only briefly described,
some not at all.
Much of the terminology in this guide, especially when it relates to attributes, is based
on the study. Some familiarity with systems, architectures, and especially attributes
used in the study is assumed. To find out more about attributes, attribute models, and
attribute data, please see the study's final report.
A listing of the baseline If Scenarios and architectures is provided at the end of this
document for reference purposes.
What the AET Can Do
The AET can calculate architecture level attribute values and scores from system level
attribute data. These values and scores can be used to compare transportation system
architectures.
The AET is capable of producing a variety of preformatted reports and graphs. It can
also export data that can be opened in spreadsheets, word processors, or other
applications.
Since much of the data required by the AET is generated using spreadsheets and other
electronic tools, the AET has a data import capability. Data for new systems does not
need to be manually inputted.
Within the AET, architectures are scored based on applying attribute values against
utility curves and combining the scores of different attributes using attribute
weightings. These can be "re-scored" with alternate utility curves and weightings for
sensitivity analysis to show the effects and their implications on transportation
alternatives.
The AET also provides a database for system and architecture data. Any data can be
viewed relatively quickly. Analysis aids, such as graphs, are sometimes provided in the
AET.
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What the AET Cannot Do
The major limitation in the current version of the AET is that it does not contain either a
cost or an operations model capable of producing data based on flight rate changes. If a
system's flight rate is changed, its costs and operations data must also be changed
accordingly. For the FITS study, cost and operations data were produced in a series of
complex spreadsheet models. The data was then electronically imported into the AET.
The AET does not change automatically change safety or unreliability costs when the
reliability (Probability of Mission Success) values are changed.
Whether or not future versions of the AET contain the links between flight rate and
costs/operations data and the links between reliability, safety, and unreliability costs
has not been determined. However, this capability would be a powerful addition to the
tool when comparing different options to one another
The current version of the AET does not have a "free form" reporting capability to create
custom reports. If this capability is required, the data should be exported and the
reports created using another software program.
General Description
The AET is an implementation of a 4th Dimension (4D) database. The current version,
1.3, runs on 4D or 4D Runtime version 2.2.3. Use of slightly earlier versions of 4D, such
as version 2.2 or 2.2.1, is acceptable. The compiled structure file requires approximately
1.4 MB of hard disk space. The data file requires a minimum of 6 to 8 MB. More disk
space may be required if data is added. The AET requires a 68020-based or later
Macintosh. Since the AET displays make use of some color, a color monitor is
recommended but not required.
The AET is divided into the system level data section and the architecture level data
section. Most of the data input is done in the systems section. Most of the output is
shown in the architectures section.
Data calculation is performed using a series of data processors. Each section of the tool
contains processors for each attribute and for other necessary functions.
Attributes
The AET contains processors for the I 1 attributes developed by the HTS NASA-
industry study team. These attributes are Alternate Access, Architecture Cost Risk,
Availability, Dependability, Environment, Funding Profile, Human Safety, Launch
Schedule Confidence, Mission Growth Potential, Probability of Mission Success, and
Resiliency. In each case, an architecture attribute value is calculated based on
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algorithms using system and architecturedata then applied against a utility curve to
produce an attribute score.
Several of the attribute are composed of sub-attributes. In these cases, the architecture
value is calculated by first calculating architecture sub-attribute values, applying each
sub-attribute value against a utility curve to produce a sub-attribute score, and then
combining the sub-attribute scores using sub-attribute weighting factors. As with other
attributes, the architecture value is then applied against a utility curve to produce an
attribute score.
The architecture score is determined by combining attribute scores using attribute
weighting factors. The attribute weightings that were baselined are as follows:
Human Safety 29%
Funding Profile 27%
Probability of Mission Success 19%
Architecture Cost Risk 13%
Launch Schedule Confidence 8%
Environment 4%
These weightings, as well as sub-attribute weightings, were determined by the HIS
NASA-industry study team using a consensus process.
During the course of the HTS study, five of the eleven attributes were deferred by
consensus of the HTS NASA-industry team due to problems in definition and
allocation of resources. However, support for these processors has continued
throughout the AET development. These are fully functional and data can be entered in
and calculated, although they have not been completely tested. Further, because the
study team did not gather a complete set of data or achieve a complete understanding
about the nature of the measurements, the models which the processors are based on
may not be as mature as the other attributes.
The five attributes that were deferred are: Alternate Access, Availability, Dependability,
Mission Growth Potential, and Resiliency. Some printed reports may not include data
from these.
The current version of the AET has no provision to alter the baseline attribute or sub-
attribute weightings. These are coded into the database structure. All baseline data
scores are based on these. There are provisions for specifying different weightings for
non-baseline (or sensitivity) analysis.
Utility Curves
Utility curves are used by the AET to convert a value into a non-dimensional value
between 0 and 1. This is necessary to combine values of different units. The utility
curves are shaped such that the better values get the higher scores (1 is best, 0 is worst).
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For some attributes or sub-attributes, such as Probability of Mission Success, the higher
the value the better. For others, such as Funding Profile, the lower the value better.
For most attributes and sub-attributes, it was decided by the study team to use a simple,
linear curve. A 1 is assigned to the best value for all architectures being compared in an
If Scenario and a 0 is assigned to the worst. Each attribute or sub-attribute has a
different curve for each If Scenario. Care must be taken when comparing architecture
scores across different If Scenarios because they are based on different curves.
The AET has provisions for changing any utility curve. It does not do this
automatically. When an architecture attribute or sub-attribute value is calculated to be
greater or less than the end points of the curve, a value of I or 0 is assigned. It is left up
to the user to change the utility curves. If a curve is changed, the utility values for all
architectures affected by the change must be re-calculated.
The method in which a baseline utility curve is defined and modified is discussed later.
Architecture/System Names
The names of each system or architecture entry have been chosen to try to convey some
information about the entry. The only restriction on the name imposed by the database
is that it be unique and can not be longer than 80 characters.
The system names include the common names or acronyms of the major elements in the
system and sometimes end with a reference to a specific architecture or group of
architectures that the system is associated with. For example, "ACRV - 12" and "ACRV -
19" are specific for Architectures 12 and 19. All other architectures that have an ACRV
in them use the "ACRV" entry. "AMSC - 16 C" represents the AMSC in Architecture
16/If C.
If there is a human element in the system, the system name always lists it first.
The architecture names include the architecture number and If Scenario letter followed
by a general theme for the architecture. For example, "02 C - Shuttle Evolution Option"
represents Architecture 2/If C, which is focused on evolution of the Shuttle and ELV
systems.
General Notes for AET Use
The AET does not, in general, use menus. Instead, user options are mostly presented as
buttons on the screen. If, after clicking a button, more chooses can be made, a window
is displayed with several more buttons and/or check boxes.
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The AET makes use of several color "cues". Numbers that are input by the user are a
medium blue color. These are also usually contained in a box or in some sort of table
form. Numbers that are generated by the AET are green. Items on the screen that can
be "clicked on", such as buttons or check boxes, are generally red, except for items in
listings. Items that are fixed on the screen are generally dark blue or black.
The current version of AET does not have a "view only" mode. All modifiable data may
be modified by anybody in the database. This may be incorporated into future versions.
Most data entry windows contain a "Cancel" button which will cancel any changes
made to data. In the few cases where a "Cancel" button is not available, usually in
intermediate windows in a series of windows that are required when executing a
particular process, it may appear in the next window that is displayed. Changes to
data (or anything else in a window) are usually accepted by using an "Enter" or "OK"
button.
Because of the size of the database and the extensive calculations that are sometimes
required, use of one of the faster Macintosh models is highly recommended. Other
ways to increase performance include using a higher speed disk drive and turning off
other applications or utilities that are running in the background. For machines with
more than 8 MB of RAM, use of a RAM disk (an application that allows for simulating a
hard disk in memory) greatly improves performance. Using the AET over a network is
not recommended.
Many of the attributes require data on an annual basis, When this occurs, both the data
to be inputted and any related data that is calculated on displayed are contained in
tabular form where each row represents a specific year and each column is a type of
data. Typically, the tool has the ability to graph this data. Some of the architecture
annual data is automatically graphed in printed reports.
Starting the AET
In addition to 4D or 4D Runtime, two files are required in order to utilize the AET. One
is the structure file, which contains the procedures and layouts for the database. This
has been named "AET 1.3.comp" in the version 1.3 release, the other is the data file,
which contains the actual data. This has been named "AET 1.3.comp.data". Either of
these two may be renamed. A third file, a "flags" file, is created by 4D when using 4D in
multi-user mode. This file is small and can be deleted when nobody is using the
database, if desired.
To begin running the AET, double-click the structure file. The password window in
Figure E-1 appears. Click on "User (no password)" and then the "OK" button. If either
file has been renamed or moved into a different folder, a standard Macintosh window
mat appear asking to identify where the data file is. If 4D is in multi-user mode, an
informational window may appear. Click "OK". After a few seconds the main window
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Figure E-1.- Password window.
Main Window
From the main window, the user may either enter the systems or architectures section of
the database. These are selected under the "Data" menu in the menu bar at the top of
the screen.
The "Data" menu is shown is Figure E-2. To enter the Systems or Architectures section,
select the appropriate menu item. The user may also review/change the baseline utility
curves and sub-attribute weighting values or import data from this menu.
Architectures _A
Systems _S
Base Util Curves _B
Import Data _D
Figure E-2.- Data menu.
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The user must return to the main window in order to switch to a different section of the
database or to leave 4D. The choices are deactivated in other windows.
To leave the AET, select "Quit 4D" under the "File" menu. The "File" menu also contains
a couple of informational selections.
Listing Windows
When selecting "Architectures" or "Systems" from the "Data" menu, a listing window
appears. This window initially lists all architecture or system entries currently in the
database. Figure E-3 shows the system listing window and Figure E-4 shows the
architecture listing window.
The listing window lists some of the data associated with each architecture or system
entry (also called record). The series of buttons across the bottom of the window
perform various operations on the records. Double-clicking on a record will show the
data window for a particular architecture or system.
The listing window lists all the records in the current selection of records. Initially, this
is all systems or architectures in the database. The number of records in the current
selection is indicated in the lower left of the window. The total number of records is
indicated in the lower right. Several of the buttons perform operations on every record
in the current selection. Several buttons are used to determine what the current
selection is. A button is dimmed when its functions cannot be used. The button
functions are as follows:
- "Done" button: returns to the main window.
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Systems
Figure E-3.- System listing window.
Architectures
[ ll+P,b,_ + J'i'I'T'_-- -"nt
01 A- Reference Option A 9 76 569 645
01 B- RoforoncoOptiorl B 9 148 569 717
01 C- RoforonceOption C I0 300 569 869
01 O- Reference Option D !0 338 569 907
OI E1 - Reference Option E 10 357 569 926
Ol (h- Reference Option E I0 389 569 958
OZ A - Shuttle Evolution Option A 14 76 569 645
02 O - Shuttle Evolution Option O 14 140 569 709
02 C - Shuttle Evolution Option C 16 244 652 896
02 D - Shuttle [volutionOpflon O 16 248 666 914
OZ E1 - Shuttle EvolutionOptlon E 16 267 666 933
OZ [h - 5h_tlo [volutionOption [ 16 299 666 965
03 A - Altornote Accost Option (NLS) A 13 76 559 635
03 B - Allerncto Acce_ Option (NLS) B ! $ 148 559 707
03C - Alternate Access Option (NLS) C 15 287 638 925
03 O - AltorP4to AccessOption (NLS) O 16 3 ! I 642 953
................ . • . ,.,.,,.:. ,.. - ......
._,ltc_ Re_ords : 1 O41 TI IIIOdtf_l • r_ord. "kltk ¢lh_k" e,i it. Toil1 R_'ds : 1 08
AA ACR Av Dep Env FP HS LSC OP/1'4S/R ',_
Figure E-4.- Architecture listing window.
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"New" button: creates a new record. A system or architecture data window is
displayed.
"Print" button: prints data concerning the current selection of records. In
systems, this prints a listing of the records. In architectures, several options are
presented including printing architecture attribute utility scores, various graphs
relating to attribute scores, individual attribute reports (one page per record),
and architecture attribute values.
"Sort" button: sorts the records in the current selection of records according to
various selectable data fields.
"Search" button: searches for records that meet the user-definable search criteria
and makes a new selection of records. This can either search all records in the
database, search only within the current selection, or search outside the current
selection and add the results. The new selection may need to be re-sorted.
"Select" button: makes all records that are highlighted into the current selection
of records. A single record may be highlighted by clicking once on it. A group of
consecutive records may be highlighted by selecting the first record, then holding
down the shift key while selecting the last record to be highlighted. Non-
consecutive records can be highlighted by holding down the command key while
clicking on a record. The new selection may need to be re-sorted.
"Omit" button: removes highlighted records from the current selection of
records. Records are highlighted as described above. The new selection may
need to be re-sorted.
"All" button: makes all records into the current selection.
"Copy" button: makes a copy of a record. Several windows are displayed to lead
the user though this process.
"Export" button: exports data into an ASCII file on disk that can be read by
spreadsheets, word processors, etc. Data concerning all records in the current
selection is exported. The data fields are tab delimited (ASCII 9) and the record
fields are carriage return delimited (ASCII 13). A standard Macintosh window is
displayed to name the exported data file and locate it on disk. For systems, a
choice is given of which attribute or combination of attribute data will be
exported. The export format for each attribute is preset. For architectures, five
options are given:
(1) Architecture Information - definition data for each architecture
including which systems it contains.
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(2) Architecture Data - attribute value and scoring data. The user is given
a choice of which data fields to export and the order. This is the most
common export.
(3) Utility Curves and Weightings - the points defining each utility curve
and the sub-attribute weighting ratios.
(4) Funding Profile Data - cost data in one of two formats. One
summarizes the costs by system and the other summarizes by year. Both
are shown by the six cost phases (DDT&E, Facilities, Non-recurring
Production, Preplanned Product Improvement, Operations, and
Recurring Production).
(5) Non-baseline Utility Data - non-baseline (sensitivity) utility scores.
"Calc" button: performs the calculations on each record in the current selection
that each attribute processor would perform if used separately. This is very
useful in handling data that has been imported. The choice is given for which
attribute to calculate. The Calculate All performs all calculations. (Note:
Calculate All does not perform calculations for the five attributes not currently
active: Alternate Access, Availability, Dependability, Mission Growth Potential,
and Resiliency.) For systems, there is also a profiles choice which calculates
flight profiles. This should be executed first before other attributes are
calculated. For architectures, checking the "Calculate Utility Values Only" box
will only execute the utility scoring portion of the calculations, greatly decreasing
the amount of time required. This is useful when abaseline utility curve is
modified. Also, the "Change Utility Curves/Weightings" button can be used to
change the non-baseline (sensitivity) utility curves or weighting for all
architectures in the current selection.
The architecture listings window contains all the attribute data values and scores.
These values are seen by scrolling to the right. Aids to assist in viewing data for each
attribute are located across the bottom of the window just above the horizontal scroll
bar. These show the approximate position the scrolling "box" must be to center the
attribute data in the window. For example, to see Funding Profile data, move the box
directly under the "FP".
Individual Record Data Windows
When double-clicking on an entry line for a particular architecture or system record, the
data window for that record is displayed. All information concerning that system or
architecture is viewed or accessed from the data window and can be modified. It
provides access to each attribute processor.
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In either the systems or architectures data window, there are a series of four buttons in
the lower right of the window. The "Enter" button saves all changes made since
entering into the record into the database, leaves the data window, and returns to the
listing window. The "Cancel" button returns to the listing window without saving any
changes made since entering the record, including any calculations and modifications
made relating to the attribute or other types of data. The "Delete" button permanently
deletes the record and any relations it has to any other record. The "Print" button prints
reports concerning the particular system or architecture.
The buttons in the box in the upper right are used for moving to different records
within the current selection. The number of records in the current selection and the
number of the particular record being viewed relative to the selection is displayed.
Four buttons, "Next", "Prev", "First", and "Last", may be used to change to a different
record in the selection. As with using the "Enter" button, all modification made to the
database since entering the database are saved.
ISptem Name: [Delta II
( Profiles
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Figure E-5.- System data window.
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System Data Window
The system data window allows viewing and modification of system level data. Figure
E-5shows an example of the window for an individual system record. The system's
name, type, and category aredisplayed or modified in this window. An unlimited
number of comments relating to the system canbeentered at the bottom.
The systems type tells if the system has a crew, if it carries a significant amount of cargo,
and if it is reusable. Any combination of these boxes can be checked.
The system category tells whether the system is used in an architecture just to provide
alternate access (has no planned flights, is not used in any attribute calculations except
Alternate Access, Architecture Cost Risk, and Funding Profile, example: a foreign
system launching NASA payloads only when a NASA system is not operational), used
only for Funding Profile and Architecture Cost Risk calculations (has no planned flight
rate, example: ACRV), or is treated normally (used in all attribute calculations).
The "Architectures" box lists all the architectures containing this system. The two
arrows at the bottom of the box are used to resort this list. (Note: the user links a
system to an architecture in the architecture data window.)
The "Profiles" button is used to view/modify flight profile data. Figure E-6 shows the
profiles window.
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Figure E-6.- Profiles window.
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Flights are divided into low inclination (ETR) and high inclination (WTR) flights and
shown for each year. Totals are generated automatically. Current vehicle and new
vehicle profile data is also contained in this window (This data is not needed for any of
the six current attributes.). This data may be printed or graphed.
Attribute data for the system is viewed/modified using one of the 11 buttons in the
attributes box. Clicking on any of these in the system data window enters the attribute
processor for that particular attribute and the system attribute screen is displayed.
Some of these buttons may not be active based on the system type. Although there is an
Alternate Access button, this data is architecture dependent and entered at the
architecture level.
The following describes the systems processors for each of the six current attributes.
(1) System Architecture Cost Risk Processor
The system ACR processor window is shown in Figure E-7.
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Figure E-7.- System architecture cost risk processor window.
The three Technical Challenge (TC) numbers are entered in the first column of
the TC table. The other three columns are updated automatically. The TC is
scaled by a formula developed by the NASA-industry team, 1.6681^(TC-1).
The cost column is automatically calculated from the cost data. The cost raw
data must be present in the database for this column, but the Funding Profile
attribute processor does not need to have performed its calculations. The TC
score column is the scaled TC column multiplied by the costs column. The total




The Program Immaturity (PI) value is entered into the PI box. As with the TC
values, it is scaled by the formula 1.6681^(PI-1). The scaled PI is the PI sub-
attribute value for the system.
The number of New Systems (NS) sub-attribute value is entered directly.
All the ACR input numbers for the HTS study were determined by a consensus
process.
A printout of the window is produced using the "Print" button.
System Environment Processor
The system Environment processor window is shown in Figure E-8.
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Figure E-8.- System environment processor window.
The weight of the exhaust product for each flight of the system is entered in the
second column of the left-hand table. The rest of the data in the window is
calculated automatically. The impact factors have been pre-determined and
can not be changed. The total weight column is the weight per flight column
multiplied by the number of flights. The score column is the total weight
column multiplied by the impact factor. The system attribute value is the sum
E-14
(3)
of the score column. The score for a single flight is also shown CVehicle
Score").
The two table on the left shown the annual environmental impact. This may be
graphed by using the "Graph" button.
A printout of the window is produced using the "Print" button.
System Funding Profile Processor
The system Funding Profile processor window is shown in Figure E-9.
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Figure E-9.- System funding profile processor window.
In this window, the wraps and the unreliability cost, which comes from the cost
model, may be entered. The annual costs for each cost phase (DDT&E,
Facilities, Non-Recurring Production, Preplanned Product Improvement,
Operations, and Recurring Production) are entered using the buttons in the
"Year-By-Year Data" box. Except for discounted/escalated values, the totals are
calculated automatically. Subtotals for non-recurring and recurring costs are
shown.
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All costs are in millions of 1992 dollars.
Note: In the current version of the AET, the system cost processor is not
connected with the flight profile data. Costs are entered from cost models
outside the AET. If the flight rate data is changed, the costs should be
remodeled and reentered. The operations model also needs to be revised to
find facilities and new vehicle costs.
Annual costs may be entered in this processor in two ways. The quickest
method is to use the "Quick Entry" button. The Quick Entry window is shown
in Figure E-10. No calculation is done until the "OK" button is clicked. All cost
data, including wraps and unreliability cost, can be entered here.
A second method of entering annual costs is to use one of the six cost phase
buttons. Each deals with data concerning one cost phase. Costs are re-
wrapped and re-totaled with each entry. Because of this, there is a second or
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Figure E-10.- System funding profile processor quick entry window.
Wraps are entered in as percentages. For example, if a wrap is entered as 50, a
cost of $100 will wrap to $150. A wrap is entered for each of the six cost phases.
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In general, the four non-recurring wraps (DDT&E, Facilities, Non-Recurring
Production, and Preplanned Product Improvement) are the same and the two
recurring wraps (Operations, and Recurring Production) are the same.
The 'Totals" button can be used to view annual totals for different
combinations of cost phases. The "Graph" button can be used to generate
various annual cost graphs. The "Print" button can be used to print either the
window or a annual data report.
Discounting and escalation are executed when the "Discount/Escalate" button
is clicked. The values appear in the last column of the table in the system
Funding Profile processor window. This button must be executed before these
values will appear in the graphing and totals windows. The discount rate is
10%. The escalation rates come from the standard NASA escalation rate tables.
In the current version of the AET, these can not be changed.
(4) System Human Safety Processor
The system Human Safety processor has one input value - the probability of
loss per flight. This value is multiplied by the number of flights to produce the
number of loss events for the system. The system Human Safety processor
window also shows the flights per loss event and the losses per 1000 flights.
Average and maximum crew sizes can be entered to show crew losses, but
these are not required for attribute value calculations.
(5) System Launch Schedule Confidence Processor
The system Launch Schedule Confidence (LSC) processor window is'shown in
Figure E-11.
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Figure E-11.- System launch schedule confidence window.
For Schedule Compression (SC), nominal and compressed flow times are
entered for low (ETR) and high (WTR) inclination launches. The units are days.
ETR and WTR SC numbers are calculated by dividing the differences between
the nominal and compressed flow times by the nominal flow times. The SC
value per flight is the flight weighted average between the ETR and WTR SC
values. The SC sub-attribute value for the system is the SC value per flight
multiplied by the number of flights.
Schedule Margin (SM) data is entered on a annual basis for ETR and WTR in
the first two columns of the table. The units are days. The SM value is
calculated for each year by dividing the ETR and WTR margins by the ETR and
WTR nominal flow times and multiplying by the number of ETR and WTR
flights. The annual ETR and WTR numbers are added together and shown in
the margin column. The SM sub-attribute value for the system is the sum of the
margin column.
Delay data is entered into the flight delays box as a percentage. The Delay sub-
attribute value for the system is the flight delays multiplied by the number of
flights.
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The table in the processor window also show annual compression and delay
values. - ....
The "Resiliency" button can use LSC data to automatically create Resiliency
data. Great care must be taken when using this because the relationship
between the two attributes is not always straight forward. The "Print" button
will produce a printout of the window. The "Graph" button will graph the
annual data.
Note: In the current version of the AET, the system LSC processor is not
connected with the flight profile data. Data is entered from operations models
outside the AET. If the flight rate data is changed, this data should be
remodeled and reentered.
6) System Probability of Mission Success Processor
The system Probability of Mission Success (PMS) processor has one input value
- the probability of mission success. This is the system attribute value. The
system PMS processor window also shows the number of mission failures, the
flights per mission failure, and the mission failures per 1000 flights.
The other five attribute processor are fully functional, but have not be completely
tested. Also, the models on which these processors are based have not been as
rigorously developed. These attributes were deferred during the HIS study.
The "Calculate All" button performs all calculations for the flight profiles and the
attributes above.
Architecture Data Window
The architecture data window allows viewing and modification of architecture level
data. Figure E-12 shows an example of the window for an individual architecture
record.
The architecture's name and If Scenario are displayed/modified in this window. The If
Scenario is chosen by dicking on the appropriate button. Comments relating to the
system can be entered at the bottom.
The "Systems" box displays all systems linked to the architecture. The two arrows in the
lower left of the box can be used to resort the list of systems. The number in the lower
right shows the number of systems linked to the architecture. The category, type,
number of flights, and a timeline are displayed for each system. A legend is shown
below the box.
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The system category in the system list is represented by a single letter: "N" for normal
systems, "A" for alternate access systems only, and "C" for systems only used in
Funding Profile and Architecture Cost Risk, such as the ACRV.
The system type in the system list is represented by three letters. The first letter is either
"M" for manned systems or "U" for unmanned systems. The second is either "C" for
system having cargo capability or 'I',/" for systems having no cargo capability. The third
is either "R" for reusable systems or "E" for expendable systems.
The fimeline has one column for each year from 1992 to 2000. The columns for years
that have at least one flight of the system have a "o". If there are no flights, the column
has a -.
A system is added to the architecture by using the "Add" button. The "Add" button
displays a window with a list of all systems defined in the database. The system to be
added is chosen from this list. It must be defined in the systems section before it can be
added.
m
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Figure E-12.- Architecture data window.
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Data concerning a system can be viewed or changed by highlighting (clicking on) the
system in the list and clicking the "Modify" button. The system data window for the
system is displayed. It has full functionality and is used as described previously.
A system is removed from the architecture by highlighting it and clicking the "Remove"
button.
The following describes the architecture processors for each of the six current attributes.
(1) Architecture Architecture Cost Risk Processor
The architecture ACR processor window is shown in Figure E-13.
The window contains a list of all systems in the architecture. The list contains
relevant ACR data for each system. Various architecture ACR values and
scores are also displayed.
The Technical Challenge (TC) sub-attribute value for each system is listed in the
"TC Value" column. The architecture TC sub-attribute value (shown as "rotal
TC") is the sum of this column.
The Program Immaturity (PI) sub-attribute value for each system is listed in the
"Scale Pr' column. The number of flights of the system divided by the total
number of flights in the architecture is shown in the "%" column. The "Scale Pr'
column is multiplied by the "%" column to produce the "PI Value" column.
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Figure E-13.- Architecture architecture cost risk processor window.
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The architecture PI sub-attribute value (shown as Total PI Value") is the sum of
the "PI Value" column.
The New Systems (NS) sub-attribute value for each system is listed in the "New
Sys" column. The architecture NS sub-attribute value (shown as "rotal New
Systems") is the sum of this column.
Each of the three sub-attribute values is applied against utility curves to
produce the architecture sub-attribute scores. These scores are combined using
the sub-attribute weightings into the architecture ACR attribute value. The
baseline sub-attribute weightings are: TC = 45%, PI = 30%, and NS = 25% (9:6:5
ratio). The architecture ACR attribute value is applied against a utility curve to
produce the ACR attribute score.
The "Print" button at the bottom of the window can be used to produce the
architecture ACR report. The "Utility" button can be used to see any one of the
four utility curves.
(2) Architecture Environment Processor
The architecture Environment processor window is shown in Figure E-14.
The window contains a list of all systems in the architecture. The list contains
relevant Environment data for each system. The architecture Environment
value and score are displayed. Annual Environment data is also shown.
The system list shows the impact factors of each flight, the number of flights,
and the system Environment values. (Note: the impact factors and number of
flights are shown for informational proposes only. The system Environment
values are calculated in the system Environment processor.) The architecture
Environment attribute value is the sum of the "Environment Value" column.
This value is applied against a utility curve to produce the architecture
Environment attribute score.
The "Print" button at the bottom of the window can be used to produce the
architecture Environment report. The "Graph" button can be used to produce a
graph of the annual data. The "Utility" button can be used to see the utility
curve.
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Figure E-14.- Architecture environment processor window.
(3) Architecture Funding Profile Processor
The architecture FP processor window is shown in Figure E-15.
The window contains a list of all systems in the architecture. The list contains
costs for each cost phase (DDT&E, Facilities, Non-Recurring Production,
Preplanned Product Improvement, Operations, and Recurring Production),
unreliability costs, and totals for each system. The window also shows the
various cost totals and peak cost data.
All costs shown, unless otherwise specified, contain wraps, are in millions of
constant 1992 dollars.
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Figure E-15.- Architecture funding profile processor window.
The Total Cost sub-attribute value is the total of all costs, including
unreliability, for all systems in the architecture. The Peak Year Cost sub-
attribute value is the highest value of the total annual costs. (Note: Peak year
cost does not include unreliability costs. No attempt is made to spread
unreliability costs over time.) The year in which the peak occurs is also
displayed.
Both the Total Cost and the Peak Year Cost sub-attribute values are applied
against utility curves to produce the architecture sub-attribute scores. These
scores are combined using the sub-attribute weightings into the architecture FP
attribute value. The baseline sub-attribute weightings are: Total Cost = 50%
and Peak Year Cost = 50% (1:1 ratio). The architecture FP attribute value is
applied against a utility curve to produce the FP attribute score.
As in the system Funding Profile processor, the "Totals" button at the bottom of
the window can be used to view annual totals for different combinations of cost
phases. The "Print" button can be used to print any one of three types of
reports. The "Graph" button can be used to generate either various annual cost
graphs or a pie graph of the cost phase costs. The '1dtility" button can be used
to see any one of the three utility curves.
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Discounting and escalation areexecutedwhen the "Discount/Escalate" button
is clicked. This must be executed before these values will appear in the
graphing and totals windows. The discount rate is 10%. The escalation rates
come from the standard NASA escalation rate tables. These can not be
changed.
(4) Architecture Human Safety Processor
The architecture HS processor window is shown in Figure E-16.
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Figure E-16.- Architecture human safety processor window.
The window contains a list of all human systems. The list contains safety-
related information about each system. The number of loss events is the sum of
the "Loss Events" column. This is the architecture Human Safety attribute
value. This value is applied against a utility curve to produce the architecture
Human Safety attribute score.
The flights per loss event and the loss events per 1000 flights are also displayed.
The "Print" button at the bottom of the window can be used to produce the
architecture Human Safety report. The "Utility" button can be used to see the
utility curve.
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(5) Architecture Launch ScheduleConfidence Processor
The architecture LSC processor window is shown in Figure E-17.
The window contains a list of all systems in the architecture. The list contains
relevant LSC data for each system. Architecture LSC values and scores are also
displayed.
The Schedule Compression (SC) sub-attribute value for each system is listed in
the "Comp Value" column. The sum of this column is shown as "Total
Compression Values". This is divided by the totals flights to produce the
architecture SC sub-attribute value (shown as "Schedule Compression").
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Figure E-17.- Architecture launch schedule confidence processor window.
The Schedule Margin (SM) sub-attribute value for each system is listed in the
"Margin Value" column. The sum of this column is shown as "rotal Margin
Values". This is divided by the totals flights to produce the architecture SM
sub-attribute value (shown as "Schedule Margin").
The delayed flight percentage sub-attribute value for each system is listed in
the "Delayed Value" column. The sum of this column is shown as "rotal
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Delayed Values". This is divided by the totals flights to produce the
architecture delay sub-attribute value (shown as "Delay Percentage").
Each of the three sub-attribute values is applied against utility curves to
produce the architecture sub-attribute scores. These scores are combined using
the sub-attribute weightings into the architecture LSC attribute value. The
baseline sub-attribute weightings are: SC = 33.3%, SM = 33.3%, and Delay =
33% (1:1:1 ratio). The architecture LSC value is applied against a utility curve
to produce the LSC attribute score.
The "Year Data" button at the bottom of the window can be used to view year
values for all the sub-attributes. The "Print" button can be used to produce the
architecture LSC report. The "Utility" button can be used to see any one of the
four utility curves.
(6) Architecture Probability of Mission Success Processor
The architecture PMS processor window is shown in Figure E-18.
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Figure E-18.- Architecture probability of mission success processor window.
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The window contains a list of all systems in the architecture. The list contains
information about each system. The "Relative PMS" column represents the
system PMS multiplied by the number of flights of that system and divided by
the total number of flights in the architecture. The sum of this column is the
architecture PMS attribute value. This value is applied against a utility curve to
produce the architecture PMS attribute score.
The number of failures, the flights per failure, the failures per 1000 flights, and
the annual PMS values are also displayed.
The "Print" button at the bottom of the window can be used to produce the
architecture PMS report. The "Graph" button can be used to produce a graph of
the annual PMS. The "Utility" button can be used to see the utility curve.
The other five attribute processor are fully functional, but have not be completely
tested. Also, the models on which these processors are based have not been as
rigorously developed. These attributes were deferred during the FITS study.
The "Summary" button is used to determine the overall architecture score. Figure E-19
shows the summary processor window.
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Figure E-19.- Architecture summary processor window.
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Each attribute score and baseline weighting is shown in the window. The weighted
score is the attribute score multiplied by the weighting. The architecture score is the
sum of the weighted scores. It will range between 0 and 100.
The architecture summary processor "Print" button can be used to print one of two
summary reports. The "Graph" button can be used to generate a pie chart showing the
attribute scores.
The "Calculate All" button performs all calculations for the attribute processors listed
above and the summary processor.
The "Sensitivity" button is used to apply non-baselined utility curves, attribute
weightings, and sub-attribute weightings. Figure E-20 shows the architecture
sensitivity processor window.
Only one set of non-baselined data is allowed for each architecture.
The architecture sensitivity processor window table lists the attribute score, weighting,
and the weighted score of each attribute. Each attribute weighting can be changed. The
"Weighted Score" column will only be updated if the sum of the '_Weightings" column
equals 100. Otherwise zeros appear for the weighted scores and the architecture score.
Any set of the 11 attribute weightings can be saved using the "Save" button. The
"Recall" button will recall any one of previously saved sets of weightings. The
"Baseline" button will recall the baseline set of weightings.
Different symbols are used to denote non-baselined numbers. A ",," beside a number in
the "Attribute Score" column indicates that a non-baselined utility curve is used in
determining the score. A "*" beside a number in the "Attribute Score" column indicates
that non-baseline sub-attribute weightings are used in determining the score
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Figure E-20.- Architecture sensitivity processor window.
(for attributes with sub-attributes). A "¢" beside a number in the "Weighting" column
indicates that a non-baselined attribute weighting is used. These symbols appear
immediately to the right of the appropriate number.
The "Print" and "Graph" buttons work the same as in the summary processor.
The "Att Data" button is used to view and change non-baselined utility curves and sub-
attribute weightings. Figure E-21 shows the architecture sensitivity processor utility
curve and weightings window.
The name of each utility curve is shown. "Baseline" is the name given when the baseline
curve for an attribute or sub-attribute is being used. The various ,'Mod" buttons beside
the utility curve names are used to create, name, change, delete and/or select utility
curves. The curves can be defined as a series of points. A linear relation is assumed
between two points. An unlimited number can be defined.
Sub-attribute weightings can be entered into the appropriate boxes. These weightings
are in terms of integer ratios.
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Both the baseline and non-baselined sub-attribute and attribute scores are shown
throughout the screen. Non-baseline scores are updated every time a utility curve or
sub-attribute weighting is changed.
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Figure E-21.- Architecture sensitivity processor utility curve and weightings wndow.
Modifying Baseline Utility Curves and Sub-Attribute Weightings
Choosing "Base Util Curves" from the main menu will allow the user to modify all
baselined attribute and sub-attribute utility curves. The baseline utility curve window
is shown in Figure E-22. This window is used to choose the curve to view or change by
clicking the "Modify" button next to the attribute or sub-attribute name.
The "Export" button can be used to export, or save, a special file containing all the
curves to disk. The "Import" button can be used to read one of these exported files.
These buttons can be used to transfer a set of curves from one database file to another or
to save a set of curves to be used later. The file that is exported is in a special format
unique to the AET and 4D and can not be read by other applications.
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If a new database file is created, it is recommended that a set of curves (even "dummy"
curves) be imported into it. Otherwise, errors may appear in certain circumstances.
These curves can be modified as necessary.
When any of the "Modify" buttons are used, another window is displayed giving a
choice of If Scenarios. (Note: The AET does not distinguish between IF E-high and If E-
low. These use the same curve.) This window also contains an "Auto" button. Using
the "Auto" button will automatically define the curves for each If Scenario. Each curve
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Figure E-22.- Baseline utility curve window.
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Figure E-23.- Modify utility curve window.
Figure E-23 shows the Modify Utility Curve window, which is displayed after the If
Scenario is selected.
In the AET, utility curves are defined as a series of points. A linear relation is assumed
between two points. An unlimited number of points can be defined. Values that fall
before the first point or after the last point receive the same score as the first or last
points, respectively. The points are shown in the table on the left side of the screen.
The "Add" button is used to add a new point. A point is changed by highlighting it in
the table and then clicking the "Modify" button. Either one of these buttons will display
the data point window. The coordinates for the point can be entered in the data point
window. It also has two buttons to find the minimum or maximum values of all
architectures in the If Scenario.
A point is deleted by highlighting it in the table and then clicking the "Remove" button.
Any changes to the table are automatically updated in the graph.
Clicking the "Use for all IFs" check box will copy the curve to the other four If Scenarios
(for comparing architectures across If Scenarios). The "Copy" button will copy the
graph to the clipboard. The "Print" button will printout the graph.
Clicking the "OK" button will save any changes made to the curve. The architectures
scores are not automatically recalculated. This can be done using the "Calc" button from
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the architecture listing window, clicking the "Calculate Utility Values Only" check box,
and choosing the appropriate attribute.
Importing Data
Choosing "Import Data" from the main menu will allow the user to import data. The
import data window is shown in Figure E-24. This window is used to choose the type
of data to import.
The file to import data from must be a text (ASCU) file. Most programs are capable of
producing this type of file using a "Save As..." command under the "File" menu. Some
type of option to save as text is usually given. Some database-type programs may have
the option to export data into a text file.
The two "Current Data" options at the bottom of the window tell the processor what to
do with the current data in the database. The "Add to current data" will add all
imported data to the current data. The current data will be unaffected. The "Replace all
current data" will delete data for all architectures or systems relating to the type of data
to import and replace it. For example, using this when importing architecture names
will delete all architecture names in the database. Only the names being imported will
appear in the database. Because data is deleted, this option is should be used with care.
One method of using this feature is to export all data for a particular category, change
or add new data, and re-import it, replacing the old data. This is sometimes the easiest
method of changing large amounts of data.
When the "Import" button is dicked, a window is displayed for specifying exactly
which data will be imported and its order. An example window is shown for
Architecture Cost Risk in Figure E-25.
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Import Data From Text File
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Figure E-25.- Import data fields window.
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The left-hand box ("Fields") contains a list of data fields relating to the type of data to be
imported. The right-hand box ("Import Order") is the list of fields that is actually being
imported and their import order. The order must match the order of the data in the file
to be imported. The four buttons between the "Fields" and the "Import Order" boxes are
used to build the "Import Order" list. Three of these buttons are only active when fields
in the "Fields" and/or "Import Order" lists are highlighted. Fields are highlighted by
clicking on them.
The "Copy All" button clears the "Import Order" list and moves all fields from the
"Fields" list to the "Import Order" list in the order that they appear in the "Fields" list.
The "Append" button moves the field highlighted in the "Fields" list to the bottom of the
"Import Order" list. The "Insert" button inserts the field highlighted in the "Fields" list
immediately before the field highlighted in the "Import Order" list. The "Remove"
button removes the field highlighted in the "import Order" list.
The system or architecture name must always be included in the imported data.
Otherwise, the database has no way of determining which system or architecture that
the data goes with.
The two "Delimiters" boxes are the ASCII numbers for the characters that separate the
fields and records. Typically, especially with spreadsheets that are saved as text, a tab
character (ASCII 9) is placed between fields (spreadsheet columns) and a carriage return
(ASCII 13) is placed between records (at the end of spreadsheet rows). Therefore. these
are the window's defaults.
The window has a '?qote" area to give certain requirements or comments concerning the
data.
When the "Import" button is clicked, another standard Macintosh window appears
asking for the disk location of the file to be imported.
Overall Evaluation Process
The following steps are used to evaluate an architecture:
(1) The systems are defined and all data entered in. The data can be entered
manually or by importing.
(2) The system flight profile processor is run.
(3) The system attribute processors are run.












The architectures are defined and system linked to them. This can be done
manually or by importing data.
The architecture attribute processors are run for attributes with sub-attributes.
The sub-attribute utility curves are defined.
All architecture attribute processors are run.
The attribute utility curves are defined.
All architecture attribute processors are run in "utility curve only" mode.
The summary processor in run.
Steps 5, 7, 9, and 10 can be done using the "Calc" button in the architecture
listing window.
Any reports or graphs that are required are printed out or any data exported.
Future Plans
At this time, there are no definite plans to add capabilities to the AET. However, there
are several potential changes that have been identified for implementation if they
become necessary. Any input from users on potential changes will be taken into
account.
The largest potential change is the addition of cost and/or operations models. This
would give the ability to analyze changes in flight rate or other cost or operations
related data. Making this change would take solid several months of development time.
It is unknown whether the size or speed of the resulting database would create
problems.
Other potential capabilities or enhancements that could be added include addition of
new attribute models, especially a new ground operations attribute developed during
the study extension period, revision of the current attributes, and addition of a on-line
help system. Also, now that a lot more understanding about the data and analysis
requirements exists, the database can be restructured and the amount redundant data
can be reduced.
Other simpler changes, such as minor changes to the user interface, can be made. This
includes addition of a "view only" mode where the user can not change any data while
in the database.
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List of If Scenarios
The If Scenariosbaselined by the HTS NASA-industry study team are composed of
several mission types as follows:
TABLE. A-1.- MISSION TYPE
If Mission Type
A Support Assets (operational infrastructure payloads such as
TDRS)
Base (core science and technology, small payloads)
ISF (Industrial Space Facility)
DOD (DOD missions, capability model only)
B All If A Missions
Sortie Science (large return mass requirement such as Spacelab)
Satellite Servicing
C All If B Missions
SSF PMC
D All If C Missions
SSF Expansion
E All If D Missions
SEI (manned missions only)
List of Architectures





















Reference Shuttle, Delta, Arias, Titan, ACRV
Evolution of Current Systems Shuttle, Delta, Arias, Titan, ACRV, Shuttle Evolution,
RCV, ELV Evolution
Alternate Access - Cargo Only Shuttle, Delta, Atlas, Titan, ACRV, NLS, CTV
Alternate Access - Crew & Cargo Shuttle, Delta, Arias, Titan, ACRV, PLS, NLS, CRV,
CTV
Separation of People & Cargo/Right Shuttle, Delta, Atlas, Titan, CLV, MLS, CRV
Human Booster
Separation of People & Cargo/Right Shuttle, Delta, Atlas, Titan, PLS, MLS, CRV
Human Booster
Separation of People & Cargo Shuttle, Delta, Arias, Titan, PLS, MLS, CRV, LRV
Advanced Technology Shuttle, Delta, Arias, Titan, ACRV, SSTO, CTF
Advanced Technology Shuttle, Delta, Arias, Titan, ACRV, AMLS, CTF
Advanced Technology Shuttle, Delta, Arias, Titan, ACRV, NDV, CTF
ACRV Commonalty Shuttle, Delta, Arias, Titan, PLS, NLS, CTV
ACRV Commonalty Shuttle, Delta, Arias, Titan, ACRV, PLS, NLS, CTV
ACRV Commonalty/Right Human Shuttle, Delta, Atlas, Titan, ACRV, PLS, NLS, CTV
Booster
Right Human Booster Shuttle, Delta, Arias, Titan, ACRV, PLS, MR Titan IV,
CIT
Alternate Access - Foreign Systems Shuttle, Delta, Atlas, Titan, ACRV, Hermes, Ariane,
CTV, LRV
New Concept Shuttle, Delta, Arias, Titan, ACRV, AMSC, CTF, LRV
New Concept Shuttle, Delta, Arias, Titan, ACRV, RUPC, MR Titan II,
CTF, LRV




IMPACT OF NEW BUSINESS APPROACHES
F.1.1 BACKGROUND
The final principal task of the Human Transportation System Study was to try to
understand the impact of "New Ways of Doing Business" on the way NASA builds
and flies missions. To better understand this impact, a survey was conducted
among senior managers within the U. S. Government and participating companies
(see Appendix G). The goal of the survey was to identify items that could improve
industry's way of doing business with the U. S. Government. Over one hundred
suggestions were received. The categorized responses of the survey are depicted in
Figure F.1.1. The summary of the responses are presented, by category, in the
following sections. Most responses identify what is wrong with the current way of
doing business, rather than suggesting improvements to the system. However,
where suggested improvements or solutions to specific problems were identified,
they were included in the summation. Although the NASA Industry Team did not
necessarily agree with all of the responses received, all of the responses are reflected





















Figure F.1.1.- Percent of categorized survey responses on better ways of doing




Program funding constraints can cause several things to happen. For example, test
hardware may be forced to be deleted and designs may be changed, resulting in
much higher operational costs. Emphasis on low cost is perceived to be at the
expense of on-time schedules and technology advancement. Cost and budget
estimates have a significant influence on program stability and outcome. The lack
of multiyear funding inhibits planning for orderly and efficient development of
operational capability. Annualized funding is so variable that contractors expect to
cost share in order to get around the uncertainties of the U. S. Government.
Programs become longer and longer due to such constraints, which makes them
more costly overall. The detailed involvement of Congress in the budgeting process
(e.g., redesigning Space Station Freedom (SSF)), and the resultant contractor
response to reduced budget levels cause early program inefficiencies. Political
constraints affect the budget of NASA acquisitions and cause many restructuring
problems.
Timely funding of fiscal year options is hindered because of tendencies within the
appropriation and authorization processes to transfer NASA-budgeted funds to
other agencies. This often results in work stoppages, delays of scheduled launches,
and increased overall costs.
There is enormous pressure at the onset of a program to assume high levels of cost
risk without adequate reserves to cover contingencies or growth. One recommenda-
tion is to delay the start of a program until cost estimates and budget availability
match. Program budgeting should recognize program dynamics from the outset and
reflect "looking back" costs. Reserves should be budgeted after the originally
predicted peak cost point.
F.2.1.2 Management
New management practices must be introduced. To reduce costs and meet tighter
end-item delivery schedules, oversight and review of projects must be sharply
reduced, and authority must be delegated to those closest to the problems to allow
them to effect the solutions. There is a need to streamline and reduce the number
of customer reviews and meetings. Top management time is consumed by lack of
delegation and excessively broad program reviews which do not concentrate on key
issues. Meetings for information only that do not address any specific problems
should be minimized. When meetings are held, the decision makers should
maintain open lines of communication, and maximize productive time. To save
costs, telecommunications should be used to reduce travel and facilitate participa-
tion by those closest to the technical problems.
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Management needs to assign clear responsibility, goals, and commensurate
authority to each job assignment so that the responsible person(s) can see that the
job gets done. Clear goals will focus the efforts to adhere to schedule and avoid lost
time. U. S. Government management needs to specify the deliverables of the
program, rather than how to achieve those deliverables. Mission objectives should
be defined and the technical solutions should evolve as technical problems arise.
This allows people the creative flexibility in their approach to problems which leads
to the most cost-effective solutions.
The lines of communication should be open between government and the
contractor. Contractors should be treated as team members in open discussions. If
continuity can be maintained within the program team (NASA and contractor), the
following will happen: the team will be well-informed; time will be saved on
training new team members; increased cooperation and enthusiasm for the
program will be generated; and team members will have recognition for their
individual efforts. A sense of trust among government, industry, and team
members must be established to allow the members to push ahead decisively and to
reduce barriers. Each member must be able to rely on support from the others. The
high degree of interaction between NASA and its contractors, while technically
productive, also tends to place upward pressure on the cost outcomes.
NASA management should select contractors for the role of design development.
Then, the contractor should have more up-front responsibility, using clearly defined
requirements and goals set by management, to perform its assigned role. Program
direction should emphasize project accomplishment, rather than reporting,
documentation, justification, etc. Continuing procurements to the point where the
Request for Proposal is expected any day, and then aborting them, is a practice to be
avoided. This will reduce the waste of contractor resources, which ultimately are
paid for by the U. S. Government. A level of risk should be established that will
enable the Government to project what funding will be available to award any
intended procurement.
F.2.1.3 Operations
There are outdated design and integration processes used today that concurrent
design, systems engineering, and integrated product development teams should
improve. Establishment of concurrent engineering teams to evaluate candidate
designs and system architectures should reduce the complexity of interfaces during
the design phase. These teams need to be established early in the program. A
"skunk works" activity may be one way to effectively formulate the concepts and
system definitions on which the overall program development effort relies:
production (logical manufacturing processes), operations (reduced manpower and
documentation), specialty engineering (safety, quality, reliability, maintainability,
etc.), and design.
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Having a "Design-for-Operations" philosophy in the front end of a program can
reduce overall acquisition and support costs. This is substantiated by quantitative
modeling techniques and by experience. The F-117A has shown a reduction of over
25 percent in operations costs based on this concept. The F-117A program has also
used common hardware and saved over $60 M in DDT&E costs for avionics systems.
The Japanese approach to reliable product development is to engineer, in the
product definition phase, both the design and the manufacturing process to provide
a stable production approach and a product that is highly reliable. This concurrent
engineering process produces a basic product design that will accommodate the
normal statistical variance that can be expected from the manufacturing process. If
the design and manufacturing process are properly developed together, a quality
product can be built and statistical process control utilized, rather than relying on
inspection only.
If design, fabrication, and operational processes for space hardware are put together
using the following suggestion (e.g., launch vehicle), the results could be a system
with lower costs and greater reliability than any existing element of space hardware.
The development team must establish an approach for the concurrent engineering
of the element that will assure, to the maximum extent possible, a producible and
reliable design. Before the hardware design of the element is initiated, an extensive
analysis should be conducted of the functional operation of the total system to
determine the design limits that must be placed upon all the critical subsystems and
components to assure acceptable system functionality.
This effort first requires a functional flow analysis of all the subsystems that make
up the total system. This analysis should flow the operational requirements down
to the major component or Line Replaceable Unit (LRU) level. Next, a consistent
computerized systems simulation model should be developed and utilized that will
apply Taguchi's techniques while establishing acceptable operational limits on the
subsystems down to the same LRU level.
When these limits are known and an assessment of the operational environment
has been made, concurrent engineering design studies for the LRU's can begin.
These studies must include considerations for all elements of the launch system's
life cycle. The product and process designs must result in LRU's that can be built
and operated reliably within the specification limits, with inspection only to assure
there is no human error in assembly. The Mean Time Between Failure of the
LRU's must be high, so that operational testing is not required to assure the system's
reliability.
A suggestion to minimize long-term operating costs considered the impact and
influence of logistics requirements on system design early in the design phase of a
program. The "blind spot" associated with inadequate front end analysis of logistics
requirements resulted in an incomplete concurrent engineering process. As a
result, the major systems managers for the Department of Defense demanded
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logistics assessments as a part of the concurrent engineering process, knowing the
impact on long-term operating costs. One obstacle encountered in implementing
this suggestion was that funding constraints continued to reduce or cancel the
logistics engineering analysis tasks.
It would greatly improve the implementation of the NASA management
information data system if computer hardware and software used at NASA Centers
was compatible. A standard of hardware and software requirements could be
imposed so that NASA computer systems would be compatible.
F.2.1.4 Organization
An understanding of the division of authority between NASA Centers is often not
clear. Multiple Center roles and responsibilities need to be complementary, rather
than overlapping. Standardization of business practices between Centers would
greatly improve the efficiency of doing business. Paperwork is sometimes required
by one Center for another Center that, in turn, actually demands something
different. Within an organization, establish separate work centers focusing on one
function or product, with all supporting elements under the direction of the work
center. There may be obstacles to overcome when co-locating some of the
functional elements in the work centers due to the perception of where their
traditional place is in the organization.
Another area for improvement is when Level II wants all changes coordinated for
feasibility of concept approval before a Level II Program Change Identification
Number (PCIN) is processed. The Level HI project participants do not appear to
want to listen to improvements or changes that are not within their current
funding structure. Time is costly. To reduce the time, one suggestion might be for
Level HI to consider sponsoring the change if they become involved. It would also
allow an independent evaluation of the element data. Another suggestion would
be to use the major prime contractor as the integrating contractor. Contract design
through launch with no second or third parties involved (e.g., Shuttle Processing
Contractor).
F.2.1.5 Procurement
The procurement processes are fundamental to program successes. A procurement
approach is needed that: (1) is applicable even with international partners, (2) can
get work going within a few months, (3) expends only a small percentage of the
resources on the effort of the procurement process itself, and (4) has a way to
continue to utilize the capability that has been built-up during a competition. The
process needs to find the best combination of capability, motivation, and low cost,
while leaving the losing competitors with other options.
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The procurement system needs to be simplified and kept honest. One suggestion
was to establish a type of referee system where all procurement derisions are made
by people who are precluded from subsequent involvement with the companies
involved. The policy should be made simpler by excluding contractor involvement
in the development of statements of work. This includes support contractors;
competitive procurements should be fair to all.
The procurement "boilerplate" needs to be streamlined; a large amount of effort is
spent answering irrelevant specifications. Reduction in reporting requirements
would both simplify and limit costs within the program. The U. S. Government
could take advantage of the contractors' reporting systems to reduce or eliminate
specific government reports. The cost of complicated procurement regulations
unnecessarily raises the costs of launch services. Standardizing the planning system
to reduce acquisition complexity may help keep the costs down. The current
acquisition process forces submittal of unrealistic cost schedules. Suggested
solutions to improve the acquisition processes are to: (1) develop new cost
estimation methodologies, (2) establish requirements early and conservatively, then
avoid changes; (3) utilize multiyear authorizations and appropriations, (4) allow
more flexible and realistic contract type selection, and (5) promote Total Quality
Management at all levels.
The NASA Research Announcement (NRA) is a good approach for small studies
and a step in the right direction for larger contracts. The use of the NRA has
resulted in less than a 30-day turnaround between proposal receipt and award from
the contractor, and streamlined the process of getting th-e _bntractor on board earlier.
Level-of-effort contracts are recommended for increased flexibility. In all contracts,
there needs to be an easier change mechanism, because the current mechanism
takes too long and involves too many people.
Development of new systems should not be competitively priced. In fixed-priced
developments, the contractor is forced to throw out things that can be significant
(e.g., testing).
The imposition of a Performance Measurement System (PMS) on a one-of-a-kind
type of DDT&E program (e.g., SSF) is not wise. PMS does well with a production
program and products that are well defined.
Incentives for the contractors to meet or exceed the program objectives would help
keep costs low. For example, Rockwell International earned 20 percent of every
dollar it saved NASA on building the Endeavor. Incentives could include grants to
develop new technology for systems specifically directed toward cost savings, rather
than increasing performance; cash incentives to firms that reduce the manufactur-
ing costs of specific items procured by the U. S. Government; and encouraging
industrial teaming arrangements in focused technology areas such as the National
Aerospace Plane Materials Consortium. In addition, the U.S. Government could
stimulate the private sector's innovative creativity by issuing a request for proposal
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for space transportation services, and requesting that industry bid on the end
product (e.g., four seats to and from SSF every 90 days). Such an approach assumes
minimum government oversight over the design and manufacturing processes. It
would also require the aerospace community to assume much greater financial risk
than it has taken on in the past. To offset that risk, it is likely that the U. S. Govern-
ment would have to agree to a minimum purchase that would allow the companies
involved to earn a profit on their investments.
Financial incentives passed through to the individuals in a program would increase
their enthusiasm and motivation for working on the program. The individuals,
made personally responsible for the quality of their own efforts, would be less
tolerant of poor performers, who would otherwise dilute the financial incentives.
F.2.1.6 Personnel
The only suggestion received that explicitly regarded personnel was to greatly reduce
the number of people supporting development programs when the development is
completed. This is an ingredient of a successful low-cost, high technology program,
but should be coupled with a plan to retain or otherwise utilize the people within
the company so that their expertise is available "on-call" as required.
F.2.1.7 Policy. and Procedures
Lack of programmatic stability results in the waste of replanning resources and in
credibility loss for current schedules (caused by funding constraints, new
requirements, etc.). The program planning process, in particular the cost and budget
estimation processes, has a significant influence on the program's stability, and
hence its outcome. The essential problem is that there is currently no process which
formally connects policy and the budget. At the top level, there is a space program
policy. The top level requirements of this policy would tell NASA what it has to do.
On the other side, there is the budget, which reflects the monetary constraints on the
job NASA has to do, as defined by the policy and top level requirements. The
solution is to develop and implement a process which links the budgets and the
requirements. The link is especially important very early in the life of a program,
but is required throughout.
NASA should start by identifing and prioritizing what it wants to accomplish; what
the mission need is; and what it would cost. Just as the generation activity of
technical requirements is recognized as being iterative, with the product improving
with the number of iterations, the policy and requirements versus budget process
should also be iterated until the desired quality of product and agreements are
achieved.
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The risk of not doing this is a vicious cycle of undesirable consequences between the
Congress and NASA: (1) people in control of the budgets don't trust us; (2) those
who don't trust us tend to micro-manage us; (3) as they get into micro management,
they squeeze the resources or add their technical requirements to replace those we
didn't have or didn't clearly enunciate; (4) as we get squeezed, we tend to take what
we can get, since we find it difficult to stand fast to requirements which weren't
clearly enunciated or which had poorly defined mission needs; (5) taking what we
can get, instead of what we should have written down, further damages our
credibility.
NASA needs to prove to the administration and to Congress that it can run multi-
year programs in a cost-effective manner, particularly such programs as the Space
Shuttle, which presently operate at levels of more than four billion dollars per year.
Once NASA has reduced these costs and demonstrated this management capability,
and before new programs are inaugurated, top level needs must be understood, and
backers with funding support must be secured. Otherwise, these programs will be
prey to multiple analyses and external micromanagement.
While concept definition may be entertaining for the participants, usually not
enough focus is given to accurate program planning and costing. Structured,
recognizable, processes should be established which are consistent across the NASA
and engineering contractor community.
Any program development can be accomplished in 3 to 4 years, once uncertainties
are resolved. The government should allow for more flexible contractual
arrangements, (i.e., less rigorous procedures and documentation).
Contractors complain that the costs of continuing excessive government oversight
and complicated procurement regulations unnecessarily raise the costs of launch
services and/or programs. Purchasing launch services competitively from private
firms, rather than managing launches from within NASA or the armed services,
might save money. The intent of purchasing launch services is to remove the U. S.
Government as much as possible from setting detailed engineering specifications for
the launch system and to reduce the burden of excessive oversight by government
managers. NASA could adopt the way the Federal Aviation Agency (FAA) does
business; they set the "air worthiness standards" and then let the industry design,
develop, and qualify products to meet those standards while filling a need.
In streamlining the policy and procedure processes, a commitment to total quality
management needs to be made. Some of the suggestions for the policy to
incorporate are: (1) use statistical design and manufacturing process development to
produce parts within the specification limits and to establish expected failure rates
and modes; (2) have a "Design for Operations" philosophy in the front end of a
program that would reduce overall acquisition and support costs; (3) minimize the
levels of approval required for simple changes; (4) minimize formal contract
deliverables; (5) decrease the time of the evaluation and definition cycles for change
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orders; (6) confine review item discrepancies (RID's) at preliminary and critical
design reviews to design topics, not requirements, and avoid changes between
reviews; (7) automate the flight and mission planning systems and standardize
vehicle loads to specific weights and centers-of-mass, thus saving large amounts of
manpower-intensive planning; (8) establish documentation structures which
accommodate the total program requirements definition.
Perceptions are that NASA holds too much work in-house. By doing the conceptual
and preliminary design work, NASA competes with the contractors for business. In
this process, they change system requirements, the program objectives become
cloudy, and the program frequently loses support. If the NASA Center's mission is
to be the design center, then it should perform the design function and contract only
for manufacturing, assembly, and testing where there is no in-house capability to
accomplish these functions. The alternative is for NASA to hand the contractor a
set of requirements, and then allow the contractor to design and provide a system
that satisfies those requirements.
Low cost innovation can be encouraged by providing contractors with an incentive
and giving them the autonomy to implement changes without a lot of red tape. By
providing incentives to change, a culture of constant improvement can be created.
The U. S. Government should consider transferring technology to those who
develop the product and provide more of the technology work effort and should
also ensure that the technology is proven prior to the end of the program.
As contractor manpower reductions take place as a result of new ways of doing
business, it is imperative that the U. S. Government reduce personnel
proportionally. This would maximize the savings that result from such changes,
and also guarantee that contractor efforts are matched and appreciated by the
Government in pursuing space goals. Positive accomplishments should be the
primary determinants of new business and continued employment.
The U. S. Government should consider entering into longer-term commitments
with suppliers to purchase larger lot sizes. This could reduce the component unit
cost substantially, which would directly benefit the competitive position and
increase sales and profitability for the supplier. It would require some risk on either
the prime contractor or the government. The Government would have to commit
future budget funds which would reduce their budget flexibility. The contractor
would have to take title to unsold goods with the expectation of adding value and
reselling at a profit.
F.2.1.8 Requirements
NASA programs need to have a multitiered requirement system. Starting with an
objective from the President or upper management, each tier needs to formulate
appropriate requirements, working down to the smallest elements of the program.
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For example, a broad-brush objective may be a permanent base on the Moon, a goal
set by upper management. This implies requirements for a transportation system,
habitat, and other support elements. In turn, these elements must be defined for the
number of people they transport or support on the surface, resulting in further
requirements for lower tiers. Such a functional decomposition has long been
employed by military programs, and could be adopted more widely and consistently
by NASA. With the broad top-level requirements determined, early configuration
control could be employed to make sure that concepts for program elements address
upper level requirements and that specifications are precise.
In the case of SSF, requirements were set in Phase A studies, but they were set too
broadly, or else disregarded to such a great degree that Phase A contributed little
substance to subsequent development of the project. When requirements for
micro-g laboratory operations were imposed on the program, it was after the Phase
A studies were complete, and without the needed configuration control. On the
other hand, in the case of Apollo, the successful system engineering procedure was
performed intuitively rather than formally.
Since requirements are both the first products in any potential program and are very
important to the life of that program, NASA should spend more quality effort on
this product. Ways to accomplish this include certifying requirement writers before
they are allowed to begin and requirements "stamping" for certification, much like
the Safety, Reliability, and Quality Assurance stamps of approval, to ensure they are
true requirements and not "desirements." A center-wide, if not agency-wide,
requirements tracking and control tool, and perhaps even a requirements
organization, could insure requirements uniformity within and across programs.
To summarize, the NASA should define what it wants in a mission statement and
establish the resultant requirements set. Let the contractor formulate the concepts
and designs that meet the requirements, while providing required technology
support. Then, the U. S. Government should review the concepts and designs
(validating them against the requirements), advise, approve, and allow the
contractor to implement the program. Once established, requirements should be
changed only when absolutely necessary. All parties must stay focused on the




'U'I-tE IMPACT OF NEW BUSINESS APPROACHES"
TASK #4 OF THE
HUMAN TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM STUDY
The HTS Study contract is being conducted by the New Initiatives Office of the
NASA Johnson Space Center with the six industry participants indicated above. We are
looking for a list of key impediments or new ways of doing business that you have
encountered or are currently encountering in your experiences with government
contracts. Your input(s) will be combined with similar comments from other programs
and functional areas across several contractors to focus efforts on how to improve our
collective programmatic efficiency. A final NASA-Industry Team report, embodying
the results of this survey, will be prepared, presented at appropriate levels within the
NASA, and placed in the public domain.
Areas of interest include, but are not limited to, Organization, Management,
Operations, Procurement, Personnel, Policy/Procedures, and Funding/Budgetary
topics. Specific examples are useful for improving the readability of the report, but we
are looking for broadly applicable material. Negative examples are acceptable, but the
emphasis is on how to do more with what we have in the context of NASA-related
business. Anonymity of organizations will be maintained in the final report(s) if such a
desire is indicated above, but any information supplied will be available at the working
level to all HTS Study contractors and participating government elements. Additional
pages may be added to this questionnaire at your discretion.
1. Please identify the top three to five things that would (have) result(ed) in the greatest
improvements in your way of doing business with the Government.
2. Your Company/Organization:
3. Program/Project/Functional Area:
4. Point(s) of Contact for further info:
5a. Is it O.K. to identify your Company? Yes/No
Tel" ( )
5b. - - your Program? Yes/No
6. Were you able to actually implement the above improvement(s)? What obstacles
were encountered? How were these overcome?
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7. What risks are involved in the foregoing? Do you have any suggestions for
mitigation?
8. Can you quantify the savings/level of improvement?
9. Approximately how large (dollars, man-months, or peak number of personnel)
is/was your area of responsibility?
10. Was this a prime contract or a subcontracted effort? Were you teamed with any
other aerospace contractor?
11. How would you assess the PLANNED schedule duration vs. the magnitude of the
task and the length of time ACTUALLY required?
12. Can you compare or contrast your way of doing business with the Government
with practices in the U.S. commercial or international sectors?
INTERVIEW/DISCUSSION POINTS
* What gives you the most "heartburn" in dealing with NASA?





* What can you say about procurement policies/regulations?
* How is the interface with your customer(s)?
* Is your test program:
About right?
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Duplicative ashardware progressestowards launch?
Still addressing obsoleterequirements?
A great burden to your program?
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